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GROSS- ROSEN SUBCAMP SYSTEM

The  Gross- Rosen subcamp system began to develop in Octo-
ber 1943. In 1942, a  Gross- Rosen subcamp had been estab-
lished at the  SS- Ersatzbataillon in  Breslau- Lissa. In 1943, 
another 4 subcamps  were established in Hirschberg, Treskau, 
Dyhernfurth, and Fünfteichen. However, the massive expan-
sion in the subcamp network did not occur until 1944, when 
60 subcamps  were established, quickly spilling over the bor-
ders of Lower Silesia. As a rule, the subcamps  were estab-
lished in armaments industries based in Lower Silesia or the 
Sudetengau or  were based in areas that  were under air attack 
or the threat of air attack and so  were relocated to Silesia and 
the Sudetengau. In November 1944, probably as part of the 
evacuation from Auschwitz  II- Birkenau, another 6 subcamps 
 were opened. In the same year, 28 Organisation Schmelt 
camps  were taken over by the  Gross- Rosen camp system.

SS- Oberscharführer Albrecht Schmelt, from the autumn 
of 1940, was the Sonderbeauftragter des Reichsführers- SS 
und Chef der Deutschen Polizei für fremdvölkischen Arbeits-
einsatz in Oberschlesien (Special Plenipotentiary of the 
Reichführer- SS and Chief of the German Police for the Use 
of Foreign Labor in Upper Silesia) responsible for the central 
registration of all Jews in Lower Silesia and Sudetengau, with 
the view to use the “Jewish labor force” for German arma-
ments production. The headquarters of the or ga ni za tion  were 
initially located in Sosnowiec. Later, they  were moved to St. 
Annaberg (Polish: Góra Św. Anny). Altogether, there  were 
162 Organisation Schmelt subcamps located in or close to in-
dustry. Initially described as “Judenlager” (Jewish camps) or 
“Arbeitslager” (work camps), from the end of 1942, they  were 
labeled as “Zwangsarbeitslager für Juden” (forced labor camps 
for Jews). From the summer of 1942, following the personal 

initiative of Schmelt, there  were not only Polish Jews in the 
camps but 10,000 West Eu ro pe an Jews from the camps at 
Drancy, Auschwitz  II- Birkenau, and Koźle. It is no longer 
possible to determine how many prisoners  were in these 
camps.

The dissolution of the Organisation Schmelt and its sub-
camps was considered as early as 1943 in connection with the 
realization of the “Endlösung der Judenfrage” (Final Solution 
of the Jewish Question). Only the most important camps  were 
to be preserved, and they  were to be put under the control of 
the Auschwitz and  Gross- Rosen concentration camps. From 
this collection originate 28  Gross- Rosen subcamps (23 in 
Lower Silesia and 5 in the Sudetengau). They  were handed 
over to  Gross- Rosen between January and October 1944. 
There  were 7 camps for male prisoners (Bunzlau, Dyhern-
furth, Hirschberg, Kittlitztreben, Waldenburg, Dörnhau, 
Wolfsberg), around 13 for female prisoners (Bernsdorf, 
Gabersdorf, Gräben, Gräfl ich- Röhrsdorf, Grünberg, Merz-
dorf, Neusalz,  Ober- Altstadt, Parschnitz, Peterswaldau, 
Schatzlar,  Zillerthal- Erdmannsdorf, Gebhardsdorf), and the 
mixed camps such as Langenbielau and Ludwigsdorf.1 The 6 
remaining Organisation Schmelt camps  were liquidated, and 
their 7,110 inmates, mostly women,  were taken to the  Gross-
 Rosen main camp. What must be emphasized is that transfer 
to a new administration was one of continuity and not the 
creation of new entities: not all Schmelt camps became in fact 
concentration subcamps, and not all  Gross- Rosen subcamps 
originate from the Organisation Schmelt.

Gross- Rosen in January 1945 held around 77,000 prison-
ers. It was the second largest camp still in existence after 
Buchenwald.2 At this time, 10.9 percent of all prisoners  were 
in  Gross- Rosen and its subcamps, guarded by 12 companies 
of the  SS- Wachmannschaft.  Gross- Rosen controlled more 
than 100 subcamps in Lower Silesia, the Sudetenland, and 
the  present- day Czech Republic, as well as in south Saxony 
(Lausitz). Around 50 percent of the  Gross- Rosen subcamps 
held either exclusively or a majority of Jewish prisoners. 
Most of these came from the Auschwitz and Plaszow con-
centration camps or camps taken over from the Organisa-
tion Schmelt.

The almost autonomous group of 12 camps near Wałbrzych 
im Eulengebirge (Polish: Góry Sowie), known as the “Arbeit-
slager Riese,” was a special case. Around 13,300 prisoners of 
different nationalities  were involved in one of the largest con-
struction projects of the Third Reich.  Here was to be built 
Hitler’s new headquarters and a new production site for the 
V-2. The camps in the Arbeitslager Riese included Tannhau-
sen, Wüstegiersdorf, Schotterwerk, Dörnhau, Märzbachtal, 
Lärche, Kaltwasser, Säuferwasser, Wolfsberg, Erlenbusch, 
Falkenberg, and Fürstenstein. Among these  were included 3 
camps for women.

A .50 Reichsmark premium note from the Gross-Rosen subcamp of 
Peterswaldau, 1944.
USHMM WS # 16602, COURTESY OF HANKA GRANEK EHRLICH
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CAMPS AND GHETTOS, 1933–1945

Forty- fi ve  Gross- Rosen subcamps  were planned for female 
prisoners. The transition from civilian guarded Organisation 
Schmelt camps to women’s concentration camp (Frauenarbeits-
lager), which largely occurred in the fi rst half of 1944, was 
accompanied not only by an intensive deterioration in the 
work and living conditions but also with the selection of the 
inmates. One of the female prisoners described the takeover 
by the  Gross- Rosen administration of the Peterswaldau camp 
as follows: “Work in the factory suddenly ceased and all the 
women  were chased into the camp. We suspected the worst. 
We  were crammed into one room in the camp. You had to go 
in one at a time, being beaten by the SS women. In the room 
there  were a few SS men. A circle had been drawn on the 
fl oor, you had to undress and step naked into the circle and 
turn around. The SS men then  decided—the oven or work.”3

Six or seven women’s camps, taken over from the Organisa-
tion Schmelt and located in the Sudetengau, formed a special 
camp complex within the group of Frauenarbeitslager. They 
 were directly under the supervision of the  SS- Kommando 
Trautenau commanded by  SS- Obersturmführer Friedrich Rit-
terbuch. Some 4,000 Jewish women  were concentrated in the 
camps at Bernsdorf, Gabersdorf, Liebau,  Ober- Altstadt,  Ober-
 Hohenelbe, Parschnitz (and Schatzlar).4 Seven additional 
camps  were to be added by the middle of 1944, and another two 
 were planned. The number of prisoners would be increased to 
11,500.5 It is not possible to determine the real purpose of this 
group of camps. Another four Frauenarbeitslager (Birnbäumel, 
Hochweiler, Kurzbach, and Schlesiersee) in Lower Silesia, each 
with 1,000 prisoners, was known as “Unternehmen Bartod”: 
they  were involved with the construction of fortifi cations, 
probably for the Organisation Todt (OT).6

There  were no women in the  Gross- Rosen camp complex 
before 1944. By the beginning of 1945,  Gross- Rosen, with its 
7 subcamps for women, had the fourth largest number of fe-
male prisoners (after the Ravensbrück, Stutthof, and Buchen-
wald camps). At this time, there  were 26,000 female prisoners, 
around a third of the prison population, guarded by a contin-
gent of 900 SS wardresses, who in turn accounted for more 
than 20 percent of the guards and administrative personnel at 
 Gross- Rosen.7 Female prisoners stayed for only a short time 
in the main camp. They  were mostly held in the subcamps of 
which, in 1944, 38 had been taken over from the Organisation 
Schmelt. Another 3  were taken over in 1945. The new camps 
established in 1944 included Biesnitzer Grund, Birnbäumel, 
 Breslau- Hundsfeld, Brünnlitz, Christianstadt, Freiburg, Ga-
blonz, Grafenort, Guben, Halbstadt, Hochweiler, Kratzau I 
and II, Kurzbach, Langenbielau II, Liebau, Mittelsteine, 
Morchenstern,  Ober- Hohenelbe, Sackisch, Schlesiersee, St. 
Georgenthal, Weisswasser (present- day Bilá Voda, Czech Re-
public), Weisswasser (present- day Czech Republic), Weiss-
wasser (present- day Federal Republic of Germany), Wiesau, 
Wüstegiersdorf, and Zittau.

The female prisoners in the  Gross- Rosen subcamps came 
mostly from Poland and Hungary but also from France, Bel-
gium, and Holland. There  were also smaller groups of female 
Czechs, Slovenians, Rus sians, Germans, and Austrians. Just 

about all the women  were Jewish. As with the male prisoners, 
the female prisoners manufactured armaments. They also 
worked in the textile industry. In the last weeks of the war, 
they  were primarily involved in fortifi cation works, building 
tank traps and digging defense lines on the Eastern Front.

The evacuation of the  Gross- Rosen subcamps occurred in 
several stages:8 in the last third of January 1945, all subcamps 
east of the Oder  were closed. The men  were sent on death 
marches to the  Gross- Rosen main camp, while the female 
prisoners  were sent to the interior of the Reich. The evacua-
tion of the main camp began in the fi rst 10 days of February, 
and 25 subcamps  were closed. Around 27,000 prisoners  were 
sent to the camps at Mittelbau, Buchenwald, Flossenbürg, and 
Mauthausen. The subcamps to the west of the Neisse re-
mained and  were administered by the camp command, which 
had relocated to Reichenau (present- day Rychnov). In the fi -
nal phase, between the middle of February and the middle of 
April 1945, the prisoners in the Arbeitslager Riese complex 
 were evacuated, and the last remaining camps in Saxony and 
Brandenburg  were evacuated. Around 30 subcamps  were lib-
erated by the Red Army by May 9, 1945. Shortly before May 
9, the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp administration was 
liquidated, and the majority of the camp fi les  were destroyed.

Around 44,000 prisoners survived the 26 evacuation 
marches from the  Gross- Rosen subcamps. The number who 
died on the death marches cannot be determined; however, 
based on prisoner numbers in January 1945, it could have 
been around 36,000.9 There  were around 10,000 women 
evacuated from the  Gross- Rosen subcamps. The fate of 6,500 
of these prisoners is unknown.

SOURCES For details on individual  Gross- Rosen subcamps, 
see the essay and sources for each camp. Zygmunt Łukasiewicz, 
in “Gross- Rosen,” BGKBZHwP 8 (1965), was the fi rst to write 
about the state of research on the  Gross- Rosen subcamps.

Further details are contained in the subsequent investiga-
tions by the GKBZHwP, as well as in its 1979 encyclopedia on 
concentration camps in Polish territory: Czesław Pilichowski 
et al., eds., Obozy hitlerowskie na ziemiach polskich 1939–1945. 
Informator encyklopedyczny (Warsaw: Państwowe Wydawni-
ctwo Naukowe, 1979). The  Gross- Rosen subcamps are dis-
cussed on pp. 428–444.

For details on the Organisation Schmelt camps, see above 
all Alfred Konieczny, “Die Zwangsarbeit der Juden in Schle-
sien im Rahmen der ‘Organisation Schmelt,’ ” in Sozialpolitik 
und Judenvernichtung: Gibt es eine Ökonomie der Endlösung? ed. 
Götz Aly and Susanne Heim (Berlin:  Rotbuch- Verlag, 1987). 
For the “Arbeitslager Riese” complex, see Piotr Kruszyński, 
“Die Ausbeutung der Häfl tingsarbeit im Komplex Riese im 
Eulengebirege durch die Organisation Todt und mitarbei-
tende Firmen,” in Die Ausnutzung der Zwangsarbeit der 
Häftlinge des KL  Gross- Rosen durch das Dritte Reich, ed. Alfred 
Konieczny (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 2004), pp. 40–54.

Alfred Konieczny’s studies on  Gross- Rosen and its sub-
camps cover numerous aspects such as his essay “Das Konzen-
trationslager  Gross- Rosen,” DaHe 5 (1989): 15–27; his 
monograph KL  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 1994); and 
his monograph Frauen im Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen in 
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VOLUME I: PART A

den Jahren 1944–1945 (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 1994). The 
monograph edited by Alfred Konieczny, Die Völker Europas 
im KL  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 1995), includes inter-
esting essays by Aleksandra Kobielec, “Die jüdischen 
Häftlinge im KL  Gross- Rosen und in seinen Nebenlagern,” 
pp. 31–36; Bella Gutterman, “Der Alltag der jüdischen 
Häftlinge in Nebenlagern des KL  Gross- Rosen im Lichte 
ihrer kulturellen und künstlerischen Tätigkeit,” pp. 37–58; 
Aneta Małek, “Die Bürger der ehemaligen Sowjetunion im 
KL  Gross- Rosen,” pp. 59–70; Alfred Konieczny, “Die 
Häftlinge der  Nacht- und  Nebel- Aktion im KL  Gross-
 Rosen,” pp. 71–84; Hans de Vries, “Holländische Staatsbürger 
im KL  Gross- Rosen,” pp. 85–90;  Karl- Heinz Gräfe, “Die 
Nebenlager des KL  Gross- Rosen in Sachsen,” pp. 91–132; 
and Isabell Sprenger, “Die ungarischen Frauen in  Gross-
 Rosen,” pp. 149–156. In Alfred Konieczny, ed., Die Ausnut-
zung der Zwangsarbeit der Häftlinge des KL  Gross- Rosen durch 
das Dritte Reich (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 2004), Hans Brenner 
discusses, in “Zum Stand der Forschung zu den auf dem Ter-
ritorium der heutigen BRD. stationiert gewesenenen 
Aussenlager[n] des KZ  Gross- Rosen,” pp. 8–24), pertinent 
research issues on the  Gross- Rosen subcamp complex, espe-
cially the female camps and camps on the territory of the 
former German Demo cratic Republic.

Details on the  Gross- Rosen subcamp complex are also 
found in Mieczysław Mołdawa, Gross- Rosen. Obóz koncentra-
cyjny na Śląsku (Warsaw:  Polonia- Verlag, 1967); Bogdan Cy-
bulski, “Eksploataga robotników przymusowych, jeńców 
wojennych i więźniów obozu koncentracyjnego w byłym 
powiecie zgorzeleckim w okresie drugiej wojny światowej,” in 
Studia nad faszyzmeni i zbrodniami hitlerowskimi, vol. 4 
(Wrocław, 1979); Cybulski, Obóz podporządkowane KL  Gross-
 Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 1987); and Isabell Sprenger, 
Gross- Rosen. Ein Konzentrationslager in Schlesien (Cologne: 
Böhlau- Verlag, 1996). Sprenger (on pp. 227–285) concentrates 
on the development of the subcamp network, the origins and 

administration of the female camps, and research into the 
prisoners and the SS wardresses.

Evelyn Zegenhagen
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

NOTES
 1. Details on the number and categories of the camps differ 

in the works on  Gross- Rosen; see, for example, Alfred Konie-
czny, “Das Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen,” DaHe 5 (1989): 
22; and Aleksandra Kobielec, “Die jüdischen Häftlinge im KL 
 Gross- Rosen und in seinen Nebenlagern,” in Die Völker Europas 
im KL  Gross- Rosen, ed. Alfred Konieczny (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 
1995), p. 33. See also Isabell Sprenger, Gross- Rosen. Ein Konzen-
trationslager in Schlesien (Cologne: Böhlau- Verlag, 1996), p. 227.

 2. On January 1, 1945, there  were 76,728 prisoners in the 
camp (51,204 males and 25,524 females); on January 15, 1945, 
77,904 prisoners (51,977 males and 25,927 females). Numbers 
from BA, NS 3- 439, Stärkemeldungen unbekannter Herkunft, 
u.a., in ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer-
 SS (Arolsen: Suchdienst, 1979), p. 24.

 3. Alfred Konieczny, Frauen im Konzentrationslager  Gross-
 Rosen in den Jahren 1944–1945 (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 1994), 
p. 12; cited in Ryszard Olszyna, “Beitrag zum  SS- Verbrechen,” 
F-S Nr. 28. (1979).

 4. Alfred Konieczny, KL  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 
1994), p. 15. Isabell Sprenger, in addition to Konieczny’s six 
camps, adds a seventh at Schatzlar, in Sprenger, Gross- Rosen. 
Ein Konzentrationslager, p. 263.

 5. Konieczny, “Das Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen,” 
p. 23.

 6. Sprenger, Gross- Rosen. Ein Konzentrationslager, p. 264.
 7. Konieczny, Frauen im Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen in 

den Jahren 1944–1945, p. 6.
 8. Ibid., p. 19.
 9. Konieczny, KL  Gross- Rosen, p. 21.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CAMPS AND GHETTOS, 1933–1945

ASLAU

The Aslau subcamp was formed in July 1944 next to a military 
airfi eld located southeast of the town of Aslau (now Osła) in 
Lower Silesia. It was formed pursuant to a decision by the Ar-
maments minister and the Luftwaffe command to make the 
airfi eld available to the Weserfl ug aircraft company of Bremen, 
which was going to move parts of its Focke Wulf (Fw) 190 
 fi ghter- plane production there; the planes  were going to be 
 assembled in the production halls by the airfi eld and then tested 
on the premises. Negotiations began in August 1944 to hand 
over Weserfl ug’s operations to Concordia Spinnerei und We-
berei GmbH of Bolesławiec, which happened two months later.

Approximately 500 prisoners from the  Gross- Rosen con-
centration camp  were sent to the Aslau subcamp in transports 
on July 14 and August 1, 1944. Only smaller groups arrived in 
later months, mainly to make up for losses caused by death or 
transfer to other camps (for instance, at least 76 prisoners 
 were transferred to the Bunzlau II subcamp in November 
1944). A total of approximately 680 to 700 prisoners passed 
through the subcamp (the names of 617 are known). Most of 
the people within this group  were born between 1921 and 
1925 (29.7 percent). As much as 89.1 percent of the prisoners 
 were Polish, and 7.5 percent  were Rus sian; the rest  were of 
other nationalities (7 Frenchmen, 6 Germans, 3 Italians, 1 
Czech, 1 Spaniard, and 1 Yugo slavian).

SS- Oberscharführer Wilhelm Gustav Fisch was in charge 
of the subcamp throughout its operations. The camp guards 
 were 33 SS men from the 12th Company of the  Gross- Rosen 
 SS- Totenkopfwachbataillon (Death’s Head Guard Battalion), 
among whom  SS  men Hess and Walter Flos earned a bad 
reputation. The prisoner “self- administration” was headed by 
camp elder (Lagerältester) Stanisław Wójcik, and the block 
elder (Blockältester) positions  were given to the Rus sian Bo-
rys Pietrenko (Polish spellings throughout) and the Poles 
Władysław Skiba and Władysław Porzeczkowski.

The subcamp consisted of fi ve wooden barracks; three of 
them  were for the prisoners’ accommodation, the fourth was for 
the infi rmary and workshops, and the fi fth was for the kitchen 
and offi ce. It was all surrounded by an electrifi ed  barbed- wire 
fence. The assembly ground occupied the central place.

The SS men escorted the prisoners to work in the produc-
tion halls at the airfi eld; the work was done on one shift and 
lasted 12 hours under the supervision of German foremen. 
Depending on the nature of the work being done, labor Kom-
mandos  were formed, such as the Kommando that made parts 
and put together subassemblies (Arbeitsvorrichtung); the de-
tachment that did the fi nal assembly of parts brought in from 
the outside as well as those made on the premises (Endmon-
tage); the group that built the shooting range for the assem-
bled machines (Schiessstand); the Kommando that built 
access roads and expanded the camp (Kiesel- Chaussee); the 
transport detachment (Transportkommando); and the group 
that built the  water- supply lines (Wasserleitung). Kapos su-
pervised the prisoners’ work and  were headed by Oberkapo 
Czesław Marszałkiewicz.

The daily marches of the prisoners from the camp to work 
through wooded terrain induced several of them to make es-
cape attempts; they ended in failure. The fi rst fugitive was 
caught, then hanged at the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp; 
others  were sent back to the main camp and assigned to a pe-
nal detachment there.

In the fi nal phase of the subcamp’s existence, a Luftwaffe 
formation was stationed at the airfi eld, and a repair Kom-
mando (Leichtmetall) and a group for bomb transport, stock-
piling, and installation on planes (Bombenkommando)  were 
formed to support it.

On February 9, 1945, the camp leader (Lagerführer) an-
nounced that the subcamp would be evacuated on foot the 
next day. The march occurred after midnight; approximately 
550 prisoners left the camp, while about 50 sick prisoners and 
those unable to march  were left in the infi rmary (Revier). The 
march route led through  Bunzlau- Görlitz- Bautzen, Kamenz, 
avoiding Dresden and continuing on via Königsbrück, Gros-
senhain, Riesa, Oschatz, Wurzen, avoiding Leipzig, then 
continuing through Eilenburg, Delitzsch, Brehna, Eisleben, 
Sangerhausen, and Berga, reaching the Mittelbau subcamp at 
Nordhausen (Boelcke- Kaserne) on March 16, 1945. Some 487 
prisoners reached the destination; the rest died on the way 
from exhaustion, starvation, and cold; others escaped. Be-
cause of repeated escapes, the camp leader held at least two 
executions in which 10 people  were shot; 20 people died dur-
ing the stay at Nordhausen. After a few days, the Aslau pris-
oners  were transferred to Mittelbau concentration camp and 
sent to work in the local mines. Soon there was another evac-
uation to the  Bergen- Belsen concentration camp, where pris-
oners  were liberated on April 15.

After World War II ended, Aslau guard  SS-Unterschar-
führer Walter Flos was handed over to Poland; on May 31, 
1948, the Warsaw District Court sentenced him to death on 
such counts as killing four prisoners during the evacuation. 
Aslau block elders Władysław Skiba and Władysław Porze-
czkowski  were also tried by Polish courts and  were acquitted. 
The trial of Kapo Erich Assmann before a Munich court 
(Landgericht II) fi nally ended in acquittal on December 16, 
1974. The inquiry against Lagerführer Fisch was suspended 
due to his death in 1970.

SOURCES The author provides a more  in- depth examination 
of the Aslau subcamp in his Arbeitslager  Aslau—podobóz KL 
 Gross- Rosen/1944–1945 (Wałbrzych: Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 
2001). Primary and other relevant secondary sources are listed 
in that publication.

Most of the signifi cant primary sources are available in the 
AMGR.

Alfred Konieczny

BAD WARMBRUNN
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp in Bad Warmbrunn (present- day 
Cieplice Zdrój, a section of Jelenia Góra) was established in 
1944. It is very diffi cult to pinpoint the exact date, but the fol-

702    GROSS- ROSEN
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VOLUME I: PART A

lowing statements based on known sources can be used to 
determine the approximate date when the camp was estab-
lished:

1. A letter dated June 9, 1944, from the  SS- Business 
Administration Main Offi ce (WVHA) to concentra-
tion camp commanders mentioned that the  Dorries-
 Füllner plant at Bad Warmbrunn employed 
 Gross- Rosen concentration camp prisoners.1

2. In November 1944, some prisoners, including a 
group of  prisoner- functionaries—several Kapos 
(prisoner foremen), several barrack chiefs, a dentist, a 
cook, and two male  nurses—were sent to Bad Warm-
brunn from the Hirschberg subcamp, approximately 4 
to 5 kilometers (2.5 to 3.1 miles) away. This is the 
earliest information on assignments to the Bad 
Warmbrunn camp. From what was practiced at other 
camps, we know that the  prisoner- functionaries  were 
usually in the fi rst transport.2

Also, when the Bad Warmbrunn prisoner numbers are re-
viewed, it seems more likely that the camp started operating 
in the autumn. As was the case with other camps, Bad Warm-
brunn was created in order to concentrate necessary cheap 
manpower in one spot. The prisoners  were put to work in the 
 Dorries- Füllner papermaking machine plant, which had been 
converted over to arms manufacturing. The plant made either 
ammunition or artillery or both. The camp barracks  were lo-
cated directly by the production halls. There  were 600 to 800 
prisoners living in the camp, all Jewish males. They  were na-
tionals of several Eu ro pe an countries, primarily Poland and 
Hungary but also Belgium, the Netherlands, Greece, and 
Czech o slo vak i a.3

It is not known how many transports  were sent to Bad 
Warmbrunn or when they  were sent. Accounts of former 
prisoners mention transports sent in late autumn 1944, No-
vember, and December. It is noteworthy that the known camp 
prisoners  were identifi ed by numbers from several different 
series and had previously been at other  Gross- Rosen sub-
camps. This means that no prisoner transports  were sent to 
Bad Warmbrunn from outside the  Gross- Rosen concentra-
tion camp system.

The sanitary conditions at Bad Warmbrunn  were wretched. 
A typhus epidemic broke out in late 1944 and early 1945. For 
that reason, the death rate was very high: several to over a 
dozen people died daily. The bodies of the dead  were trucked 
away to the neighboring Hirschberg camp for cremation. In 
late January 1945, two more doctors  were sent from Hirsch-
berg to Bad Warmbrunn: Arnold Mostowicz from Łódź and 
Emil Vogel from Prague. Both doctors had reported to SS 
headquarters at the Hirschberg subcamp, requesting to be 
sent to work at  typhus- ridden Bad  Warmbrunn—a decision 
infrequently encountered under camp conditions.

As Mostowicz estimates, in early February 1945, of the ap-
proximately 800 prisoners living at the camp, only 300 went 
off to work. The others  were either sick or in such a state of 

weakness after suffering from typhus that the Nazis could not 
force them to work. The sick, with the doctors and one or-
derly,  were put into a separate barracks, which was cordoned 
off with barbed wire. They  were put under quarantine. Any 
contact with the rest of the camp was restricted to a narrow 
passage left in the barbed wire: portions of soup and bread 
 were brought from camp, while it was primarily the dead who 
 were brought out of the infi rmary. A report was also provided 
every day on the number of prisoners still alive. The patients 
 were in a disastrous situation: the terrible fi lth and lice infes-
tation, along with the almost total lack of medication, gave 
the prisoners little chance of survival. In addition, the total 
isolation also meant that there  were no opportunities to get 
extra food, while the small rations assigned pursuant to the 
daily reports  were also stolen. Under those circumstances, to 
get at least a few extra portions, the doctors would lower the 
actual number of dead and would “keep” their friends’ bodies 
under their own bunks in the hospital for a day or two. That 
was only possible because the SS men  were terrifi ed of infec-
tion and did not enter the quarantined area at all. Mostowicz 
also got sick in late February, so only Doctor Vogel remained 
active at the hospital.

The hospital was deloused with cyclon in late February 
and early March 1945. The patients had to be moved from 
room to room. The operation did not provide the results an-
ticipated, since it had not been done in the rest of the camp at 
the same time.

In early March 1945, an SS committee from  Gross- Rosen 
headquarters came to Bad Warmbrunn, headed by Dr. Josef 
Mengele (who was known to some prisoners from their time 
at the Auschwitz concentration camp). The reason for the 
visit was the raging epidemic. The committee inspected the 
quarantined camp hospital, talked with the local SS men, is-
sued a few signifi cant commands, and left. At the same time, 
another doctor, Otto Lohr (prisoner number 73811), from 
Olomouc (Olmütz), and medical student Wilhelm Weisele-
wicz (Weislowits) (prisoner number 73927)  were transported 
from the Friedland labor camp (also a  Gross- Rosen subcamp) 
to the quarantined hospital. Perhaps that was the only effect 
of Mengele’s committee. Doctor Mostowicz survived the ty-
phus. When he recovered, he satisfi ed his hunger by eating 
powdered dextrin, which the hospital had in large supply (the 
Germans used dextrin as glue when they sealed the hospital 
building with strips of paper during the delousing). The epi-
demic began to subside even before the evacuation. Mosto-
wicz stated that no more than 400 out of the 800 prisoners in 
the camp survived. These prisoners kept going off to work. 
They also helped cart away the factory machines. Only about 
80 patients  were still left in the quarantine.

In the fi rst quarter of 1945, most of the prisoners  were 
evacuated in two groups to the Dörnhau camp at the Riese 
complex (which was part of the  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp). The fi rst group was prodded along on foot; the 
 second—including the sick people from the  hospital—was 
transported by rail in coal cars. The patients from the quar-
antine  were still isolated from the rest of the prisoners and 
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CAMPS AND GHETTOS, 1933–1945

 were evacuated in three separate railway cars. Mostowicz and 
Vogel rode with the hospital group. The fl oors in the railroad 
cars  were strewn with a thick layer of straw, which gave the 
prisoners hope that they  were not going off to die. When all 
the quarantined prisoners  were in the coal cars, some workers 
they did not know made something like roofs out of boards. 
The roofs  were attached to the edges of the coal cars, which 
made closed boxes out of the cars. The train loaded with pris-
oners stood at the station for about 5 hours. It then traveled 
for several hours, after which it stopped, and pieces of bread 
 were thrown into the cars. The transport reached Dörnhau 
the next morning, having traveled 12 or so hours.

The evacuation claimed many victims, primarily in the 
group that was on foot. The exact number is unknown. The 
surviving rec ords only provide information that on April 14 
and April 15, 1945, the Dörnhau camp admitted approximately 
200 prisoners from Bad Warmbrunn.4 The sick prisoners  were 
left at Dörnhau. Two days later, the others  were moved to the 
Schotterwerk camp (in the town of Oberwüstegiersdorf, later 
Głuszyca Górna), then to the Erlenbusch camp. On about 
May 4 or 5, 1945, they  were transported to the Dörnhau camp 
again, where they  were liberated by the Red Army.

Probably not all Bad Warmbrunn prisoners  were evacu-
ated. Mostowicz states that a dozen or so of the most ill  were 
left in camp. According to Doctor Lohr, who also stayed be-
hind, the prisoners  were evacuated on foot, but they  were de-
nied admittance to the new camp because of their exposure to 
typhus and  were sent back to Bad Warmbrunn. Many of them 
could not endure the hardships of the march and, unable to 
walk,  were shot by the SS men escorting them. Only a few 
returned to Bad Warmbrunn.5 No rec ords exist of what hap-
pened to them after that.

The camp commander’s name is unknown. The following 
names of staff exist in court rec ords: Herman Schöps, born on 
August 2, 1901, was tried after the war and sentenced to two 
years’ imprisonment on September 29, 1947, by the Jelenia 
Góra District Court; Erich Müller, born on August 30, 1896, 
was tried after the war and sentenced to two years’ imprison-
ment on October 15, 1947, by the Jelenia Góra District 
Court.6

SOURCES Unfortunately, there is no account entirely devoted 
to this camp. Information concerned with Bad Warmbrunn 
was found in Alfred Konieczny, “Więźniowie z.ydowscy w 
obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen,” SKhS 1 (1989); as 
well as in memoirs of former prisoner of the camp Arnold 
Mostowicz, Zótta gwiazda i czerwony krzyz (Warsaw: PIW, 
1988). In addition, an article written about another former 
prisoner of this camp, Doctor Emil Vogel, is partly concerned 
with Bad Warmbrunn: see Józef Witkowski, “Dr. Emil Vo-
gel,” PL 1 (1968).

Information concerning members of the SS can be found 
in Elz.bieta  Kobierska- Motas, Członkowie załóg i więźniowie 
funkcyjni niemieckich obozów, więzień i gett skazani przez sądy 
polskie (Warszawa: Główna Komisja Badania Zbrodni Przeci-
wko Narodowi  Polskiemu- Instytut Pamięci Narodowej, 
1992).

The most important archive materials concerning Bad 
Warmbrunn are memoirs and reports of former prisoners. 
Most of the documents can be found in the AMGR, including 
cata log No. 5919/DP (account of Arnold Mostowicz), cata log 
No. DP/5919,  DP- A/999 (Daniel Wulkan’s questionnaires), 
cata log No. 108/2/MF (Lechenbuch Dörnhau); and cata log 
No. 2330/DP (patient roster for 5/9/45, hospital for former 
concentration camp prisoners at Gieszcze Puste). Collections 
of memoirs are also available in the following archives: YVA, 
AZ

.
IH, and  AK- IPN.

Danuta Sawicka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. Nuremberg Trial rec ords,  NO- 597.
 2. AMGR, cata log No. 5919/DP (account by Arnold Mo-

stowicz); Józef Witkowski, “Dr. Emil Vogel,” PL 1 (1968); 
179.

 3. AMGR, cata log No. DP/5919,  DP- A/999 (Daniel Wul-
kan’s questionnaires and personal fi ndings based on a study of 
known names of Bad Warmbrunn prisoners).

 4. AMGR, cata log No. 108/2/MF (Lechenbuch Dörnhau); 
cata log No. 2330/DP (patient roster for May 9, 1945, hospital 
for former concentration camp prisoners at Gieszcze Puste).

 5. AMGR, report of examination of Otto Lohr, dated Jan-
uary 14, 1970.

 6. Elz.bieta  Kobierska- Motas, Członkowie załóg i więźniowie 
funkcyjni niemieckich obozów, więzień i gett skazani przez sądy 
polskie (Warsaw: Główna Komisja Badania Zbrodni Przeci-
wko Narodowi  Polskiemu- Instytut Pamięci Narodowej, 
1992), Items 1075, 1372.

BAUSNITZ
Originally, there was one forced labor camp (Zwangsarbeits-
lager, ZAL) for Jews in Bausnitz (Bohuslavice nad Úpou, 
Czech Republic). It was a women’s camp under the authority 
of the Offi ce of the Special Plenipotentiary of the RFSS and 
Chief of the German Police for the Use of Foreign Labor in 
Upper Silesia (Amt des Sonderbeauftragten des RFSS and 
Chef der Deutschen Polizei für fremdvölkischen Arbeitsein-
satz in Oberschlesien), also known as Organisation Schmelt. 
On March 23, 1944, the camp, in which mostly young Jewish 
women and girls  were imprisoned, was taken over by the 
 Gross- Rosen concentration camp.1 The subcamp in question 
was very small, and the number of prisoners remained rela-
tively constant. Initially, in April 1944, there  were 60; in July, 
70; by October 17, there  were 67 prisoners.2

The age distribution shows complete dominance by women 
and girls between 15 and 30 years of age; 53 of the women 
 were from Poland and 16 from Hungary. They had to work in 
the textile factories of Ignatz Etrich. According to some spo-
radic sources, the subcamp was put under the immediate ad-
ministrative auspices of  Gross- Rosen’s largest subcamp, 
Parschnitz.3 More detailed information on the life within the 
camp and its end is not available. Despite the lack of informa-
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tion, one can assume that the majority of the Jewish women 
 were rescued.

SOURCES The basis for this entry is Miroslav Kryl and Lud-
mila Chládková, Pobočky koncentračního tábora  Gross- Rosen ve 
lnářských závodech Trutnovska za nacistické okupace (Trutnov: 
Lnářský průmysl, 1981). I have also relied on Miroslav Kryl’s 
article “Pracovní nasazení židovských vězenkyň v továrnách 
fi rmy Jan Etrich v Hostinném a Bernarticích v době naci-
stické okupace,”  Lp- pKd 5 (1984). However, it was Hans 
Brenner who completed earlier research on the  Gross- Rosen 
subcamps in the  present- day Czech Republic, above all in his 
study “Frauen in den Aussenlagern von Flossenbürg und 
 Gross- Rosen in Böhmen und Mähren,” in Theresienstädter 
Studien und Dokumente 1999, ed. Miroslav Kárný and Rai-
mund Kemper (Prague: Academia, 1999), pp. 263–293.

Well- known professor of German studies Ludvík Václavek 
devoted his attention to a singular event, a theatrical play that 
originated in the Schatzlar camp among Jewish women from 
Hungary: “Lágr je sen? Literární dokument z koncentračního 
tábora při žacléřské přádelně z roku 1945,” in Stati o německé 
literatuře vzniklé v českých zemích (Olomouc: Univerzita Pa-
lackého, 1991).

Basic sources and transport lists of prisoners from the 
 Gross- Rosen subcamps in northeast Bohemia are located in 
the SÚA in Prague, with copies in the  AG- T. The most im-
portant are the fi les of the Special People’s Court in Jičín 
1945–1946 (criminal trials against the former wardresses). Fi-
nally, there is the fi rm’s archive at Texlen Trutnov; in the 
1970s, its former head, Vladimír Wolf, made accessible to 
Miroslav Kryl and Ludmila Chládková the most important 
sources on the camps in the Trautenau area contained in the 
fi les of the German textile fi rm for the years 1940 to 1945. 
Nevertheless, the sources are inadequate.

Miroslav Kryl
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

NOTES
 1. Miroslav Kryl and Ludmila Chládková, Pobočky 

koncentračního tábora  Gross- Rosen ve lnářských závodech Trut-
novska za nacistické okupace (Trutnov: Lnářský průmysl, 1981), 
p. 19.

 2. Hans Brenner, “Frauen in den Aussenlagern von 
 Flossenbürg und  Gross- Rosen in Böhmen und Mähren,” in 
Theresienstädter Studien und Dokumente 1999, ed. Miroslav 
Kárný and Raimund Kemper (Prague: Academia, 1999), p. 275; 
Kryl and Chládková, Pobočky, p. 50.

 3. Kryl and Chládková, Pobočky, pp. 39–40, 49–50.

BAUTZEN
In the fi rst months of 1944, on the initiative of factory direc-
tor Dr. Johann Reichert, who had previously “aryanized” the 
 Jewish- owned company after Kristallnacht, the  Bautzen- based 
plant of the  Waggonbau- und Maschinenfabrik AG Busch 
(WUMAG) opened negotiations with the  SS- Business Ad-
ministration Main Offi ce (WVHA) in order to obtain con-
centration camp prisoners to strengthen its labor force. The 

WUMAG factory in Bautzen, which belonged to the Flick 
corporation and was producing railway cars for German Rail-
ways (Deutsche Reichsbahn), faced a labor crisis due to the 
increased call-up of German workers to the Wehrmacht at 
that time. It was clear that the number of prisoners of war 
(POWs) deployed in the factory was no longer suffi cient, and 
the company had to seek new labor sources in order to fulfi ll 
its production requirements.

Following the deployment of the required prisoners, the 
WUMAG factory leadership also aggressively tried to obtain 
a certifi cate of urgency from the  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp, which was supplying the prisoners, to help them get 
the necessary materials for the construction of the prison 
camp, such as wood, barbed wire, fencing mesh, and nails.1

Construction of the barracks camp began on September 29, 
1944, by the factory’s own employees. Then, on October 17, a 
transport of 100 prisoners arrived from the  Gross- Rosen con-
centration camp, which was deployed initially on completing 
the camp and fencing in the workshops intended for them.2

In December 1944, two further transports each of 200 
concentration camp prisoners arrived in Bautzen, which 
brought the total strength of the Bautzen subcamp to 500 
prisoners. However, the WUMAG leadership still viewed 
this number as insuffi cient and attempted to obtain more 
prisoners from  Gross- Rosen. Apparently, they  were unsuc-
cessful; camp rec ords indicate that on February 10, 1945, 
there  were 498 prisoners in the Bautzen subcamp.3

The hard 12- to 14- hour shifts in the workshops and carry-
ing materials, the insuffi cient and scarcely edible food, and 
the clothing that was totally inadequate during winter all led 
to malnourishment, physical exhaustion, and diseases such as 
tuberculosis. Almost every day, the number of prisoners ca-
pable of work declined, and the number of deaths increased. 
In the Death Books I and II of the  Gross- Rosen concentra-
tion camp for 1945, 28 prisoner deaths are recorded for the 
Bautzen subcamp just for the period between February 6 and 
April 10, 1945.4 The actual number of prisoners who died 
during this period was much higher, as according to an in-
struction issued by the Reich Security Main Offi ce (RSHA), 
the deaths of Poles, Rus sians and other Soviet citizens, Jews, 
and Sinti and Roma (Gypsies)  were no longer to be recorded. 
A list of victims of the Bautzen subcamp now held at the 
 Gross- Rosen memorial site indicates 127 deaths.5 This list is 
also incomplete, as it is based only on information supplied 
sporadically by survivors.

Until January 1945, the corpses of the dead  were taken 
several times per week in a factory truck to the crematorium 
in Görlitz to be burned. Then commandant  SS-
 Unterscharführer Rudolf Jannasch announced his intention 
to have the corpses burned in the factory furnace, since the 
approaching front prevented their being taken to Görlitz, but 
protests from the factory workers prevented him from follow-
ing through with his plan. In consequence, the SS camp lead-
ership from then on had the corpses driven in a truck to the 
sand pits close to the Jewish cemetery in Muskauer Strasse, 
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where they  were buried. During an exhumation in 1950, 202 
bodies  were found there. They  were reburied at the Jewish 
cemetery.6

The prisoners  were guarded by a force of about 60 or 70 
men, which included about 30 or 40 Ukrainian auxiliaries 
(Hiwis).  SS- Unterscharführer Edmund Kersten and  SS-
 Rottenführer Gusa assisted commandant Jannasch as block 
leaders. Wilhelm Bahr served in a medical rank.7

The SS relied upon several Kapos, who  were as effective as 
the SS men in terrorizing the prisoners. Many survivors re-
ported on the bestial treatment of the prisoners by the camp 
staff.8 A report by German worker Martin Krause confi rms 
this penetratingly:

A column of prisoners returned from digging 
trenches. The Kapos demanded that the prisoners 
enter the camp marching in  goose- step, although 
they could scarcely walk. Once they arrived on the 
parade ground, they had to form up in several lines. 
An  SS- offi cer emerged from one of the barracks and 
called two prisoners . . .  by their numbers, to step 
forward. Two Kapos and two  SS- men, each armed 
with a cable almost as thick as your arm, beat up the 
two prisoners. Even when they  were already lying 
unconscious on the ground, they continued beating 
them. While the other prisoners retired to the bar-
racks, the thugs grabbed the two prisoners by the 
feet and dragged them to the door of one of the bar-
racks and then threw them inside.9

From February 15, 1945, the prisoners  were no longer de-
ployed in the WUMAG workshops but in digging trenches 
and constructing fortifi cations and tank traps.

Evacuation transports from other subcamps arrived in 
Bautzen, including from the  Gross- Rosen subcamps of Niesky/
Brandhofen and Kamenz. The Jewish concentration camp 
prisoner Roman König arrived at the Bautzen subcamp dur-
ing the last weeks of its existence, together with an evacuation 
column from the Buchenwald subcamp Schlieben. He was ar-
rested as a 14- year- old in 1940 and had been through the 
Kraków ghetto, then on to Radom, and fi nally sent to Schlie-
ben. For him and 200 fellow prisoners, the march, whose 
course had been deadly for many of his comrades, ended in 
Bautzen. While an unknown number of sick prisoners re-
mained behind in Bautzen, he had to set out on the evacuation 
march on April 19, together with the other prisoners who 
seemed capable of marching. He wrote:

In great haste we had to load up the equipment of 
the camp and the possessions of the commandant 
onto large  horse carts. Twenty prisoners had to pull 
each cart. Initially we went to Neukirch, then on to 
Neudörfel in the  present- day Czech Republic [Nova 
Víska]. Nobody knew for sure, but everybody sus-
pected that this would be our fi nal destination. 
When we went on parade the next morning, behind 

the parade ground stood a truck, loaded with ma-
chine guns, concealed under a tarpaulin. The camp 
was to be “liquidated” in the offi cial terminology. 
However, the local population  wouldn’t stand for it. 
Not on our behalf, but out of fear that the advancing 
troops might fl atten the village, if they heard about 
the massacre. Still, when the commandant got 
mad—we had to move on . . .  the fi nal destination 
for us was a former camp for eastern workers (Ostar-
beiter) in Nixdorf [Mikulasovice]. On May 8, our 
guards silently abandoned the camp, even leaving 
behind their weapons.10

During the march, the prisoners who  were unable to walk 
had been loaded onto a vehicle. However, the SS guards shot 
them in a wood before the group reached Wölmsdorf 
 (Vilémov).11

SOURCES A publication edited by VEB Waggonbau Bautzen, 
Waggonbauer pfl egen revolutionäre Traditionen. Aus der  Geschichte 
des  KZ- Aussenlagers in der  Maschinen- und Waggonfabrik vorm. 
Busch Bautzen (Bautzen: VEB Waggonbau, 1983), contains 
relevant information on the Bautzen subcamp.

Documentation on the Bautzen subcamp can be found in 
the following archives:  BA- L (IV 405 AR 2261/66); SÚA in 
Prague (KT/OVS 24); AMGR; and  ASt- BZ (Rep.  XI- NS).

Hans Brenner
trans. Martin Dean

NOTES
 1. See VEB Waggonbau Bautzen, ed., Waggonbauer pfl e-

gen revolutionäre Traditionen. Aus der Geschichte des  KZ-
 Aussenlagers in der  Maschinen- und Waggonfabrik vorm. Busch 
Bautzen (Bautzen: VEB Waggonbau, 1983), p. 8.

 2. Postanowienie Okręgowej Komisj Badania Zbrodni Hi-
tlerowskich we Wroclawiu 1977 (OKBZHW), p. 157, as cited 
by Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen 
(stan badań) (Rogoźnica: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 
1987).

 3. Ibid., p. 9.
 4. SÚA, KT/OVS 24, Totenbücher I und II/1945 des KZ 

 Gross- Rosen.
 5. AMGR, DP No. 5036, Lista więźniów Bautzen.
 6. Gedenkstätten für die Opfer des Nationalsozialismus. Eine 

Dokumentation, vol. 2 (Bonn: Bundeszentrale für politische 
Bildung, 1999), pp. 623–624.

 7. AMGR, DP No. 5036, p. 5.
 8. OKBZHW, Report, p. 159.
 9. Quoted from Waggonbauer, p. 13.
 10. Sächs Z, April 25, 1995, p. 3.
 11. Quoted from Waggonbauer, p. 15.

BERNSDORF
Bernsdorf (now Bernartice, Czech Republic) was initially a 
forced labor camp (Zwangsarbeitslager, ZAL) for Jewish 
women. It was established in June 1941 and placed under the 
auspices of the Organisation Schmelt. On March 18, 1944, it 
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became a subcamp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp. 
At that point, the SS undertook a selection at the camp; about 
200 young women and girls remained, while the weak and 
sick ones  were sent to Auschwitz  II- Birkenau (and most likely 
to their deaths). In their place, in the summer of 1944, came 
about 300 Jews taken from various transports to Auschwitz 
(after selection there). In the autumn, smaller transports ar-
rived from  Gross- Rosen subcamps in Wiesau and Sackisch. 
From this time on, the camp was also under the auspices of 
the “SS- Kommando Trautenau, Parschnitz.” SS guards, pre-
sumably Ukrainians, began to guard the camp as of the spring 
of 1945.

The imprisoned women  were subjugated to forced labor in 
the spinning mills of the Johann Etrich and Berko fi rms. The 
largest number of prisoners, including those in the Schatzlar 
camp, was reached in the summer of 1944: 425 women, with 
323 coming from Poland, 91 from Hungary, 5 from Bohemia, 
4 from Slovakia, and 2 from Germany. More than half of 
them  were between 15 and 30 years of age. In Bernsdorf, the 
prisoners  were kept in wooden barracks. As of the autumn of 
1944 until the spring of 1945, there was a maximum of about 
320 young women and girls in the camp. Hunger, inadequate 
and constantly deteriorating nourishment, and the heavy la-
bor resulted in a typhus epidemic. Two deaths have been 
confi rmed; two other cases remain as probable.

Cultural activities took place in Bernsdorf. In the 
 “Hungarian” barracks especially there  were narrations about 
literary works (e.g., K. Čapek, H. Ibsen, H.G. Wells) and reci-
tations (also from the dramas by F. Schiller). Two books  were 
also put together of poetry in German and Hungarian that 
prior to the end of the war had been forbidden.

The SS guards fl ed the camp on May 9, 1945. Several 
wardresses  were captured by the prisoners. Two of the ward-
resses  were later convicted by the court in Jičín and sent to 
jail. The director of the Etrich factory dissolved the camp 
prior to the arrival of the Red Army, which was enthusiasti-
cally greeted by the prisoners on May 10, 1945.

The decent behavior and humanity of camp commander 
Maria Mühl are worthy of mention. According to former 
prisoners’ accounts, her treatment of prisoners stood in con-
trast to the beatings, sometimes sadistic mistreatment, and 
verbal abuse of others.
SOURCES The basis for this article is Miroslav Kryl and Lud-
mila Chládková, Pobočky koncentračního tábora  Gross- Rosen ve 
lnářských závodech Trutnovska za nacistické okupace (Trutnov: 
Lnářský průmysl, 1981). The author also relied on Miroslav 
Kryl, “Pracovní nasazení židovských vězenkyň v továrnách 
fi rmy Jan Etrich v Hostinném a Bernarticích v době naci-
stické okupace,”  Lp- pKd 5 (1984). However, it is Hans 
Brenner who has brought together earlier research on the 
 Gross- Rosen subcamps in the  present- day Czech Republic, 
above all in his study “Frauen in den Aussenlagern von Flos-
senbürg und  Gross- Rosen in Böhmen und Mähren,” in There-
sienstädter Studien und Dokumente 1999, ed. Miroslav Kárný 
and Raimund Kemper (Prague: Academia, 1999), pp. 263–293.

Well- known professor of German studies Ludvík Václavek 
devoted his attention to a singular event, a theatrical play that 

originated in the Schatzlar camp among Jewish women from 
Hungary: “Lágr je sen? Literární dokument z koncentračního 
tábora při žacléřské přádelně z roku 1945,” in Stati o německé 
literatuře vzniklé v českých zemích (Olomouc: Univerzita Palack-
ého, 1991).

Basic sources and transport lists of prisoners from the 
 Gross- Rosen subcamps in northeast Bohemia are located in 
the SÚA in Prague, with copies in the  AG- T. The most im-
portant are the fi les of the Special People’s Court in Jičín 
1945–1946 (criminal trials against the former wardresses). Fi-
nally, there is the fi rm’s archive at Texlen Trutnov; in the 
1970s, its former head, Vladimír Wolf, made accessible to 
Miroslav Kryl and Ludmila Chládková the most important 
sources on the camps in the Trautenau (Trutnov) area con-
tained in the fi les of the German textile fi rm for the years 
1940 to 1945. Nevertheless, the sources are inadequate.

Miroslav Kryl
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

BERSDORF- FRIEDEBERG
The  Bersdorf- Friedeberg subcamp was established near Frie-
deberg (now Mirsk), located to the south of Greiffenberg 
(now Gryfów Śląski) at the foot of the Izer Mountains (Ger-
man: Isergebirge, Polish: Izerskie). The exact location is un-
known.

There is a reference to the establishment of the  Gross-
 Rosen subcamp in the account of former prisoner Greta Maj-
zelsówna.

After the labor camp at Egelsdorf was closed down in 
May 1944, the prisoners living  there—Jewish women who 
had been transported there from the transit camp at 
 Sosnowitz—were moved to a “nearby concentration camp.”1 
That was the forced labor camp (Zwangsarbeitslager, ZAL) 
 Bersdorf- Friedeberg. The camp was situated on a hill. It 
consisted of wooden barracks painted green. On May 27, 
 1944—the day on which the group of Jewish women from 
Egelsdorf arrived  there—it was already inhabited by 80 
young Jewish women.

According to the account by witness Majzelsówna, a group 
of SS men from the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp arrived 
at the camp in July 1944 before  Bersdorf- Friedeberg was con-
verted into a subcamp of  Gross- Rosen. “One day in July, the 
Sturmbannführer and several other Germans from the  Gross-
 Rosen headquarters are turning our labor camp into a con-
centration camp. They give us speeches and explain that now 
there will be justice and it will be better in every respect.”2 
The female prisoners  were allocated camp numbers, and 15 
female SS guards (Aufseherinnen) in green uniforms  were left 
to supervise the camp.

Living conditions  were unsatisfactory. As in other camps, 
food was in short supply. To satisfy their hunger, prisoners 
gathered cabbage leaves and potatoes. They also ate cooked 
linseed, which they gathered in nearby  factories—fl ax- crushing 
 plants—where they worked.

From Majzelsówna’s scanty account, we cannot arrive at 
more detailed information. There are no references to life in 
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the camp or the plants where the prisoners worked. The evac-
uation of the  Bersdorf- Friedeberg camp began in February 
1945. After two days of arduous marching in the cold and 
without food, the prisoners reached  Gross- Rosen Kratzau 
(present- day Chrastava in the Czech Republic) subcamp.

SOURCES Information in this camp may be found in Bogdan 
Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen: stan badań 
(Rogoźnica: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1987); Alfred 
Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen 
w latach 1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982): 55–112; Obozy hitlerowskie 
na ziemiach polskich 1939–1945. Informator encyklopedyczny 
(Warsaw: Państ. Wydaw. Naukowe, 1979).

The AZ
.
IH’s account collection also contains material on 

this camp.
Magdalena Zając

trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AZ

.
IH, Account No. 538 of Greta Majzelsówna.

 2. Ibid.

BIESNITZER GRUND [AKA GÖRLITZ]
Biesnitz, a village to the southwest of Görlitz that was incor-
porated into the city of Görlitz in 1951, was the location of a 
Jewish forced labor camp that was under the control of the 
Organisation Schmelt from May 1943 to January 1944. The 
inmates worked in the  Waggonbau- und Maschinenfabrik AG 
Görlitz (WUMAG) until they  were transported away in early 
1944. Jews  were held in the Biesnitzer Grund camp again 
starting in August 1944 when it served as a subcamp of  Gross-
 Rosen. In the same month, 250 Jewish prisoners arrived in 
Biesnitz; 225 came from Auschwitz (Jews from Hungary, Slo-
vakia, and Rothenia), and the remaining 25 arrived straight 
from  Gross- Rosen. From Fünfteichen, also a  Gross- Rosen 
subcamp, 403 Jews  were sent to Biesnitz at the end of August 
1944 after having been shunted off as less productive. On 
September 5, 1944, between 500 and 800 Jews arrived at the 
Biesnitz camp from the dissolved Litzmannstadt (Łódź) 

ghetto, among them 300 Hungarian and Slovakian women 
 housed in quarters separate from the male prisoners. Finally, 
at the end of March 1945, between 120 and 180 women from 
the  Gross- Rosen Ludwigsdorf subcamp arrived at the Bies-
nitzer Grund camp. The total number of inmates seems to 
have ranged between 900 and later 1,200 male and female 
prisoners of Jewish origin; a report dated December 5, 1944, 
mentions 1,406 inmates (1,106 males and 300 females).  Karl-
 Heinz Gräfe and  Hans- Jürgen Töpfer estimate a fi gure as 
high as 1,570 to 1,630 Jewish prisoners, of whom  one- third 
 were women.

The Nazis had a wooden fence built around the Biesnitzer 
Grund subcamp. Wire capable of conducting electricity was 
tensioned between the long posts, and a  so- called trip wire was 
crisscrossed between the shorter posts. The barbed wire 
was electrifi ed. There  were probably 11 barracks in the male 
camp, of which 9 functioned as accommodation barracks. In 
the other 2 barracks, there was a kitchen, washroom, infi r-
mary, and supply store. In the nearby female camp, there  were 
only 2 or 3 barracks. In the Biesnitzer Grund camp, there was 
a disused brick mill with a machinery room and installations 
such as kilns and drying facilities for the raw bricks. Barracks 
for the guards and camp commander, Wehrmacht offi cer 
 Erich Rechenberg (born 1901),  were located outside the  fenced-
 in camp. Rechenberg’s apartment was furnished with modern 
furniture.  SS- Oberscharführer Joachim Zunker, born in 
1917, served as camp leader (Lagerführer), and the camp elder 
(Lagersältester) was Hermann Czech, a criminal previously 
held in a Görlitz prison. After World War II, Zunker and 
Czech  were sentenced to death by a Polish court. The Polish 
prisoner dentist Dr. Jaakov Kinrus recalls a few Jews from 
Greece as well as the later chairman of the Jewish community 
in Cologne, Kessler, as being in the Biesnitzer Grund camp. 
The Oberlagerführer, as he was called by the prisoners,  always 
carried a leather whip when inspecting the camp, which he 
used for the slightest infraction of the rules. Arthur Berndt 
told about a Kapo who beat the prisoners when the loads they 
had to carry  were too heavy for them.

There  were different labor detachments with different 
tasks. Some of the prisoners slaved in the wagon construction 
area of the WUMAG, which now constructed mostly  armored 
vehicles. Others  were exploited in the machine construction 
area of Factory C where grenades  were built. Constant work-
ing with heavy iron materials, the building blocks for the 
grenades, was a torture for the prisoners. It was even more 
diffi cult for those who worked at the ovens or the nearby 
metal presses. Only the Germans  were permitted to wear 
masks when the tanks  were sprayed with acetone for camou-
fl age. Jaakov Kinrus, who worked in the munitions factory, 
was witness to intentional acts of sabotage by the prisoners. 
The prisoners worked 12 hours a day. In addition, there  were 
roll calls in the camps. After hours there  were constant con-
trols to check whether the prisoners returned to the camp 
with fruit, bread, or food found in the garbage. The punish-
ment for being caught was 5 to 10 blows with a whip. There 
 were also more gruesome punishments.

The Biesnitzer Grund subcamp of Gross-Rosen, shortly after liberation in 
May 1945; visible to the right is the disused brickworks.
USHMM WS #16474, COURTESY OF TANEK ZNAMIROWSKI
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The inadequate food was poorly prepared. Even the mid-
day meal consisted of only cabbage and  horse meat. Many of 
these unfortunate prisoners had problems with their feet; 
while marching they had to be supported by others or pulled 
on carts. The Görlitz medical doctor, Dr.  Hans- Joachim 
Kautschke, regarded as a  half- Jew, was shocked at the sight of 
the hungry prisoners, dressed in rags, from the Biesnitzer 
Grund subcamp. Women from Görlitz who  were caught giv-
ing the prisoners food had to answer to the Nazis. Together 
with Jewish doctors from Hungary and Dr. Jakobson from 
Łódź, Dr. Jaakov Kinrus worked in the camp’s small hospital. 
They could not prevent deaths from the heavy labor, the con-
stant lack of food, and the inhuman camp conditions. Accord-
ing to evidence from a trial, a city fi rm collected, between 
1943 and February 1945, 20 to 25 corpses a week. From the 
statistics, one can conclude that between April 1944 and Feb-
ruary 1945, 148 Jews  were cremated; 100 of the names sug-
gest Polish citizens, a few Soviets, and the rest German Jews. 
From February 1945, the concentration camp dead  were 
hastily buried in mass graves not far from the Jewish ceme-
tery. The high weekly count of corpses also probably has 
something to do with the secret execution of Soviet prisoners 
of war (POWs) and Polish prisoners, which took place at 
Biesnitzer Grund.

The Biesnitzer Grund subcamp, together with the Görlitz 
population, was forcibly evacuated on February 18, 1945, in 
face of the advance of the Soviet Army from the northeast. An 
inhuman march, interrupted by shootings, led through the 
villages of Kunnerwitz, Friedersdorf, Sohland, and Altberns-
dorf to Rennersdorf. Later the bodies of 10 to 12 prisoners 
 were discovered who had most likely been shot because they 
could no longer walk. In the abandoned Kunnerwitz manor, 
13 murder victims  were found in the cess pit. At the edge of 
the forest near Sohland, it is thought that 20 prisoners  were 
shot because they took beets for fodder from a haystack; 11 of 
the camp inmates are buried in the Rennersdorf cemetery. A 
number of witness statements refer to other deaths during the 
evacuation march. However, as Nazi Party (NSDAP) District 
Leader Bruno Malitz needed the prisoners for fortifi cation 
works and tank barriers, he ordered that they march back. 
After three weeks, the concentration camp prisoners who 
survived the barbaric march arrived back in Görlitz, where 
they  were fi nally liberated by the Soviet Army on May 8, 
1945. In February 1948, 173 corpses  were discovered in two of 
the mass graves opened in the Jewish cemetery, the victims of 
the inhuman prison conditions and violence between the 
middle of February 1945 and May 8, 1945.

Between April 6 and April 22, 1948, two of the main cul-
prits  were tried before a German regional court (Landge-
richt) at Bautzen in the Görlitz city hall. The two accused 
 were the last Nazi mayor (Oberbürgermeister), Dr. Hans Meins-
hausen, and Dr. Bruno Malitz. According to the local press 
that closely followed the trial, they  were “the fi rst Nazi pris-
oners of this category who  were tried in the Soviet Occupa-
tion Zone, after they had disappeared in the Western Zone, 
where they  were caught.” Although both denied what they 

thought they could deny, they received death sentences, which 
 were justifi ed by their criminal policies.

SOURCES This essay is based mostly on relevant extracts 
from a brochure by  Karl- Heinz Gräfe and  Hans- Jürgen Töp-
fer, Ausgesondert und fast  vergessen—KZ- Aussenlager auf dem 
Territorium des heutigen Sachsen (Dresden: Verein für regio-
nale Geschichte und Politik, 1996); as well as on Ernst 
Kretzschmar, Widerstandskampf Görlitzer Antifaschisten 1933–
1945. Erinnerungen, Dokumente, Kurzbiographien (Görlitz: 
Kreiskommission zur Erforschung der Geschichte der Arbei-
terbewegung, 1973); Roland Otto, Die Verfolgung der Juden in 
Görlitz unter der faschistischen Diktatur 1933–1945 (Görlitz: 
Stadtverwaltung Görlitz, 1990); and Gedenkstätten für die 
 Opfer des  Nationalsozialismus—eine Dokumentation (Bonn: 
Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung, 1999). References to 
Biesnitzer Grund can be found in Erich Koksch and Gustav 
Ohlig, Chronikdokumentation 2, 1918–1945, Görlitzer Arbeiter-
bewegung (Görlitz: Kommission zur Erforschung der Ge-
schichte der örtlichen Arbeiterbewegung, 1984); Koksch and 
Ohlig, Chronik zur Geschichte des antifaschistischen Widerstands-
kampfes in der Stadt Görlitz 1933–1945 (Görlitz: Kommission 
zur Erforschung der Geschichte der örtlichen Arbeiterbewe-
gung, 1982); and the pop u lar brochure compiled mostly by 
Ernst Kretzschmar, Görlitz unter dem Hakenkreuz (Görlitz: 
Bildchronik, 1982). See also the book by former prisoner 
 Shlomo Graber, Shlajme. Von Ungarn durch  Auschwitz- Birkenau, 
Fünfteichen und Görlitz nach Israel. Jüdische Familiengeschichte 
von 1859–2001 (Konstanz:  Hartung- Gorre, 2002).

The RAG holds press clippings on the  Malitz- Meinshausen 
trial; state prosecutor Rolf Helm who brought the charges 
wrote the following articles: “Das Urteil von Görlitz,” Wb, 
May 11, 1948; and “Mit Schweiss und Blut gedüngter Boden 
im Biesnitzer Grund,” SächsZ, July 8, 1955. Only one RAG 
fi le deals directly with charges against Bruno Malitz and 
Hans Meinshausen in 1948. Three reports from Jewish citi-
zens from Poland about their deportation to Germany (in-
cluding the Biesnitzer Grund camp) are held in YVA in 
Jerusalem; Arthur Berndt mentions the camp in his memoirs 
on his forced labor at the WUMAG between 1943 and 1945.

Roland Otto
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

BIRNBÄUMEL
Birnbäumel, a subcamp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp, operated from 1944 to 1945 in Birnbäumel (present-
 day Gruszeczka near Milicz, Lower Silesia Province). The 
camp was situated near the road from Sulau (Sułów) to Birn-
bäumel, in a spot totally surrounded by woods. It was one of 
many camps in the region and one of four operating in the 
 Gross- Rosen concentration camp system created in connec-
tion with the “Barthold Operation,” that is, the defense of 
Lower Silesia Province against the oncoming offensive of So-
viet forces.

The fi rst and probably last prisoner transport arrived at 
Birnbäumel from the Auschwitz concentration camp on 
 October 22, 1944. The group comprised 1,000 women, all 
Jewish, with numbers from 78501 to 79500.
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No data is available on the death rate among prisoners. At 
least one execution occurred: Irene Scheer, prisoner number 
78787, born on June 3, 1900, was sentenced to death by hang-
ing for trying to escape from the camp. The sentence was 
carried out on November 17, 1944, at 3:45 P.M. Fellow prison-
ers Hilda Tanzer (number 78784) and Sidonia Hirsch (num-
ber 78645)  were to participate in the execution. Reported in 
camp rec ords, the event was not noted in the only known ac-
count of a former prisoner. In her opinion, there  were no 
murders in the camp.

The camp was ruled by SS men unknown by name, aided 
by Wehrmacht soldiers who supervised the prisoners during 
work. The Birnbäumel subcamp prisoners worked at various 
earthmoving jobs associated with building trenches. The Un-
ternehmen Barthold, a company whose operations staff was 
located in the village of Kraschnitz (Krośnice), 4 kilometers 
(2.5 miles) from the village of Hochweiler (Wierchowice), was 
formed for the supervision and coordination of projects con-
ducted in the region.

The camp was probably evacuated on January 23, 1945. 
The prisoners  were led on foot to the  Gross- Rosen main camp 
and then transported to  Bergen- Belsen in freight cars. A group 
of about 20 prisoners escaped from the evacuation column as 
the march began and  were liberated in Birnbäumel.

SOURCES This work is based primarily on the monographs 
by Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen: 
stań badań (Rogoźnica: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 
1987); and Isabell Sprenger, Gross- Rosen: Ein Konzentrations-
lager in Schlesien (Cologne: Böhlau, 1994); as well as the article 
by Alfred Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym 
 Gross- Rosen,” Sśsn 9 (1982). Additional sources used  were 
witness interrogations as well as reports from the investiga-
tion conducted on the camps and on crimes committed in 
1944–1945 in the towns of Sieczko and Bukolewo. This mate-
rial, which was acquired from the Okręgowa Komisja Badań 
Zbrodni Hitlerowskich w Polsce (Regional Commission for 
the Investigation of Hitlerite Crimes in Poland), is located in 
the AMGR, cata log No. DP/6500.

Graz. yna Choptiany
trans. Gerard Majka

BOLKENHAIN
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp at Bolkenhain (later Bolków) most 
probably came into being in August 1944. The camp was lo-
cated on the outskirts of Bolkenhain toward Wolmsdorf 
(Wolbromek), on a small hill now called Góra Ryszarda. The 
prisoner camp was made up of fi ve barracks: three living bar-
racks, an infi rmary (Revier) and sewing and shoemaking shops 
in the fourth, and a bath house and bathrooms in the fi fth bar-
rack made of brick. There  were several rooms in each living 
barrack; each room  housed several dozen people. The camp 
headquarters, kitchen, and guard house  were located outside 
the camp fence.

The exact number of prisoners in the camp is not known. 
According to the account of former prisoner Leopold 

Sokołowski, the camp population on any given day was ap-
proximately 600 prisoners, and a total of over 800 people 
passed through the camp during its existence (between Au-
gust 1944 and February 1945).1

The prisoners  were exclusively male. Almost all of them 
 were Jewish. They mainly came from Hungary and Poland; 
several dozen of them  were Greek nationals. Only a few func-
tionary prisoners  were Polish and German.

Two prisoner transports sent to the Bolkenhain camp are 
known. They both came from the main camp at  Gross- Rosen. 
The fi rst arrived in late August 1944 and numbered over 600 
people. The defi nite majority, approximately 400,  were Hun-
garian Jews. But there  were also in this transport approxi-
mately 200 Polish Jews who had previously been transported 
to  Gross- Rosen from the  Krakau- Plaszow concentration 
camp and several dozen Greek Jews.

The other known transport arrived at Bolkenhain in early 
1945. It included approximately 200 Jewish prisoners who had 
previously been evacuated from the Auschwitz concentration 
camp.2

The living conditions in the camp  were quite hard. There 
was only cold water in the bath house, and “bathing” took 
place once a week. At that time, the Kapos would pour warm 
water into several brick troughs about 1.5  × 0.4  × 0.5 meters 
(1.64  × .44  × .55 yards), into which they placed four prisoners 
at a time. Prodded on by the Kapos, the prisoners had to wash 
quickly. Due to the crowding and amount of time they had, it 
was impossible to wash appropriately, so the prisoners only 
came out of those “baths” a little wet. The camp was very 
heavily infested with lice, and the prisoners had to eliminate 
lice on their own. Everyday the barrack chiefs had to send the 
camp elder (Lagerältester) glasses full of the caught lice. The 
prisoners treated the duty of catching lice every day as perse-
cution. Since that method of delousing the camp did not pro-
vide the anticipated effects, a “lice infestation inspection” was 
ordered. The inspection took place when the prisoners came 
back from work on the day shift. The prisoners stood on the 
assembly ground the  whole night waiting to be admitted to 
the hospital, where the doctors counted the lice on each pris-
oner, and the camp scribe made a list. This operation ended 
in the only disinfection in the camp’s entire existence. Unfor-
tunately, it did not improve the situation.

Some Bolkenhain prisoners attempted to escape from the 
camp; unfortunately, no information exists on whether any of 
the attempts  were successful. However, information has sur-
vived of the executions of three prisoners caught after failed 
escape attempts: Aron Farkas, a Hungarian Jew, born on July 
23, 1898, in Tinaboken, was hung on September 28, 1944.3 
Samuel Janowitz, also a Hungarian Jew, born on March 14, 
1926, in Muszt, was hung on October 13, 1944. Fellow prison-
ers Marton Friedman and Kalmar Grünspan  were designated 
to carry out the execution.4 Henryk Laufer, a Polish Jew, was 
hung on November 30, 1944. Fellow prisoners Jakub Glücks-
mann and Benjamin Weimann carried out the execution.5

Leopold Sokołowski also described the Lagerführer shoot-
ing a prisoner who had stolen handfuls of raw carrots from 
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the camp kitchen. The tragedy took place during a roll call. 
First the Lagerführer made a cynical speech about friendship, 
saying that stealing the carrots was not friendly behavior and 
deserved only the death penalty in war time circumstances. 
He forced the prisoners standing in the roll call to repeat 
those words, and one of them, beaten by the Lagerführer, had 
to “deliver” the death penalty. Then the Lagerführer ordered 
his victim to “go onto the barbed wire.” The prisoner got as 
far as the guard posts and stopped; the Lagerführer then shot 
him.6

According to Sokołowski, the camp death rate was 20 to 25 
percent of the inmate population. The naked corpses of 
 prisoners, who had chiefl y died of hunger, emaciation, and 
 beating,  were kept in a specially prepared,  concrete- lined 
rectangular pit located next to the camp entrance gate. From 
there they  were carted away to the main camp at  Gross- Rosen 
every few days.

Leo Hersch stated that by the time the aforementioned 
200- person transport came to Bolkenhain in January 1945, 
there  were only about 300 prisoners living in camp.

The number of SS staff is unknown.  SS- Unterscharführer 
Friedrich Karl Wolf, born March 2, 1904, in Schweidnitz, held 
the post of Lagerführer. He died in April 1945 in unknown 
circumstances. The only German prisoner in the camp, Hans 
Henschel, held the post of Lagerältester.

The prisoners worked at Vereinigte Deutsche Metall-
werke, making aircraft parts. They operated metalworking 
machines, mainly lathes, drills, milling machines, and grind-
ers. The parts they made  were then assembled in the other 
production halls, where the prisoners did not work. Prior to 
the Bolkenhain prisoners, French prisoners of war had oper-
ated the machines. They also trained their replacements. The 
prisoners punched time cards in the production hall to docu-
ment their work time.

A small group of prisoners made up what was called the 
Aussenkommando, which worked building roads or streets. 
Due to the ever more frequent standstills in the factory, in 
the fi nal weeks of the camp’s existence, some prisoners  were 
put to work cutting down trees in the vicinity of Bolken-
hain.

The Bolkenhain camp existed until approximately  mid-
 February 1945. Two days before the camp was abandoned, the 
sick prisoners  were probably murdered with poison injections. 
Their number ranges between 627 and 150 to 200 people.8 
The bodies of the murdered people  were buried in a mass 
grave prepared earlier.

The evacuation began around February 15 and included 
approximately 500 people. The prisoners  were prodded along 
on foot via  snow- covered side roads toward the city of Hirsch-
berg (later Jelenia Góra). During the march, the Lagerführer, 
aided by the Lagerältester, selected several dozen weak pris-
oners, who  were shot by the SS men escorting them.9 After 
two days of marching, the prisoners reached the Hirschberg 
camp. There they stopped for several days.

The Bolkenhain prisoners continued their journey along 
with the Hirschberg prisoners. The column, now numbering 

approximately 1,000 people, was prodded on toward the town 
of Reichenau (later Rychnov in the Czech Republic), which 
they reached in the fi nal days of February. The prisoners  were 
loaded onto open freight cars at the Reichenau train station 
and transported to the Buchenwald concentration camp. The 
prisoners  were not given any food during the trip from 
Reichenau to Buchenwald, which lasted about fi ve days. 
Sokołowski recalled that, under those circumstances, the trip 
claimed numerous lives.

On March 7, 1945, 905 men from the transport  were ad-
mitted to the Buchenwald concentration camp. They  were 
mainly Jewish prisoners from the Hirschberg and Bolkenhain 
camps, as well as a dozen or so  non- Jewish prisoners who 
joined the transport at Reichenau station and  were from the 
Reichenau camp. It has not been determined how many of 
these prisoners had come from the evacuation at the Bolken-
hain camp.

SOURCES The following publications contain information 
on the Bolkenhain subcamp: Bogdan Cybulski, “żydzi w fi -
liach obozu koncentracyjnego  Gross- Rosen,” SFiZH 2 (1975); 
Alfred Konieczny, “Egzekucje w obozie koncentracyjnym 
 Gross- Rosen,” Studia nad faszyzmeni i zbrodniami hitlero-
wskimi 4 (1979); and Konieczny, “Nowe dokumenty o egzeku-
cjach w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen,” AUW, no. 
642 (1982). Certain information concerning this subcamp can 
also be found in Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane 
 Gross- Rosen (Rogoźnica, 1987).

Archive materials concerning the Bolkenhain subcamp are 
mainly former prisoners’ accounts and memoirs. They can be 
found in the following archives: AMGR, AZ

.
IH, and  AK- IPN 

in Warsaw. Documents concerning executions conducted 
(e.g., in Bad Warmbrunn) can be found in the archives of the 
ITS in Arolsen.

Danuta Sawicka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR,  5758/642/DP—Account of Leopold Sokołowski; 

and  8751/6/DP—Correspondence of L. Sokołowski with the 
 Gross- Rosen Concentration Camp Former Prisoners Club of 
Warsaw, dated August 8, 1960, and August 18, 1960.

 2. AZ
.
IH, Account No. 721 fi led by Leo Hersch.

 3. ITS,  Gross- Rosen Concentration Camp Collection, 52: 
73–74.

 4. Ibid., 52: 99–100.
 5.  AK- IPN, Microfi lm Collection, M-623, Frames 22–23.
 6. AMGR,  5758/642/DP—Account of Leopold Sokołowski.
 7. AZ

.
IH, Account No. 5488, fi led by Henryk Fuchsmann, 

July 23, 1945.
 8. AMGR,  6500/9- d/DP—Poznań District Commission 

for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes to the Wrocław District 
Commission for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes, letter, 
dated February 17, 1973. Contains information from materi-
als collected by the Public Prosecutor’s Offi ce at the National 
Court in Braunschweig, which conducted the investigation 
in the matter of the crimes committed at the Bolkenhain 
camp.

 9. Ibid.
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BRESLAU- HUNDSFELD
The  Breslau- Hundsfeld subcamp of the  Gross- Rosen concen-
tration camp, located in what is now Wrocław’s Psie Pole sec-
tion, was probably formed in July 1944 to meet the needs of 
the  Rheinmetall- Borsig corporation, which produced bomb 
fuses and  anti- aircraft gun sights. From the reports of the 
Wrocław Armaments Command’s war diary (Kriegstagebuch 
des Rüstungskommandos Breslau), it is known that on June 18, 
1944, there  were meetings at the  Rheinmetall- Borsig com-
pany about building the camp quickly. However, operations 
to use  Gross- Rosen concentration camp prisoners for 
 Rheinmetall- Borsig  were being undertaken by the aviation 
section of the Breslau Arms Inspection Agency considerably 
earlier, in the fi rst quarter of 1943.

At all the women’s subcamps of the  Gross- Rosen concen-
tration camp, including  Breslau- Hundsfeld, all the arriving 
prisoners  were Jewish, mainly from Poland and Hungary. 
This is confi rmed by the testimony of Elfride Stephan (who 
served as a guard in the camp starting October 1, 1944) that 
only Jewish women lived at  Breslau- Hundsfeld.1

The fi rst group of prisoners was probably put in the newly 
formed camp in October 1944. They came from the Ausch-
witz  II- Birkenau concentration camp (perhaps because of that 
camp’s planned evacuation). The number of prisoners who 
came and went through the camp is not known; they probably 
received numbers ranging from 49501 to 54000.

There is no information on working and living conditions 
in the camp. All that is known is that the diet was very poor. 
The women  were convoyed from the camp to the factory by 
female guards who also watched them during work. They 
worked 12 hours a day.

Gross- Rosen concentration camp headquarters rec ords for 
December 30, 1944, list as camp leader (Lagerführer) for the 
 Breslau- Hundsfeld subcamp the name of Emma Kowa, born 
October 31, 1915, in Pforzheim. Besides the aforementioned 
Elfride Stephan, the following guards’ names are also known: 
Gerda Glowacki and Emilia Welzbach, as well as  SS- Schützen 
Lenz, Loy, and Lukossek. On May 27, 1947, Stephan was sen-
tenced to three years of incarceration by the Świdnica Dis-
trict Court. It is also known that the Mannheim District 
Attorney’s investigation against Welzbach was discontinued 
in 1972 due to the statue of limitations pertaining to the acts 
with which she was charged.

The camp was probably evacuated on January 25, 1945. 
The prisoners  were fi rst sent to the main camp. Their further 
fate is unknown.

SOURCES This is not a  well- documented  Gross- Rosen sub-
camp; as a result, fundamental published works generally re-
garding  Gross- Rosen subcamps  were used. These include 
Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen 
(Rogóznica, 1987); Alfred Konieczny, “Uwagi o planach 
wykorzystania więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen w przem ́ysle zbro-
jeniowym Trzeciej Rzeszy,” SFiZH 23 (2000); Konieczny, 
“Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen w latach 
1944–1945,” Sśsn, 40 (1982); and Konieczny, “Ewakuacja 

obozu koncentracyjnego  Gross- Rosen w 1945 roku,” SFiZH 
2:281 (1975).

ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS 
(1933–1945), 2 vols. (Arolsen, 1979), was also used in deter-
mining the camp’s dates of operation and the data regarding 
employment of female prisoners. Some data found in Mieczy-
sław Mołdawy’s monograph on the  Gross- Rosen camp, Gross-
 Rosen: Oboz koncentracyjny na Slasku (Wrocław, 1990),  were 
also taken into account.

Also used  were documents at AMGR (AMGR, sygn. 7613/
DP), in which the female offi cial of the  Breslau- Hundsfeld 
camp is mentioned. Information regarding the staff of this 
camp also originates from investigative and court reports kept 
at  AK- IPN in Warsaw (AMGR, sygn. 47/39/MF). Helpful are 
also notes of a former prisoner, Roman Olszyn, located in the 
materials acquired by him pertaining to the history of sub-
camps (AMGR, sygn. 8751/ DP).

Anna Gol/embiecka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTE
 1. AMGR, sygn. 47/39/MF, material of the  AK- IPN at 

Warsaw.

BRESLAU- LISSA
The  Breslau- Lissa (now Wrocław- Leśnica) subcamp came into 
being in  mid- August 1942. The fi rst prisoner transport prob-
ably arrived there on August 18, 1942. This was, therefore, the 
fi rst subcamp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp.

The camp was formed to support an SS military facilities 
complex: barracks, a large fi ring ground, and an ammunition 
depot. The prisoners  were put to work expanding the facili-
ties and those within a kilometer of the camp. They also 
worked for the Paul Urbansky company, building roads, and 
unloading cargo at the nearby railroad station, especially be-
ginning in autumn 1944. It was at that time that building 
materials and various equipment started being brought in 
from Auschwitz to the camp ware houses.

The fi rst prisoners  were accommodated in a large wooden 
barrack with a brick fl oor and fenced halfway around where 
earlier there had been an army  horse stable. Along the bar-
rack ran bunks on which the prisoners slept side by side on 
straw (later  two- tiered bunks  were set up). The  horse basins 
 were converted into washrooms, and a dining hall was made 
out of several makeshift tables and large benches. An infi r-
mary (Revier) with bunks for 12 patients was set aside in a 
corner of the stable.

One more barrack for prisoners was built at a later time. 
The storeroom and kitchen  were located separately in a small 
barrack, as well as a small infi rmary where only emergency 
aid was provided. There was also a small assembly ground. 
The small camp was fenced with barbed wire with watchtow-
ers in the corners. Outside the camp there was what was 
called a guard house, and right at the gate was a building hous-
ing the camp command post and commander’s quarters.
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The initial transport numbered 150 prisoners. In all likeli-
hood, only 17 prisoners from that transport survived until 
March 1943. Another 150 prisoners  were sent later.

The initial period of the camp’s operation was very diffi -
cult for the inmates. Living conditions  were extremely hard; 
the prisoners  were nagged by hunger and incessant repressive 
mea sures by the staff and the German  prisoner- functionaries. 
There  were many escape attempts, which resulted in more 
repressive mea sures, as well as many suicides. The rec ords of 
the Wrocław Executive Committee (Nadprezydium) contain 
a report on the escape of a Rus sian prisoner Wassilij Woronow 
[Polish spelling], prisoner number 6577, from the  Breslau-
 Lissa camp on July 18, 1943. Apprehended fugitives  were sent 
back to the main camp, but in general prisoners  were killed if 
caught.

The death rate was very high at that time. Bodies  were 
taken to the main camp, and the subcamp’s prisoner popula-
tion was replenished on that basis.

In the camp’s next state of existence, the main causes of 
death  were bloody diarrhea, general emaciation of the body, 
or accidents at the construction site.

In the fi rst quarter of 1943, the prisoner population was 
probably over 200. The number of prisoners increased over 
time. On October 24, 1944, at least 174 expert tradesmen 
prisoners from the evacuated Bauleitung Kommando arrived 
straight from Auschwitz. The prisoner population was prob-
ably over 500 by late 1944.

Rus sians and Germans  were initially in the greatest num-
bers among prisoners; later Poles predominated. Ukrainians 
and Czechs  were also an appreciable group.

Prisoners  were dressed in striped prisoners clothing and 
had a strip of hair shaved down the middle of their heads.

Later on, living conditions improved considerably and 
 were better than at the main camp or at Auschwitz. What 
bothered the prisoners the most  were the hunger and cold, 
particularly in late 1944, when few packages  were arriving, 
and the portions of food  were decreasing. However, it was 
sometimes possible to get the remnants of barracks food from 
Wehrmacht soldiers. The Germans, despite the SS’s offi cial 
ban on prisoners being in the guards’ barrack buildings,  were 
glad to let them in and used them for various work. Thanks to 
this, the prisoners working as glaziers, carpenters, coal carri-
ers, and cleaners had the opportunity of getting warm in 
heated quarters. Former prisoner Witold Wiśniewski also re-
members that they used to make colored plywood animals at 
the camp carpentry shop and smuggle them into the barracks 
to exchange them for bread and cigarettes. The prisoners also 
made custom portraits or Christmas cards with gothic letter-
ing.1

The regimen at camp as well as at work had slackened ap-
preciably by late 1944. At Christmastime, the prisoners  were 
even allowed to set up a tree in the guards’ barrack dining 
area and sing carols out loud. In this later stage, there  were no 
acts of terror, for example, brutal beatings or killings of pris-
oners. The prisoner death rate was also low at that time. 
Probably only two prisoners died in the fi nal month before 

evacuation. No incidents of execution of this camp’s prisoners 
are recorded.

The tolerable living conditions at camp  were also possible 
because camp commander  SS- Unterscharführer Erich Fischer 
was favorably inclined toward the prisoners that supported 
the efforts of the  prisoner- functionaries. Even the command-
er’s wife helped the prisoners; she and the  prisoner-
 functionaries arranged to get fox meat from a nearby breeding 
farm. SS men kept watch over the prisoners at work. The pris-
oners worked 10 hours; they only worked longer when un-
loading railroad cars.

There is no information about sabotage on the job. The 
prisoners communicated with civilian workers, among whom 
 were numerous Poles. Letters  were sent via them. The camp 
doctor, who was permitted to move about the entire construc-
tion site, established such close relations with the civilian 
workers that he was fi nally moved to Auschwitz concentration 
camp.  SS- Unterscharführer Alfred Barth was the fi rst camp 
leader (Lagerführer), followed by Erich Fischer.

The evacuation on foot to the  Gross- Rosen main camp 
began on January 23, 1945. The march lasted three days. The 
evacuation column stopped at barns to put up for the night. 
There  were even instances of prisoners receiving some mod-
est food from a local farmer. There  were no acts of repression. 
At the end of the column, the prisoners pulled sleds with pro-
visions and the camp staff’s belongings. Thanks to the efforts 
of the barrack chief and doctor as well as the commander’s 
wife, who ordered the sick and weak to be put in sleds, the 
 Breslau- Lissa prisoners reached their destination in the best 
condition of all the Breslau area subcamps. They  were also 
sent to a section of  Gross- Rosen called the “Auschwitz camp,” 
from where they continued on to Buchenwald concentration 
camp in February 1945.

SOURCES The most valuable academic works are: Bogdan 
Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (Rogoźnica, 
1987); Alfred Konieczny, “Ewakuacja obozu koncentracyj-
nego  Gross- Rosen w roku 1945,” SFiZH 2:281 (1975); Konie-
czny, Chronologia transportow i numeracja więźniów w KL 
 Gross- Rosen (Materiaty wewnętrzne Panstwowego Muzeum 
 Gross- Rosen, n.d.).

ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS 
(1933–1945), 2 vols. (Arolsen, 1979), was also used in deter-
mining the camp’s dates of operation and the data regarding 
employment of prisoners, as was Mieczysław Mołdawa’s 
monograph on the  Gross- Rosen camp, Gross- Rosen: Obóz kon-
centracyjny na Śląsku (Wrocław, 1990).

The  Breslau- Lissa camp has a substantially extensive lit-
erature of memoirs, which is a rich source of information and 
accounts of daily camp life. The following works  were con-
sulted and used: Andrzej Batat and Wacław Dominik, Aż stali 
się prochem i rozpaczą (Wrocław: wydawn. Krajowa Agencja 
Wydawnictw, 1980) (the work focuses on life in Fünfteichen 
camp; it also contains information on the evacuation from the 
 Breslau- Lissa camp); Józef Jabłoński, “Z Radogoszcza do 
Oświęcimia,  Gross- Rosen i Mauthausen,” PL, Nr. 1 (1969); 
Józef Zeglen, “Z ‘rewiru’ w  Gross- Rosen,” PL, Nr. 1 (1969). 
Witold Wiśniewski’s, Otwierają się bramy obozów (Warsaw: 
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wydawn. Ksiąz.ka i Wiedza, 1981) contains detailed descrip-
tions regarding numerous aspects of camp life and is very 
valuable on specifi c characteristics of the camp.

The fundamental research materials (accounts, memoirs, 
autobiographies, correspondence) held at AMGR allowed for 
the verifi cation of numerous data. Determinations concern-
ing camp offi cers  were verifi ed mainly on the basis of AMGR, 
sygn. 7834/DP (card index of members of KL  Gross- Rosen 
personnel). Also consulted  were AMGR, sygn. 5758/DP (ma-
terials from the Club of Former Prisoners of  Gross- Rosen in 
Warsaw); and AMGR, sygn. 8751/DP (materials acquired by 
a former prisoner of  Gross- Rosen, Roman Olszyn).

Another rich source of information are the rec ords of the 
 AK- IPN and  AK- IPN WR (copies of interrogations, sen-
tences).

Anna Gol/embiecka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTE
 1. Witold Wiśniewski, Otwierają się bramy obozów (War-

saw: wydawn. Ksiąz.ka i Wiedza, 1981), pp. 32–33.

BRESLAU I
Few German rec ords about the operation of the  Gross- Rosen 
concentration camp subcamps in Breslau (Polish: Wrocław) 
have survived. The information below is based on available 
studies and on the accounts of  witnesses—former prisoners of 
those camps. Some of the information concerns both Breslau 
I and Breslau II.

Wrocław’s  Gross- Rosen subcamps  were formed in conse-
quence of an operation to put  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp prisoners to work in the Third Reich’s arms industry 
(Breslau I, Breslau II,  Breslau- Hundsfeld) and serving the 
army (Breslau- Lissa).

No exact date can be established for when the Breslau I sub-
sidiary was formed;  mid- 1944 is most likely. The Breslau weap-
onry command’s war log (Kriegstagebuch des Rüstungskommandos 
Breslau) for the second quarter of 1944 only refers to talks held 
on June 18, 1944, at the  Fahrzeug- und Motorenwerke (Famo-
 Werke) plant on the construction of the camp, during which 
the participants stressed that it had to be done soon.

The accounts of former prisoners primarily concern the 
initial transports to the camp, which had already been set up. 
Some prisoners recall being transferred from the Breslau II 
camp to the camp at the  Famo- Werke plant in the summer of 
1944. They replaced the “civilians” who had lived in the bar-
racks previously, and they worked getting the new camp set 
up. Some prisoners remained at the camp afterward, and some 
returned to the Linke Hofmann Werke plant. A prisoner who 
came to Breslau II from the main camp in the fi rst transport 
of approximately 60 people, probably in late August 1944, re-
lates that they  were also joined by a group of about 60 prison-
ers assigned to  Famo- Werke.1

The population of both Breslau I and Breslau II increased 
only in the autumn of 1944, due to the infl ux of prisoners to 

the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp after the Warsaw Up-
rising. They  were questioned at the main camp for their oc-
cupational suitability and then sent to various subcamps, such 
as Breslau I (a transport of around 300 prisoners arrived  here 
probably on October 12, 1944).

Breslau I prisoner population fi gures vary. Studies provide 
a fi gure of approximately 2,000 prisoners. Depending on 
when they  were incarcerated in the camp, former prisoners 
describe the inmate population at from 500 to 2,000. The 
camp mainly held Poles, as well as Czechs and Rus sians; there 
 were fewer Yugo slavians, French, Dutch, Belgians, and Ger-
mans. The latter initially assumed most of the positions in the 
camp’s prisoner administration.

The camp consisted of wooden barracks (probably 10 in 
total) with a separate kitchen. The camp was fenced with elec-
trifi ed barbed wire with guard towers set at intervals.

The prisoners  were dressed in work overalls with painted 
phosphorescent bands on the sleeves and a cross on the back, 
as well as stripes on the pants, to prevent escapes.

Living conditions  were diffi cult. Prisoners slept on bunk 
beds, two in a bunk. Although some point out that the disci-
pline  here was not as harsh as at the main camp, hunger was 
rife, yet the prisoners had to work hard.

The camp had been or ga nized because of the demand for 
labor at  Famo- Werke, which manufactured aircraft engines 
and tank parts (most probably caterpillar treads for artillery 
tractors).

The camp was situated near the factory. SS men guarded 
the prisoners on their walk to work for their 12- hour shifts. 
They also checked the number of prisoners at work (roll calls 
in the factory  were mandatory after a prisoner had escaped). 
German civilian workers supervised the work at the factory. 
The accounts only mention an Austrian foreman who was not 
as rigorous as the others and even helped prisoners.2

The forced laborers working in the factory tried to pro-
vide help, exemplifi ed by the prisoners’ letters to families that 
they sent. Food packages came to the camp more often be-
cause of this.

There are no known instances of sabotage. But there  were 
escapes from the factory, such as when two prisoners left the 
factory premises in a delivery truck and another prisoner who 
left unnoticed after work with a group of forced laborers.

There are no fi gures on the number of dead prisoners of 
this subcamp. Some point out that there  were no par tic u lar 
instances of prisoner abuse in the Breslau I subcamp. A for-
mer prisoner who held the position of doctor claims that no 
murders occurred there, and working conditions  were con-
siderably better than those at Linke Hofmann Werke, for 
instance. The prisoner death rate was rather due to pneu-
monia and diarrhea. Bodies  were carted away from the 
camp.3

We only know of one instance of execution, that of a Bres-
lau I prisoner, carried out at the main camp on December 2, 
1944. That was the hanging of Rus sian Nikołaj Szwalke 
(Schwalke), prisoner number 63988, for attempting to escape 
from camp on October 26, 1944.
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The infi rmary was located in a separate small barrack 
where two doctors and the medical personnel lived. It was 
very poorly equipped with medical supplies. Sick prisoners of 
the neighboring Breslau II subsidiary  were also admitted  here. 
The decision to admit patients was always up to the SS man 
supervising the infi rmary. Seriously ill people  were sent to 
the main camp (for example, a patient ill with what was called 
bloody diarrhea was sent back to the subcamp in about a 
month). There  were also instances when prisoners who had 
been seriously injured at work  were taken to Breslau city hos-
pitals. A prisoner injured in an explosion in late 1944 survived 
to be liberated in a city hospital.

The population was systematically replenished. More pris-
oners  were sent from the main camp as late as early January 
1945.

SS- Unterscharführer Körner was camp leader (Lagerfüh-
rer). His attitude toward prisoners is reported to have been 
proper. The names of eight  rank- and- fi le members of the Bres-
lau subcamp’s staff are also known, chiefl y from the surviv-
ing equipment receipt book (Gerätebuch) II log (which subcamp 
is unspecifi ed), namely: Ries, Redlich, Seiberling, Barner, 
Gosso, Stefan Körmöczi, Hark, and Andreas Pataschitsch. It 
is known that the last person mentioned was sentenced to four 
years’ imprisonment by decree of the Kraków District Court 
on March 25, 1948.

The camp was probably evacuated on January 23, 1945, at 
the same time as the other Breslau subcamps (probably ex-
cepting  Breslau- Hundsfeld). All the prisoners, including sick 
ones,  were sent to  Gross- Rosen on foot, under escort by the 
camp guards. The march lasted several days (the column wove 
its way through back roads) in the bitter winter cold. The 
prisoners  were forced to pull wagons with the fi eld kitchens, 
provisions, and the sick, as well as the SS men’s belongings. 
The second night in the barn of a farm was one to remember, 
as some of the prisoners hid; the Germans found most of 
them the next morning and shot them.

After reaching the main camp, the prisoners  were sent to 
the unfi nished barracks of a section of  Gross- Rosen called the 
“Auschwitz camp,” where under terrible conditions, without 
food or any way to keep warm, they awaited further evacua-
tion to various concentration camps.

SOURCES Information on this camp may be found in the fol-
lowing publications: Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane 
KL  Gross- Rosen (Rogoźnica: Wydawn. Państwowe Muzeum 
 Gross- Rosen, 1987); Alfred Konieczny, “Uwagi o planach 
wykorzystania więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen w przemyśle zbro-
jeniowym Trzeciej Rzeszy,” SFiZH 23 (2000); Konieczny, 
“Egzekucje w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen,” SFiZH 
4 (1979); Konieczny, “Ewakuacja obozu koncentracyjnego 
 Gross- Rosen w 1945 roku,” SFiZH 2:281 (1975).

The cata log of camps, published by the ITS, Verzeichnis 
der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS (1933–1945), 2 vols. 
(Arolsen, 1979), was also used in determining the camp’s dates 
of operation and the data regarding employment of prisoners. 
Some data found in Mieczysław Mołdawa’s monograph on 
the Gross- Rosen camp, Gross- Rosen: Oboz koncentracyjny na 

Śląsku (Wrocław: Wydawna Uniwersytetu Wrocławskiego, 
1990), was also taken into account. Helpful in describing 
transports to the Breslau I camp and subject matter regarding 
prisoner employment (often specialists) in the arms (war) in-
dustry was Barbara Sawicka’s publication Z powstańczej 
Warszawy do KL  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych: Wydawn. Państwowe 
Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1994).

Among archival sources, the holdings of AMGR stand out: 
Determinations concerning camp offi cers  were verifi ed 
mainly on the basis of the Card Index of members of KL 
 Gross- Rosen personnel (AMGR, sygn. 7834/DP). A rich and 
in practice fundamental source of information proved to be 
Materiały Klubu byłych Więźniów  Gross- Rosen (Materials 
from the Club of Former Prisoners of  Gross- Rosen) in War-
saw (AMGR, sygn. 5758/DP), as well as materials acquired by 
a former prisoner of  Gross- Rosen, Roman Olszyn (AMGR, 
sygn. 8751/DP). These materials contain accounts, memoirs, 
autobiographies, and correspondence of former inmates. Also 
valuable and important sources of information are rec ords of 
the  AK- IPN WR and  AK- IPN, with copies of offi cial rec ords 
(minutes of interrogations, sentences/judgments) and inter-
views with former prisoners of  Gross- Rosen (Group  A—sets 
of questions in acquiring accounts of former prisoners of KL 
 Gross- Rosen).

Anna Gol/embiecka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR, sygn. 5913/3/DP, materiały OKBZHW (mate-

rials of the District Commission for the Investigation of Nazi 
Crimes at Wrocław).

 2. AMGR, cata log No. 5913/10/DP, 2935/DP.
 3. AMGR, cata log No. 6651/DP, 2479.

BRESLAU II
While no exact date for the opening of the Breslau II sub-
camp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp has been estab-
lished, research fi ndings point to  mid- 1944. Accounts by 
former prisoners show that the fi rst small group (of approxi-
mately 60 to 100 prisoners) was sent to Breslau II from the 
main camp in late August 1944.1 The prisoners  were put in a 
building at the Linke Hofmann Werke company over Pro-
duction Hall No. 7 in the factory offi ce space, where they re-
placed Rus sian prisoners of war (POWs). They  were put to 
work building  barbed- wire fences (the hall was not yet fenced; 
guards stood at the entrances) and leveling the site for the as-
sembly ground. Meals  were brought in from the plant kitchen, 
and prisoners slept in the hall on straw mattresses (when the 
camp was completed, they slept on  three- decker bunks). It 
took about four weeks to get the camp ready. Later on, besides 
the production hall and assembly ground, there was also a 
barrack built by the prisoners. An apartment barrack was also 
put up outside camp for camp offi cials.

The fi rst major transport of approximately 300 prisoners 
arrived in late September or early October 1944 (prisoners 
from the Warsaw Uprising) and was composed of skilled 
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workers. Prisoner population fi gures for the subcamp vary, 
depending on the time they apply to, from approximately 400 
to 2,000 prisoners. Günther Otto Treu, serving guard duty 
from autumn 1944 to early January 1945, testifi ed that there 
 were over 2,000 prisoners.2 They  were of various nationali-
ties: Poles, Ukrainians, Belgians, French, Czech, and even 
Chinese (approximately 13 Chinese, residents of Warsaw, 
 were put into  Gross- Rosen concentration camp in the initial 
postuprising transport from the Pruszków transit camp in 
late September or early October 1944).

The prisoners lived and worked in the isolated production 
hall in the cold, with no ventilation, exposed to the constant 
inhalation of production fumes, mainly railway car paint and 
combustion gases. Health conditions  were very poor. The pris-
oners  were tormented by lice infestation. The starvation food 
rations (food was trucked in from outside the camp in pots), 
hard labor, and persecution by the staff (such as eve ning roll 
calls dragging on throughout the night) completed the picture 
of the especially hard conditions prevailing at this camp.

General emaciation of the body was also a reason for the 
high mortality rate. The deaths caused by paint poisoning 
even interested German doctors at one time. The dead  were 
carted out of the camp, and the prisoner population was sys-
tematically replenished. An infi rmary was set aside in the 
space for the prisoners, but only emergency aid was provided 
there. The seriously ill  were sent to the main camp, and  others 
 were sent to the infi rmary at Breslau I.

Breslau II prisoners worked for the  Borsig- Werke and 
Linke Hofmann companies. They  were put to work assem-
bling railway cars and tanks. The work was supervised by 
German foremen, and their attitude toward prisoners can be 
described as proper. There  were no other civilian workers 
in the production hall. On the other hand, the  prisoner-
 functionaries and guards  were known for their mistreatment 
of prisoners and frequent beatings of them at work (for ex-
ample, they used to chase the prisoners through the narrow 
doors of the production hall).

Just as at Breslau I, prisoners wore work clothes with white 
markings and had a strip shaved down the middle of their 
heads.

There are no known instances of sabotage at work.
The camp leader (Lagerführer) was Sturmbannführer 

Bohnenstangel, whose attitude toward the prisoners was de-
cidedly negative, and the  roll- call leader (Rapportführer) was 
named Kampf. Only one other staff member, Günter Otto 
Treu, can be identifi ed by name. He was sentenced to eight 
years in prison by the Świdnica District Court on April 26, 
1949, but mainly for offenses at the  Gross- Rosen main camp, 
where he served as block leader (Blockführer).

There  were some instances of prisoners escaping from 
camp: 4 Soviet prisoners from Breslau II  were among the 16 
prisoners sent on December 4, 1944, from  Gross- Rosen to 
the Buchenwald concentration camp Langensalza subcamp, 
where prisoners caught escaping  were sent (the transport ar-
rived there the next day). Also, surviving Wrocław Executive 
Committee rec ords on fugitives who  were caught include a 

report about Iwan Kunewitsch, a prisoner from the subcamp 
who escaped from Linke Hoffmann Werke on September 22, 
1944.

Accounts of former prisoners also mention escapes, such as 
a successful one by two prisoners the night of January 2–3, 
1945. There are no known instances of executions of camp 
prisoners.

The prisoners  were evacuated on foot to the  Gross- Rosen 
main camp, probably on January 23, 1945, and the evacuation 
lasted about a week. Former prisoners provide discrepant in-
formation on the evacuation dates and route. But they all re-
call the hard winter conditions during the march and the 
par tic u lar cruelty of the SS men guarding the Breslau II pris-
oner evacuation column. As was the case with Breslau I prison-
ers, they also pulled wagons with staff belongings. At fi rst, the 
bodies of those who had been shot while escaping (especially 
during the fi rst night’s stop, probably in Kostenblut) or during 
the march  were buried; later they  were left along the road.

When they reached the main camp, the surviving prison-
ers  were sent to the “Auschwitz” section of the camp, where 
they awaited further evacuation under terrible conditions.

SOURCES Information on this camp may be found in the fol-
lowing publications: Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane 
KL  Gross- Rosen (Rogoźnica, 1987); Alfred Konieczny, “Uwagi 
o planach wykorzystania więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen w prze-
myśle zbrojeniowym Trzeciej Rzeszy,” SFiZH 23 (2000); 
 Konieczny, “Egzekucje w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross-
 Rosen,” SFiZH 4 (1979); Konieczny, “Ewakuacja obozu 
 koncentracyjnego  Gross- Rosen w 1945 roku,” SFiZH 2:281 
(1975); Konieczny, Chronologia transportów i numeracja 
więźniów w KL  Gross- Rosen (Materiały wewnętrzne Państwo-
wego Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, n.d.).

The ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsfüh-
rer- SS (1933–1945), 2 vols. (Arolsen, 1979), was also used in 
determining the camp’s dates of operation and the data re-
garding employment of prisoners. Some data found in Mie-
czysław Mołdawa’s monograph on the  Gross- Rosen camp, 
Gross- Rosen. Obóz koncentracyjny na Śląsku (Wrocław, 1990), 
was also taken into account. In describing prisoner transports 
to the Breslau II camp and their employment in the arms 
(war) industry, the publication by Barbara Sawicka, Z po-
wstańczej Warszawy do KL  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych, 1994), was 
consulted and used. Andrzej Butat and Wacław Dominik’s 
work Az. stali się prochem i rozpaczą (Wrocław, 1980) is useful 
on the description of the evacuation.

The AMGR holds most of the available relevant documen-
tation for this subcamp. Rich sources of information proved to 
be AMGR, sygn. 5758/DP (Materiały Klubu byłych Więźniów 
 Gross- Rosen) as well as materials acquired by a former pris-
oner of  Gross- Rosen, Roman Olszyn (AMGR, sygn.8751/DP). 
For camp offi cers, see AMGR, sygn. 7834/DP; in the matter 
of prisoner escapes from this subcamp, a report regarding the 
escape of a prisoner (AMGR, sygn. 6859/DP) was consulted. 
An equally valuable source of information and accounts of 
camp life are rec ords of the  AK- IPN in Warsaw and  AK- IPN 
WR (copies of interrogations and judgments).

Anna Gol/embiecka
trans. Gerard Majka
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NOTES
 1. AMGR, sygn. 5913/3/DP, materials of the  AK- IPN 

WR; AMGR, sygn. 6651/DP, materials of the  AK- IPN  Kr; 
AMGR, sygn. 3106/2/DP- A, questionnaire.

 2. AMGR, sygn. 47/150- 151/MF, Świdnica District Court, 
September 24, 1947.

BRIEG [AKA PAMPITZ]
The Brieg subcamp, also known both in the literature and by 
former prisoners as Pampitz, began operating as a subcamp of 
the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp in the summer of 1944. 
The camp was located 6 kilometers (3.7 miles) from the town 
of Brieg (later Brzeg), close to the village of Pampitz (Pępice), 
right after the curve in the road from Schüsselndorf (Z

.
łobizna) 

to Konradswaldau (Przylesie). In August 1944, the  Gross-
 Rosen prisoners replaced Jewish forced laborers who had been 
living in Brieg since November 1940 in a forced labor camp 
for Jews (ZALfJ) from the Dąbrowski coal region, working 
for the Organisation Schmelt.

The Brieg subcamp began operating on August 7, 1944, 
when the fi rst transport arrived from the  Gross- Rosen con-
centration camp.

From its very inception, the Germans had set the camp’s 
daily population at 1,000 prisoners. Prisoners lost through 
death or being sent back to the main camp  were constantly 
replenished by new transports. The initial transport of Au-
gust 7 numbered 1,000 prisoners, 60 percent being Poles 
who had been brought to  Gross- Rosen in an evacuation 
transport from Warsaw’s Pawiak prison; 20 percent  were Rus-
sians (forced laborers and prisoners of war [POWs]); 10 per-
cent  were Poles arrested in the Reich and Poles from the 
Radom district and Kraków; and there  were several Czechs. 
More transports arrived at the Brieg subcamp from the main 
camp by autumn of that year: 20 to 30 people in October and 
approximately 30 prisoners in the latter part of November. 
The purpose of that transport was to make up for the short-
age caused by the departure a few days earlier of a 40- person 
group of tradesmen prisoners, metalworkers, and carpenters, 
who had been removed to the main camp, then sent to other 
subcamps such as Gassen (Jasień) and Niesky. Even earlier, 
on August 31, 3 former Rus sian POWs had been sent back 
from Brieg to  Gross- Rosen headquarters; they had originally 
come to  Gross- Rosen on August 2, 1944, from Stalag VIII A 
in Görlitz (Zgorzelec) for refusing to work and assaulting a 
citizen of the Reich. They  were removed to the main camp 
for the death sentence to be carried out, as the Wrocław 
 Gestapo had requested that the Sonderbehandlung (“special 
treatment”) procedure be applied to them. The next trans-
port from Brieg that we know of left for the main camp on 
January 4, 1945.

The barracks of the previous Jewish camp totally changed 
appearance by the time the subcamp had been in operation 
for six months. The 70 small plywood barracks with no fur-
nishings  were converted into 10 larger ones, with bunks 

around the walls and a stove, for which there was never any 
fuel. Besides the residential barracks, there  were 2 other large 
ones, holding the kitchen, infi rmary, ware house, glass work-
shop, carpentry shops, food and clothing ware house, camp 
elder’s (Lagerältester) offi ce, and camp offi ce (Schreibstube). 
There  were no sanitary facilities when the fi rst transport ar-
rived at camp; there  were only latrines and troughs with fau-
cets for washing installed in the open air. In time, an unheated 
bath house with showers was built, as well as a delousing sta-
tion and a dayroom for the prisoner foremen. The entire 
camp was surrounded with two rows of barbed wire under 
high voltage. There  were guard towers in the corners with 
searchlights and  machine- gun stations.

The staff was composed of Luftwaffe soldiers and just a 
few SS men. The camp leader (Lagerführer) was  SS-
 Obersturmführer Stosch, and the  roll- call leader (Rapport-
führer) was Luftwaffe NCO (Feldwebel) Mayer; only one 
other staff member’s  name—Gustav  Schulz—is known. None 
of the camp’s staff ever appeared before a court after the war 
for their deeds at the Brieg camp.

As was the case at other camps, to help maintain discipline, 
the staff used what was the “prisoner government.” Since this 
camp was dominated by Poles, they also prevailed in the pris-
oner government. Initially, German criminal August 
 Schneider was camp elder, but after he was recalled to 
 Gross- Rosen, the job was assumed by a Silesian, Robert No-
coń aka Notzon. Poles predominated among barrack chiefs, 
among them Józef Kuzioł, Bronisław Tomaszewski, Zenon 
Helczyk, Stanisław Kowalski, and Donat Petrol. Andrzej 
Kamiński from Poznań was initially First Schreiber (camp 
clerk), and after he left for  Gross- Rosen, Henryk Suchowiak 
replaced him in the position. Arnold Kubański was Second 
Schreiber. The Brieg camp had an  in- camp police force 
 (Lagerpolizei); there  were three: a German by the fi rst name 
of Helmut; a Rus sian, Wasyl Dubowicz; and a Pole, Roman 
Burzykowski. Dr. Witold Mączka was the ware house man-
ager. The position of camp foreman (Lagerkapo) was held by 
a Pole, Jan Rura, who was also the camp translator. The fol-
lowing  were Kapos: Józef Jerzy Sobocki, Józef Semran, Zy-
gmunt Ulfi k, Kiniarz, and Henryk Zawierucha, the antihero 
of the later group escape. There was a penal company whose 
Kapo was a Pole, Janusz Natorff, who later worked in the 
camp offi ce. Four of the aforementioned  were tried before 
Polish courts after the war. Two of them  were acquitted.

All the prisoners at the Brieg subcamp  were put to work 
converting the civil airfi eld into a military one. Various 
companies  were involved in the job, including Vianova, 
Maszewsky, and Forster. The prisoners worked in the fol-
lowing Commandos:  Vianova- Kolonne, the largest; Mathias-
 Kolonne;  Eimer- Kolonne; Baukommando; Transportkom-
mando; Kieskommando; and beginning in December 1944, a 
Commando the prisoners called candy (Cukierek), whose pris-
oners  were assigned to work in the Wehrmacht ware houses 
being evacuated from the front lines. Some prisoners worked 
in the workshops, repairing construction equipment, at the 
forge, the carpentry shop, and so on; they  were supervised by 
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civilian foremen, including blacksmith Paul Mlocek and an 
ethnic German (Volksdeutscher) named Kopaczka.

Work went on for 12 hours a day, six days a week, and in 
the autumn, Rapportführer Mayer hired out prisoners to 
work with local farmers on his own account. In exchange for 
their only day of rest, prisoners had the opportunity of get-
ting additional food. As extra motivation, outstanding prison-
ers received camp “money” (Lagermarki), which allowed them 
to supplement the meager camp food and buy pickled beets, 
cigarettes, or chewing tobacco at the canteen.

Despite the long hours of hard labor, some prisoners with 
an underground background did not give up thinking about 
fi ghting on and causing direct damage to the Germans. The 
sabotage operations they undertook on their own  were de-
signed to cause stoppages at work by doing things such as 
breaking machines.

The camp also had an infi rmary (Revier), handling from 
40 to 100 patients at a time, where the foreman position (Re-
vierkapo) was held by a Pole named Guździoł (aka Kuździoł), 
and the head doctor was Dr. Jan Aleksander Łukawski, with 
the orderlies (Pfl eger) being Warsaw actor Władysław  Otto-
 Suski and Marian (aka Henryk) Dolata. The sanitary con-
ditions prevailing at the infi rmary  were very primitive, and 
basic medicine was in short supply. At fi rst, patients lay on the 
fl oor against the walls. Under these conditions, serious opera-
tions sometimes had to be performed when someone was in-
jured at work. Approximately 50 prisoners died there in six 
months. One instance of death from scarlet fever was re-
corded, and several  were due to beatings by the  prisoner-
 functionaries, but the greatest toll was taken by phlegmon, 
the result of malnutrition. Initially, the dead  were buried 
against the wall at the local cemetery, later in the fi eld beyond 
the cemetery fence. Emaciated prisoners  were sent back to the 
main camp.

Hunger was rife in the camp, despite the bonus allocated 
to hardworking prisoners. The kitchen was run by Czechs. 
Prisoners received three meals per day: a half liter (1 pint) of 
what was called mehlzupka; 150 grams (5.3 ounces) of bread; a 
liter (1 quart) of soup made of rutabaga, beets, cabbage or 
kale, and sometimes even nettles; a half liter (1 pint) of black 
“coffee”; a spoonful of molasses; and sometimes, as a bonus 
for hard workers (zulaga), a piece of blood pudding or 
 horse meat sausage (often raw), jam, and margarine. In addi-
tion, once a week the prisoners received a quarter liter (1 cup) 
of sweet “Knorr” soup. It was the practice to issue food in the 
eve ning, both for supper as well as the next day’s breakfast.

From the beginning of the camp’s existence, the prisoners 
put there made attempts to escape. The fi rst to do so as early 
as August 14, 1944,  were Johann Jankowski (prisoner 11504) 
and Leonit Juzwa (prisoner 11517). Former Soviet soldiers at-
tempted to escape most frequently. The most important event 
in the history of this camp was unquestionably the daring es-
cape of a group of 30 prisoners on January 5, 1945. The at-
tempt was successful for only 2 of them; 22 of the participants 
who  were caught  were taken away to  Gross- Rosen to a penal 
company, where the confusion caused by the camp’s evacua-

tion saved the lives of some of them; 6 of the participants lost 
their lives during the escape. This disaster was brought about 
because Kapo Henryk Zawierucha notifi ed camp offi cials of 
the planned escape.

The Brieg subcamp operated until January 25, 1945, when 
all the healthy prisoners  were driven on foot to the main 
camp (90 kilometers/56 miles), and the sick  were trucked 
there. Then they all shared the fate of the main camp’s pris-
oners, and in early February they  were evacuated into the 
Reich by freight trains. Some prisoners of the Brieg sub-
camp wound up at Mittelbau or Buchenwald and some at 
 Leitmeritz—a subsidiary of the Flossenbürg concentration 
camp.

SOURCES The following publications contain information 
about the Brieg subcamp: “Przez.yliśmy  Gross- Rosen,” II, zeszyt 
6 (Warsaw, 1987); Jerzy Tęsiorowski, “Wielkie  ucieczki—
Gross- Rosen,” Kul, no. 35 (1979); Rafał Brzeski, “Pojmani,” 
Kul, no. 37 (1979); Leszek Izbiński, “Wielkie ucieczki Gross 
Rosen,” Kulisy, no. 45 (1979); Edward Pochroń, “Ucieczka 
ku wolności,” Try- Odr, no. 17 (1980); Stanisław S. Nicieja, 
“Lagier w Pępicach,” GBrz, no. 9 (1995); Nicieja, “Katorz.nicze 
obozy w Pępicach,” GBrz, no. 11 (1995); Nicieja, “Ucieczka 
komanda paczkarzy,” GBrz, nos. 12–13 (1995); Nicieja, 
“Sprawa Janusza Natorffa,” GBrz, nos. 15–16 (1995); Alek-
sandra Kobielec, Arbeitslager  Brieg—fi lia obozu koncentracyj-
nego  Gross- Rosen we wspomnieniach byłych więźniów (Wałbrzych, 
1996); “Epilog tragicznej ucieczki 30 więźniów z obozu w 
Brzegu rozegra się przed sądem w Krakowie,” EKr, no. 280 
(571) (November 10, 1947).

Primary sources, especially personal accounts, are in 
AMGR, for example, cata log No. 4350/DP (collection of rec-
ords on the investigation into the subsidiary of the  Gross-
 Rosen concentration camp at Pępice, Brieg Township, 
maintained by the  AK- IPN Op from 1968 through 1978).

Aleksandra Kobielec
trans. Gerard Majka

BRÜNNLITZ
The Brünnlitz subcamp was the southernmost camp under 
the command of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp, lo-
cated 48 kilometers (30 miles) from Brno in a small town in 
Moravia, named Brněnec in Czech. The decision to locate a 
camp there was made in Kraków in  mid- 1944. Due to the 
approaching front, German industrialist Oskar Schindler 
decided to move his factory and the  Krakau- Plaszow camp 
prisoners working there to the town near which he had spent 
his youth. He located the transplanted arms factory (for-
merly Deutsche Emailwarenfabrik, DEF) on the site of the 
Hoffman cotton spinning mill (Löw- Beer Textile Com-
pany), and there he also built accommodations for the pris-
oners.

The Brünnlitz camp began operating on October 22, 
1944. The initial transport included 700 men, who had re-
ceived numbers 68821 through 69521 at  Gross- Rosen. Then 
in November, 300 women arrived; after leaving the  Krakau-
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 Plaszow subcamp, they went through a  three- week quaran-
tine at the Auschwitz concentration camp and received 
numbers 76201 through 76500 at  Gross- Rosen. Subsequent 
transports arrived at Brünnlitz only in 1945. On January 29, 
1945, 81 totally exhausted prisoners  were admitted to the 
camp from the Golleschau subcamp, an Auschwitz subcamp 
that had been evacuated. These prisoners received camp 
numbers ranging from 77101 to 77181. On February 2, 1945, 
6 prisoners  were brought from the nearby Landskron prison, 
5 of whom had previously been incarcerated at Auschwitz 
and 1 at  Krakau- Plaszow. At  Gross- Rosen, they received 
numbers 77182 through 77187. They  were probably fugitives 
from evacuation transports. The next group of 30 prisoners 
arrived at camp only on April 11. They  were prisoners who 
had been moved from the Geppersdorf subcamp, a  Gross-
 Rosen subcamp that was being closed, and  were identifi ed 
with numbers 77001 to 77030. There  were 801 male prison-
ers and 297 female prisoners in the camp on April 18, 1945. 
Because of the last transports, besides Polish Jews, there  were 
also German, Hungarian, French, Czech, Slovak, Dutch, 
and Yugo slavian Jews in the camp, as well as 1 Frenchman 
and 2 German nationals (Reichsdeutsche). Although the 
prisoners had been sent  here specially to work, the range of 
ages was atypical. The oldest prisoners had been born in 
1881 (63  years old upon arriving at camp), while the youn gest 
 were born in 1930 (14  years old). The younger prisoners and 
their guardians had been withdrawn to the main camp in 
November 1944, and then they  were moved to the Auschwitz 
concentration camp.

Special barracks had not been built for the prisoners at 
Brünnlitz. They  were put in the factory building, at fi rst even 
without bunks and basic sanitary facilities. Six rooms for pris-
oners: four for the men and two for the women,  were prepared 
on the upper level of the factory building. The male section 
was partitioned from the female section by a wire fence. Only 
in time  were a bath house, latrine, disinfecting station, and 
laundry put into operation on the upper level.

SS- Obersturmführer Josef Leipold was camp commander, 
and the staff was composed of 13 noncommissioned offi cers 
and 26 privates, as well as 4 guards. Leipold, born on Novem-
ber 10, 1913, in Alt Rohlau (Stará Role), of German national-
ity, a barber by trade, had belonged to the Nazi Party 
(NSDAP) since November 1939 and to the SS since August 
20, 1938. He served at the Mauthausen, Lublin, Budzyń, 
Wieliczka, and Krakau-Plaszow concentration camps and, 
from October 1944 to April 1945, at Brünnlitz. After the war, 
he was tried by the Lublin District Court for the crimes he 
committed at those camps and by Decree of November 9, 
1948, was sentenced to death, the perpetual forfeiture of pub-
lic rights, and the loss of his property. The sentence was car-
ried out. The following names of the staff are known: 
 SS- Schütze Adolph, Daus, Emmel, Fredrychowitz, Gerhard, 
Hahn, Kirschner, Kurtle, Laubenthal, Stapf, Stier, Unbe-
scheid, Vogt, Weimar, and Wienenkampf;  SS- Sturmmann 
Mähne and Mergenthaler;  SS- Oberscharführer Mocek; 
 SS- Obersturmführer Streilhof; and  SS- Rottenführer Zilch. 

Alexander Schubert, prisoner 69460, headed the “prisoner 
government.”

After the fi rst transport arrived, the prisoners had a few 
days of rest, then  were sent to work at the ammunitions fac-
tory. Their fi rst job was to install machines. Production be-
gan in early 1945. Prisoners worked there in two shifts, and 
the entire rhythm of their day was thoroughly delineated by 
the camp rules and regulations. Engineer Schöneborn super-
vised the prisoners’ work, aided by Czech and German civil-
ian foremen, such as Dembina and Müller, whose attitude 
toward the prisoners was not too objectionable. Despite camp 
commander Leipold’s efforts, the effects of the prisoners’ 
work  were rather poor. Several prisoners  were sent to work at 
the nearby mill.

As in other camps, roll call took place twice a day  here, 
too, although it was not as arduous as elsewhere, since atten-
dance was checked at the factory production hall before work 
in the morning and after work in the eve ning.

Despite Schindler’s goodwill, the food at this camp did not 
differ from standard camp fare. The daily ration included 25 
decagrams of bread (8.8 ounces) and coffee in the morning, a 
liter (1 quart) of palatable soup at noon, and bread and soup 
at 8:00 P.M. The night shift received an extra half liter (1 pint) 
of soup.

An infi rmary (Revier) was set up on the ground fl oor of the 
factory building. Dr. Chaim Hilfstein, prisoner 68895, was ap-
pointed its head, and the following persons also worked there: 
Dr. Aleksander Bieberstein, 68913; Dr. Juda Katz, 69149; and 
Dr. Matilde Löw, 76354. Dental procedures  were performed 
by Friedrich Beck, prisoner 69094, and Rudolf Brechner, pris-
oner 69350.  SS- Obersturmführer Streithof served as the SS 
medic (SDG) from headquarters. Several cases of scarlet fever 
 were noted throughout the camp’s operation, as well as fi ve 
cases of typhus, which was successfully kept a secret from the 
German staff; thanks to the disinfecting station that had been 
set up, there was no epidemic. Approximately 60 people died 
throughout the camp’s operation; they  were buried in the 
community cemetery at Deutsch Bielau (Německá Bělá).

Although the conditions at Brünnlitz  were severe, life was 
easier there in comparison to the camps through which the 
prisoners had come earlier. Also, the local population demon-
strated great sympathy for the prisoners, providing them with 
extra portions of bread whenever they could and even sweet 
bread for Christmas. Near the end of the war, when the food 
situation kept growing worse, the Czech Doubek, Brünnlitz 
mill own er, provided the camp with barley for soup, which 
 allowed the prisoners to survive the war in tolerable condition.

People did not seek salvation through escape at Brünnlitz. 
The festivity for Schindler’s birthday in April 1945 was a 
camp event that unquestionably deviated from the norm. The 
prisoners  were given sugar, margarine, and sweet bread at 
that time.

Camp commander Leipold and the guards  were enlisted 
into the German army in late April 1945 and  were to be sent 
back to the front. When Leipold, a stickler for camp rules and 
regulations, left, the entire camp breathed a sigh of relief.
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The information that the war was over had already reached 
the Brünnlitz subcamp prisoners on May 6, 1945, when all the 
camp’s prisoners  were gathered in the factory production hall 
and Schindler declared that the war had ended. All Germans 
 were to surrender arms by midnight, and the prisoners  were 
to be set free. That eve ning the SS men who had been guard-
ing the camp left in an unknown direction, along with the 
factory’s German civilian workers. Factory director Schindler 
left the night of May 6–7, seen off with sorrow by the Jews he 
saved, having obtained from the prisoners a travel affi davit of 
his exceptional stance during the war.

A delegation of the Brněnec National Council arrived at 
the camp the morning of May 7 and made sure there  were no 
contagious diseases at the camp, after which it provided the 
prisoners with meat, milk, and other food products. The pris-
oners spent two days alone in the camp. The hastily or ga-
nized police force, recruited from among the members of the 
camp’s underground or ga ni za tion, was armed with weapons 
that had been stored in Schindler’s residence, as well as those 
that had been abandoned by the camp guards. The forma-
tion’s job was to maintain order in the camp, although there 
had already been a lynching there, in consequence of which 
Kapo Willi was hanged in the factory production hall; he had 
come to  Krakau- Plaszow from Budzyń, where he was famous 
for his exceptional brutality. According to other accounts, 
German Kapo Knobloch, who had come from Auschwitz, fell 
victim to that same lynching.

It was only on May 10 that the Soviet Army under the 
command of Colonel Safran entered the camp. A Soviet and 
Polish committee was formed and issued the prisoners cloth-
ing from the ware house. On the eve ning of May 25, a special 
train left for Kraków. Sick prisoners  were taken to a hospital 
in Police.

SOURCES Primary sources, especially personal accounts, are 
in AMGR; see, for example, AMGR, cata log No.  4108/DP—
Liste der weiblichen Häftlinge des AL Brünnlitz, April 18, 
1945 (original in YVA); cata log No.  4107/DP—Liste der männ-
lichen Häftlinge des AL Brünnlitz. Stand vom April 18, 1945 
(original in YVA).

Secondary source materials include Aleksandra Kobielec, 
Filia obozu koncentracyjnego  Gross- Rosen, Arbeitslager Brünnlitz 
(Wałbrzych, 1991); Roman Olszyna, “KL Brünlitz,” F-S 51 
(1978); Janusz Roszko, “Byłem w Brünnlitz w hotelu 
Schindlera,” DzP, December 8, 1994; Roszko, “Byłem w 
Brünnlitz (Przyczynek do portretu świętego Schindlera),” 
PDN, August 19, 1994; Roszko, “Legenda o świętym 
Schindlerze (Szpieg—Budowniczy arki),” PDN, May 13, 
1994.

Aleksandra Kobielec
trans. Gerard Majka

BUNZLAU I
Bunzlau I was formed in May 1944 when the  Gross- Rosen 
concentration camp command took over what had been the 
Organisation Schmeldt forced labor camp for Jews, located 

at No. 2 Menzelstrasse (Staroszkolna Strasse) in Bunzlau 
(Bolesławiec) on the premises of the Hubert Land Bunzlauer 
Holzindustrie wood products manufacturing plant. That 
camp had been in existence since June 1941 and  housed Polish 
Jews from the Dąbrowski coal region in Upper Silesia Prov-
ince; they  were put to work making barracks, camp furniture, 
and decoy airplanes ordered by the Luftwaffe command. In 
the fi nal phase of the camp’s existence, it held approximately 
730 men and a small group of women put to work in the 
kitchen and on the camp grounds. The most numerous group 
of prisoners  were men in their early twenties.

The camp was surrounded by a  barbed- wire fence; it con-
sisted of six wooden barracks, of which four  were for the pris-
oners; the fi fth was for the kitchen, bath house, and shoemaker 
workshop; and the sixth was for the infi rmary. The living 
barracks, accommodating approximately 200 people each, 
had four rooms furnished with bunk beds, tables, and benches. 
The sanitary conditions  were atrocious, the barracks  were 
rife with dirt, and the bugs  were a plague.

When the Organisation Schmeldt was disbanded, many 
of its Lower Silesian camps  were put under the command of 
the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp during 1944. The 
 Bunzlau camp was also reor ga nized on May 1 of that year. A 
selection was conducted, after which only about 450 men 
 remained in the camp (the fate of the others is unknown), who 
 were assigned prisoner numbers in the 35000 series three 
weeks later. The number of prisoners  rose to 1,000 by the end 
of the year due to the arrival of a transport of several hundred 
Hungarian Jews from the Auschwitz concentration camp in 
early June 1944, as well as several smaller groups from other 
 Gross- Rosen subcamps.

The subcamp initially operated under the name of Ar-
beitslager Bunzlau; because another  Gross- Rosen subcamp 
was put into operation at Bunzlau in the summer of 1944, the 
name was differentiated by adding the Roman numeral I. The 
or gan i za tion al change did not cause any basic modifi cation in 
the Hubert Land plant’s production profi le, although some of 
the prisoners  were put to work expanding it, namely, on the 
erection of a new production hall in which the Becco com-
pany then did tank overhauls.

In August 1944, the central Armaments Offi ce (Rüstungs-
amt) notifi ed the Army Armaments Inspectorate (Rüstung-
sinspektion) VIII in Breslau (Wrocław) that it was 
commissioning the plant with the production of airfoils for 
the Focke Wulf (Fw) 190 fi ghter planes being manufactured 
at the nearby Aslau airfi eld. The prisoners working on the 
production formed the “Weserfl ug” Commando (named after 
the Bremen aircraft plant, part of which was evacuated to 
Bunzlau). In December 1944, a 24- person Commando was 
also formed to operate the military ware houses (Heereszeug-
amt) at Rauscha (Ruszów).

SS- Unterscharführer Erich Schrammel, famous for his cruel 
treatment of prisoners at  Gross- Rosen concentration camp, was 
the commander (Lagerführer) of the subcamp for the fi rst four 
to fi ve months; he was then replaced by  SS- Hauptscharführer 
Willi Michael, then probably by  SS- Unterscharführer Müller. 
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Members of the  Gross- Rosen  SS- Totenkopfsturmbann 12th 
Company served guard duty. The prisoner “government” was 
headed by German criminal prisoners who had come from 
the main camp, where they  were famous for their brutal treat-
ment of their fellow prisoners. “Ossi” Wecks held the post of 
camp elder (Lagerältester), and Kurt Büttner was Oberkapo; 
local prisoners held the block elder (Blockältester) and Kapo 
positions.

The subcamp existed until February 10, 1945, when the 
prisoners  were evacuated on foot due to the Red Army de-
tachments approaching Bunzlau. The approximately 120 
people who  were sick or unable to march  were allowed to 
stay in the infirmary (Revier). The Rus sians liberated 
them a few hours later. Meanwhile, the evacuation column 
headed west, reaching the Mittelbau concentration camp 
in six weeks; on March 25, 541 Bunzlau I prisoners  were 
admitted there, many of whom  were sent to the infi rmary 
immediately. After a short stay in the camp, there was an-
other evacuation, this time in open railway cars, to the 
 Bergen- Belsen concentration camp. How many Bunzlau I 
prisoners lived to see liberation there on April 15, 1945, 
cannot be established. The Rauscha detachment was evac-
uated on February 16; the prisoners  were trucked to the 
Flossenbürg concentration camp Flöha subcamp, where 
they  were put to work making aircraft parts. When the 
Flöha camp was evacuated, the prisoners  were probably 
sent to the Terezin (Theresienstadt) ghetto, where they 
 were later liberated.

In 1948, a court in Bytom (Beuthen) heard the case against 
Izydor Silbiger, a Kapo at Bunzlau I and then in the Rauscha 
Kommando; the court sentenced him to death.

SOURCES The author provides a more  in- depth examination 
of the Bunzlau I subcamp in AL Bunzlau I i AL Bunzlau II : 
fi lie KL  Gross- Rosen w Bolesławcu (Wałbrzych: Muzeum  Gross-
 Rosen, 2004). Primary and other relevant secondary sources 
are listed in that publication. Most of the signifi cant primary 
sources are available in the archives of AMGR.

Alfred Konieczny

BUNZLAU II
The Bunzlau II subcamp was formed in October 1944 on the 
upper fl oors of a textile factory building at the Concordia 
Spinnerei und Weberei GmbH in Bunzlau (now Bolesławiec). 
In 1943 the plant had already been adapted to meet the needs 
of the Weser Flugzeugbau GmbH aircraft plant, moved there 
from Bremen, which was threatened by Allied air raids. The 
plant manufactured aircraft parts, and in August 1944 the 
Armaments Offi ce (Rüstungsamt) commissioned the plant 
with the production of airfoils for the Focke Wulf 190 fi ghter 
planes being assembled at the Aslau airfi eld production facili-
ties.

The initial group of prisoners was sent to Bunzlau II 
from the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp on October 2, 
1944; it numbered approximately 300 people. A second 

group arrived in early November and was  housed in the attic 
of the factory building. Several small groups from  Gross-
 Rosen  were also sent in December and January 1945, and 
approximately 80 prisoners  were transferred from the Aslau 
subcamp in several batches. A total of 600 to 700 prisoners 
 were put in the subcamp, of whom 60 percent  were Polish 
and 33 percent  were Rus sian, the rest being of other nation-
alities.

SS- Hauptscharführer Alfons Gross held the post of camp 
leader (Lagerführer). Besides a group of SS men, Luftwaffe 
soldiers also guarded the prisoners. Kapos, headed by 
Oberkapo Bruno Hellriegel, supervised the work in the work-
shops.

The prisoners worked on the ground and second fl oor of 
the factory building, whose upper levels served as their sleep-
ing and eating quarters. The work was done in two shifts and 
consisted of manufacturing aircraft wings under the supervi-
sion of German foremen. In principle, the prisoners did not 
leave the factory building. There  were, however, two escape 
attempts, which  were unsuccessful.

The unvarying food and the starvation rations emaciated 
the prisoners, who  were then sent back to the main camp. 
After the second group of prisoners arrived from  Gross-
 Rosen, a makeshift infi rmary (Revier) was set up in the attic, 
where the physician was Dr. Jan Wójciński. Bunk beds  were 
set up in the prisoners’ quarters; the bugs  were an unbearable 
plague.

Because the Soviet forces  were advancing quickly during 
their Lower Silesian offensive begun on February 8, 1945, the 
camp was hurriedly evacuated in the early morning hours of 
February 11; sick prisoners and those unable to march  were 
allowed to stay, although they  were sent to the infi rmary 
 (Revier) at Bunzlau I, where Soviet soldiers liberated them a 
few hours later. The primary marching column, numbering 
approximately 600 prisoners, among whom  were some har-
nessed to carts containing food and the SS men’s belongings, 
headed west through Görlitz, Bautzen, the vicinity of Dres-
den, Leipzig, Halle, Aschersleben, and Quedlinburg to Nord-
hausen. On March 15, 1945, after 32 days of marching, the 
evacuation column reached the Mittelbau concentration 
camp; the column now numbered only 441 persons (266 Poles, 
147 Rus sians, 6 Germans, 5 Frenchmen, 5 Yugo slavians, 4 
Croatians, 2 Belgians, 2 Italians, 2 stateless persons, 1 Czech, 
and 1 ethnic German [Volksdeutscher]); the rest succumbed 
to the hardship of the march, hunger, and shootings by the 
guards. Another 37 prisoners died during their stay at 
 Mittelbau. In early April, there was another evacuation to the 
 Bergen- Belsen concentration camp, where liberation oc-
curred on April 15.

SOURCES The author provides a more  in- depth examination 
of the Bunzlau II subcamp in AL Bunzlau I i AL Bunzlau II : 
fi lie KL  Gross- Rosen w Bolesławcu (Wałbrzych: Muzeum  Gross-
 Rosen, 2004). Most of the signifi cant primary sources are 
available in the AMGR.

Alfred Konieczny
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CHRISTIANSTADT
In the town of Christianstadt (present- day Krzystkowice) 
there was a women’s labor camp (Frauenarbeitslager, FAL) for 
Jews that was a subcamp of  Gross- Rosen. The camp most 
probably came into being in the fi rst half of 1944. The fi rst 
mention of it is in a document listing the subcamps and com-
panies employing  Gross- Rosen prisoners, dated June 9, 1944.

In Christianstadt itself and the immediate environs, work 
had been under way since 1940 to expand what had initially 
been the IG Farben Works chemical factory, then the Dyna-
mit AG Nobel plant. Forced laborers, prisoners of war 
(POWs), and Jews from the forced labor camp (ZAL) also 
known as Organisation Schmelt  were employed at the build-
ing site. In September 1944, two transports of Jewish women 
from the Auschwitz concentration camp  were brought to 
one of the camps they had vacated, designated Number 10. 
These are the fi rst known transports to Christianstadt. There 
 were 500 women in each of them. The Jewish women from the 
second transport came from the Łódź ghetto, which had been 
offi cially closed in the summer of 1944. Another transport of 
201 women arrived in early January 1945.1

The numbers of the three known transports show that at 
least 1,200 women  were sent to Christianstadt. Little is known 
about the transports leaving Christianstadt, although two 
such groups are known: on or about November 20, 1944, a 
small transport of only 20 women was sent to Parschnitz, an-
other  Gross- Rosen subcamp. The women  were admitted 
there on November 24.2 According to the account of Tojba 
Świadkiewicz,3 they  were a selected group of women that had 
committed offenses of some sort. On February 12, 1945, after 
Christianstadt had been evacuated, 2 more women from the 
Christianstadt camp  were also admitted to the Parschnitz 
camp.4

The Christianstadt prisoners  were Jewish women of Pol-
ish, Czech, Hungarian, Dutch, and Austrian nationality.

There is divergent information on the camp administra-
tion. Alfred Konieczny has determined that K. Siewanstock 
held the post of Lagerführerin (camp leader), and a Jewish 
woman from Łódź named Fryda was one of the barrack chiefs. 
The account of Czech prisoner Anna Hyndrakova provides 
more detailed but differing information.5 She says that the 
Lagerführerin was named Emmie Harms, and her assistant 
was  SS- Oberaufseherin Lina Pohl. Hyndrakova also lists 
the names of other camp staff members but does not provide 
the posts each person held: Käthie Tietz, Weigert, Daume, 
Methar, and Friedl, as well as two aliases or  nicknames—
 Esmeralda and Snehurka.

The prisoners primarily worked for the Dynamit AG No-
bel company, as well as for  Siemens- Bauunion GmbH (Sie-
mens Construction  Union), Boswau und Knauer, Becker und 
Zelle, Gebrüder Hermecke, Bauunternehmen Hamburg, the 
Reckmann company, and the Sturchan (Stuchan) company.6 
Initially, almost all of the women worked for the  Siemens-
 Bauunion company. They  were also or ga nized into what was 

called a “forest commando.” The women prepared the site for 
a road and railway, they had to cut down trees and dig out the 
trunks, and they shoveled earth and sand. With their bare 
hands, they loaded and unloaded shipments of rocks that they 
then had to break up with heavy hammers. They also carried 
rails and set railroad tracks. Women from 15 to 50 years of 
age  were put to work on those projects.

Various accidents and injuries would occur frequently dur-
ing that hard physical labor, since the women received no 
protective clothing, not even ordinary work gloves. Several 
German foremen oversaw the work in the commando. Two of 
them  were Willi Hoin and Willi Kreuz. Hadassa Debrecka, 
a former prisoner, also mentions that she installed water 
pipes.7

Later the women’s main workplace was the Dynamit AG 
Nobel plant, located 4 or 5 kilometers (2.5 to 3.1 miles) from 
the camp. The most dangerous jobs at the plant included fi ll-
ing grenades with explosives and cleaning the grenades. The 
women  were burned frequently, and the continuous contact 
with the toxic substances in the explosives made them very 
weak. The prisoners’ work was very hard, and combined with 
malnutrition and lack of sleep, it caused considerable emacia-
tion in many women, sometimes manifested in muscle spasm 
attacks reminiscent of epilepsy. Similar to the forest com-
mando, the prisoners working in the factory  were not issued 
protective equipment or clothing. All Dynamit employees, 
except for the prisoners, received a liter (one quart) of milk a 
day as an antidote for that hazardous work. Another group of 
women worked in the “sand commando,” working on the con-
struction of a waste incinerator. Their work consisted of shov-
eling sand onto wagons.

The camp regime was arduous for the women; for any of-
fense at all, they  were punished with penal roll calls lasting 
many hours, during which the prisoners had to stand regard-
less of the weather. This limited their rest time between shifts 
at work, leaving them with only an hour or two of sleep at 
times. For more serious offenses, such as attempting to escape 
or avoiding going to work, they faced being locked in a base-
ment or having their food taken away. There was an infi rmary 
(Revier) at the camp, and in exceptional situations sick women 
would not go to work for a short time; however, prisoner ac-
counts mention instances of the more seriously ill inmates 
being taken off to Auschwitz, where death inevitably awaited 
them.

The fate of several women who  were pregnant when they 
came to the camp is a special chapter in Christianstadt’s his-
tory. Shortly after the women had arrived at the subcamp, the 
Lagerführerin ordered pregnant women to report, saying 
they would be moved to another camp and to easier work. 
The order caused a considerable amount of uneasiness. In 
spite of that, several women reported. They  were all taken 
away from camp. Those who did not report had to hide their 
condition.

In the early autumn of 1944, a Hungarian prisoner gave 
birth to a stillborn child. The SS women wanted to watch the 
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delivery and thus escorted the prisoners out to work later than 
usual. The SS women buried the baby’s body in the forest. 
The day after the delivery, the midwife prisoner had to go to 
work as normal in the forest commando. When the German 
foreman named Hoin, who supervised the work in the com-
mando, learned of the event, he ordered that a makeshift bed 
(made of various rags and empty cement sacks) be prepared in 
the tool room. He put the midwife there and let her rest, at 
least while she was at work.8

On November 3, 1944, a prisoner named Fuchs gave birth 
to a healthy baby girl. Friedrich Entress, the SS doctor from 
 Gross- Rosen who was inspecting the Christianstadt subcamp, 
fi led a report about that to headquarters on December 11, 
1944.9 We do not know what happened to the child nor to the 
other children who  were born shortly before the evacuation.

The evacuation occurred on February 2 or 3, 1945. The 
women  were escorted out of the camp under the surveillance 
of a detachment of uniformed men commanded by an SS man 
with the rank of Oberscharführer. The evacuation route led 
southward. On foot, the prisoners reached the territory of 
what was then the “Sudetengau” (later part of the Czech 
 Republic). They continued toward Draždany via the towns of 
Cinwald (Zinnwald, now Cínovec), Dubí (Eichwald), and 
Komořany (Kommern), until they reached Most (Brüx). 
There, the column was directed toward Karlovy Vary (Karls-
bad). Four weeks after the evacuation had begun, the column 
reached a place called Cheb (Eger). There, the prisoners  were 
loaded onto freight cars and taken to Zelle near Hanover. The 
march then brought them to  Bergen- Belsen.

SOURCES Only one article specifi cally detailing this camp 
exists: Dorota Sula, “Frauenarbeitslager Christianstadt,” in 
Filie  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych, 2001). There is also an article 
written by Alfred Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie koncentra-
cyjnym  Gross- Rosen w latach 1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982): 
55–112.

Archival materials can be found in the AMGR in Wal-
brzych (accounts, questionnaires, transport lists), as well as in 
YVA in Jerusalem (memoirs and accounts of former female 
prisoners of this camp). Details can be found in the footnotes.

Barbara Sawicka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. Archives of the Main Commission for the Investigation 

of Nazi Crimes in Poland, collection of the Kraków District 
Commission for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes, vol. 119.

 2. AMGR, sygn. Cata log No. 7069/DP, List of transport 
from Christianstadt labor camp to Parschnitz labor camp.

 3. AMGR, Cata log No. 124/3331/MF, Account of Tojba 
Świadkiewicz.

 4. AMGR, Cata log No.7069/DP, List of transport from 
Christianstadt labor camp to Parschnitz labor camp.

 5. AMGR, Cata log No. 6305/DP- A, Account of Anna 
Hyndrakova.

 6. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer-
 SS (1939–1945) (Arolsen, 1979), 128.

 7. AMGR, Cata log No. 24/5480/MF, Account of Hadassa 
Debrecka.

 8. AMGR, Cata log No. 6305/DP- A, Anna Hyndrakova’s 
questionnaire.

 9. Report dated 12/11/1944, YVA, M-8/BD/GR3.

DYHERNFURTH I
During World War II in Dyhernfurth (later Brzeg Dolny), a 
town located on the Oder River approximately 30 kilometers 
(19 miles) northwest of Breslau (Wrocław), a factory of the IG 
Farben company was set up, where chemical warfare agents 
 were made.  Gross- Rosen concentration camp prisoners  were 
put to work during the factory’s construction and then in 
manufacturing the gases. The decision to erect the Dyhern-
furth factory had been made in December 1939, under an 
agreement between IG Farben and the Chief Armed Forces 
Command. IG Farben’s sister company Anorgana GmbH was 
given the job. Luranil Baugesellschaft mbH Ludwigshafen, a 
construction company founded by IG Farben in January 1940, 
was the building contractor.

Using its experience from Auschwitz  III- Monowitz, IG 
Farben reached an agreement with  Gross- Rosen headquarters 
in 1943, in consequence of which two subcamps  were estab-
lished at the Anorgana works.

The Dyhernfurth I camp, situated on the immediate 
premises of the Anorgana factory, was a  top- secret detach-
ment (Geheimniskommando). The fi rst transport arrived 
there in  mid- 1943. The 37- prisoner group included 16 Ger-
mans, several Rus sians, 3 Czechs, and Poles who had come to 
 Gross- Rosen from Auschwitz. Later on, the camp’s popula-
tion was increased, and any losses through death  were made 
up by bringing in small groups of prisoners from the main 
camp. Most of the prisoners sent to Dyhernfurth I had the 
annotation “RU” (Rückkehr unerwünscht, return undesirable) 
in their rec ords. This subcamp remained small throughout its 
existence; there  were approximately 300 prisoners living there 
at its peak population. Although Poles predominated, there 
 were also Rus sians, Czechs, and Germans, as well as 2 Gyp-
sies. Once put there, the prisoners  were never moved to 
 another camp until the camp was evacuated.

The prisoners lived in a newly built,  two- level brick bar-
rack that was divided into rooms (Stuben); 40 prisoners slept 
in one such room on  two- tiered bunks. The barrack was iso-
lated from the rest of the factory by barbed wire, with watch-
towers at the corners. A railway siding ran along the fence, 
and underground liquid gas tanks ran along the siding. It was 
incredibly cold in the barrack because all the windows had 
been knocked out to ventilate the space. Although there was 
no bath house on the camp premises, the prisoners used the 
showers at the factory.

The Anorgana factory chiefl y produced the gas warfare 
agent Tabun (T38), which was in a liquid state and extremely 
toxic, directly affecting the ner vous system. Later, they also 
made Sarin (T46). Tabun poisoning occurs via inhalation, 
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through the skin, the digestive tract, or the mucous mem-
branes, and is complicated by the fact that none of the senses 
provide any warning that the gas is present, while the slight-
est dose causes shortness of breath, convulsions, and paraly-
sis, often resulting in death. The Dyhernfurth I prisoners 
worked in close contact with the gases. They worked in a 
separate production hall of the factory, additionally sur-
rounded by a double row of barbed wire, and only the civilian 
workers employed there, the prisoners, and the camp leader 
(Lagerführer)  were allowed in the production hall. The other 
SS men stayed outside. The doors and windows of the pro-
duction hall where the prisoners worked  were tightly sealed, 
and the hall was ventilated the  whole time with air mixed with 
ammonia. The main fi xture in the hall was the gas fi lling sta-
tion for bombs and artillery shells, their ware house, the label-
ing and inspection stations, and so on. Tabun was used to fi ll 
100- kilogram (220- pound) aircraft bombs and the artillery 
shells. The entire manufacturing pro cess occurred on a con-
veyer system. The shells or bombs  were placed on feeder 
conveyers handling several tons per day; then they  were fi lled 
with gas, and every shell went through a  low- pressure cham-
ber to check for leaks. The prisoners’ jobs also included clean-
ing the underground gas tanks and inspecting the equipment 
there. Work at the factory started at 7:00 A.M. and lasted eight 
hours; but afterward, the prisoners  were sent to clear the 
woods or do other earthmoving projects, such as draining the 
pond, until dusk.

Some prisoners who  were put to work directly fi lling shells 
 were outfi tted with protective masks and overalls, but not all 
of them worked in masks. Unfortunately, even those who had 
them would get poisoned. Teary and pussy eyes  were com-
mon, as was partial blindness, especially at dusk, severe head-
aches, shortness of breath, and swelling.

There was no infi rmary or doctor in the camp; there was a 
corner set aside in the living quarters barrack called the “in-
fi rmary,” where Marek Wawrzyniak, serving as orderly, was 
in charge. In special cases, a doctor was brought in from the 
Dyhernfurth II camp 2 kilometers (1.2 miles) away, or plant 
doctor Dr. K. Martens helped, although as a civilian he was 
not allowed to enter the camp itself.

Chemical poisoning was frequent among prisoners and 
caused several instances of death, but the exact fi gures in this 
regard are unknown. The dead  were carted away to the cre-
matorium at  Gross- Rosen.

Not only normal work with the gas caused poisonings; 
prisoners have also stated that experiments  were conducted 
on them to test the toxicity of the cargo during transport. 
This caused most prisoner poisonings, as Tabun causes mild 
poisoning after just two minutes of exposure to an atmo-
sphere containing only 0.0005 milligrams per liter of air.

Despite the bonus for hard workers, the camp food was 
inadequate. For breakfast before roll call, prisoners received 
an ersatz fl our milk soup, and later at the factory they got a 
piece of bread and slice of  horse- meat sausage. Lunch con-
sisted of approximately one liter (one quart) of watery ruta-
baga soup, sometimes with potatoes. The hour break (from 

noon to 1:00 P.M.) barely suffi ced to reach the camp, where 
soup was being distributed in the canteen. For supper in the 
eve ning, prisoners received one loaf of bread per four people, 
margarine or a spoonful of jam, and unsweetened black ersatz 
coffee.

The staff consisted of approximately 20 SS men. Initially, 
 SS- Scharführer Karl Gallasch, born November 17, 1897, was 
the unit leader (Kommandoführer). (He was tried in Wrocław 
for his crimes at the  Gross- Rosen, Dyhernfurth, Fünftei-
chen, and Reichenau camps on May 17, 1947, and sentenced to 
death. Just before the sentence was carried out, he committed 
suicide in his cell.) A reor ga ni za tion was conducted in January 
1944. One camp leader,  SS- Obersturmführer Karl Brauer, 
born September 29, 1893, headed both camps. Although he 
was notorious for holding a hanging of refugees and led the 
camp’s evacuation, he was never tried in court.  SS-
 Unterscharführer Martin Klütsch, born October 20, 1912, in 
Cologne, was  roll- call leader (Rapportführer). (The Świdnica 
District Court sentenced him to death on November 10, 1948. 
He was executed on July 3, 1949.) We also know the following 
names of staff:  SS- Rottenführer Walter Dahms, born June 
19, 1911; guard commander  SS- Unterscharführer Johann 
Heinz (tried by Świdnica District Court in 1948–1949; he 
died of tuberculosis during his trial), and  SS- Rottenführer 
Alfred Aller.

As at other camps,  here, too, the Germans formed what 
was called the “prisoner government” to more easily maintain 
camp discipline; it was headed by camp elder (Lagerältester) 
Alfred (aka Bernard) Mikołajczyk; Ryszard Kurowski was 
block elder (Blockältester), the Kapo was Berst, and his assis-
tant was Krauze.

Despite the harsh regime prevailing in camp and the fact 
that prisoners basically did not leave the factory premises, 
three Rus sians attempted to escape in late 1944. Unfortu-
nately, the attempt ended tragically; all  were killed.

The camp did not escape the hardships of evacuation. On 
January 24, 1945, all healthy prisoners  were moved out of the 
camp as they set off on a death march along with the Dyhern-
furth II prisoners, despite the freezing winter. The trek to the 
main camp lasted two and a half days. The lucky ones who 
survived the journey  were not spared the diffi culties of fur-
ther evacuations. They  were taken into the Reich along with 
the other prisoners of the main camp in early February; the 
majority would end up in the Mauthausen concentration 
camp.

SOURCES Publications dealing with Dyhernfurth I include 
Henryk Czernik, “Filie obozu koncentracyjnego w Brzegu 
Dolnym,” SFiZH 1 (1974); Roman Olszyna, “Z

.
ydzi w KL 

Dyhernfurth,” F-S 5 (1978); and Kazimierz Hałgas, Dyhern-
furth II–Aussenlager  Gross- Rosen. Todeskommando (Wałbrzych, 
1994).

Archival rec ords are held in AMGR; see Cata log No. 
13/28/MF, 5242/DP,  5913/DP—prosecution rec ords in the 
case of Karl Gallasch; Cata log No.  5905/1- 25/DP—records 
on Martin Klütsch; Cata log No. 108/1/MF, 6244/DP, 6298/
DP—Dyhernfurth II voucher applications and payroll for 
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August 1944; Cata log No. 5917/DP—transcript of prosecu-
tion rec ords on the investigation of the  Gross- Rosen concen-
tration camp subsidiaries at Brzeg Dolny, maintained by the 
 AK- IPN WR (DS 1/68); also the collection of 305 Dyhern-
furth camp prisoner accounts and questionnaires kept at 
AMGR; 97 camp letters from Dyhernfurth kept at AMGR; 
and the NMT Trial of the management of IG Farben.

Aleksandra Kobielec
trans. Gerard Majka

DYHERNFURTH II [AKA LAGER 
ELFENHAIN]
During World War II in Dyhernfurth (later Brzeg Dolny), a 
town located on the Oder River approximately 30 kilometers 
(19 miles) northwest of Breslau (Wrocław) a factory of the IG 
Farben company was set up, where chemical warfare agents 
 were made.  Gross- Rosen concentration camp prisoners  were 
put to work during the factory’s construction as well as in 
manufacturing the gases. The decision to erect the Dyhern-
furth factory had been made in December 1939, under an 
agreement between IG Farben and the Chief Armed Forces 
Command. IG Farben’s sister company Anorgana GmbH was 
given the job. Luranil Baugesellschaft mbH Ludwigshafen, a 
construction company founded by IG Farben in January 1940, 
was the building contractor.

Using its experience from Auschwitz  III- Monowitz, IG Far-
ben reached an agreement with the  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp headquarters in 1943, in consequence of which two 
 Gross- Rosen subcamps  were established at the Anorgana works.

The Dyhernfurth II camp, also known as Lager Elfen-
hain, was established in the summer or autumn of 1943. The 
camp’s prisoners  were not put to work making or fi lling shells 
with gas but exclusively on construction projects on the An-
organa company premises.

Initially, the Luranil company used only Jewish forced la-
borers from the nearby Organisation Schmelt camp in exis-
tence since 1942 to work on the factory expansion. The camp’s 
population ranged from 180 Polish Jews in the initial period 
to 600 to 800 prisoners toward the end of its operation. A de-
cision was made in 1943 for the  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp to take control of the camp’s prisoners, but for unknown 
reasons, construction of a new camp was started instead of 
expanding the existing one. Prisoners from the Jewish forced 
labor camp (ZALfJ)  were sent to work on its construction. 
The ZALfJ closed down entirely on January 10, 1944, when 
there was a selection conducted on the Jews left at Dyhern-
furth, and they  were moved to the newly erected, but already 
operating, Dyhernfurth II camp, which was located in a small 
pine forest about a kilometer (0.6 miles) away from the Anor-
gana plant. The camp was composed of 30 barracks, including 
eight  two- level brick buildings, while the rest  were wooden. 
The camp kitchen and staff accommodations  were located 
outside the  barbed- wire fence. Although new, the barracks 
 were damp, and in the winter they  were for the most part un-

heated. Initially, there was neither running water nor toilets 
in the camp. Buckets for feces  were set out on the walkways at 
night.

In the initial months of the camp’s existence in 1943, the 
prisoner population was under 450. However, a large infl ux of 
prisoners was recorded there, starting in January 1944. The 
aforementioned transfer of Jews from the Organisation 
Schmelt occurred on January 10. Transports with  non- Jewish 
prisoners started arriving from the main camp, primarily 
Poles and Rus sians, but there  were also Czechs, French, Cro-
atians, Italians, Germans, and Dutch. The fi rst such trans-
port had arrived at Dyhernfurth in February and numbered 
approximately 1,000 prisoners. About 500 Hungarian Jews 
arrived by transport from Auschwitz on June 8. The highest 
population on any one day was 3,037 prisoners on October 27, 
1944. That was barely  one- third of the planned number of 
9,700 prisoners.

The prisoners  were primarily put to work on earthmoving 
and construction projects, transporting cement or sand, and 
unloading railroad cars. A small number of them  were put to 
work as metalworkers, clerks, and room paint ers. In addition, 
ten prisoners  were put to work as draftsmen. In April 1944, 
the company began training support workers in building 
tradesmen jobs.

A new motivational system was introduced in 1944 at 
 Dyhernfurth. It consisted of bonus vouchers paid to prison-
ers, which could be spent at the camp canteen. Prisoners could 
buy cigarettes or small amounts of food with the vouchers. 
The bonus system also included  prisoner- functionaries; they 
received what  were called “management bonuses,” which  were 
vouchers worth from 1.5 Reichsmark (RM) to 2.5 RM per 
week. But the bonuses did not solve the problem of the hun-
ger prevailing in camp. The small food rations of fewer than 
1,000 calories a day  were reduced even further by thefts by 
the SS men. The factory issued prisoners performing the 
hardest labor an extra portion of bread and a small piece of 
 horse- meat sausage. The prisoner kitchen was manned by 16 
people and had a 5- person “potato” commando to help, which 
only peeled vegetables and potatoes.

The wretched food, ubiquitous violence, and awful condi-
tions  were the cause of many diseases and the large death 
rate, even though there had been an infi rmary (Revier) in 
Dyhernfurth II from the start. It was initially located on the 
ground fl oor of one of the brick barracks. It consisted of two 
wards of 36 beds each, plus an admissions room, a washing 
space doubling as a morgue, and a small room serving as a 
storeroom. The patient population was about 60. In time, the 
infi rmary was expanded into another barrack, and the num-
ber of patients admitted  rose to 500 to 600. The most fre-
quently encountered conditions  were: weakness, malnutrition, 
starvation dropsy, and ulceration of unhealed wounds caused 
by beating. The position of infi rmary Kapo was held by Dziu-
bek. Two doctors, two dentists, and nine orderlies attended 
to patients, but they had very few medical supplies at their 
disposal, so a stay in the hospital only gave patients the op-
portunity for a short rest from work. The death rate at camp 
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was approximately 20 to 30 prisoners per week. The bodies of 
the dead  were carted out once per week to the crematorium 
at the main camp. Selections  were conducted at the camp 
regularly, and prisoners unfi t to work  were sent back to the 
main camp.

There  were several escape attempts in camp. Anyone 
caught was not sent back to the main camp but was executed 
on the spot.

SS- Obersturmführer Peter Brandenburg, born on Febru-
ary 10, 1889, in Hörde, was initially camp commander; he was 
replaced by  SS- Obersturmführer Karl Brauer in January 
1944. Of the 200 members of the camp’s staff, the following 
SS men’s names are known:  SS- Unterscharführer Bruno 
Martin Bönning (sentenced to 2 years in prison in 1947 by the 
Toruń Court);  SS- Rottenführer Konrad Kumpf;  SS-
 Rottenführer Anton Maurer;  SS- Sturmmann Oskar Prechtl; 
 SS- Untersturmführer Willi Rost;  SS- Rottenführer Emil 
Ruck;  SS- Sturmmann Jakob Schmitzer;  SS- Schütze Johann 
Schmitzer;  SS- Rottenführer Johann Tschokan;  SS-
 Hauptscharführer Julius Uhl,  roll- call leader (Rapportfüh-
rer);  SS- Sturmmann Peter Wrbanatz;  SS- Rottenführer Peter 
Wolf;  SS- Schütze Otto Schwanke (sentenced to 3 years’ in-
carceration in 1947 by Toruń District Court); Johann Theil 
(aka Thell) (sentenced to 6 years’ incarceration in 1948 by the 
Świdnica Court);  SS- Oberscharführer Erwin, Uhl’s succes-
sor as Rapportführer, infamous among the prisoners;  SS-
 Scharführer Franz Skowronek, born October 4, 1891; 
 SS- Rottenführer Fritz Herzog, the medical orderly (SDG) in 
charge of the hospital; Block Leader (Blockführer) Schulz; 
Konrad Giela; Walter Meisen; Herman Schöps, born August 
2, 1901 (sentenced to 2 years’ incarceration in 1947 by the 
Jelenia Góra Court); Assistant Commander Max Kant, born 
February 13, 1894 (sentenced to 12 years’ incarceration in 
1947 by the Wałbrzych Court and conditionally released in 
1956); a block leader Weiss; August Peterek; Voelke;  SS-
 Sturmmann Herbert Piotrowski;  SS- Rottenführer Ludwig 
Hackler, the person in charge of the labor commandos;  SS-
 Unterscharführer Wiese;  SS- Unterscharführer Hlavicka; 
SS- Unterscharführer Blume; SS-Unterscharführer Bayer; 
SS- Unterscharführer Petrovic, head of the prisoners’ and SS 
men’s kitchen; SS- Unterscharführer Herbert Hanke, assis-
tant supervisor of camp commandos;  SS- Schütze Andreas 
Adamy;  SS- Rottenführer Anton Balthasar; and  SS-
 Rottenführer Ottomar Aichhdzer.

The staff had a “prisoner government” of about 100 pris-
oners to help them. It was headed by Camp Elder (Lageräl-
tester) Guhr, Kapo Schmitz, and Oberkapo Stanisław Szulc. 
Only German professional criminals (BVs) held positions as 
block elders (Blockältester).

The bloodiest excerpt of the Dyhernfurth II camp’s his-
tory was its evacuation on foot. Production at the Dyhern-
furth works went on until January 1945, when the factory was 
hurriedly evacuated, and the civilian staff was escorted across 
the Oder on the night of January 23–24. The toxic gases and 
ammunition that had been manufactured stayed behind at 
camp. The prisoners  were evacuated at the same time, leaving 

the sick who could not walk in camp. The 2- kilometer- long 
(1.2- mile- long) column of emaciated human skeletons still 
had to pull sleds with the SS men’s belongings behind them 
through the  snow- covered fi elds, leaving the main roads for 
the civil population under evacuation and for the army. In 
very low temperatures, clad in only thin clothing, the prison-
ers had to walk the 60 kilometers (37 miles) to the  Gross-
 Rosen main camp. Any prisoners who stopped marching  were 
shot. They traveled the 30 kilometers (19 miles) to Neumarkt 
(later Środa Śląska) the fi rst day, leaving the bodies of over 
200 shot prisoners on the way. The night’s stay in the aban-
doned buildings of a sugar mill did not provide them with a 
moment’s rest; approximately 100 prisoners froze to death 
that eve ning.

For reasons unknown, the evacuation of the sick people 
left in the camp was ordered the next day. Unclothed, wrapped 
only in  horse- cloth blankets, their legs wrapped in rags sub-
stituting for shoes, they  were also herded in the direction of 
Środa Śląska. The bedridden who could not stay on their legs 
 were loaded onto wagons. But they  were only driven to the 
railroad bridge over the Oder. There, they  were all shot, their 
bodies thrown into the water. Many of those who had set out 
toward  Gross- Rosen  were shot along the way. The sick people 
who managed to reach Środa Śląska  were put in a former 
slaughter house, where systematic executions by shooting  were 
begun on the order of the local district leader (Kreisleiter), 
Ernst Dickmann, of the German Home Guard (Volkssturm) 
squad (the camp escort had fl ed), which  were stopped only 
upon intervention by the Wehrmacht detachment alarmed by 
residents. (Dickmann, born July 7, 1911, in Niederdorfi e, was 
sentenced to death by a Criminal Court Decree on December 
10, 1945, for murdering 93 sick prisoners; the sentence was 
carried out.) The surviving ill people  were transported to the 
 Gross- Rosen main camp the next day.

After spending a few days at the main camp, they and the 
other prisoners had to undertake the hardships of evacuation 
all over again, this time by train into the Reich. Many of them 
did not survive that trip.

The city and factory at Dyhernfurth  were taken by the 
27th Corps of the 13th Soviet Army without a fi ght on Janu-
ary 26, 1945. The Germans retreated across the Oder in a 
panic, destroying the ferry and railway bridge. On February 
4, German forces retook the factory with the intention of de-
stroying it and concealing the truth about the place. The 
Germans retreated on February 6 when the Soviets brought 
in more forces.

SOURCES Publications dealing with Dyhernfurth II include 
Henryk Czernik, “Filie obozu koncentracyjnego w Brzegu 
Dolnym,” SFiZH 1 (1974); Roman Olszyna, “Z

.
ydzi w KL 

Dyhernfurth,” F-S 5 (1978); and Kazimierz Hałgas, Dyhern-
furth  II—Aussenlager  Gross- Rosen. Todeskommando (Wałbrzych, 
1994).

Archival rec ords are held in AMGR; see Cata log No. 
13/28/MF, 5242/DP,  5913/DP—prosecution rec ords in the 
case of Karl Gallasch; Cata log No.  5905/1- 25/DP—records 
on Martin Klütsch; Cata log No. 108/1/MF, 6244/DP,  6298/
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DP—Dyhernfurth II bonus [voucher] applications and pay-
roll for August 1944; Cata log No.  5917/DP—transcript of 
prosecution rec ords on the investigation of the  Gross- Rosen 
concentration camp subsidiaries at Brzeg Dolny, maintained 
by the  AK- IPN WR (DS 1/68); also the collection of 305 
Dyhernfurth camp prisoner accounts and questionnaires 
kept at AMGR; 97 camp letters from Dyhernfurth kept at 
AMGR; and the NMT Trial of the management of IG 
 Farben.

Aleksandra Kobielec
trans. Gerard Majka

FREIBURG IN SCHLESIEN
Freiburg in Schlesien (later Swiebodzice), a women’s  Gross-
 Rosen subcamp, was probably formed in August of 1944, as 
the fi rst references to a transport of female prisoners from 
Auschwitz concentration camp come from that time.1 The 
transport numbered 1,000 women; 500  were Jewish women 
who had lived in the Łódź ghetto prior to being incarcerated 
at Auschwitz, and 500  were Jewish Czech women.

The next known transport sent to this subcamp was on 
January 12, 1945. It numbered 150 women brought to Freiburg 
from the Ravensbrück concentration camp. They received 
numbers 94001 through 94150.2 After a brief stay in Freiburg, 
they  were transported to Ludwigsdorf, another  Gross- Rosen 
subcamp.

The prisoners at Freiburg  were put to work manufactur-
ing ammunition at the Hildebrand und Frey factory and 
making aircraft lighting parts at the Allgemeine Elektriz-
itäts Gesellschaft (AEG) plant. AEG occupied space for 
this purpose in the Hermann Teichgräber company spin-
ning mill.

Work at the factory lasted from 6:30 A.M. to 7:00 P.M. 
There was a  half- hour lunch break. Although conditions at 
the factory  were tolerable, intense hunger was rife in the 
camp. In addition, the prisoners  were persecuted by the bar-
rack chiefs Marysia (from Łódź) and Olga.

The camp was evacuated in March or April 1945. The 
prisoners  were escorted to the railway station and put into 
uncovered cars without receiving provisions for the trip.  After 
traveling for eight days, they  were ordered to move into closed 
cattle cars; they reached the Mauthausen concentration camp 
in another eight days.

SOURCES Freiburg in Schlesien is partly covered in Alfred 
Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen 
w latach 1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982): 55–112; Aneta Małek, 
Labor in the KL  Gross- Rosen System, published by the  Gross-
 Rosen Museum in 2003; Bogdan Cybulski, “Satellite Camps 
of KL  Gross- Rosen: The State of Research,” published by the 
 Gross- Rosen Museum in 1987 and in the  BS- DM 5 (1998), 16 
(1999), and 17 (1999). These  Polish- language publications 
contain information on this subcamp. Additionally, there is 
some discussion of this subcamp in Isabell Sprenger, Gross-
 Rosen: Ein Konzentrationslager in Schlesien (Cologne: Böhlau, 
1994).

Available archival source material is composed primarily 

of accounts by former prisoners, as well as information about 
prisoner numbering. These materials are located in the 
AMGR.

Aneta Mal/ek
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. The date of the establishment and evacuation of the 

camp comes from the work of Alfred Konieczny.
 2. The information regarding numbers comes from 

AMGR, imprint 7/119/MF and 6835/5 and the account im-
print 5387/DP.

FRIEDLAND
Friedland (Mieroszów since 1945) is a small mountain town 
with roots dating back to the fourteenth century, pictur-
esquely located at an elevation of 1,640 feet in the Steine (Pol-
ish: Ścinawka) River valley. The town’s several thousand 
people have been involved with the textile and lumber indus-
tries for centuries. Several labor camps began operating in 
Friedland at the very start of World War II; they  were chiefl y 
for displaced Poles (entire families, including children,  were 
held there), Soviet prisoners of war (POWs), and then Ital-
ians. They  were put to work at local farms, in the granary, at 
the fl ax mill, and in other industrial plants.1

The decision to locate a subcamp of  Gross- Rosen in Fried-
land was made in 1944 because of diffi cult circumstances in 
fi nding workers due to the situation at the fronts and the relo-
cation of an  ever- increasing number of industrial plants to 
Lower Silesia (German: Niederschlesien), as well as the shift 
over to war time production at  long- established industries.

The Friedland camp was situated about 1 kilometer (0.6 
miles) from town on the road from Waldenburg (Wałbrzych), 
just between the road and the railroad track and river, in the 
shadow of a small mountain. Four wooden barracks  were pre-
pared for prisoners. Three of them  were for living quarters, 
and the fourth one held the camp kitchen, ware house, and 
infi rmary. The living quarters barracks  were furnished with 
 three- tiered bunks. The assembly ground was in the center of 
the camp. The entire camp was surrounded by an electrifi ed 
 barbed- wire fence, and at the camp entrance and the fence 
corners, there  were watchtowers equipped with machine 
guns. A staff barrack stood outside the  barbed- wire fence 
across from the camp entrance.2

The camp began operating on September 8, 1944, when 
the fi rst transport of prisoners arrived from Auschwitz.3 It 
comprised 300 Polish Jews from the Łódź (German: 
Litzmannstadt) ghetto, which was being liquidated. They 
stayed at Auschwitz for a month “on hold”; they did not re-
ceive numbers, since they  were allocated to be transported to 
another camp right away. There was a search for specialists at 
Auschwitz to fi ll the transport to Friedland: electricians and 
metalworkers;4 therefore, everyone on the transport list is 
recorded as an expert tradesman (or skilled worker, in the 
worst instance). The prisoners came to Friedland without 
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 going through the main camp, which was atypical for trans-
ports of male prisoners,5 and received numbers 56301 through 
56600.

The next transport arrived there on October 13, 1944, and 
included 50 Slovak Jews, who received numbers 67301 through 
67350. It also included expert tradesmen, but in another fi eld. 
They  were cabinetmakers, carpenters, and woodworkers, but 
as many as 22 of them had no trade (they  were listed as labor-
ers, Hilfsarbeiter).6

The last transport from outside the  Gross- Rosen complex 
arrived at Friedland several days later on October 19, 1944.7 A 
total of 165 prisoners arrived from Auschwitz, of which 133 
had previously been at Theresienstadt, and at Friedland they 
received  Gross- Rosen numbers ranging from 73801 to 73933; 
11 from the Łódź ghetto received numbers 73934 through 
73944; 18 Slovak Jews  were identifi ed with numbers 73945 
through 73962; and 3 Hungarian Jews received numbers 
73963 through 73965.  Here, as in the fi rst transport, expert 
 tradesmen—metalworkers—predominated, but there  were 
also three doctors.

The prisoner population remained basically unchanged 
until late 1944. Of the 515 prisoners who had come in the 
three transports described above, 510  were in camp on De-
cember 6.8 Earlier, two doctors  were moved to another sub-
sidiary of the  Gross- Rosen complex, the labor camp at Bad 
Warmbrunn (later Cieplice, a section of Jelenia Góra, which 
had been called Hirschberg until 1945).

The largest number of prisoners, numbering as many as 
434, worked at the Vereinigte Deutsche Metallwerke (VDM), 
Hamburg aircraft propeller factory. Prisoners  were put to 
work directly in production, and their work consisted of shap-
ing aircraft propellers with special tools (milling machines) 
with a tolerance of up to 1/100 millimeters. Even though only 
expert tradesmen  were selected at Auschwitz, the Germans 
 were concerned about the quality of production and devoted 
four to six weeks of job training at the factory. Upon comple-
tion of training, the prisoners began normal work at the fac-
tory. They worked on two 12- hour shifts.

Some 40 prisoners worked at the Fritz Schuber carpentry 
company; 21 worked in camp ser vices. The work at the car-
pentry company and at VDM, although it was hard and the 
prisoners  were exposed to persecution by the civilian fore-
men, provided a sense of protection against the approaching 
winter, at least as far as the cold was concerned. Prisoners as-
signed to work at construction sites (Stollenbau) had it the 
worst, as they carved caves into the nearby mountain for a 
purpose that was not fully explained (there was a rumor circu-
lating among the prisoners that a factory was going to be lo-
cated there). Equally hard and dangerous was the work on the 
railroad trackway, laying rails and ties. In the winter, the fi n-
gers of the emaciated and exhausted prisoners would freeze to 
the rails and cause serious mutilations.

The prisoners assigned to camp ser vices had it the best, 
relatively speaking. Working in the kitchen or cleaning the 
SS men’s spaces provided at least some slim chances of getting 
extra food, since the camp’s greatest problem was the hunger 

prevailing there from the very beginning. The 85 to 99 grams 
(3.0 to 3.5 ounces) of bread and two daily issues of turnip wa-
ter called soup  were not enough for anyone, let alone people 
who had to perform hard physical labor 12 hours a day. The 
situation did not improve when a herb detachment (Kräuter-
kommando) was formed to collect herbs in the forest to en-
rich this diet.

The situation got even worse in 1945 when the next pris-
oner transport arrived at camp. It included at least 68 starving 
prisoners from the evacuation column from a  Gross- Rosen 
subcamp that was part of the separate Riese complex: the 
Wolfsberg (Polish: Góra Włodarz) subcamp.9 The camp com-
mander refused to admit the entire evacuation transport. 
Those he did admit  were placed in Barrack 4. Their arrival 
caused the already extraordinarily meager food rations to de-
crease.

The prisoners’ initial relief at leaving the shadow of Birke-
nau’s crematoriums and gas chambers quickly changed to de-
spair. At the Friedland concentration camp, the exceedingly 
hard labor killed with equal effectiveness, as did the starva-
tion and  ever- present lice infestation, with which no one even 
attempted to fi ght, despite the bath houses at camp (but only 
with cold water) and numerous disinfections.10 Deceased pris-
oners  were buried on the hill near the local Catholic ceme-
tery.

Although the Friedland camp escaped the tragedy of evac-
uation, toward its end, headquarters had begun preparing for 
evacuation, as other camps  were. On April 14 and 21, two 
transports of sick prisoners  were sent away to the Dörnhau 
(Polish: Kolce) camp, which was the “hospital” for the Riese 
complex camps operating in the Eulengebirge (Polish: Góry 
Sowie).11 There was an evacuation attempt in early May, and 
some prisoners  were escorted out of the camp; but due to the 
commencement of the 1st Ukrainian Front’s “Operation 
Prague” on May 7, the evacuation column was returned to 
camp after spending the night in the forest.12

The Friedland camp was one of the last camps liberated, as 
the Soviet Army entered it only on May 9.13

No German rec ords on the camp’s staff have survived. An 
inquiry conducted by the Commission  Archives- Polish Insti-
tute of National Memory, Wrocław (AK- IPN WR) in the 
1970s with regard to the commanders of the  Gross- Rosen 
camp produced no results and ended in the proceedings being 
discontinued.14 Out of the Friedland labor camp’s staff 
throughout its operation, the name of only one SS man has 
been established. That was  SS- Rottenführer Hofer, who 
served as medic (SDG).15 According to former prisoner ac-
counts, the camp’s leader (Lagerführer) was a Silesian, a Wehr-
macht captain named Kautz. The entire staff numbered from 
20 to 30 SS men. None of them  were tried in court after the 
war.

To help maintain discipline in camp, the SS men had 
what was called the “prisoner government.” It was headed 
by the camp elder (Lagerältester), who was initially the Pol-
ish Jew Israel Herskon and later the Slovak Goldner. The 
barrack chiefs  were Henryk Judkiewicz, Leib Ohrer, and 
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Majloch Rachoner. The head cook was the Austrian Max. 
At the infi rmary (Revier), Franz Vetelicki16 and Karl Zim-
mer served as doctors, while Leopold Winter was the camp 
dentist.17

SOURCES Information on the Friedland camp may be found 
in Roman Olszyna, “KL Friedland,” F-S 47 (1978); and in 
the published memoir by Henry Starer, Why (New York, 
1991).

Archival rec ords are held in AMGR; see, for example, Cata-
log No. 146/DS  5/68- 2/MF—testimony of female forced 
laborer from Friedland; Cata log No. 6928/DP;  108\9\MF—
Transportliste über die am 8.9.44 vom K.L. Auschwitz nach 
K.L.  Gross- Rosen, A.L.Friedland überstellten 300 jüdische 
Häftlinge, September 8, 1944, Friedland (original at APMO); 
Cata log No.  6931/DP—Berufsliste der im A.L.Friedland 
eingesetzten 510 jüdischen männlichen Häftlinge, December 
6, 1944, A.L.Friedland (original at APMO).

Aleksandra Kobielec
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. Account of E. Promny, AZ

.
IH, MF35/9, vol. 119; 

AMGR, Cata log No. 146/DS  5/68- 2/MF—testimony of a fe-
male forced laborer.

 2. AMGR, Cata log No.  3669/DP- A—account of Henryk 
Marecki.

 3. AMGR, Cata log No. 6928/DP;  108\9\MF—Trans-
portliste über die am 8.9.44 vom K.L. Auschwitz nach K.L. 
 Gross- Rosen, A.L.Friedland überstellten 300 jüdische 
Häftlinge, September 8, 1944, Friedland (original in APMO).

 4. AMGR, Cata log  No. 8751/DP/21—letter of H. Marecki, 
and Cata log No.  2638/DP—account of Dawid  Szajnzych.

 5. All transports sent to Friedland labor camp  were sent 
there directly and did not go through quarantine at the main 
camp.

 6. AMGR, Cata log No. 6929/DP;  108/9/MF—Trans-
portliste über die am 13.10.1944 vom K.L. Auschwitz nach 
K.L.  Gross- Rosen, A.L.Friedland überstellten 50 jüdische 
slovakische Häftlinge, October 13, 1944, Friedland (original 
at APMO).

 7. AMGR, Cata log No. 6930/DP;  108/9/MF—Trans-
portliste über die am 19.10.1944 vom K.L. Auschwitz nach 
K.L.  Gross- Rosen, A.L.Friedland überstellten 165 jü-
dische Häftlinge, October 26, 1944, Friedland (original at 
APMO).

 8  AMGR, Cata log No.  6931/DP—Berufsliste der im A.L. 
Friedland eingesetzten 510 jüdischen männlichen Häftlinge. 
December 6, 1944, A.L.Friedland (original at APMO).

 9. AMGR, Cata log No. 2330/DP.
 10. AMGR, Cata log No. 6208/DP- A, Cata log No.  4930/

DP- A—accounts of Jerzy Piekielny.
 11. AMGR, Cata log No.  6266/DP—“Zugansliste Riese 

von Friedland,” reconstructed by Prof. Alfred Konieczny 
based on the collections of the America Joint Distribution 
Commitee in Prague.

 12.  Tape- recorded account of Dawid Szajnzych in the col-
lections of the  Gross- Rosen Museum.

 13. Henry Starer, Why (New York, 1991).

 14. Ruling of the OKBZHW [District Commission for 
the Investigation of Nazi Crimes], dated January 3, 1977, to 
discontinue proceedings, p. 172, IPN.

 15. Health ser vices SS man in charge of hospital [Revier].
 16. Roman Olszyna, “KL Friedland,” F-S 47 (1978).
 17.  GRM- A, sygn.  7087DP—copies of three dental re-

ports (originals at Terezin [Teresin] Museum).

FÜNFTEICHEN
The creation of a  Gross- Rosen subcamp in Fünfteichen (later 
Miłoszyce) near Breslau (Wrocław) was closely connected to 
the decision to build another armaments plant for the Maschi-
nenfabriken Friedrich Krupp Berthawerk AG at that location. 
Construction of the Krupp factory buildings began in early 
1942 and production commenced by early 1943.

The construction and production schedules assumed that 
employment at the plant would exceed 20,000 by the end of 
1944. Plant management learned on July 1, 1943, however, 
that such numbers would not be available through normal 
channels; they therefore undertook negotiations with  Gross-
 Rosen to use prisoners.

Consequent to the resulting agreement,  Gross- Rosen took 
over a camp approximately 3 kilometers (1.9 miles) from the 
plant. The construction work to fi nish and adapt the site was 
done in August and September 1943, with a workforce that 
included prisoners from the nearby camp in Markstädt (later 
Laskowice Oławskie, now part of  Jelcz- Laskowice). The newly 
created Fünfteichen camp received its fi rst large prisoner 
transport in late September or early October 1943: a trans-
port of approximately 600 Polish Jews from Auschwitz. More 
prisoner transports arrived at the camp in subsequent months. 
There  were 1,200 prisoners in the camp on February 2, 1944, 
though it could already hold 4,000 to 5,000 men. Prisoner ac-
counts tell us that between 6,000 and 7,000 prisoners  were in 
the camp near the end of its existence. It was the largest sub-
camp in the  Gross- Rosen system.

The structure of Fünfteichen’s prisoner population 
changed during 1944. Initially Jews constituted the majority. 
However, starting with the second quarter of 1944, many 
transports of Poles from prisons all over Poland began arriv-
ing via  Gross- Rosen. These included approximately 200 men 
who had been sent to  Gross- Rosen after the failure of the 
Warsaw Uprising. Rec ords indicate that transports of Jewish 
prisoners also  were leaving the camp. For example, in August 
1944, 314 emaciated prisoners  were sent back to Auschwitz, 
while 403  were transferred to the  Gross- Rosen subcamp at 
Görlitz. Although a transport of approximately 500 Hungar-
ian Jews arrived from Auschwitz in late May or early June, the 
number of Jewish prisoners decreased appreciably in late 
1944. Poles began constituting the clear majority. There  were 
also, though less numerous, French, Belgian, Dutch, Rus sian, 
German, Czech, and Croatian prisoners.

When the expansion was completed, the camp consisted of 
several dozen barracks: 32  one- story wooden barracks set di-
rectly on the ground for the prisoners; 5 barracks served as 
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lavatories and bathrooms, and 5 brick ones as the hospital. To 
the north of the assembly ground  were the buildings of the 
Schreibstube, the camp canteen, and kitchen. A double  barbed-
 wire fence surrounded the entire camp. Beyond the fence 
 were 2 barracks for the SS and the headquarters building. 
Also on the outside  were concrete bunkers spaced every 20 to 
30 meters (66 to 98 feet) and several watchtowers. Electric 
current ran through the inner fence.

Most of the prisoners worked for the Krupp factory, in two 
12- hour shifts, manufacturing 75mm and 150mm cannons as 
well as torpedo launchers. The prisoners made the approxi-
mately 3- kilometer (1.9- mile) trip from the camp to the plant 
on foot via a dirt road lined with  barbed- wire entanglements 
on both sides. The SS men escorting the prisoners had dogs 
and walked outside the fencing on both sides.

The testimony of former prisoners leaves no doubt that 
the mortality rate was high. However, the fi gures are only 
estimates, which preclude providing an exact death count for 
the entire time the camp was in existence. The estimates 
range from 30 deaths per week to 100 or even 200.1 If even the 
lowest of those fi gures  were accurate, it would add up to over 
2,000 deaths over the roughly 16 months of the camp’s exis-
tence.

Initial plans called for a staff of approximately 60 to 100 SS 
guards, but by late 1944, there  were between 400 and 500. 
The fi rst Lagerführer (camp leader) was an SS man named 
Weiss; in the spring of 1944,  SS- Sturmbannführer Otto 
Stoppel (born September 13, 1902) took over, and his assistant 
was  SS- Hauptscharführer Erich Schrammel (born August 
26, 1908). The fi rst  roll- call leader (Rapportführer) was  SS-
 Oberscharführer Wilhelm Seibold, followed (in October 
1944) by  SS- Hauptscharführer Karl Gallasch.

Attempts to escape from Fünfteichen occurred quite of-
ten, more frequently from the factory than from the camp it-
self. Escapes from the factory mainly occurred on the night 
shift or in the eve ning, when the  day- shift prisoners  were 
fi nishing work. People also took advantage of situations when 
an  air- raid alarm was announced, because then the lights in 
and around the factory  were shut off, and the chance for suc-
cess increased. Many successful attempts took advantage of 
the rail lines that ran by the factory.

Prisoners shot while attempting to escape  were displayed 
on the assembly ground as a warning to others. There would 
be a sign on the prisoner’s chest, with the derisive words: “Ich 
bin wieder da” (I am back again) or “Ich bin von Reise zurück” 
(I am back from my trip). Anyone who was caught and brought 
to camp alive also stood on the assembly ground with a simi-
lar sign. The punishment for attempting to escape was usu-
ally death, most frequently by hanging. Executions  were 
conducted either on the spot at the subcamp or at the main 
camp.2 Sometimes the escapee was only whipped and assigned 
to a penal company.3

Prisoner beatings by SS men  were a daily occurrence, 
mainly in camp but during work as well. Any prisoner who 
left his workstation without permission, talked to a fellow 
prisoner, or got tired and sat down for a moment was beaten, 

but it also happened very often for no evident reason. Some 
beatings  were fatal.4

Many prisoners could not stand the conditions prevailing 
in camp and committed suicide. The most frequent form of 
suicide in the camp was called “going to the post,” meaning 
getting so near the fence that a guard would open fi re. At the 
factory, instances of suicide by hanging occurred. All you had 
to do was put a wire noose around your neck, hook it onto an 
overhead crane, and press the button that pulled the hook up 
to the factory ceiling.5

The evacuation of Fünfteichen started on January 21, 1945. 
Approximately 6,000 prisoners  were marched out of the camp, 
surrounded by SS men. In temperatures reaching -20°C 
(–4°F), usually by dirt roads, the prisoners journeyed on foot 
to  Gross- Rosen, which they reached in four days. Approxi-
mately 1,000 prisoners died en route. The prisoners stayed at 
the main camp for a few days, then  were assigned to various 
evacuation trains into the Reich. Those who survived that 
next travail fi nally wound up at the concentration camps in 
Buchenwald, Flossenbürg, Dachau, Mittelbau, and primarily 
 Mauthausen.

However, not all the prisoners left with the death march. 
Approximately 300 sick prisoners remained in the camp hos-
pital, without medical care or food; many of them did not live 
until liberation. The prisoners who died during that time 
 were buried in a mass grave near the camp.

The staff left the camp along with the evacuation and  were 
replaced by the German Home Guard (Volkssturm). After 
two days, on January 23, 1945, they too left the camp. At ap-
proximately 11:00 A.M. that day, Soviet Army soldiers entered 
the camp, probably a detachment of the 52nd Army’s 78th 
Rifl e Corps. A number of lynchings occurred at that time, as 
prisoners took revenge against some of their fellows.

The following members of the SS staff at Fünfteichen 
 were tried after the war:  SS- Hauptscharführer Gallasch 
(born November 17, 1897), who served as Rapportführer, was 
sentenced to death by a decree of the Wrocław District 
Court, dated May 17, 1947; he committed suicide in prison 
on May 18.6 Camp guard Jacob Morhardt (born March 23, 
1899) was tried by the Świdnica District Court and was sen-
tenced to death on September 12, 1947. The sentence was 
carried out on November 8.7

SOURCES There is no monograph on the Fünfteichen sub-
camp. Information on this subcamp can be found in Tadeusz 
Dumin, “The  Gross- Rosen Concentration Camp Subsidiary 
in Miłoszyce in Oława County,” SFiZH 2 (1975); and Andrzej 
Bułat and Wacław Dominik, Az. stali się prochem i rozpaczą 
(Wrocław, 1980). Also, Wacław Kolenda, Wspomnienia [mem-
oirs] (Wrocław, 1984), published by the author, is helpful.

Archival material on the Fünfteichen camp is primarily 
located at the AMGR in Wałbrzych. It is chiefl y composed of 
former prisoner accounts and recollections. On fi le at the  AK-
 IPN, Warsaw and Wrocław divisions, are reports on exami-
nations of witnesses and former Fünfteichen prisoners, as well 
as partial trial rec ords for some of the SS staff members and 
 prisoner- functionaries tried after the war. The AZ

.
IH in 
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Warsaw and YV in Jerusalem also have accounts of prisoners 
from the Markstädt and Fünfteichen camps. The information 
on the Krupp Works and its association with the Fünfteichen 
labor camp is in the Rec ords of Nuremberg Trial No. 10 
against Alfred Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach and codefen-
dants before an American Military Tribunal (vols. 42, 63, 95, 
99–102). There is a microfi lm of the rec ords kept at the 
AK-IPN in Warsaw and AMGR.

Barbara Sawicka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. Testimony of T. Soll,  AK- IPN WR; Testimony of K. 

Goniprowski,  AK- IPN; Testimony of S. Reifel, AZ
.
IH.

 2. AMGR, 5900/3/DP, Report of examination of Józef 
Mazur; 5215/DP- A, Questionnaire of Henryk Danielczyk.

 3. AMGR, 13/62/MF, Report of examination of Tadeusz 
Kaczanowicz; 5758/70/DP, Account of Z. Brodzki.

 4. AMGR, 36/39/MF, Account of Maksymilian Rek; 
13/62/MF, Report of examination of Władysław Budyński; 
5758/70/DP, Account of Z. Brodzki.

 5. AMGR, 3798/DP- A, Account of Stefan Matuszewski; 
13/62/MF, Report of examination of Teofi l Szczepaniak; 
7009/9/DP, Account of Władysław Bąk.

 6. AMGR, 5242/DP, 5913/DP, 52/40/MF; E.  Kobierska-
 Motas, “Członkowie załóg i więźniowie funkcyjni niemie-
ckich obozów, więzień i gett skazani przez sądy polskie” 
(Warsaw, 1992), Item 344.

 7. Ibid., Item 1055.

GABERSDORF
The original camp for female Jewish prisoners in Gabersdorf 
(later Libeč) was established in January 1941 as part of the 
network of forced labor camps (ZAL) for Jews under the aus-
pices of the Organisation Schmelt. Apparently, the fi rst 
wooden barrack was built around that time; the second, later. 
The female prisoners had to work in a spinning mill that had 
been “aryanized” in 1939 by the Viennese fi rm Vereinigte 
Textilwerke & Co. K.H. Barthel. Later, the prisoners would 
work also in the factories of the fi rms Aloys Haase and J.A. 
Kluge und Etrich, as well as in a  cotton- spinning mill and for 
a manufacturer of tents.

On March 18, 1944, the transformation into a subcamp of 
 Gross- Rosen was completed. Later on the camp was put 
 under the control of the “SS- Kommando Trautenau, 
Parschnitz.” The camp held mostly Jewish girls and women 
between 15 and 30 (220 of the 363 women in the camp on 
October 27, 1944,  were in this age group). There  were 343 
Polish women, 18 Hungarians, 1 Czech, and 1 Slovak. Ac-
cording to a report by the  Gross- Rosen command offi ce to 
K.H. Frank on November 18, 1944, there  were 400 prisoners 
in the camp.

The food was, as in other camps in the area, monotonous, 
inadequate, and often tasteless, typically a soup made from 
rutabagas. In the course of the war, prisoner rations became 
worse both in quality and quantity (e.g., the prisoner’s daily 

bread ration dropped to 220 grams [7.8 ounces] per day). The 
results  were illnesses, a complete lack of vitamins, and total 
physical weakness while doing heavy work. The death of two 
women in the camp has been confi rmed.

Under the charge of camp commander Charlotte  Rose 
 were 10 SS wardresses and 3 male SS guards. The camp was 
liberated by Soviet troops on May 9, 1945.

SOURCES The basis for this article on Gabersdorf is Miroslav 
Kryl and Ludmila Chládková, Pobočky koncentračního tábora 
 Gross- Rosen ve lnářských závodech Trutnovska za nacistické oku-
pace (Trutnov: Lnářský průmysl, 1981). There is also Miroslav 
Kryl, “Pracovní nasazení židovských vězenkyň v továrnách 
fi rmy Jan Etrich v Hostinném a Bernarticích v době nacis-
tické okupace,”  Lp- pKd 5 (1984); and Hans Brenner, “Frauen 
in den Aussenlagern von Flossenbürg und  Gross- Rosen in 
Böhmen und Mähren,” in Theresienstädter Studien und Doku-
mente 1999, ed. Miroslav Kárný and Raimund Kemper 
(Prague: Academia, 1999), pp. 263–293.

Well- known professor of German studies Ludvík Václavek 
has devoted his attention to a specifi c topic, a play that origi-
nated in the Schatzlar camp among Jewish women from Hun-
gary: “Lágr je sen? (Literární dokument z koncentračního 
tábora při žacléřské přádelně z roku 1945,” in Stati o německé 
literatuře vzniklé v českých zemích (Olomouc: Univerzita Palack-
ého, 1991).

Basic sources and transport lists of prisoners from the 
 Gross- Rosen subcamps in northeast Bohemia are located in 
the SÚA in Prague, with copies in the  AG- T. The most im-
portant are the fi les of the Special People’s Court in Jičín 
1945–1946 (criminal trials against the former wardresses). Fi-
nally, there is the fi rm’s archive at Texlen Trutnov; in the 
1970s, its former head Vladimír Wolf made accessible to 
Miroslav Kryl and Ludmila Chládková the most important 
sources on the camps in the Trautenau area contained in the 
fi les of the German textile fi rm for the years 1940 to 1945. 
Nevertheless, the sources are inadequate.

Miroslav Kryl
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

GABLONZ
A subcamp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp was 
formed in the town of Gablonz an der Neisse (Jablonec nad 
Nisou) in November 1944. The initial transport numbered 
500 prisoners. A large percentage was composed of prisoners 
who wound up at the main camp after the Warsaw Uprising. 
The camp was set up at a former factory production hall near 
the Feinapparatenbau Carl Zeiss Jena Niederlassung factory. 
Prisoners  were put in the upper level, while the camp staff 
lived on the lower one; there was also business space. Two 
buildings adjoined the camp. Prisoners of war (POWs) lived 
in one, and women, mostly Jewish, in the other. Otto Saenger 
held the job of commandant (Lagerführer). The staff was 
made up of 31 people.

Most of the prisoners  were sent to work at the factory, 
where they worked in two 12- hour shifts. They worked ma-
chining aircraft parts and manufacturing parts for weapons. 
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A former prisoner writes about working at the factory in his 
memoirs:

I was assigned to the Dreherei II department, com-
posed of thirty automatic lathes and two precision 
lathes for turning out small amounts of small parts 
for machinery. The automatic lathes  were operated 
exclusively by teenage boys from the Warsaw Upris-
ing. . . .  They  were braver than some adults, which 
won them terrifi c liking and respect. . . .  The de-
partment supervisor was a civilian German engi-
neer, who rarely looked in on us, but the department 
was actually supervised by a civilian foreman . . .  , a 
 sixty- year- old Bavarian. . . .  On the third day he told 
me that there was a slice of bread with lard in his 
desk drawer. When he walked away, I was to steal it 
and eat it quickly. He was afraid of being responsible 
for giving a prisoner extra food and that’s why he 
told me to steal it. He did that every day, until he 
was transferred to another production hall. Upon 
my request, he would even leave his Sudetenzeitung 
newspaper in the drawer, in consequence of which I 
was a source of information on what was going on in 
the war for other prisoners. Our foreman was so 
good to me that he didn’t even require that I fulfi ll 
the work quota.1

Prisoners Henryk Uchman and Władysław Motyl at-
tempted to or ga nize a sabotage group. They gradually initi-
ated the more trusted prisoners, such as boy scouts. The 
sabotage consisted of destroying materials and ruining cast-
ings.

Roadway commandos called Brandelkommandos  were also 
or ga nized at the camp; they  were assigned to build and repair 
the railroad tracks near the Gablonz train station. Prisoners 
from the commando  were used also to unload railroad cars.

The group of teenagers also was used as help in the kitchen, 
where they did such things as peel potatoes and rutabagas. 
Sometimes they managed to take out slices of rutabaga, which 
they often shared with their friends. Anyone caught smug-
gling like that was punished, usually by beating.

Ulcers, erysipelas, tuberculosis, and diarrhea  were the 
most frequent diseases at Gablonz. A typhus epidemic broke 
out at camp due to the lack of elementary hygiene, causing 
many deaths.

Former prisoners’ accounts indicate that the SS army doc-
tor performed selections and killed the gravely ill with injec-
tions. After such an injection, the patient would die in six 
minutes. The injections  were administered to people who re-
quired longer periods of treatment and  were suspected of 
 having tuberculosis.

Delousing was a nightmare for the prisoners. Washing 
their clothes in cold water without soap every week did not 
solve the problem. One day the camp offi cials announced 
there would be lice catching. Prisoners received a cigarette 
for catching two lice. Nonsmoking prisoners gave the lice 

they caught to their smoker friends. There  were so many lice 
that the cigarettes quickly ran out. The prisoners who had 
collected the greatest “harvests”  were regarded as slovens and 
lice breeders. In consequence, they  were ordered to “leap-
 frog,” and the  prisoner- functionaries exacted their penalty 
upon them with bats. The mangled prisoners  were driven into 
the bath house, where they  were “treated” to an icy shower. 
Many came down with pneumonia. Many prisoners died due 
to their wounds and emaciation.

There  were two unsuccessful escape attempts at Gablonz 
subcamp. In the wintertime during the night shift at the 
 factory, two prisoners escaped: a Rus sian and a Croatian. Af-
ter an investigation had been conducted, the Blockführer 
(block leader) ordered that the punishment of 100 lashes be 
administered to the prisoners suspected of helping or ga nize 
the escape. In a few days the fugitives  were caught, beaten 
mercilessly, and dressed in paper clothes; a sign was put on 
them reading “wir sind wieder da” (we are back  here again). 
They  were fi nally taken away to the main camp, where they 
 were probably hanged. The third escapee was a Rus sian who 
worked in the roadway commando. He too was caught, but he 
was not taken away to the main camp. He was beaten, his 
hands  were twisted behind his back and tied, and he was hung 
from a rafter by his arm joints. That’s how he spent a few 
hours.

Evacuation transports passed through the camp beginning 
in January 1945. In January, a 60- person group of prisoners 
arrived from Bautzen, another  Gross- Rosen subcamp. They 
 were sent to Buchenwald by foot march. On January 15, 15 
prisoners reached the camp from Auschwitz concentration 
camp; they  were moved to Sachsenchausen concentration 
camp in February. In January or early February, a transport 
of 80 to 100 prisoners also arrived from Auschwitz. In early 
1945, approximately 200 to 300 Jewish women arrived from 
 Zillerthal- Erdmannsdorf, a  Gross- Rosen subcamp. They 
 were accommodated across from the men’s camp. This is how 
one prisoner recalls the event: “The SS men prepared a dras-
tic experience for us one Sunday. They brought about three 
hundred Jewish women from some nearby commando and 
ordered them to strip naked in our presence. They  were sent 
in batches of fi fty to wash in our washroom, where the hot 
water had been turned on for once. . . .  To make the bathing 
more attractive and pleasant, the SS men brought in an ac-
cordion and ordered Cz. Matuszewski . . .  to play rapturous 
tangos and waltzes.”2

In March, approximately 30 prisoners detached from the 
evacuation column from the Hartmannsdorf subcamp arrived 
at Gablonz. About 100 prisoners  were sent to the nearby 
Reichenau subcamp in early February. In late February or 
early March a new camp elder (Lagerältester) and block elder 
(Blockältester) as well as a dozen or so Jewish prisoners ar-
rived at Gablonz from the closed Hirschberg camp. They 
brought equipment and provisions with them, as well as new 
terrifying regimens. Lagerführer Saenger was probably re-
called just at this time, too, and a new commander arrived to 
take his place.
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Only one shift remained working at the factory in April 
1945. The remaining prisoners who had worked at the factory 
earlier  were assigned to work repairing railroad tracks. The 
prisoners worked until May 7. In the early morning of May 8, 
evacuation of the camp was ordered. All the prisoners except 
the sick  were led out of the camp under the escort of guards. 
Several of the stronger prisoners pulled a cart with bread. A 
group of female Jewish prisoners joined the column along the 
way. They  were going toward Tannwald (Tanvald). The SS 
men unexpectedly surrendered the column to some Czech 
underground fi ghters and Red Cross representatives.

SOURCES  The most recent research on selected  Gross- Rosen 
subsidiaries, and the basis of this entry, is Dorota Sula’s study 
Filie KL  Gross- Rosen (wybór artykułów) (Wałbrzych, 2001); the 
Gablonz subcamp is discussed on pp. 147–160. Additional 
 information can be found in Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy 
podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 
1987).

Archival materials on the Gablonz camp consist of numer-
ous surveys, recollections, and accounts of former prisoners 
of Gablonz, which can be found at AMGR.

Dorota Sula
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR, 5179/DP, Władysław Boczoń, “Opowieść 

wojenna,” pp. 214–215.
 2. Ibid., p. 237

GASSEN
This subcamp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp was 
set up approximately 1 kilometer (0.6 miles) northeast of the 
town of Gassen (later Jasień) on the site of a former camp for 
prisoners of war (POWs) or for forced laborers. The initial 
transport of 100 to 200 prisoners arrived in late September or 
early October 1944. Prisoners who wound up at  Gross- Rosen 
after the Warsaw Uprising, formed a large part of the trans-
port. The camp’s population was about 700 prisoners. Besides 
Poles, the most numerous group (56 percent), there  were So-
viet citizens (27 percent), Frenchmen (6.7 percent), Croats 
(3.5 percent), Czechs (1.4 percent), and even a few Italians and 
Belgians at Gassen. Nearly 70 percent of the inmates  were 
under 33 years old: younger people could produce more.

The subcamp commander was  SS- Hauptscharführer 
 Walter Knop, who joined the SS on April 15, 1935, and the 
Nazi Party on May 1, 1937. From October 1, 1938, to May 8, 
1944, he served at the Sachsenhausen and Neuengamme con-
centration camps, after which he was transferred to  Gross-
 Rosen. The German criminal Peter Klein was the camp elder 
(Lagerältester).

The majority of the prisoners  were put to work at  Focke-
 Wulf, a former  farm- machinery factory that had been con-
verted to manufacture aircraft parts; so mostly prisoners who 
 were knowledgeable about metalworking  were sent to this 

subcamp. The prisoners worked in two 12- hour shifts, with a 
break for lunch, which they ate on the spot.

There was a large group of teenage prisoners between 15 
and 17 years old at the subcamp. They lived in a separate 
room. A monthlong course to learn the metalworking trade 
was held for them. Their teachers  were foremen from the fac-
tory, who “treated” them to a mug of milk soup. After the 
course, they  were sent to work at the factory, while on Sun-
days they  were assigned to clean the aviator quarters near the 
camp. Sometimes they would get something to eat there. The 
teenage prisoners  were exposed to the designs of Lageräl-
tester Klein, who had a weakness for boys.

The diseases that plagued the prisoners most often in-
cluded scabies, diarrhea, tuberculosis, and dysentery. Lice 
 were another plague for the prisoners. There  were delous-
ing campaigns, which consisted of the prisoners handing 
over their things for disinfection outside of camp. While 
their things  were being disinfected, the naked prisoners 
stayed in their quarters and, on one occasion, did not even 
go to work for 3 days. However, due to the lack of elemen-
tary hygiene, delousing was in effec tive. Once every 10 days 
the prisoners  were taken to the bath house about 180 meters 
(197 yards) from camp. Bathing occurred in cold water 
without soap and towels, and many prisoners paid for it with 
their lives. According to prisoners, the death rate at the 
camp was high.

Escape was the only salvation, so many prisoners attempted 
to escape. Two attempts in par tic u lar have stuck in the minds 
of former prisoners. Two Yugo slavians attempted to escape, 
probably in December 1944. They  were caught, and signs 
 were hung on them reading: “Von der Reise zurück, ich bin 
wieder da” (Back from my trip, I am  here again). They 
marched about the assembly ground, banging spoons against 
eating bowls. Naturally, they  were beaten, but their ultimate 
fate is unknown. Also in December, a Lithuanian prisoner at-
tempted to escape while returning from the factory. The pris-
oners did not know his name, but they knew he was Lithuania’s 
 vice- champion or champion in boxing. After he was caught, 
Lagerältester Klein abused him in front of the prisoners in 
such a cruel and elaborate manner that the prisoner died of 
his injuries.

Prisoners  were sent to the main camp for major offenses. 
Two former Soviet POWs  were transported to “headquar-
ters” from Gassen. They  were shot on December 16, 1944, by 
order of the commander of the Breslau (Wrocław) Security 
Police.

Preparations to evacuate the camp  were begun by disas-
sembling the factory machines and equipment, which the 
prisoners then loaded onto railroad cars. The disassembled 
factory was taken into Germany. While packing mallets for 
hammering sheet metal, one of the prisoners, as Stefan Pala 
recalls, “came upon the idea that the mallet heads  were edible. 
They  were made of leather saturated with a hard resin sub-
stance. When the mallet was placed on the hot metal of a 
furnace [stove], the head unraveled and fried like the skin on 
pork fat. That’s how we ate many mallets.”1

GASSEN   733
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The prisoners did not work for three days before the evac-
uation; they stayed in the barracks under orders not to leave 
them. According to a former prisoner, an announcement was 
made a few days prior to the evacuation, saying that anyone 
weak or unable to march was to report for transport by train. 
Unfortunately, we do not know when the sick prisoners left 
the subcamp. A transport of 55 prisoners (1 of 3 prisoners had 
died of emaciation on the way) was admitted to Buchenwald 
concentration camp on February 23, 1945. The prisoners  were 
put in the camp hospital, where they stayed until liberation. 
In all likelihood, few survived.

The evacuation took place on February 12. The prisoners 
set out from the subcamp in the morning hours, arranged in 
fi ves. The winter was extremely cold, the snow  knee- high; 
movement was diffi cult. The prisoners had not gotten far 
when the column was halted, and some of the SS men went 
back to the subcamp, where they set fi re to the barracks. The 
SS men returned an hour later, and the column resumed its 
journey. The prisoners  were sure that the people who had 
stayed in the camp hospital had been murdered. They carried 
that idea with them for many years after the war, as they did 
not know that the sick people had also been evacuated. The 
emaciated and weak prisoners quickly lost their strength due 
to the exhausting march. Sick prisoners  were told to report 
during a stop as early as the fi rst day. Those who responded to 
the order, and there  were about 10 to 15 of them,  were shot by 
the SS men. Over subsequent days of the march, anyone who 
did not keep up with the column was murdered with a shot in 
the back of the head.

After several days of marching, a stop was ordered in the 
vicinity of Spremberg or Weisswasser in Lusatia, lasting two 
days. The prisoners, losing their strength,  were quartered in 
farm buildings. A dead  horse was found near the buildings. 
The Lagerführer ordered that it be cooked and distributed 
among the prisoners. Some of the prisoners also ate the en-
trails, which had already been buried; it was not long until the 
effects  were evident. Many prisoners became ill, and many 
died. After that stop, the prisoners  were loaded into freight 
cars. Two days later, on February 23, 1945, the transport 
 arrived in Leipzig. From the train station, the prisoners had 
to walk to the  Leipzig- Thekla subcamp of Buchenwald. Many 
prisoners  were unable to get out of the train on their own, and 
5 died along the way. More prisoners died due to extreme ex-
haustion and disease; 20 prisoners died between February 25 
and March 4. The transport of 580 prisoners (including the 
dead) was offi cially admitted in the rec ords of Buchenwald 
concentration camp on March 5, 1945.

A court in Cologne sentenced Walter Knop to nine years’ 
incarceration in 1979.

SOURCES  The most recent research on selected  Gross- Rosen 
subsidiaries, and the basis of this entry, is Dorota Sula’s study 
Filie KL  Gross- Rosen (wybór artykułów) (Wałbrzych, 2001). The 
Gassen subcamp is discussed on pp. 42–65. Additional infor-
mation can be found in Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy 
podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 
1987); and Alfred Konieczny, “Ewakuacja podobozu KL 

 Gross- Rosen w Jasieniu /luty—kwiecień 1945 roku/,” in 
Wpływ pobytuw KL  Gross- Rosen na stan zdrowia i losy byłych 
więźniów (Wałbrzych, 1986).

Archival materials on the Gassen subcamp include re-
ports of witness interviews conducted by the GOKBZHwP 
(the originals are in the archives of the IPN), former pris-
oner accounts, and surveys on fi le in the collections of the 
AMGR.

Dorota Sula
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTE
 1. AMGR, sygn.5758/509/DP/2, Stefan Pala, Relacja z 

 komanda Gassen (X 1944- 18 II 1945).

GEBHARDSDORF [AKA FRIEDEBERG]
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp in Gebhardsdorf (later Giebułtów), 
also known as the Friedeberg subcamp after the nearby settle-
ment by that name, was probably established in September 
1944. Whether the camp was created on the basis of a preex-
isting forced labor camp belonging to the Organisation 
Schmelt has not been verifi ed.

The female Polish Jew Johanna (Joanne) B. reported on a 
transport from Auschwitz on November 19, 1944, initially by 
truck and then on foot to Gebhardsdorf, which lasted several 
days and nights: “Not everybody arrived; many, very many 
died on the way. With cold hands we dug shallow graves and 
covered the bodies with a little earth. . . .  We arrived in Geb-
hardsdorf at night. There was an open square, further selec-
tions  were conducted, and what didn’t please the  SS- men, was 
immediately . . .  thrown onto trucks and taken to  Gross-
 Rosen. They  were killed there. . . .  My sister and I and all the 
other Hungarian and Polish (Jewish) women remained in 
Gebhardsdorf.”1

In the camp at this time there  were already 300 female 
Hungarian Jews, a fact that does not support the assumption 
of the Gebhardsdorf camp previously having belonged to the 
Organisation Schmelt forced labor camps for Jews (ZALfJ) in 
Silesia.

There is also no clarity with regard to the question of the 
registration numbers given to the women by the main camp 
in  Gross- Rosen. They probably lie within the  Gross- Rosen 
registration number series 79501 to 80450, 80601 to 80700, 
and 83201 to 84300.

The subcamp was located on an elevation. Former female 
prisoner Hadessa H. reported on the living quarters and hy-
gienic conditions as follows:

We lived in rooms, which had cupboards, clean con-
tainers, washrooms. The living quarters  were clean. 
The women slept on the fl oor, covered with a blan-
ket. In the camp there was only cold water, under-
wear could not be changed, very little soap (one 
piece per month), and so the initial delight slowly 
turned to disappointment. Washing clothes was 
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strictly forbidden, but cleanliness had to be ob-
served. The prisoners worked during the day, at 
 night—illegally—they did their washing, which to a 
considerable degree exhausted the strength of the 
women.

They worked in shifts both day and night. On 
Sunday, sleep after the night shift was not permit-
ted, as this day of rest was designated for general 
cleaning up. In the camp there  were two barracks: in 
the fi rst lived the Hungarian women, in the second 
the Polish women. In each room lived forty women. 
Within the compound there was also a  two- story 
building. On the fi rst fl oor there  were two living 
quarters, a refectory, two washrooms; the quarters 
 were of medium size,  here the prisoners also slept on 
the fl oor. On the second fl oor, there  were three liv-
ing quarters, an infi rmary, two washrooms.2

Since the barrack roofs  were leaking and water trickled in, 
the straw and blankets became damp, which led to prisoners 
getting sick primarily because of the cold temperatures. Only 
those with a high fever  were admitted to the sickroom. The 
sick women  were treated badly there. The sickroom was un-
der the direction of a female Jew from Holland who suffered 
from mental disturbances. The woman in charge of the camp, 
however, thought that she was only pretending and poured 
cold water on her when it was frosty, which led to her death.

Work deployment was at the aircraft factory Aerobau, 
which had been established in the workshops of the Merveld 
Company. Johanna B. writes that the route to the factory was 
a long path through small woods, on which they never en-
countered any other people.

German craftsmen trained the women. They behaved cor-
rectly toward the female prisoners, sometimes even helping 
them. Since lunch was served in the factory canteen, together 
with civilian foreign forced laborers and the German work-
ers, at least in this respect the women  were not treated too 
harshly. The bread rations, however,  were reduced to such an 
extent that one bread loaf was divided initially among four, 
later among seven, women.

The  above- mentioned Johanna B. writes of the SS person-
nel: “The SS guards  were from Romania, [ethnic Germans] 
from Siebenbürgen. There  were no gas chambers in Geb-
hardsdorf, but there  were suffi cient murderers among the SS 
guards and female SS supervisors [Aufseherinnen]. That I re-
mained alive is mainly due to my good command of the Ger-
man language.”3

Above all, it was the female camp leader who tormented 
and beat the women. Other female SS guards also harassed 
the women, by preventing them from going to the toilets or 
by surprise checks at night, during which they beat without 
pity those women who  were guilty of minor infractions of the 
rules. The leader in par tic u lar was a fanatic, even by SS stan-
dards, who was brutal toward the prisoners but also impatient 
toward the female SS guards subordinated to her. She com-
plained to the commandant of the  Gross- Rosen concentra-

tion camp about several of her female SS guards for “breaches 
of their duties.”4

On January 18, 1945, the subcamp was evacuated in a 
march of about 30 kilometers (19 miles) to St. Georgenthal 
(Jiřetin, now Jiřetín pod Jedlovou). On the second stage of the 
evacuation, the  Gross- Rosen Nebenlager subcamp of Kratzau 
(Chrastava) was reached. Several women collapsed there from 
exhaustion during the eve ning parade. Nevertheless, after 
staying the night, the march was continued.

Johanna B. writes about this march: “Roughly in January 
1945 we hiked again for seven days and seven nights to St. 
Georgenthal. We  were harnessed to carts heavily laden with 
weapons, eight women to each just like  horses, and had to pull 
them. Many of our women collapsed and died on the way tied 
to the carts heavily laden with arms. This did not disturb the 
SS escorts. As soon as we had buried the dead, other prisoners, 
including my sister and I,  were harnessed up, and we dragged 
these carts further until we arrived in St. Georgenthal.”5

Here, further selections took place. Some women  were re-
moved, probably to a camp for the sick, possibly in Zittau.

According to a report sent by the commandant of the 
 Gross- Rosen concentration camp, Hassebroek, on November 
18, 1944, to the  Higher- SS and Police Leader (HSSPF) in 
Prague, Karl Hermann Frank, at this time there was already a 
women’s camp with 50 prisoners in St. Georgenthal.6 The 
women that arrived from Gebhardsdorf, like the prison de-
tachment already stationed there, had to work in the  Sicht- 
und Zerlegewerk GmbH, dismantling damaged and destroyed 
aircraft. The workplace was located in the factory facilities of 
the Rott Company in Warnsdorf (Varnsdorf).7

Since there was also a camp for male prisoners in St. 
Georgenthal subordinated to the Flossenbürg concentration 
camp, the women’s camp was designated as St. Georgenthal 
camp No. 2.8

In contrast to Alfred Konieczny, who writes that only the 
Hungarian women remained in St. Georgenthal and that the 
Polish women of the Gebhardsdorf detachment continued 
marching to an unknown destination, Johanna B., herself a 
Polish woman, ends her report as follows: “All of us, Hungar-
ian and Polish Jewish women, remained in St. Georgenthal 
until the last day of the war and  were liberated by the Rus-
sians on May 8, 1945.”9

SOURCES There are no known publications focused solely 
on the Gebhardsdorf subcamp. References to the subcamp 
can be found in ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem 
Reichsführer- SS, 1939–1945 (Arolsen, 1979), p. 131; Alfred 
Konieczny, Frauen im Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen in den 
Jahren 1944–1945 (Wałbrzych: Gedenkstätte Museum  Gross-
 Rosen, 1994), pp. 16–18; Roman Olszyna, “Juden- Häftlinge 
im  KZ- Gross- Rosen und seinen Nebenlagern,” F-S 51 
(1977).

Among the most important archival sources are AZ
.
IH 

(301/271);  BA- L (IV 405  AR- Z 64/76 and IV 405 AR 832/70); 
and AMGR.

Hans Brenner
trans. Martin Dean
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NOTES
 1. Johanna (Joanne) B., report to the author on March 10, 

1999, p. 2.
 2. AZ

.
IH, 301/271.

 3. Johanna B., report, p. 5.
 4. See Isabell Sprenger, Gross- Rosen. Ein Konzentrations-

lager in Schlesien (Cologue: Böhlau, 1996), p. 273.
 5. Johanna B., report, p. 3.
 6. AMGR, DP No. 2829.
 7.  BA- B, Bank der Deutschen Luftfahrt, No. 473, p. 31.
 8. AMGR, No. A 2456.
 9. Johanna B., report, p. 4.

GEPPERSDORF
The Geppersdorf (Milęcice) subcamp was formed in late Jan-
uary 1945. It held male prisoners evacuated from the Ausch-
witz concentration camp. They had all probably passed 
through the reor ga ni za tion point in Gleiwitz (Gliwice), 
where evacuation columns from Auschwitz  were reformed 
and sent further on. Approximately 400 prisoners reached 
the Geppersdorf camp. They  were predominately Polish, 
German, Hungarian, Dutch, and French Jews, as well as 
 non- Jewish Poles, Germans, and Frenchmen. They probably 
received numbers 97061 through 97406, as numbers in that 
range  were issued in late January 1945. On April 22, 1945, at 
least 107 prisoners from this group found themselves at the 
Dörnhau camp, which was part of the Riese complex of 
camps.

Previously, on April 11, 1945, a group of 30 prisoners 
from Geppersdorf reached the Brünnlitz camp. These pris-
oners had numbers from 77001 through 77030 (numbers in 
this range might also have been issued in late January 
1945).1

There is a hypothesis that both transports (to the Brünn-
litz and Dörnhau subcamps)  were evacuation transports and 
included only a portion of the prisoners. The rest stayed in 
the camp and  were liberated there on May 9, 1945.2

SOURCES The Geppersdorf subcamp essay was based on the 
article by Roman Olszyna from the journal 11 (1979), titled 
“Gdzie są świadkowie tych zbrodni?” Also used was the work 
of Alfred Konieczny, “Stan badań nad numeracją więźniów w 
obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen.” Studia Śląskie, n.s., 36 
(1979): 155–189; as well as Bogdan Cybulski, “Analiza stanu 
więźniów w podobozach kompleksu “Riese” w latach 1944–
1945,” Studia nad Faszyzmem i Zbrodniami Hitlevowskimi 7 
(1981): 259–293. These  Polish- language publications contain 
information on this subcamp.

The primary sources used are located in the AMGR. They 
include a questionnaire of a former prisoner of this camp; a 
transport list of the prisoners from Geppersdorf to Brünnlitz, 
dated April 11, 1945; and a list of the sick on May 9, 1945, 
compiled by T. Cytron, Leichenbuch Dörnhau.

Aneta Mal/ek
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. The information about the numbering and the trans-

port list to subcamp Brünnlitz (imprint 6923/DP) comes from 
the work of Alfred Konieczny. Information comes from the 
work of Bogdan Cybulski.

 2. The date of the liberation of the camp comes from 
 Roman Olszyna’s article.

GRÄBEN
In the town of Gräben (later Grabina, a section of the city of 
Strzegom), there was a camp run by the Organisation Schmelt, 
dating back to at least March 1943. Approximately 450 young 
girls lived there, Polish nationals from the Dąbrowski coal 
region. In late May and early June 1944, the Gräben camp was 
converted into a strictly women’s camp and put under the 
control of  Gross- Rosen. According to the account of camp 
prisoner Halina Inster, the previous female camp commander 
(Lagerführerin) was removed, and a new one was sent along 
with uniformed female guards. The new Lagerführerin car-
ried a gun. A few days after the staff change, an SS commis-
sion came to the camp and made a list of the names of the 
prisoners gathered on the assembly ground. The women all 
got a badge engraved with a camp number, which they had to 
wear around their neck. Then the women  were herded into a 
barrack and ordered to strip naked and to walk by the SS 
commission again. The SS men examined the women, noted 
comments, and left the camp. The women had their civilian 
clothes taken from them and  were issued camp clothing.1

The camp was located directly by a linen mill, which had 
initially belonged to the Rüffel u. Deutsch i Vige company, 
then to the Falke company. It was made up of three buildings: 
two residential ones and a kitchen and ancillary facilities. 
Besides living quarters, the barracks had a bath house, laun-
dry, sewing workshop, shoemaker workshop, and infi rmary. 
There was also central heating, and hygiene was maintained 
at a relatively high level. Approximately 500 women lived in 
the camp. They  were mostly the young women the camp ab-
sorbed from the previous Organisation Schmelt camp. There 
 were also smaller groups of Jewish women from Hungary, 
Czech o slo vak i a, France, Belgium, and the Netherlands.2

The women  were put to work in the linen mill. They 
worked from 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M., with an hour’s break for 
lunch at noon. The women worked pro cessing linen; separat-
ing the fi ber; pounding, drying, and threshing the fl ax; and 
cleaning the seeds. They also did jobs associated with trans-
port, dust removal and cleaning, working in the boiler room, 
and so on.3 Sunday was a holiday.

The prisoners  were beaten and abused by the women who 
guarded them on the march back and forth to work. At the 
camp itself, conditions  were “tolerable,” as former prisoners 
put it. The commander even allowed cultural events. On New 
Year’s Eve of 1944–1945, a soirée was held, including a recita-
tion of poetry written by prisoner Fela Cymerman and fea-
turing “live paintings” symbolizing the seasons of the year.4
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The camp staff numbered approximately 25 people. Kata-
rina Reimann held the post of Lagerführerin. We also know 
the names of some of the guards: Frieda Seidel, Erika Gross, 
Ida Heidrich, Lucy Hoffmann, Maria Hoffmann, Hildegarda 
Kaurod, Elfriede Milich, Ida Otto, Ida Scholz, Luise 
Schutzmann, Elza Jentsch, Marta Kühnast, Marta Leusch-
ner, and Walli Sussenbach. Bala Zelynger was a  prisoner-
 functionary.5

The camp evacuation began on February 8, 1945. The 
prisoners reached the town of Janowice on foot and from 
there  were transported to the camp in St. Georgenthal (Jiřetín 
later Jiřetín pod Jedlovou in the Czech Republic), then to the 
 Bergen- Belsen concentration camp.

There  were several trials of camp staff after the war. The 
following  were tried by the Special Criminal Court for the 
Wrocław Appellate Court District: Marta Kühnast (born 
January 21, 1901; sentenced to fi ve years in prison in a verdict 
of June 27, 1946); Elza Jentsch (born August 28, 1912; sen-
tenced to four years in prison in a verdict of June 8, 1946); 
Lucy Hoffmann (born September 28, 1919; sentenced to eight 
years in prison in a verdict of September 14, 1946); Erika 
Gross (born November 22, 1921; sentenced to four years in 
prison in a verdict of March 22, 1946); Marta Leuschner 
(born February 19, 1922; sentenced to six years in prison in a 
verdict of September 19, 1946); Ida Otto (born March 6, 1906; 
sentenced to six years in prison in a verdict of October 30, 
1946); Ida Scholz (born December 27, 1909; sentenced to 
seven years in prison in a verdict of February 21, 1946; re-
leased on probation in 1952).

The following  were tried by the Świdnica District Court: 
Ida Heidrich (born April 19, 1912; sentenced to four years in 
prison in a verdict of January 21, 1947); Walli Süssenbach 
(born March 26, 1921; sentenced to fi ve years in prison in a 
verdict of February 7, 1947); Luise Schurtzmann (born Octo-
ber 8, 1919; sentenced to three years in prison in a verdict of 
April 21, 1947); Elfriede Milich (born December 16, 1902; 
sentenced to three years in prison in a verdict of May 5, 1947); 
Frieda Seidel (born June 3, 1902; sentenced to three years in 
prison in a verdict of April 21, 1947).6

SOURCES Information on the Gräben subcamp can be 
found in Alfred Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie koncentra-
cyjnym  Gross- Rosen w latach 1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982); 
and in par tic u lar on the SS members, see Elzbieta  Kobierska-
 Motas, Członkowie załóg i więźniowie funkcyjni niemieckich 
obozów, więzień i gett skazani przez sądy polskie (Warsaw, 1992).

Archive materials concerning the Gräben subcamp can be 
found in AMGR in Wałbrzych and AZ

.
IH in Warsaw. These 

consist mainly of collections of memories, as well as accounts 
and questionnaires written by former female prisoners at 
Gräben. Case fi les of staff members from the Gräben camp 
who  were tried in Polish courts after the war are kept by the 
 AK- IPN in Warsaw. Copies of these fi les also can be found in 
the AMGR.

Danuta Sawicka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AZ

.
IH, Collection of Accounts and Testimony, Account 

No. 3282, Halina Inster.
 2. AMGR, 122/25/MF, 122/259/MF, 122/62/MF, and 

122/113/MF.
 3. AZ

.
IH, Collection of Accounts and Testimony, Account 

No. 3284, Halina Inster.
 4. Ibid.
 5. AMGR, No.  8751/29/DP—Olszyna Rec ords Collection.
 6. AMGR,  122/177/MF—Records of the Special Criminal 

Court for the Wrocław Appellate Court District, versus E. 
Jentsch; AMGR, No.  122/198/MF—Records of the Special 
Criminal Court for the Wrocław Appellate Court District, 
versus M. Leuschner; AMGR,  122/181/MF—Records of the 
Special Criminal Court for the Wrocław Appellate Court 
District, versus M. Kühnast.

GRAFENORT
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp in the town of Grafenort (later 
Gorzanów, near Bystrzyca Kłodzka) was created in late March 
and early April 1945. It was a transit camp and was formed 
when the Polish Jewish women who had been living at an-
other  Gross- Rosen subcamp in Mittelsteine (later Ścinawka 
Średnia),  were moved there.

Approximately 200 women  were transferred to Grafenort. 
Probably all of them had begun their camp journey in the 
Łódź ghetto.

Grafenort was not a typical camp; the prisoners  were 
lodged in a building standing at the edge of town. The build-
ing was brick, large, and several stories tall, and the windows 
 were barred. Hanna Gumpricht testifi ed that they had been 
quartered in rooms with  double- decker bunks.1 Another pris-
oner, Franciszka Ruzga (living in the camp under the name of 
Frania Pietrykowska), remembered that they  were lodged in a 
great hall with straw mattresses on the fl oor.2 Female SS 
guards (Aufseherinnen) guarded them.

The women  were mainly put to work building trenches. It 
took them about an hour to walk to work, carry ing the heavy 
shovels and stones used in the construction. They dug ditches 
while standing in the water in tattered clogs.3 A smaller group 
of prisoners worked leveling gravel along railroad tracks. 
Male SS men guarded them at work.

On May 8, 1945, there was an attempt to evacuate the sub-
camp toward the city of Glatz (later Kłodzko). But the women 
 were sent back to Grafenort because of the street fi ghting that 
had been going on in Glatz. The SS men escorting them fl ed 
on the way back. The women returned on their own to the 
building they had occupied. It turned out that the female SS 
guards had also fl ed. The Soviet forces entered Grafenort the 
next day, and the prisoners regained their freedom.

After liberation, the women  were taken to Glatz. For sev-
eral days the Rus sians fed them in their fi eld kitchen and put 
the sick ones in an army hospital. After a while some of them 
 were put onto a train and, after four days’ journey, returned to 
Łódź.4 Others went to Western Eu rope.
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SOURCES There is no monograph on the Grafenort sub-
camp. The only information concerning the subject was pub-
lished by Alfred Konieczny in his article “Kobiety w obozie 
koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen w latach 1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 
(1982); as well as by Bogdan Cubulski in his study Obozy 
podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 
1987).

Available archive materials concerning the Grafenort sub-
camp can be found in the AMGR in Wałbrzych, as well as in 
the AZ

.
IH in Warsaw. These are accounts of former female 

prisoners of this camp.
Barbara Sawicka

trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR, 6500/6a/DP, Report of examination of witness 

Hanna Gumpricht, dated May 31, 1969.
 2. AMGR, 7009/260, Olszyna Rec ords Collection, F. Ru-

zga, letter, January 30, 1979.
 3. AZ

.
IH, Account No. 775, Adela Karmel.

 4. AMGR, 7009/153/DP, Olszyna Rec ords Collection, 
Mania Kufelnicka, letter, October 15, 1984.

GRÄFLICH- RÖHRSDORF
A forced labor camp (ZAL) for Jews was formed at Gräfl ich-
 Röhsdorf (Skarbków). It held women who  were put to work at 
the Teichgräber linen spinning mill. The labor camp had 
been transferred to the administration of the  Gross- Rosen 
concentration camp on September 4, 1944. It was then that 
the 150 women received numbers 56051 through 56100 and 
56201 through 56300.1 The literature lists the fi gure of ap-
proximately 250 female prisoners who  were interned at the 
camp.

Upon the camp’s transfer, the women, who  were now 
 Gross- Rosen prisoners, continued working at the linen fac-
tory. Some of them  were assigned to work handling fl ax at a 
barn near the town of Egelsdorf (later Mroczkowice). An-
other group of women from the camp  were put to work at the 
Allgemeine Elektrizitäts Gesellschaft (AEG) plant.

The subcamp was closed in late January 1945, and the pris-
oners  were moved to the Kratzau subcamp, which was also 
under  Gross- Rosen.2

SOURCES This article is based on the work of Alfred Ko-
nieczny, “Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen w 
latach 1944- 1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982): 55–112; as well as the work 
of Aneta Małek, “Praca w systemie KL  Gross- Rosen,” pub-
lished by the  Gross- Rosen Museum in 2003; and Bogdan 
 Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen– stan badań 
(Rogoźnica: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1987). These 
 Polish- language publications contain information on this 
subcamp.

Information about the numbering of the prisoners is lo-
cated in the AMGR.

Aneta Mal/ek
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. The information about the numbering comes from the 

AMGR, imprint 7/119- c/MF.
 2. Information about the erection and liquidation of the 

camp comes from the work of Bogdan Cybulski: Satellite 
Camps of KL  Gross- Rosen: the State of Research (Rogozn. ica: 
Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1987).

GROSS- KOSCHEN

The exact point in time when the  Gross- Koschen subcamp 
was erected is not recorded in the documents. In the late sum-
mer of 1944, 200 prisoners from the  Gross- Rosen concentra-
tion camp erected a barracks camp on the grounds of a former 
gravel pit at  Gross- Koschen, in order to receive a  still- larger 
number of inmates. Both of the two large barracks blocks 
 were built by Polish prisoners, who had been sent to the con-
centration camp as prisoners from the Warsaw Uprising of 
August 1944. In  Gross- Rosen they had been registered with 
numbers from the series 58000 to 59000.1

The erection of the camp was in preparation for the trans-
fer of the Aircraft Dismantling Work from Auschwitz to 
 Gross- Koschen. Former German prisoner of  Gross- Koschen 
Friedrich Kühn wrote: “The core crew of about three hun-
dred prisoners from Auschwitz arrived in the middle of the 
forest, underneath the Koschenberg, into an existing camp, 
where about two hundred prisoners from  Gross- Rosen had 
already built a barracks and the cottage for the camp 
leader.”2

This transport from Auschwitz on November 11, 1944, 
included 351 men who  were registered with entry numbers 
from  Gross- Rosen, to which the newly erected subcamp be-
longed, between 86351 and 86701.3 A further transport on 
January 1, 1945, likewise from Auschwitz, brought 431 pris-
oners to  Gross- Koschen, to whom the entry numbers 92002 
to 92432  were issued.4

According to statements by former prisoner Kühn, the 
maximum camp population can be estimated at 800 prison-
ers.5 Polish historian Mieczysław Mołdawa speaks of 2,500 
prisoners, a number that also appears in  Karl- Heinz Gräfe 
and  Hans- Jürgen Töpfer.6

The subcamp prisoners  were, above all, Poles and Rus sians 
but also French, Italians, Croats, Czechs, and a few Germans, 
the last mostly as Kapos.

For the choice of location, the decisions of the correspond-
ing main commissions and of the Armaments Ministry may 
have been decisive. Nearby existed the Lautawerk, one of the 
aluminum works of the Vereinigten  Aluminium- Werke AG 
(VAW) Berlin.

In the Aircraft Dismantling Work that was transferred 
from Auschwitz, defective aircraft that had either been shot 
down or  were otherwise incapable of fl ight  were dismantled. 
Valuable machinery, electrical components, motors, and 
weapons went to the aircraft industry for repair or direct re-
use. The other material, airframes, and wings went to be 
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melted down in the aluminum works. The Koschenberg 
gravel pit had a connection to the railway main line at its dis-
posal and was connected with the Lautawerk aluminum 
works, which was only a few kilometers away, via the shunting 
station at Hohenbocka. Sidings  were laid to the  Gross-
 Koschen Dismantling Work, leading through the work halls.

The prisoners  were brought out of the camp and into the 
factory grounds through a narrow path enclosed with barbed 
wire. Likewise, the factory itself was surrounded with wire 
and observed from watchtowers. During work hours, the open 
land in the area of the Dismantling Work was also secured by 
guard posts. The inner area, the prisoners’ camp, was secured 
against escape attempts by an electrically charged fence and 
guards on watchtowers.7

The living quarters apparently did not even offer the oth-
erwise common multitiered wooden bunks as sleeping places. 
“All prisoners  were poorly clothed and poorly nourished. In 
the barracks, everything laid on the fl oor between straw and 
rags,” reported former state hunting master Putzke from Lau-
tawerk.8 The sanitary facilities  were inadequate, and there 
was often a shortage of water. “The ubiquitous louse infesta-
tion facilitated the spread of infectious diseases. As a result of 
hunger, dysentery increased steadily. The area foreseen for 
the sick was constantly overfi lled. The poor camp clothing 
did not protect against the cold. Through the work in the 
open, mass outbreaks of colds occurred. Despite fevers, many 
prisoners had to stay at their workplaces. There was only in-
suffi cient medical care and little in the way of medical sup-
plies. The death rate  rose steadily,” wrote Polish historian 
Roman Olszyna, on the basis of survivor interviews.9 German 
Anneliese Gesch, who was allowed, as a local resident, to en-
ter the outer zone, reported about her observances that the 
causes of death  were complete undernourishment, terrible 
abuse, and shootings. Another German resident, Frau Jurk, 
stated: “One time there was shooting in the camp, and a sol-
dier said that prisoners  were being murdered who worked in 
the crematorium.”10 Both witnesses also reported that bodies 
of the prisoners  were at fi rst doused with gasoline in trenches 
and burned in the open. Because of the widely perceptible 
smell of burning bodies, the SS camp leadership used an oven, 
equipped with a chimney, at the inactive gravel pit, to burn 
the dead and fi nally had an incineration oven, a kind of cre-
matorium, built.

Abuse was part of the daily routine. Eyewitnesses describe 
a prisoner hung by his legs and beaten by the Kapos. In one 
case it was reported how a prisoner was hung head down in 
winter and doused with cold water.11

Despite reports by survivors and eyewitnesses from the 
area as well as by individual Luftwaffe guards on the high 
number of deaths, the  Gross- Rosen death book contains only 
one notifi cation of a fatality, that of the Croat Domenoke 
Tarabachia on February 13, 1945.12  Here, the order of the 
Reich Security Main Offi ce (RSHA) was obviously in effect 
not to announce the deaths of Jews, Poles, Rus sians, and 
other citizens of the Soviet  Union, as well as Sinti and Roma 
(Gypsies).

For the crimes committed in  Gross- Koschen, the camp 
leader (Lagerführer),  SS- Oberscharführer Alfred Engst, 
bears most of the responsibility; 20 SS guards and a number 
of Luftwaffe soldiers  were subordinate to him as the guard 
force. He also depended for the terrorization of the prisoners 
on camp elder (Lagerältester) Lothar Wagner and the Ka-
pos.13

In February 1945, the prisoners from  Gross- Koschen  were 
partially evacuated. On February 24, a fi rst group of 64 pris-
oners arrived in Buchenwald; on February 26, a transport of 
290 prisoners followed. Former prisoner Kühn reported on 
the fi nal dissolution of the camp: “At the end of March 1945, 
the rest of the prisoners (one hundred men), with the mem-
bers of the Luftwaffe and various items of equipment, drove 
to Pocking, near Passau. The camp leader, Engst, went with 
them. We stayed in Pocking until the end of April 1945 and 
 were then transferred to Dachau.”14

SOURCES The one secondary source that deals exclusively 
with  Gross- Koschen is Christine Winkler, Das Aussenlager 
 Gross- Koschen des Konzentrationslagers  Gross- Rosen (Gross-
 Koschen, n.d. [1984]). Additional information may be found 
in Alfred Konieczny, “Stan badań nad numeracja wieźniów w 
obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen,” Sśsn 36 (1979);  Karl-
 Heinz Gräfe and  Hans- Jürgen Töpfer, Ausgesondert und fast 
vergessen.  KZ- Aussenlager auf dem Territorium des heutigen 
Sachsen (Dresden, 1996); and K.- H. Teichmann, “Mahnmal 
für die Opfer des Konzentrationslagers  Gross- Rosen, Aus-
senlager Grosskoschen,” SHKS 1 (1983).

Primary source material on this camp may be found in 
AMGR.

Hans Brenner
trans. Geoffrey Megargee

NOTES
 1. AMGR, No. 3.15.1.1., Więźniówie obozu  Gross-

 Koschen według nièpiełnych danych archiwum srodowiska.
 2. Friedrich Kühn, letter to Felix Niesyto of January 31, 

1971, cited in Christine Winkler, Das Aussenlager  Gross-
 Koschen des Konzentrationslagers  Gross- Rosen (Gross- Koschen, 
n.d. [1984]), p. 7.

 3. Alfred Konieczny, “Stan badań nad numeracją więźniów 
w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen,” Sśsn 36 (1979): 185.

 4. Ibid., p. 187.
 5. Winkler, Aussenlager, p. 7.
 6. Mieczysław Mołdawa, Gross- Rosen obóz koncentracyjny 

na Śląsku (Warsaw, 1979), notebook 9, p. 2;  Karl- Heinz Gräfe 
and  Hans- Jürgen Töpfer, Ausgesondert und fast vergessen.  KZ-
 Aussenlager auf dem Territorium des heutigen Sachsen (Dresden, 
1996), p. 12.

 7. Cf. camp sketches by the former prisoners Kühn, Józef 
S. (number 86378), and Andrzej Sz. (number 59737), in Wink-
ler, Aussenlager, pp. 21, 23, 25.

 8. “Seerundschau,” Senftenberg 1985, report of the for-
mer state hunting master Putzke, Lautawerk.

 9. Roman Olszyna,  Gross- Rosen, cited in Winkler, Aus-
senlager, appendix 2.

 10. Winkler, Aussenlager, p. 10.
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 11. Ibid., p. 9; statements of the witnesses Jurk, Busch-
mann, and Hartmann.

 12. SÚA, KT/OVS K.24, Totenbuch des KZ  Gross- Rosen, 
1945/II, Nr. 92.

 13. Cf. Winkler, Aussenlager, p. 7.
 14. K.- H. Teichmann, “Mahnmal für die Opfer des 

Konzentrationslagers  Gross- Rosen, Aussenlager Gross-
koschen,” SHKS 1 (1983): 18.

GRULICH
In late September or in October 1944, a transport of prison-
ers from the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp was probably 
sent to the town of Grulich (Králiky), where a subcamp was 
formed. Most of the surviving accounts of prisoners who 
 were in that transport show that approximately 160 men  were 
transported to the subcamp at that time. But one account 
states that the transport included about 190 people. The lat-
ter number is supported by a document that  Gross- Rosen 
concentration camp Commander Hassebroek sent to Com-
mander H. Frank on November 18, 1944. By then, Grulich 
numbered 200 prisoners, with a planned population increase 
to 800, which never occurred, according to available infor-
mation.

The camp was located near the Fahrzeug u. Motorenwerke 
plant. It was composed of a living barrack (the prisoners  were 
put in one part of it; the staff occupied the other) and a “little 
barrack” that contained the infi rmary (Revier) and sanitary 
facilities.

SS- Untersturmführer Emanuel Langer was in charge of 
setting up the camp and initially served as the camp com-
mander. When he was recalled from the post to the main 
camp, he was replaced by  SS- Unterführer Heinrich Hett. 
The staff was composed of 5 noncommissioned offi cers and 
13 SS guards. The post of camp elder (Lagerältester) was held 
by Jerzy Zakrzewski, who, one witness testifi ed, “was charac-
terized by par tic u lar sadism.” “At every step, for any reason,” 
this witness stated, “[Zakrzewski] would abuse prisoners by 
beating them with a rubber strap or unending exercises. . . .  
He particularly hated Rus sian prisoners. He was a young man 
and spoke German.”1

The prisoners  were divided into two working groups. One 
group was sent to work in a factory that produced aircraft 
propellers. Kurt Hartman was the factory director. He was 
transferred to Litomierzyce in October 1944 and replaced by 
Karl Schuser, who had come from Berlin. The prisoners put 
to work there did such things as grinding propellers, which 
was a very arduous job due to the aluminum dust. Work was 
done in a  two- shift system of 12 hours each daily. Forced la-
borers  were also put to work at the factory. A German fore-
man supervised the prisoners’ work.

The other group of prisoners was assigned to do jobs as-
sociated with constructing the new camp, which was to be 
situated on a hill near the town. According to a former pris-
oner’s account, the camp was built on the site of an under-
ground factory. Construction started by fencing the site. 

The barracks  were assembled from prefabricated wooden 
components. A cinderblock and brick building was also 
erected. En glish prisoners delivered the building materials. 
Civilian Germans and SS men, who had “their Kapos for 
help,” oversaw the construction.2 The newly built camp was 
to be for prisoners who  were to be put to work when the fac-
tory was expanded. That plan never materialized; conse-
quently, some barracks  were demolished toward the end of 
the war.

Sometimes prisoners from the construction commando 
 were assigned to unload railroad cars after they fi nished work 
at the new camp site.

One prisoner, a Rus sian, had special talents. He made in-
teresting rings from metal. He did that after work, needing 
as much as a week to make one. He would sometimes get a 
pack of cigarettes or a piece of bread from a guard for his 
work.

The camp did not have its own kitchen. The kitchen was 
on the factory premises. The prisoners brought dinners 
and provisions from the kitchen. As explained in one 
 account:

Everyone volunteered to go there. . . .  For reasons 
of economy, the Germans cooked potatoes un-
peeled. . . .  At the mess hall, everyone had to peel 
their potatoes. Some guards allowed us to talk to the 
cleaning women at the civilian mess. We asked those 
women to always put those potato peels in piles at 
the edges of the tables, next to which we had our 
dinner pails. What a joy it was when we brought 
pocketfuls of them to the commando in our coats or 
shirts. . . .  There  were instances when there would 
be pieces of bread in those piles of potato peels, or 
even some  well- packaged cigarettes. And that was a 
time when the civilian population had ration cou-
pons for cigarettes. We asked the cleaning women 
to provide us with onions or onion peels, because 
the Rus sians also made cigarettes of onion peels. 
Later there  were more and more volunteers to bring 
dinners, as hunger and cold  were our worst ene-
mies. . . .  For supper we would mostly get one kilo-
gram [2.2 pounds] of bread for ten people. The bread 
would differ: squashed, dirty, crusty,  etc. The Rus-
sians made a primitive scale and the bread was di-
vided up down to the gram. The same applied to 
jam, cheese,  etc.3

The prisoners washed daily in the camp washroom with-
out soap or towels. Once a week they  were taken to the bath-
house in the factory buildings. At that time their underwear 
and clothing  were taken away for delousing. After work, the 
prisoners employed at the factory could wash in the bath-
house with the civilians, but only when the guards  were 
friendly toward them. On those occasions, civilian prisoners 
would give them pieces of bread and cigarettes. The prisoners 
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would carry these gifts into camp stealthily, to share them 
with their friends.

The infi rmary at Grulich was located in a small space set 
aside in the barrack. It had several beds. According to one 
witness: “Initially there  were no doctors and the barrack chief 
would dress wounds. After some time, a Rus sian doctor was 
brought in from  Gross- Rosen, but he was at camp a short 
time and was taken back there. Then a Polish doctor and a 
Yugo slavian (Croatian) dentist  were brought in, and they  were 
there until the end.”4 The dentist was prisoner Plese Dragutin 
(no. 29709). The few surviving reports of dental ser vices ren-
dered show that from January 20 to April 19, 1945, 736 pris-
oners  were examined, and 605 procedures  were performed, 
including 76 extractions.

The most frequent ailments in the camp  were phlegmon, 
diarrhea, scabies, and colds. Despite the harsh conditions, a 
high death rate was not reported. One prisoner, a Pole, died 
of emaciation, and his body was buried in the local ceme-
tery.

As at other camps, there  were escape attempts at Grulich. 
Due to the lack of rec ords, information about escapes is not 
available. One prisoner recalls how he and a friend planned to 
escape but disagreed as to the date. They talked about De-
cember during the cold and snowy winter, totally unfavorable 
for such an undertaking. As stated in his account:

[One day] on the way to work on the second  shift—
the sirens suddenly began to wail; it was an  air- raid 
alarm. We had kerosene lanterns with us when we 
went to work in the eve ning. The guards told us to 
put them out and run to the factory. When we  were 
already in the production hall, there was consterna-
tion among the guards as to what to do next? They 
told us to start working, everyone at his own work-
station. I looked around and saw that the milling 
machine that my friend worked at was unattended. 
They called off the  air- raid alarm, and  here there 
was one Pole missing. They got us together, counted 
and counted, but there was someone missing. Sud-
denly they made a  decision—lay all the prisoners 
down on the cement fl oor. . . .  The cold draft from 
the fl oor was indescribable. . . .  The guards kept 
counting and kicking us. . . .  Finally everyone went 
to their stations to work.5

During roll call two or three days after that event, the camp 
offi cials told the prisoners that the fugitive had been caught 
and hanged.

There are several accounts of prisoner escapes, but they 
sometimes differ. For example, one prisoner recalls an escape 
attempt by three Grulich prisoners who  were caught and 
hanged at the main camp. According to this account, three 
other prisoners  were sent to Grulich to replace them in early 
February 1945. One of them was Edmund Dziuk (no. 85806). 
Another prisoner remembers the attempted escape of two 
prisoners who  were also caught.

A witness describes an event that was supposedly the con-
sequence of helping to or ga nize the escape of several Rus sian 
prisoners: “I think it was in February 1945 on an ordinary 
working day at about 4:00 P.M. At that time I saw . . .  an  SS-
 man (always pale and reportedly ill with tuberculosis) shoot a 
Rus sian prisoner called Red Ivan. . . .  The prisoner was work-
ing on the construction of a barrack outside the camp . . .  and 
was pushing a wheel barrow, and the  SS- man was following 
right behind him and then shot straight at the prisoner, get-
ting him in the back. . . .  Supposedly they carted away the 
prisoner’s body to the  Gross- Rosen camp, as I don’t remem-
ber him being buried.”6

Besides the initial large transport, prisoners  were not 
brought to the camp in great numbers, but just a few at most. 
For example, one prisoner was sent to Grulich in December: 
Ignacy Woźniak (no. 88122).

In March or April 1945, the prisoners  were sent to the 
vicinity of Grulich to clear the railroad tracks, which had 
been blocked by a train blown up by Czech underground 
fi ghters.

The Grulich camp was evacuated between May 6 and 8, 
1945. A column of prisoners was formed at dawn. Some of 
them  were assigned to pull wagons loaded with food and the 
SS men’s things. Sick prisoners  were also loaded on wagons. 
Only a portion of the staff oversaw the column in the evacua-
tion march. They walked all day and spent the night in a barn. 
There they  were fed some cooked potatoes. The following 
morning, the prisoners discovered that all the SS men had 
fl ed. Some of the prisoners stayed at the nearby school, while 
the rest dispersed.

SOURCES Some information on the Grulich subcamp can be 
found in Dorota Sula’s study Filie KL  Gross- Rosen (wybór 
artykułów) (Wałbrzych, 2001). See also Katarzyna  Pawlak-
 Weiss, “Z

.
eńskie fi lie KL  Gross- Rosen połoz.one na terenie 

obecnych Czech w latach 1944–45” (Master’s thesis, Wrocław 
University, 2002).

Archival rec ords with information on the Grulich sub-
camp can be found at the AMGR.

Katarzyna  Pawlak- Weiss
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR, DP6500/4- b, Report of examination of witness 

Edward Krukowski at the Main Commission for the Investi-
gation of Nazi Crimes in Poland.

 2. AMGR, DP6500/4- c, Result of investigation on the 
Grulich camp conducted by the Czech o slo vak i an Govern-
ment Commission for the Prosecution of Nazi War Crimi-
nals, dated June 24, 1974.

 3. AMGR, DP5877, Zdzisław Kwapień, “Kolego gdzie 
z.yjesz—odezwij się,” pp. 14, 18.

 4. AMGR,  DP- A, Włodzimierz Świętkowski’s question-
naire.

 5. AMGR, DP5077, Zdzisław Kwapień, “Kolego gdzie 
z.yjesz—odezwij się,” pp. 12–13.

 6. AMGR, DP6500/4- b, Report of examination.
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GRÜNBERG I
During World War II, the output of the Deutsche Wollen-
waren Manufaktur AG of Grünberg (now Zielona Góra) was 
geared toward military needs. The plant produced material 
for uniforms, army coats, parachutes, and blankets. As early 
as May 1942, the management was engaged in preparing and 
updating its building at 33 Breslauer Strasse to meet the needs 
of a planned Organisation Schmelt camp for Jewish women. 
The plans called for the construction of brick buildings, a 
kitchen, laundry facilities, and offi ces. The initial transport 
of Jewish women was brought in from the environs of Kat-
towitz (Katowice) and Kraków in 1942; 200 women and ap-
proximately 100 men arrived at that time. On October 26, 
1942, Wollenwaren employed 1,410 Germans, 412 Jewish 
forced laborers, and 22 French prisoners of war (POWs). Sur-
viving Wollenwaren rec ords show that there  were 576 or 579 
forced laborers working there in the fi rst quarter of 1943; 
there was an increase in April, when 748 prisoners  were re-
corded. The new forced laborers came from such places as the 
closed camp at Neustadt. Former prisoners who have been 
interviewed provide a higher fi gure of 1,000 or even 2,000 
prisoners. What is characteristic of these recollections is that 
the number of German workers decreased as the number of 
female Jewish workers increased.

The Jewish women  were accommodated in the factory’s 
two main production halls. Each of the halls could hold 300 
to 500 women; they slept on wooden,  double- decker bunks. 
The camp was guarded, although the women had more free-
dom until 1944; the only thing they  were not allowed to do 
was leave the factory premises. They walked to work escorted 
by guards and later by female SS guards (Aufseherinnen). 
They worked in various departments as needed. The food 
was wretched, a starvation diet. The women  were emaciated. 
Beating and persecution by the staff  were a daily occurrence. 
The women  were deprived of meals for even the slightest of-
fenses, long roll calls  were held, and their heads  were shaved. 
Failing machines  were a problem for the women, as they 
 were accused of sabotage. They worked 12 hours, with a 
break for lunch. The conditions at camp  were unsanitary. 
Dirt, lice, and bedbugs  were widespread. There was no medi-
cal care.

A shortage of female guards was a problem during  Gross-
 Rosen’s operation to take over the Organisation Schmelt 
forced labor camps. The management of Wollenwaren nego-
tiated with the local employment agency, and 48 women  were 
sent to Ravensbrück for training in May 1944. The guard 
candidates  were selected from among the German women 
employed at the factory. Their health was checked. People 
with a strong mental disposition and no criminal record  were 
chosen. The course lasted two weeks, although one of these 
Grünberg overseers claimed she was in such a training pro-
gram for three months. When the women returned from 
training, Grünberg was turned over to the SS. This was most 
probably on June 10, 1944. (One of these overseers relates that 
it was in early July 1944.)

One of the prisoners, Anna Charzykow, testifi es that on 
the day the camp was taken over, all the women had to pass 
totally naked before each SS man in the general hall, while 
the SS men made notes. All the new Aufseherinnen  were 
present the day the SS took the camp over and started their 
jobs that day. They  were dressed in army uniforms. Once 
they  were recorded by the SS men, the prisoners received 
numbers that they had to hang on their necks. Anna Jon held 
the position of Lagerführerin (camp leader). The staff men-
tioned by former prisoners included Anna Viebig, Waltrand 
Schirmre, Hildegard Kuehn, Helga Siebert, and Anna Hem-
pel. The exact size of the staff and the prisoner population 
when the camp was taken over by the SS is unknown. Accord-
ing to Alfred Konieczny, there  were 999 women in the camp, 
who  were assigned numbers 46902 through 47900.

Conditions worsened. Although offi cially approved by the 
 Gross- Rosen provisions department, the food was almost a 
starvation diet. Everyone thought food was being stolen by 
the guards (superintendents) and cooks. Jewish prisoners  were 
not allowed to receive packages, and there was also a ban is-
sued on giving the inmates extra food. For even the slightest 
transgressions, they  were punished by beating and deprived 
of meals, and responsibility was collective.

A selection was conducted every three months at the camp, 
and sick women  were taken away, probably to Auschwitz. 
There was no signifi cant medical care, although a Czech mid-
wife treated the sick.

On January 28, 1945, a transport of Jewish women arrived 
at camp from the nearby Schlesiersee I and II camps. The 
camp was evacuated the next day. Opinions differ as to the 
transport’s size: they range from 1,300 to 2,500. The inmates 
 were divided into two groups. The fi rst group went west to-
ward Berlin. The women covered a distance of up to 40 kilo-
meters (almost 25 miles) a day. They slept in barns. One 
prisoner managed to escape from the transport. She laid down 
under a car parked on the road; when the transport passed, 
she fl ed into the forest, where she hid for two weeks until the 
Soviet forces arrived. Another prisoner escaped near Guben, 
where the column had stopped for two days. It was then di-
rected toward Juteborg. The prisoners spent part of the trip 
packed in freight cars. In late February 1945, they reached the 
 Bergen- Belsen concentration camp. They died from starva-
tion and emaciation over the subsequent weeks. Only a few 
survived.

The other group of women was sent toward Christianstadt. 
The column was under the command of Karl Herman Jeschke 
(he was Lagerführer at the Schlesiersee camp), Kraus, and 
Graetz. They traveled over  snow- covered back roads. The 
prisoners  were poorly clothed and undernourished; they spent 
the nights in sheds and roadside  houses, dying in masses. At 
Bautzen, there was a mass execution of 70 women for the al-
leged theft of bread. In early March 1945, near Ölsnitz, 179 
prisoners unable to march  were loaded onto railroad cars. 
They reached the Zwodau camp on March 6, 1945; 19 women 
died en route, and more died at the camp. Part of the trans-
port reached the Flossenbürg concentration camp subcamp 
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Helmbrechts at the same time. Jeschke turned the prisoners 
over to the camp command. Locked in unfi nished barracks, 
without medical care, and miserably nourished, masses of 
them became sick. They  were not even assigned to any work. 
They lived under these conditions for six weeks. The camp 
authorities decided to continue the evacuation because the 
U.S. Army was approaching. On April 13, an evacuation col-
umn of 581 women set out toward Zwodau, where it was 
joined by another group of prisoners. In all, the transport that 
set out from Zwodau numbered 700 prisoners. They reached 
Wallern (Volary) on May 4, 1945. Approximately 300 women 
remained. They  were locked in a shed. The local people  were 
forbidden to help them at all. Some of the women  were unable 
to march by this point, so the SS men demanded that the 
mayor provide carts. The women  were loaded onto them and 
taken to Prachatitz (Prachatice). The rest had to fi nish the 
trip on foot. The march took place under the fi re of an air-
plane. The stronger women managed to fl ee; in retaliation, 17 
women  were taken from a cart, dragged into the woods, and 
shot there. The remaining women  were locked in a shed, and 
the staff fl ed. The local people brought them food and took 
the prisoners to the hospital, where 114 died. They  were bur-
ied in the local cemetery. Only a few women from  Gross-
 Rosen survived this horrifi c death march.

After the war, the Zielona Góra District Commission for 
the Investigation of Nazi Crimes held investigations into the 
crimes committed against Jewish women at the Grünberg la-
bor camp, but they  were discontinued because there  were no 
supporting materials to establish the personal data of the SS 
men. An investigation was also conducted by the Czechoslo-
vak War Crimes Agency in the matter of the extermination of 
female Polish, Czech, and Hungarian prisoners of the Jewish 
faith.

SOURCES Published sources on this camp include Dorota 
Sula, Filie KL  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych, 2001); and B. Robin-
son, “Zbrodnie popełnione w obozach ‘Organizacji Schmelt’ 
w świetle wspomnień więźniarek,” in Wykorzystanie niewolni-
czej pracy więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę, ed. Hans 
Brenner (Wałbrzych: Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1999). Docu-
ments include rec ords from interviews of witnesses from in-
vestigations conducted by the OKBZHW, a branch of the 
GKBZHwP, and documents from investigations conducted 
by the Czechoslovak Administration for the prosecution of 
military crimes in the case of the extermination of Jewish 
Polish, Czech, and Hungarian female inmates of the Ausch-
witz concentration camp and the  Gross- Rosen Grünberg 
subcamp. These documents are located in the AMGR and 
come from the GKBZHwP.

Leokadia Lewandowska
trans. Gerard Majka

GRÜNBERG II
According to the sparse information available,  Gross- Rosen’s 
Grünberg II subcamp was formed in the city of Grünberg 
(Zielona Góra) in October 1944. The fi rst group of prisoners 

 were Hungarian Jews sent from Auschwitz, who  were given 
the numbers 73751 through 73800. Another transport of 
Hungarian Jews arrived in subsequent days; they  were given 
the numbers 76001 through 76130. That confi rms that 180 
prisoners  were interned there. They probably worked in the 
same plant as the women incarcerated at Grünberg I: Deutsche 
Wollenwaren Manufaktur AG.

The fact that the death sentence was carried out on two 
prisoners is confi rmed; they had attempted to escape on Oc-
tober 27, 1944. They  were Sandor Blau, number 76008, and 
Sandor Grünfeld, number 76045. There is no information on 
the camp’s staff or evacuation.

SOURCES A document from the GKBZHwP confi rming the 
deaths of two inmates at Grünberg II served as confi rmation 
of the existence of this subcamp. See also Alfred Konieczny, 
“Egzekucje w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen,” SFiZH 
4 (1979).

Leokadia Lewandowska
trans. Gerard Majka

GUBEN
The Guben subcamp was established in the summer of 1944 
in the Prus sian province of Brandenburg. That part of the 
camp that  housed the women prisoners was on the eastern 
bank of the Neisse River, in the  present- day Polish town of 
Gubin. The women worked on the western side of the Neisse 
in the German town of Guben.

Alfred Konieczny states that at the end of July 1944 a trans-
port of around 600 Hungarian Jews arrived in Guben from 
Auschwitz. The women bore prisoner numbers from 10631 to 
11280. This date is earlier than the date that the International 
Tracing Ser vice (ITS) gives for the fi rst mention of the 
camp—August–September 1944. A second transport followed 
in September 1944 of about 350 women (prisoner numbers 
57581 to 58200).1 According to Andreas Peter, transports ar-
rived on August 21 and 29, 1944, and in November 1944.

Based on interviews with survivors of the camp, Peter pos-
tulated that there  were at least 350 prisoners in the camp, but 
more likely the number was between 900 and 1,000. As in 
other  Gross- Rosen subcamps, the female inmates  were mostly 
Jewish women from Poland and Hungary. Many  were related. 
A good number  were under 20 years of age. After selections in 
Auschwitz or  Krakou- Plaszow, they  were sent to Guben. 
 Others  were sent directly from Hungary to the camp.

The women worked for the Lorenz Radio Company, a 
 well- regarded fi rm in the electronics industry. During the 
war, it manufactured electronic equipment for aircraft includ-
ing radios. Until 1943, it was based in  Berlin- Tempelhof and 
was relocated to Guben in that year. The new factory was lo-
cated in Ufer Strasse, in what was the  Berlin- Guben Hat Fac-
tory. That building had been “aryanized” in 1938. The 
prisoners  were accommodated in a camp that had an electri-
fi ed fence. The camp was on a sports fi eld in a forest, close to 
a Soviet  prisoner- of- war (POW) camp.
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The women interviewed by Peter made widely different 
statements on the living conditions in the subcamp. Some 
prisoners, such as Frieda Kahn and Anna Pollak, refer to long 
hours of work, lack of food and clothing, frequent beatings, 
and serious illnesses as typical for the camp; others such as 
Rachel Kramer and Bracha Goreen state that the conditions 
in the camp  were much better than in Auschwitz. According 
to them, there  were no deaths, the work was light, the food 
was satisfactory, and the treatment by the guards and foreman 
was decent and friendly. The civilian workers in the factory, 
they claim, treated the Jewish women as human beings, often 
spoke with them, and provided gestures of support. The fe-
male Jewish camp doctor, Esther Fox, confi rms this: “In this 
place all the girls . . .   were going daily to a factory, came after 
a long march back in the eve ning, tired, exhausted, hungry, 
cold. But there was not much physical abuse, but nevertheless 
all  were emaciated. I tried to do my best.”2

The last mention of the camp is for February 1945. It is 
likely that the women  were then evacuated with the inmates 
of the Grünberg camp via Pinnow and Jamlitz in death 
marches to  Bergen- Belsen.

SOURCES Information on this camp can be found in the follow-
ing published sources: ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem 
Reichsführer- SS (1933–1945) (Arolsen, 1979), 1:133; “Verzeichnis 
der Konzentrationslager und ihrer Aussenkommandos gemäss § 
42 Abs. 2 BEG,” BGBl. (1977), Teil 1, p. 1808. The most detailed 
work, containing written statements from seven former female 
camp inmates, is Andreas Peter, “Ein Versuch über das ‘un-
bekannte Lager’ Guben. Einleitung mit Literaturübersicht,” in 
Die Ausnutzung der Zwangsarbeit der Häftlinge des KL  Gross- Rosen 
durch das Dritte Reich, ed. Alfred Konieczny (Wałbrzych: 
Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 2004), pp. 90–106. Aleksandra Kobie-
lec’s “Die jüdischen Häftlinge im KL  Gross- Rosen und in 
seinen Nebenlagern,” in Die Völker Europas im KL  Gross- Rosen, 
ed. Alfred Konieczny (Wałbrzych: Staatliches Museum  Gross-
 Rosen, 1995), pp. 31–36, also provides details on the subcamp. 
Alfred Konieczny, Frauen im Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen in 
den Jahren 1944–1945 (Wałbrzych: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross-
 Rosen, 1994), pp. 39–40, refers to the camp, as do Dietrich Eich-
holtz, “Rüstungswirtschaft und Arbeiterleben am Vorabend der 
Katastrophe 1943/44,” in Verfolgung—Alltag—Widerstand. 
Brandenburg in der  NS- Zeit, ed. Alfred Konieczny (Berlin: Volk 
und Welt, 1993), pp. 63–112; Gudrun Schwarz, Die nationalsozi-
alistischen Lager (Frankfurt am Main:  Fischer- Taschenbuch-
 Verlag, 1996); and Czesław Pilichowski, ed., Obozy hitlerowskie na 
ziemiach polskich 1939–1945. Informator encyklopedyczny (Warsaw: 
Państwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1979), p. 429.

In addition, documents on the  Gross- Rosen subcamps are 
located in various archives. The USHMMA holds the witness 
statements by Esther Fox (Acc.1995.A.532) and Katarina 
Bloch Feuer (Napló közel 50 év utan) and an  oral- history in-
terview with Alice Lok Cahana (RG- 50.030*0051). The YVA 
also holds reports by survivors on the subcamp in Collection 
03/4337, Tape No. 033 C/730 (Shoshana Stark) and No. 
015/2397 (Frieda Kahan); 03/6864, Tape No. V-D 80 (Rachel 
Kramer) and No. 015/2373 (Record of interview with the 
Jankovits sisters). “Tränen der Menschlichkeit. Ergreifende 

Zeilen einer jüdischen Frau an die Bewohner von Guben,” 
LR- GR, October 28, 1994, also contains a survivor’s report.

Evelyn Zegenhagen
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

NOTES
1. GKBZHwP, Collection District Department Kraków, 

Folder 119, cited in Alfred Konieczny, Frauen im Konzentra-
tionslager  Gross- Rosen in den Jahren 1944–1945 (Wałbrzych: 
Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1994), pp. 39–40. See also 
Ryszard Olszyna, “Juden- Häftlinge in  Gross- Rosen und 
seinen Nebenlager,” F-S 51 (1977).

2. USHMMA, Acc.1995.A.532, Esther Fox, A memoir re-
lating to the experiences in the Łódź ghetto, Auschwitz, 
Guben, and  Bergen- Belsen.

HALBAU
The Halbau subcamp came into being on or about July 15, 
1944, at a site where Soviet prisoners of war (POWs) had 
 previously been held. The prisoners  were Poles (75 percent), 
Rus sians (about 20 percent), Czechs, Italians, Greeks, Yugo-
slavians, Dutch, and Germans. The camp contained 1,050 
prisoners. Prisoners qualifi ed as mechanics and metalworkers 
 were sent primarily to Halbau, although initially several 
dozen prisoners  were put to work expanding the camp. Pris-
oners  were mainly assigned to work at the Winkler factory 
manufacturing military aircraft propellers, where they 
worked in two 12- hour shifts, with a  half- hour break for 
lunch, which they ate on the plant premises. German foremen 
assigned and supervised the work.

The factory was located about three kilometers (1.9 miles) 
from the camp. Making the trip was an extra effort for the 
prisoners, especially during bad weather and in the winter. 
One prisoner recalls: “We had wooden clogs on our bare feet. 
The snow stuck to the clogs, and the Germans prodded and 
beat us so we’d go faster. So we’d take off the clogs and walk 
barefoot to keep up in the march. Our legs  were swollen, fes-
tering and frostbitten.”1

After the major work enlarging the camp was completed, 
some of the prisoners  were used to form a construction com-
mando, which did building and repair work on factory prem-
ises. The woodworkers’ commando of about 20 to 30 prisoners 
at a private fi rm in the town of Halbau (now Iłowa) had the 
easiest work, relatively speaking. The prisoners made win-
dows for the barracks. SS men oversaw the group.

A separate electricians’ commando with 15 prisoners was 
also set up. Factory employees often used to bring their bro-
ken radios to the commando. The prisoners had contact with 
the world, thanks to these repairs.

SS- Hauptscharführer Mathias Hesshaus was camp com-
mander. Stanisław Kaczysko was the camp elder (Lageräl-
tester); convicted of common crimes, he wound up at 
Sachsenchausen concentration camp in June 1940, then was 
transferred to  Gross- Rosen. For the slightest offenses, Ka-
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czysko would beat prisoners with a huge ladle called “Joseph” 
and force them to do long, exhausting exercises. He also sexu-
ally abused young prisoners. In one of his depositions, he said: 
“I admit that I beat prisoners in my capacity as quarters, bar-
racks and camp elder. Some prisoners died because of the 
blows I infl icted upon them. On the other hand I myself was 
beaten even when I was camp elder and I often had to beat 
others to maintain order. Sometimes the SS ordered me to do 
so, and sometimes I would do it on my own. . . .  The reason 
why I beat people was my cowardice and fear of my own 
death.”2

For good work per for mance, prisoners  were allotted bo-
nuses in the form of vouchers, which they could use to buy 
something in the camp canteen. But what it came down to in 
practice was trading the vouchers for herring or snails in vin-
egar, and that only on Sundays. Prisoners  were also punished 
for slight offenses by taking the vouchers away.

One prisoner recalls a rather extraordinary event, namely, 
a protest of prisoners against the starvation rations. In reply 
to an appeal to step up per for mance, one witness claimed, a 
group of prisoners “went to the camp commander and de-
clared: ‘that they  wouldn’t work with such food.’ Although 
astonished, the commander promised to attend to the mat-
ter. . . .  From then on the portions of bread  were increased to 
a double piece of  bread—150 grams [5.3 ounces], and the soup 
was improved by adding groats, beans and vegetables. No one 
was called to account for the attempt at revolt.”3

A camp infi rmary at Halbau operated throughout the 
camp’s existence: 414 “patients,” but only 331 prisoners,  were 
treated at the hospital from July 19, 1944, to February 11, 
1945. That was because some wound up in the hospital more 
than once; 64 prisoners died in that period. The greatest 
number of deaths  were in August (14), which was during the 
camp’s initial stage of operation and thus was a time of adapt-
ing to new, extreme conditions for many, and perhaps for the 
majority, of the prisoners. The same number of deaths (14) 
was recorded in January 1945, which is understandable, con-
sidering the weather conditions and associated illnesses and 
complications. The most frequent diseases the prisoners came 
down with  were diarrhea, fl u, pneumonia, and general ema-
ciation of the body.

There  were escape attempts, most of which ended tragi-
cally. In one case, for example, a Rus sian prisoner, Makary 
Cartakow, was brought to the assembly ground, and an SS 
man ran him through with a bayonet with the prisoners watch-
ing. He died in the camp hospital on November 6, 1944.

In their recollections, prisoners speak of sabotage on more 
than one occasion. Some of them portray the sabotage as an 
or ga nized attempt at re sis tance, while others admit that the 
camp staff or workplace foremen treated any accidental break-
down of anything as sabotage. That was the case when a pris-
oner slipped and damaged a propeller when he fell; as 
punishment, he was sent to a penal commando. A  two- week 
“stay” in a penal commando was also the punishment for poor 
work per for mance.

In October 1944, the camp command ordered that a choir 
be formed. Listening to the songs was a soothing experience 
for prisoners. A soccer team, another idea for occupying the 
prisoners’ “free time,” was ordered put together. It was headed 
by a prisoner named Korycki. However, no matches  were 
played.

The Christmas holidays  were an especially diffi cult time 
for prisoners, and they  were peculiar at Halbau. Although 
there was a tree, Lagerältester Kaczysko dressed up as the 
Grim Reaper and walked around the tree with a scythe.

The camp was evacuated the eve ning of February 12, 
1945. Sick and injured prisoners remained in the camp hos-
pital, while the rest marched off. Several German “police-
men” also stayed in camp. Even before the column left 
camp, it was joined by a group of 40 to 50 Jews from  Gross-
 Rosen’s Bunzlau subcamp, who  were brought in by an SS 
offi cer. The prisoners  were harnessed to carts with steel 
rope. The commander traveled in one of the carts, which 
looked like a Gypsy shed, with his wife and belongings. For 
the starving and weak prisoners, such a march was beyond 
their strength. The fi rst prisoner died on February 13. The 
commander allocated a cart for exhausted prisoners. When-
ever the cart was so full that exhausted prisoners could not 
all fi t in, it was stopped and the prisoners  were murdered 
with a shot to the back of the head, most frequently in the 
woods. Approximately 20 such executions  were conducted. 
As many as 300 prisoners may have died during the march, 
which took about two weeks. On March 1, the prisoners 
 were loaded into freight cars at Wurzen and traveled on for 
6 to 10 days. The prisoners  were not given food or drink 
during that time, so there  were more deaths. The prisoners 
 were fi nally admitted to  Bergen- Belsen on or about March 
10. According to a prisoner, 408 prisoners survived, includ-
ing 28 seriously ill ones.

After the war, only Stanisław Kaczysko was tried and sen-
tenced to death by decree of Łódź District Court on August 
30, 1947.

SOURCES The most recent research on selected  Gross- Rosen 
subsidiaries, and the basis of this entry, is Dorota Sula’s study 
Filie KL  Gross- Rosen (wybór artykułów) (Wałbrzych, 2001). The 
Halbau subcamp is discussed on pp. 14–41. Additional 
 information can be found in Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy 
podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 
1987); and Jan Sipowicz, “Filia obozu koncentracyjnego 
 Gross- Rosen w Iłowie w powiecie z.agańskim,” SFiZH 1 
(1974).

Archival materials  housed at the AMGR include numerous 
surveys, orders of camp authorities, reports of witness inter-
views conducted by the GOKBZHwP (the originals are cur-
rently in the archives of the IPN), and former prisoner 
surveys, accounts, and recollections. The “Zeszyty z sapi-
skami ewidencyjnymi chorych więźniów z rewiru szpitalnego 
Halbau,” kept by Doctor Jan Z

.
aczek (AMGR, 108/7/MF), are 

a valuable source.
Dorota Sula

trans. Gerard Majka
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NOTES
 1. AMGR, 90/DP, Report of examination of witness 

Władysław Harasimowicz at the Okręgowa Komisja Badania 
Zbrodni Hitlerowskich w Koszalinie.

 2. AMGR, 82/DP, Extracts from the rec ords of the 
criminal case against Stanisław Kaczysko, Sąd Okęgowy w 
Łodzi.

 3. AMGR, 5915/DP, Report of examination of witness 
Zygmunt Kwiatkowski at the Okręgowa Komisja Badania 
Zbrodni Hitlerowskich w Poznaniu, p. 110.

HALBSTADT
As a result of heavy bombing attacks on Hamburg, the fi rm 
Deutsche Messapparate GmbH (Messap) transferred part of 
its  time- fuse manufacturing out of its factory in  Hamburg-
 Langenhorn, where prisoners from Neuengamme had been 
put to work since 1942, to Halbstadt (Meziměsí). There the 
fi rm erected a camp for female prisoners in the sprawling 
factory grounds of the Weberei und Spinnerei (Weaving 
and Spinning Mill) Knopf. On October 27, 1944, a trans-
port from Auschwitz  II- Birkenau brought 550 women and 
girls to Halbstadt.1 Since they  were forming a subcamp of 
 Gross- Rosen, when they  were registered with that main 
camp, they received the entry numbers 66501 through 
67050.2

In order to increase the number of camp  prisoner- laborers, 
further transports  were brought to Halbstadt, through which 
the camp’s strength grew to between 1,500 and 2,000 female 
prisoners.3

On February 8, 1945, still another group of 49 women 
came to Halbstadt from the  Gross- Rosen subcamp of  Ober-
 Altstadt.

A large part of the female prisoners in Halbstadt  were 
Polish Jews from the Łódź ghetto; others came from 
Ozorków and  were probably also brought to Halbstadt via 
the Łódź ghetto and Auschwitz.4 Many siblings remained 
together on the transports to Halbstadt; this had a positive 
effect on their will to survive. So, for example, one fi nds rec-
ords of the sisters or relatives Bela, Bronia, Cesia, and Rosa 
W. from Ozorków, and Mania, Minia, and Sala L. from 
Brzezina.5

One group of the female prisoners was put to work pro-
ducing clock pieces for time fuses, in the newly transferred 
Messap factory; another group went to work in the Knopf 
fi rm’s textile factory; and a third group was employed in gas 
mask production for the fi rm Schroll Söhne. The fi rm 
Deutsche Telephonwerke und Kabelindustrie AG (DE- TE-
 WE) Berlin, a subsidiary of the Siemens corporation, also 
probably employed these female prisoners.

Messap was a joint venture of the clock manufacturer 
Junghans, based in Schramberg in the Black Forest, with the 
production enterprise of the Army High Command (OKH) 
Verwertungsgesellschaft für Montanindustrie GmbH (Min-
ing Industry Repro cessing Company), which already pos-
sessed  years- long experience in fuse production on which to 

build. Messap used that experience to establish a system of 
norms and controls in the employment of the camp prisoners. 
Each prisoner had to complete the assembly of 120 clock-
works for time fuses per day. The assembly was or ga nized 
into several steps, for each of which a group of prisoners was 
employed. After each step, a prisoner, acting as an inspector, 
checked the workpiece. At the end, a civilian worker made a 
fi nal check. The continual strain on the eyes involved in as-
sembling the smallest pieces led in part to  long- term damage 
to the prisoners’ eyesight.

The woman who led the camp,  SS- Oberaufseherin Lonny 
Winzer,6 under whom  were assigned fi rst 23 and later 28 fe-
male SS overseers, had no male guard force for the Halbstadt 
camp, because the camp for the female prisoners lay within 
the  fenced- off factory grounds, which  were watched over by 
civilian factory guards. The prisoners  were accompanied by 
the SS overseers on their way from the living quarters to their 
workstations. They remained always within the  fenced- off 
factory grounds.

It became apparent during the time of their incarceration 
that some of the women in Halbstadt  were pregnant. Accord-
ing to statements from other prisoners, those women  were 
taken away from Halbstadt to an unknown location.7 The 
 SS- Oberaufseherin used several prisoners as functionaries, who 
 were responsible to her in the maintenance of a strict camp 
routine. At their head was the camp elder (Lagerältester), 
Schmidt. Prisoner doctors and medics  were also allocated to 
the transport of the prisoners. In this connection, Rachel A. 
also acted as a dental technician in Halbstadt.8

In the death register for the Halbstadt parish, four women 
who perished in the camp are entered: the fi rst died on 
 November 3, 1944, and the last on April 20, 1945.

The women and girls incarcerated in Halbstadt  were not 
evacuated; they  were freed by Soviet troops advancing 
through the area on May 9, 1945.9

SOURCES There is no secondary work that examines Halb-
stadt exclusively, but the camp does appear in several broader 
works, including Hermann Kaienburg, “Vernichtung durch 
Arbeit” Der Fall Neuengamme (Bonn: J.H.W. Dietz Nachf., 
1991); Alfred Konieczny, Frauen im Konzentrationslager  Gross-
 Rosen in den Jahren 1944– 1945 (Wałbrzych: Państwowe 
Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1994); and Miroslav Kryl and Lud-
mila Chladková, Pobocky koncentracního tábora  Gross- Rosen ve 
lnárskych závodech Trutnovska za nacistické okupace (Trutnov, 
1981).

Primary sources are available in AMGR,  AG- T, and other 
repositories as noted in the citations.

Hans Brenner
trans. Geoffrey Megargee

NOTES
 1. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer-

 SS (1933–1945) (Arolsen, 1979) 134.
 2. OKBZNwK, Folder 119, cited in Alfred Konieczny, 

Frauen im Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen in den Jahren 1944–
1945 (Wałbrzych, 1994), p. 40.
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 3. OKBZHW, p. 193, cited in Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy 
podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 
1987), p. 41.

 4. AMGR, DP Nr. 6086, pp. 1–25, Wykaz dotychczasowej 
ponownej rejestracji, Frydlant, November 23, 1945.

 5. Ibid.
 6.  AG- T, A 2463- 2, Monatsbericht des Lagers Halbstadt 

an den Leiter der Zahnstationen im Konzentrationslager 
 Gross- Rosen, March 24, 1945.

 7.  BA- L, IV 405  AR- Z 11/62, Bd. 3, p. 494.
 8.  AG- T, A 2463- 2.
 9. YV, statements by freed prisoners in their witness inter-

views (Bela, Cesia, Bronia, and Rosa W); see also ITS, 12 W.

HARTMANNSDORF
A  Gross- Rosen subcamp was established in Hartmannsdorf 
(later Miłoszów) in April 1944. It was a subcamp for male 
prisoners. The prisoners who arrived in the initial transport 
worked on the construction of camp buildings. The camp was 
situated in the town near the Hartmann textile factory.

It is diffi cult to determine how many transports  were sent 
to Hartmannsdorf labor camp and how large they  were. It is 
known that only individual prisoners  were moved from the 
subcamp. There  were approximately 1,000 prisoners at the 
camp. They  were primarily Poles, nationals of the USSR, and 
Czechs, as well as (in lesser number) Germans, French, Ital-
ians, and Dutch. There was also a group of teenage prisoners 
who  were no more than 17 years old when they  were incarcer-
ated at the camp. The prisoners lived in barracks; there  were 
mattresses stuffed with straw on the bunks. There was one 
blanket for 2 prisoners. They had a change of underclothes 
every two weeks. There was a bath house operating on the 
subcamp premises, in which 20 prisoners could bathe at one 
time. It was cold and very crowded in the barracks. A hospital 
(or infi rmary, Revier) was set up in one of the barracks. It held 
an average of approximately 80 people. The prisoners often 
had to wait a very long time to be admitted to the hospital. A 
doctor prisoner provided medical care. He had only the sim-
plest tools at his disposal: a few thermometers, scalpels, and 
syringes. For dressing material he had paper ban dages and 
dressings and a small amount of disinfectants. The death rate 
at the camp was high. The prisoners most frequently became 
ill with pneumonia, kidney infl ammations, phlegmon, and 
general body exhaustion. The bodies of dead prisoners  were 
carted away to the  Gross- Rosen main camp.

SS- Unterscharführer Alfred Juchelek was the subcamp’s 
commander. The staff was composed of 20 SS men and a few 
dozen soldiers. The staff’s quarters  were on the camp premises.

One of the prisoner’s workplaces was the Hartmann tex-
tile factory building where the  Walter- Werke weapons fac-
tory was set up. The weaving machines  were removed from a 
part of the space and  were replaced by lathes, milling ma-
chines, and other equipment. They  were put into ser vice and 
started producing aircraft parts. The prisoners also worked in 
the factory drafting bureau, where they copied engineering 

drawings. The work lasted 12 hours per shift, and German 
foremen issued the orders and supervised the work.

Prisoners also worked in the other part of the textile fac-
tory, the weaving mill. There they made fabric for the army as 
well as handkerchiefs.

A group of Hartmannsdorf prisoners was put to work in 
the nearby town of Marklissa (now Leśna), at a weapons fac-
tory, where they made V-1 and V-2 engines.

Some of the hardest work was in what was called the Stol-
lenkommando, drilling tunnels in a mountainside near 
Marklissa. When work was complete, the local weapons fac-
tory was supposed to be moved there.

There  were escape attempts made by prisoners incarcer-
ated at Hartmannsdorf. One occurred on May 19, 1944 (pris-
oner Grigori Mischin), and another was on June 1 (prisoner 
Józef Malik). Both  were unsuccessful. The prisoners  were 
caught, but what happened to them afterward is unknown. 
Subsequent attempts also ended in the fugitives being caught, 
followed by torture, being sent to a penal company, or a death 
sentence at camp.

The most famous escape attempt from Hartmannsdorf 
 occurred on August 25, 1944. Eight prisoners  were involved in 
it. Their escape route was a tunnel they had made especially 
for the purpose, leading from a barrack near the fence. But 
the escapees  were apprehended and sent to a penal company 
at the main camp.

The only prisoner who managed to escape from the sub-
camp was Zygmunt Czechowski. He escaped by the roof dur-
ing the night shift at the factory. During his trek, the fugitive 
was aided by Polish forced laborers he encountered along 
the way.

The Christmas holidays  were an important time in the 
prisoners’ lives. The camp offi cials gave permission for a 
Christmas tree to be in every barrack; prisoners could sing 
carols in their native languages. They also received an extra 
portion of food for the holidays.

Evacuation was ordered on February 15 or 16, 1945. The 
prisoners  were ordered to form marching columns. Only 
the sick at the camp hospital stayed behind under the care 
of the doctor prisoner. They  were overseen by SS men living 
in the village. The patients had quite a bit of freedom. The 
stronger ones  were in charge of feeding the rest of the prison-
ers, and the food improved slightly when the meat of  horses 
that had died near the camp was cooked. Despite the im-
proved living conditions, nine prisoners died and  were buried 
on camp premises. On March 19, 1945, all the surviving pri-
soners  were transported to the Zittau labor camp, where they 
 were liberated on May 8, 1945.

The prisoners who left the camp had to pull carts loaded 
with food and the belongings of the staff’s family members, 
who  were also being evacuated. Many prisoners  were shot 
along the way, as they no longer had the strength to go on, 
and their bodies  were pushed into roadside ditches. The food 
during evacuation was a starvation diet; one loaf of bread for 
12 people. Sometimes soup was cooked for them during 
stops.
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After seven or eight days of trekking, the evacuation col-
umns reached the Zittau subcamp.  Here the tradesmen pris-
oners (such as metalworkers)  were separated and sent to the 
Reichenau labor camp. Prisoners who  were no longer able to 
travel stayed at Zittau. The rest set out again. When they 
reached Weimar, they  were loaded onto coal cars and taken to 
the Buchenwald concentration camp. A total of 399 Hart-
mannsdorf prisoners  were recorded in that camp’s rec ords on 
March 12, 1945.

SOURCES Information on this subcamp can be found in 
 Dorota Sula, “AL Hartmannsdorf,” in KL Files from  Gross-
 Rosen: Selected Articles, ed. Dorota Sula (Wałbrzych: Muzeum 
 Gross- Rosen, 2002); and in Aneta Małek, Praca w systemie KL 
 Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych: Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 2003).

Additionally, the AMGR holds questionnaires and ac-
counts of former prisoners of this camp.

Aneta Mal/ek
trans. Gerard Majka

HIRSCHBERG (ARBEITSKOMMANDO)
Arbeitskommando (Labor Commando) Hirschberg, its offi -
cial name, was a subcamp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp.

The camp operated in the town of Hirschberg (present- day 
Jelenia Góra). It was located approximately 300 to 500 meters 
(984 to 1,640 feet) from the Zellwolle factory, near the Jewish 
labor camp, but there was no opportunity for communication 
between the prisoners incarcerated in these two camps. The 
camp may have come into being between April 18 and May 6, 
1943. At that time the fi rst and probably the last prisoner trans-
port arrived. It held approximately 100 to 110 Polish men, 
mostly recruited from a large transport of 1,000 prisoners from 
the Auschwitz concentration camp that had arrived at  Gross-
 Rosen on March 13, 1943. The group included prisoners marked 
with the following  Gross- Rosen concentration camp numbers: 
6617, 8386, 8402, 8453, 8464, 8467, 8494, 8495, 8562, 8575, 
8576, 8627, 8764, 8773, 8789, 8796, 8797, 8799, 8849, 8891, 
8905, 8915, 8916, 8964, and probably numbers 8624 and 8971.

Initially, the number of prisoners did not fl uctuate much. 
We know of individual instances of prisoners being moved to 
other external  Gross- Rosen commandos (such as Treskau). 
Not until the autumn of 1943 was an appreciable group of 
unidentifi ed prisoners taken away to the main camp.

No instances of suicide, death from natural causes, or 
murder  were recorded throughout the commando’s opera-
tion. There  were also no epidemics.

SS men comprised the commando staff. The data on camp 
offi cials is fragmentary. Lagerführer Alfred Juchelek or 
Juchelk is mentioned as one of them, although no information 
about his administration of the camp is available.

Civilian plant employees  were put in charge of supervising 
the commando at work; a considerable percentage of former 
prisoners stated that these supervisors  were kindly disposed 
toward the laborers.

The Arbeitskomando did various jobs for the Prix GmbH 
associated with the expansion of the nearby Schlesische Zell-
wolle AG synthetic textile plant. These  were mostly assembly, 
construction, and support jobs. Some of the prisoners worked 
carting in, unloading, and stacking wood, the raw material 
pro cessed into celluloid fi bers in the factory. Another group 
was put to work stacking and moving the materials produced 
(heavy—approximately 50- kilogram [110- pound]—bales of 
rayon).

The last war time information on the subcamp’s operation 
dates from January 1944. The prisoners of the closed camp 
 were moved to the main camp at  Gross- Rosen.

SOURCES This work is based primarily on Bogdan Cybulski, 
Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen: Stań badań (Rogoźnica: 
Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1987); as well as Roman 
Olszyna, KL  Gross- Rosen: Wybór artykułów (Wałbrzych: 
Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 2005); and the author’s postwar cor-
respondence with the Celwiskozy plant (formerly Zellwolle) 
where prisoners worked during the war.

Original camp correspondence preserved in the archive of 
the AMGR comprises former inmates’ questionnaires.

Graz.yna Choptiany
trans. Gerard Majka

HIRSCHBERG (ARBEITSLAGER)
Arbeitslager (Labor Camp) Hirschberg was one of the many 
subcamps of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp. It came 
into being in March 1944 (the dates March 1, 12, or 16 occur 
in the references) when  Gross- Rosen headquarters took over 
a Jewish labor camp under the Organisation Schmeldt, which 
had been operating since 1942. The camp was located in the 
town of Hirschberg (present- day Jelenia Góra) on the Bober 
(Bóbr) River near the Zellwolle works.

The camp prisoners  were men, mostly Jewish, from vari-
ous countries of Eu rope, mainly Poland, Belgium, and the 
Netherlands. A large group of Hungarian Jews  were interned 
in Hirschberg beginning in  mid- 1944.

The camp population is estimated to have been from a few 
hundred to 2,000 prisoners. Prisoners marked with the fol-
lowing  Gross- Rosen numbers  were interned  here or arrived 
in new transports: 20000 to 20507 (prisoner number 20181 
was at the labor camp since October 1942 and was transferred 
to  Gross- Rosen’s administration in March 1944); 35001 to 
35480 (starting in May 1944); and 46001 to 46500 (starting in 
June 1944). Some of the prisoners at the Hirschberg subcamp 
 were sent to Bad Warmbrunn, another  Gross- Rosen subcamp 
situated nearby. Doctors  were among the group that was 
moved.

Former prisoners of the subcamp remember instances of 
prisoners being murdered by staff members or  prisoner-
 functionaries. They recall the fatal beating of two prisoners 
by an intoxicated SS man. Another time, an SS man punished 
a prisoner attempting to escape by whipping, then ordered 
 prisoner- functionaries to torture him to death. The names of 
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the perpetrators of these crimes have not been established. 
One victim of the camp terror was the famous Hungarian 
soccer player Ferenc Moros, who was shot while doing his job 
and later died in the camp infi rmary (Revier). Arnold Mosto-
wicz, also a prisoner at the subcamp, described the event in 
his memoirs. Alfred Konieczny’s publication, based on sur-
viving original rec ords, reports that the death sentence was 
carried out at the camp on two Jewish prisoners caught while 
escaping.1 They  were Ignatz Grossmann (number 49140), 
born December 20, 1921, and Andor Kiss (number 49224), 
born December 27, 1913. The prisoners  were put to death by 
hanging. Their fellow prisoners Aspis Matysiak (number 
34527) and Sandor Kiszelnik (number 46253)  were assigned 
to carry out the sentence.

Among the characteristic noteworthy camp events remem-
bered by prisoners are the Sunday soccer matches, in which 
the opponents  were the staff members, on the one hand, and a 
team of prisoners, weak and emaciated by work, on the other. 
Of course, before being shot, Moros stood out on the prison-
ers’ team.

Information on the subcamp staff is fragmentary. The 
only persons mentioned are  SS- Oberscharführer Streiholz, 
serving as Lagerführer, and his assistant (Rapportführer) 
Franz Wenzel. Some sources call the latter the camp com-
mander, while his assistant was supposed to have been  SS-
 Unterscharführer Pitrass (the spelling of the name is 
uncertain).

The Hirschberg camp prisoners worked in the Zellwolle 
rayon plant, mainly in the chemical department, pro cessing 
wood. The work was onerous because of the contact with dan-
gerous acids. Another group of prisoners worked in front of 
the plant in the coal yard, unloading coal dust. Some prison-
ers worked for the  Askania- Werke company, although the 
type of work they did is unknown.

Evacuation of the subcamp began in  mid- February 1945. 
The destination was the Buchenwald concentration camp. On 
March 7, 1945, a group of 900 prisoners arrived there, having 
been evacuated from the  Gross- Rosen subcamps Bolkenhain 
and Reichenau, as well as from the Auschwitz concentration 
camp; 78 prisoners from Hirschberg  were evacuated in that 
group. The prisoners in that transport made the journey at 
fi rst on foot to Reichenau, and from there they  were trans-
ported in open railroad cars to Buchenwald. More groups of 
prisoners  were probably moved in other transports; for ex-
ample, a prisoner who had received number 136782 at Buchen-
wald was not on the list of the transport described above. It 
cannot be ascertained how many prisoners died during the 
camp’s evacuation.

SOURCES This work is based primarily on Arnold Mostowicz, 
Z
.
ółta gwiazda i czerwony krzyz. (Warsaw: Państwowy Instytut 

Wydawniczy, 1988); Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane 
KL  Gross- Rosen: stan badań (Rogoźnica: Państwowe Muzeum 
 Gross- Rosen, 1987); and Roman Olszyna, “Więźniowie Z

.
ydzi 

w KL  Gross- Rosen,” F-S 51 (1977).
See also ITS, Verzeichnis der Häftstätten unter dem Reichs-

führer- SS (1933–1945), 2 vols. (Arolsen, 1977); as well as the 

report of Cwi (Zvi) Rechanic in AMGR,  MF- L 124/958; and 
from “Korespondencj Kierownika Centralnego Urzędu 
 Nordhein- Westfalen do Głównej Komisji Badania Zbrodni 
Hitlerowskich w Polsce” in AMGR,  MF- L 154/Ds./68- 25. 
The transport list from KL  Gross- Rosen to KL Buchenwald 
“Neuzugänge vom 7.03.1945” in AMGR, DP/ 589, was also 
used.

Graz. yna Choptiany
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTE
 1. Alfred Konieczny, “Nowe dokumenty o egzekucjach w 

obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen,” Pra. CX (1982) 22.

HIRSCHBERG/
BUCHWALD- HOHENWIESE
There is little information on the  Gross- Rosen subcamp 
 Buchwald- Hohenwiese. The encyclopedia Obozy hitlerowskie 
na ziemiach polskich 1939–1945 lists  Buchwald- Hohenwiese as 
a Hirschberg subcamp work detachment, thereby question-
ing whether  Buchwald- Hohenwiese was an in de pen dent sub-
camp; on the other hand, the fact that the prisoners  were 
accommodated on site in Buchwald suggests that it was such 
a camp.

The subcamp, located in the Prus sian province of Lower 
Silesia or Niederschlesien, Kreis Hirschberg, was, according 
to a prisoner statement, opened on November 14, 1944. The 
male prisoners worked in an SS sanatorium for tuberculosis 
patients, primarily in the laundry and the boiler room, which 
heated the building.

According to a prisoner statement, the prisoners  were 
evacuated on February 18, 1945, to Hirschberg.

SOURCES See ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichs-
führer- SS (1933–1945), (Arolsen, 1979, 1:135; “Verzeichnis der 
Konzentrationslager und ihrer Aussenkommandos gemäss § 42 
Abs. 2 BEG,” BGBl. (1977), Teil 1, p. 1795; Obozy hitlerowskie na 
ziemiach polskich 1939–1945. Informator encyklopedyczny, ed. 
 Czeslaw Pilichowski et al. (Warsaw: Państwowe Wydawnictwo 
Naukowe, 1979), p. 429.

Evelyn Zegenhagen
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

HOCHWEILER
Hochweiler was a subcamp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp. It operated during World War II in 1944–1945 in the 
town of Hochweiler (present- day Wierzchowice). It was lo-
cated at the site of a former brickyard. The camp belonged to 
a group of four  Gross- Rosen subcamps that came into being 
in conjunction with the planned Barthold operation (the de-
fense of Lower Silesia against the approaching Soviet army 
that had been in preparation since August 1944).

The one and only known prisoner transport arrived at 
Hochweiler on October 20, 1944, at 9:30 P.M. The women had 
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been brought from the Auschwitz  II- Birkenau concentration 
camp, where 1,000 prisoners had been prepared for transport. 
The cover letter signed by  SS- Hauptsturmführer Mengele 
accompanying the transport roster said that there  were three 
doctors among the prisoners (Erike Schuessler, Elli Joelson, 
and Helene Adler) and four nurses. It is also known that later 
one of the doctors was exchanged with the nearby Kurzbach 
camp for a dentist prisoner.

As in the two other  Gross- Rosen subsidiary camps operat-
ing in the Militsch (Milicz) region (Birnbäumel and Kurz-
bach), Hochweiler held Jewish women. The prisoners received 
camp numbers probably ranging from 77441 to 78436.

Death rate data from the camp are incomplete: 1 prisoner 
had already died in the initial period of the camp’s existence, 
that is, October 21 to October 31, 1944. The deaths of 5 more 
women  were recorded through December 20, 1944. After that 
time, there is no detailed information on the subject. It is 
known from a camp record that there  were 980 female prison-
ers in camp on January 16, 1945, meaning there  were 20 pris-
oners less than at the start. But it is not known why the number 
of prisoners dropped. It could have been due to natural deaths, 
as well as transports of women to other subcamps. There is a 
surviving list of 78 prisoners unfi t to work who  were being 
prepared for transport due to various diseases. General bodily 
exhaustion and weakness  were found in as many as 30 sick 
women in that group. And a considerable percentage of the 
prisoners could only be transported lying down. We have to 
remember that those women had earlier been incarcerated at 
Auschwitz concentration camp, where such menacing diseases 
as scarlet fever, diphtheria, and typhus occurred.

Permanent malnutrition was the immediate cause of the 
Hochweiler prisoners’ appalling state of health. A surviving 
list of the food products needed and scheduled daily menus 
shows that both the number of meals (two per day), as well as 
their quality could have been a source of disease and death. 
For example, the menu for October 23, 1944, called for a fi rst 
meal of potato soup with some meat, and a supper of bread, 
butter, and cheese. The weight of the products was not pro-
vided in this case. But the menu for November 13, 1944, 
called for a supper with the following food rations: 300 grams 
(about 10.6 ounces) of bread, 60 grams (about 2.1 ounces) of 
fi sh paste, and 250 grams (about 9 ounces) of potato puree. It 
seems that they  were portions for one person. Meals may have 
been even more meager in reality.

The women’s situation was made worse by camp sanitary 
conditions and the huge lice infestation, which, according to 
information from camp offi cials on January 16, 1945, had af-
fected as many as 60 percent of the 980 prisoners.

The bad sanitary conditions, inadequate food, and hard 
labor  were devastating to the body. The Hochweiler prison-
ers, like the women at the Birnbäumel and Kurzbach camps, 
had to work out in the open, digging ditches and raising en-
trenchments. The work was under the direction of what was 
called the “Unternehmen Barthold” with its operations head-
quarters in Kraschnitz township. There is no information on 
the camp’s administration.

As far as the subcamp’s evacuation is concerned, some of 
the prisoners  were transported to  Bergen- Belsen, where they 
arrived on February 12, 1945. The number of prisoners who 
 were in that group is unknown. At least two women remained 
incarcerated in the camp until liberation. They may have 
been part of a larger group that was not evacuated, or it may 
have happened by chance.

SOURCES This work is based primarily on Isabell Sprenger, 
Gross- Rosen: Ein Konzentrationslager in Schlesien (Cologne: 
Böhlau, 1994); as well as Alfred Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie 
koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen w latach 1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 
(1982): 55–112.

Additional sources are preserved in the AMGR.
Graz. yna Choptiany

trans. Gerard Majka

KAMENZ
In September 1944, the  Daimler- Benz GmbH factory in Al-
satian Kolmar (French: Colmar) was relocated to eastern 
 Saxony in front of the advancing Allied troops and in accor-
dance with an order of the responsible armaments commis-
sion. The Kolmar factory manufactured aircraft parts; its 
relocation fell under the jurisdiction of the Fighter Staff 
(Jägerstab), which had been established in March 1944 and 
was responsible for the repair and maintenance of damaged 
aircraft factories or their relocation. The relevant order 
stated: “The Reichsführer- SS will make available suffi cient 
protective custody prisoners for construction and mainte-
nance work. . . .  The order to transfer factories to new areas is 
to be made by the R.d.L. and the Ob.d.L. Generalfl ugzeug-
meister together with the Reichs Minister for Armaments 
and War Production.”1

The factory relocated to Kamenz was given the name 
 “Elster GmbH” to keep it secret.2

The  SS- Business Administration Main Offi ce (WVHA) 
Amt III responded to the requests of the company and made 
available concentration camp prisoners as part of the Jägerstab 
program. The former chief of personnel at the Kamenz factory, 
Rudolf Rahmig, had the following to say when questioned about 
the introduction of concentration camp prisoners to the factory: 
“The required number of workers was not available at the new 
location for full production. A solution was soon found. As the 
Eastern Front got closer, a concentration camp in nearby 
 Liegnitz (Legnica) was dissolved and its inmates transferred to 
the west. There followed a directive and we found out that we 
 were going to get the concentration camp prisoners. They  were 
accommodated in the Herrenmühle. (Tuchfabrik, Gebr. Nosske 
& Co., Kamenz, Herrental, Nr. 9). A few days before the priso-
ners arrived, it was in the last days of October, an advanced de-
tachment appeared to establish the camp. The camp commander 
was part of the detachment.”3

The machines in the cloth factory  were dismantled, and 
camp facilities  were established in the three fl oors of the build-
ing. The windows  were barred up. The head of personnel, 
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Rahmig, stated during his interrogation that they had tried to 
“make the conditions as human as possible” and that “this fac-
tory in no way provided satisfactory accommodation for so 
many people. . . .  The cooking vats  were insuffi cient as  were 
the toilets.”4 His statement was contrary to that of the compa-
ny’s director, Weist, who tried to make things appear better 
than they  were.

The Kamenz subcamp was established when the transport 
with the fi rst prisoners arrived at the beginning of November 
1944. At the end of December 1944, 116 prisoners arrived 
from the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp. On January 26, 
1945, 750 prisoners  were sent to Kamenz from the Flossen-
bürg concentration camp.5

The transport from Flossenbürg had the following nation-
alities: 232 Rus sians and other citizens of the Soviet  Union; 
165 Poles, including 60 Jews; 120 Italians, including 1 Jew; 95 
French; 40 Belgians; 32 Germans; 29 Czechs; 10 Hungarians, 
of whom 6  were Jews; 7 Dutch; 6 Croats; 5 Serbs; 3 Slovaks; 2 
Greeks; 2 Austrians; 1 Spaniard; and 2 stateless people.6

The local inhabitants had the following to say about the 
arrival of the transport: “When the prisoners arrived it was 
very cold, there was snow on the ground. There  were about 
seven hundred, completely exhausted, hungry and freezing. It 
was a train of misery and horror, for those who wanted to see. 
They had no protection from the cold; some of them  were 
bare foot. We scarcely regarded it as possible that a person 
could survive such conditions. Later another two hundred ar-
rived.”7 When questioned, even the SS camp commander 
Wilhelm Wirker had to admit the following: “At the end of 
January or beginning of February 1945, 750 prisoners arrived 
from Flossenbürg at Weiden. These prisoners  were already 
seriously ill and  were in a shocking condition. Eight had died 
on the transport and they brought them with them.”8 Wirker 
attempted to put the causes of death back on to the miserable 
condition of the prisoners who in January had been trans-
ported from Flossenbürg. However, he had obviously counted 
on deaths and planned the cremation of the corpses in the 
boiler room of Nosske & Co., as he admitted in his interroga-
tion: “There was a directive to cremate the dead in the closest 
crematorium. As the closest crematorium was in Dresden the 
cremations would be awkward. I received from the main camp 
 Gross- Rosen the order to cremate the corpses in the compa-
ny’s boilers. . . .  The prisoners who volunteered as stokers 
cremated the dead. Rottenführer Kastner was in charge of the 
cremations. He was also in charge of the infi rmary and the 
doctors. . . .  I admit that during my short time at the Kamenz 
subcamp around one hundred prisoners died and  were cre-
mated.”9

The former machinist at the cloth factory had the follow-
ing to say:

Due to the total war effort the Nosske Tuchfabrik 
was closed down. Simultaneously I was ordered to 
August Lesche as a machinist. Shortly before the 
concentration camp opened at Herrenmühle, I was 
instructed to go there as the Elster GmbH and 

 August Lesche Company had come to an agreement. 
I was instructed to make the boilers and heating 
operational. . . .  I went there a few times when the 
camp was occupied as it was my job to control the 
boilers, the heating and the machine shop. . . .  I 
learnt that during this period two prisoners had 
been trained as stokers in the glass works. They 
 were to work in Herrenmühle. . . .  A short time later 
a guard was posted at the entrance to the building 
and no one was allowed into the camp. The two 
stokers, whom I knew, had in the meantime been 
released. They  were replaced by the trained prison-
ers, the Frenchmen P and G, prisoner numbers 
80727 and 65891.10

The corpses  were cremated just about daily. The smells that 
lay over the community left no doubt in the minds of the lo-
cals, particularly as the transport of corpses into the boiler 
rooms was noticed. The worker Lehmann stated the follow-
ing: “A few days after they arrived [the prisoners], we saw 
prisoners carry ing stretchers into the boiler rooms. . . .  We 
saw this many times and there was no doubt in our minds that 
those who had been tortured to death  were being burnt. We 
later learnt that one corpse was placed on a stretcher, tied 
down and thrown into the fl ames. . . .  When the camp was to 
be relocated there  were about eighty ill prisoners. They could 
not be transported. Wirker simply stated: ‘What am I to do 
with the sick, the fi re is out!’ I immediately asked: ‘Have all 
the dead been cremated?’ Wirker had not expected such a 
question. He was at a loss for words and left me.”11

The fi nal police report for the Kamenz District Police 
states that the witness Lode was barred entry when the dead 
 were being cremated. “It was the same for two Kamenz fi re 
fi ghters. One of them noticed before he left that the dead 
 were in the coal shed under wood wool.”12 A Hungarian SS 
man Tanner was the only member of the guard who publicly 
distanced himself from the crimes. In the fi nal police report, 
it is said that he stated that “the sick and those inmates who 
could no longer work,  were given, on the order of the camp’s 
doctors, who themselves  were prisoners, an injection in the 
lower arm and thus murdered. They  were then cremated. The 
camp doctors later fl ed because they no longer wanted to be 
involved in these crimes, but died during an air raid on Dres-
den.”13 Tanner put the number of victims who  were cremated 
in the boiler room of the subcamp at 125.14

The  Gross- Rosen death register only rec ords 57 deaths.15 
Jewish prisoners, Poles, Rus sians, and Sinti and Roma (Gypsies) 
are completely missing from these rec ords.

Rapid developments in the war during 1944–1945 kept the 
death toll from going higher. The expansion of the subterra-
nean production facilities in the nearby caverns,  code- named 
Rüdiger and Rudi, had to stop. As a result, there was no more 
mass deployment of concentration camp prisoners at these 
construction sites.16

The prisoners worked in the glassworks and the Minkwitz 
company.  Here, under the supervision of engineers, skilled 
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tradesmen, and controllers, they dissembled aircraft engines 
and manufactured and assembled parts. The prisoners often 
collapsed when carry ing the heavy loads. There was inade-
quate safety, and many accidents resulted due to the prison-
ers’ weakened state. In addition, the prisoners scarcely had 
time to eat their sparse midday meal. At the end of each shift, 
they hurried, driven by the SS, through the city, back to the 
camp.

In 1945, workers at the Kamenz subcamp could no longer 
be exchanged for new prisoners. The camp management was 
forced as a result to give the prisoners a slight increase in ra-
tions (60 grams [2 ounces] of bread daily!). The physical dete-
rioration of the prisoners could not be halted by the completely 
inadequate rations and, in individual cases, food secretly given 
by locals and workers to the prisoners.17 An eyewitness stated 
in his memoirs:

Between November 1944 and January 1945 I was a 
student at the Elster GmhH trade school, a  Daimler-
 Benz factory for the war effort, based on the site of 
the Kamenz glassworks. We students worked in the 
workshops and the supply depot. At this time there 
 were many prisoners in the factory. They worked at 
the machines and did other things. At the begin-
ning of our ser vice we  were repeatedly instructed 
by the engineers from the Elster GmbH that there 
was to be no contact with the prisoners and that 
[they]  were not to give them food or anything  else. 
Nevertheless, we found ways to help the very ema-
ciated and exhausted prisoners. We left potatoes, 
bread, and other food at different places in the 
workshops, which we had brought from home. We 
signaled to the prisoners where they could fi nd 
something. They quickly learnt to understand us. 
This became more diffi cult after a while as there 
 were special SS guards who arrived who guarded 
the prisoners while they  were working. The prison-
ers worked between twelve to fourteen hours a day. 
The SS  were foreigners, in my opinion, from Lat-
via, Croatia, and other countries. The prisoners 
 were driven to work and beaten. We young ones 
 were pulled out of this area and transferred to an-
other area. However, we  were repeatedly successful 
in hiding food for these hungry people. We used 
the known secret places.18

The camp commander,  SS- Oberscharführer Wilhelm 
Wirker, had a typical SS guard’s career behind him. He 
trained as an SS guard in the  SS- Totenkopfsturmbann Orani-
enburg (Death’s Head Guard Battalion Oranienburg)/Sach-
senhausen concentration camp, where he reached the position 
of block leader (Blockführer). After ser vice at the front, he 
served from 1944 at the Vaivara concentration camp until it 
was evacuated. In October 1944, he was transferred to the 
 Gross- Rosen concentration camp, where he was then trans-
ferred to Kamenz as camp commander. He was tried after the 

war and was convicted for his role in the crimes committed at 
the camp. His six accomplices  were also convicted.19

At the beginning of March 1945, the production site at 
Kamenz was no longer safe enough for the  Daimler- Benz 
GmbH. The Soviet Army was pressing forward. The compa-
ny’s management ordered that the factory be pulled back to 
middle Saxony and Bavaria. The order to evacuate was issued 
without the slightest regard for the prisoners’ accommoda-
tion. The factory manager, Weist, fearing that he would later 
be held responsible, persuaded the camp commander that the 
prisoners who had already been sent on the march should re-
turn to Kamenz. In the documents at his trial there is the 
following note: “The logical conclusion for the Elster GmbH 
is to inform the relevant offi ces that under these conditions 
there must be no more use of concentration camp prison-
ers.”20 Later he stated:

The factory manager has just been informed by the 
Dresden  Staatspolizei- Leitstelle, that the guards’ 
commanders at other armaments fi rms with concen-
tration camp prisoners, to the extent that they come 
from Flossenbürg, have been ordered, to the extent 
that it is possible, to avoid marching on the main 
roads, on their march back to Flossenbürg. The 
Staatspolizeistelle Dresden also advises that the im-
minent return of the prisoners under the guards’ 
commanders is permitted on the basis that, as al-
ready noted by the company managers, it is no lon-
ger possible under any circumstance to provide 
accommodation for the concentration camp prison-
ers at the new camps.21

As a return to the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp was 
no longer possible (it had already been evacuated), the prison-
ers left Kamenz on March 10, 1945, by rail for the Dachau 
concentration camp. They arrived on March 16, 1945. At least 
6 of the 690 prisoners on the transport died in transit.

SOURCES Information on this camp may be found in Her-
mann Schierz, Seid wachsam. Bericht über das Konzentationsla-
ger Kamenz (Kamenz, 1965).

Archival rec ords are available in the  BA- L (IV 405 AR 
2261/66; IV 405  AR- Z 198/74, Bd. 1–3); and SÚA (KT/OVS, 
K. 24).

Hans Brenner
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

NOTES
 1. SH  StA-(D), Auto  Union AG, Nr. 666, Bl. 22/23.
 2.  BA- B, Bank der Deutschen Luftfahrt, 80Ba6, Nr. 703, 

p. 38.
 3. “Akte Herrenmühle,” pp. 19–20, Aussage des Ang-

estellten Rudolf Rahmig v. 3.9.1945, cited in  Karl- Heinz Gräfe, 
“Die Nebenlager des KZ  Gross- Rosen in Sachsen,” in Die 
Völker Europas in  Gross- Rosen. Materialien aus der internationalen 
wissenschaftlichen Tagung  8.–9. Juni 1995 (Polanica Zdroj, 1995).

 4. “Akte Herrenmühle,” pp. 19–20.
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 5. NARA, T 580, Roll 69 and Roll 70, Group X, Ordner 
332, Flossenbürg Concentration Camp, List of Inmates and 
Documents.

 6. Ibid.
 7. “Akte Herrenmühle,” pp. 5–8, statement by factory 

worker Max Lehmann.
 8. Ibid., p. 4., statement by former  SS- Lagerführer 

Wirker, August 29, 1945.
 9. Ibid.
 10. Ibid., p. 9, statement by factory worker Richard Lode, 

August 31, 1945.
 11. Ibid., pp. 5–8, interrogation of factory worker Max 

Lehmann.
 12. Ibid., pp. 26–28, report by Kreispolizeiposten Ka-

menz, September 4, 1945, to Landesverwaltung Sachsen/
Landeskriminalamt on the mass murder of camp prisoners.

 13. Ibid.
 14. Ibid. This number is probably not the maximum num-

ber of murdered prisoners in Kamenz.
 15. SÚA, KT/OVS, K. 24,  Gross- Rosen death books 1945/

I and II.
 16. Laurenz Demps, “Zum weiteren Ausbau des staatsmo-

nopolistischen Apparates der faschistischen Kriegswirtschaft 
in den Jahren 1943 bis 1945 und zur Rolle der SS und der 
Konzentrationslager im Rahmen der Rüstungsproduktion 
dargestellt am Beispiel der unterirdischen Verlagerung von 
Teilen der Rüstungsindustrie” (Ph.D. diss.,  Humboldt-
 University Berlin, 1970), appendix.

 17. Hermann Schierz, Seid wachsam. Bericht über das 
Konzentrationslager Kamenz (Kamenz, 1965), pp. 22–23.

 18. Memoir Heinz Stecklinna, Kamenz, March 1997, re-
port in the possession of the author.

 19. “Akte Herrenmühle,” p. 4, interrogation of former  SS  
Lagerführer W. Wirker, August 29, 1945.

 20. Ibid., p. 47., appendix 3 to report by Erich Weist.
 21. Ibid., p. 48.

KITTLITZTREBEN
[AKA KRETSCHAMBERG]
A subcamp of  Gross- Rosen was located in the town of Kitt-
litztreben (later Trzebień). In references, the camp is also 
called Kretschamberg. The towns of Kittlitztreben and 
Kretschamberg (later Karczmarka)  were near each other. The 
prisoners brought to Kittlitztreben  were unloaded at a rail-
road station in Kretschamberg. Some prisoners remembered 
that name and mentioned it in later accounts as the place 
where the camp was located.

The Kittlitztreben camp was put into operation in late 
February and early March 1944. Located on the edge of a for-
est, Kittlitztreben was a quite large camp. It was made up of 
eight living barracks, half of which  were remnants of a previ-
ously closed camp, while the other half  were remnants of a 
former Soviet  prisoner- of- war (POW) camp. There  were 
shoemaking and sewing workshops in the camp; the lavatory 
and infi rmary (Revier)  were located in separate barracks. The 
site of the camp was fenced with a triple row of barbed wire. 
According to Abraham Hendler’s account, the entire forest in 

which the camp was located was also surrounded by barbed 
wire.

Approximately 1,700 to 1,800 Jewish men  were imprisoned 
at the Kittlitztreben camp; they  were mainly from Poland and 
Hungary. There  were smaller groups from Germany, Austria, 
and Belgium. The prisoner holding the post of camp elder 
(Lagerältester) was German.

The initial prisoner transport arrived at Kittlitztreben be-
tween the end of February and March 13, 1944. The trans-
port brought 200 people, mainly Polish Jews from the closed 
camp at Sagan.1 Three more transports that are known of also 
arrived in March: 180 people from the camp at Grünberg,2 
approximately 200 people from the closed camp at Görlitz,3 
and an unknown number of prisoners from Freiwaldau,4 
which also had been closed. A transport of Jews from Hun-
gary arrived, numbering several hundred prisoners (between 
500 and 900), probably in May or early June. The last known 
transport arrived at Kittlitztreben on August 15, 1944. It 
brought approximately 200 Jewish prisoners who had previ-
ously been at the Fünfteichen (later Miłoszyce) camp, another 
subsidiary of  Gross- Rosen.5 We know of only one transport 
leaving Kittlitztreben: in July 1944, 50 prisoners, almost all of 
them metalworkers,  were sent to the  Gross- Rosen subcamp at 
Bunzlau.6 The death rate in Kittlitztreben was high, espe-
cially in the initial stage of its operation. Hendler stated that 
250 of the 900 prisoners in the camp died within two weeks. 
That was because of the wretched sanitary conditions, the 
huge shortage of even cold water (for the longest time, there 
was only one faucet, which all the prisoners used), the bad liv-
ing conditions (the prisoners  were put in unfi nished and un-
heated barracks), and the tremendous terror rampant at the 
camp. According to Armin Freudmann’s account, the camp 
was inspected by the labor ser vice (Arbeitsdienst) at some 
point in time, the result of which was somewhat improved 
prisoners’ living conditions.

Two doctors and three orderlies, all of whom  were prison-
ers, worked at the camp hospital. One of the doctors was 
named Braun. They  were very limited in what they could do 
to help sick prisoners. The Jewish doctors  were powerless in 
the face of German orders and the shortage of medicine and 
medical instruments. The prisoners remembered an accident 
at work when a prisoner’s leg was crushed. Amputation was 
necessary; it was done without anesthesia and, because there 
 were no surgical instruments, with an ordinary saw.7

Besides the hospital, the camp had what was called the care 
barrack. Prisoners who  were convalescing after their illnesses 
could rest for almost 14 days in that barrack, until they  were 
able to start working again. Prisoners who  were found to be 
unfi t for work  were taken away from the camp.

Freudmann remembered two unsuccessful escape attempts 
at the camp. One of the intercepted fugitives was hanged 
right away at Kittlitztreben, while the other was taken to the 
main camp at  Gross- Rosen and murdered there. What is un-
usual is that approximately 50 prisoners also  were sent to 
 Gross- Rosen along with the condemned man and  were pres-
ent at the execution. Upon returning to Kittlitztreben, they 
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had to tell the other prisoners at roll call all about the execu-
tion.

The commander’s name and the other camp staff member 
names are unknown. However, it is known that Kittlitztreben 
was guarded by Luftwaffe soldiers.

Initially the prisoners worked expanding and setting up 
their own camp. Later they worked in various areas of the huge 
construction project the Luftwaffe was building in the forest 
around the camp. They cleared trees and built railroad tracks, 
concrete roads, ammunition depot bunkers, and barracks for 
the Luftwaffe soldiers. They worked in transport commandos: 
they carted the wood cleared from the forest and transported 
and stacked crates of ammunition in the depot bunkers that 
had been built. Rec ords from the archives of the International 
Tracing Ser vice (ITS), Arolsen, show that the prisoners also 
made aircraft parts. We know of 18 companies that employed 
the prisoners: Grülich, Hübsch, Koder, Konrad, Krause, Kuni-
gals, Kunnith, Leistikoff, Madebrun, Mischke, Poikett, Rein-
ers, Schulz, Tiessler, Wiedermann, Zimke, Peuke und Jeche, 
and Stein und Teer.8

In early 1945, the camp headquarters began evacuation 
preparations. A selection was conducted of the prisoners in the 
hospital, after which some of the patients  were escorted to 
the assembly ground and ordered to exercise with the rest of the 
prisoners in order to improve their condition and endurance in 
the march. The weak prisoners who could not stand up to the 
pace  were beaten severely and left unconscious on the drilling 
ground. Only in the eve ning  were they taken back to the hos-
pital. The prisoners  were  horror- struck at such evacuation 
preparations. The most active of them, approximately 30 peo-
ple, or ga nized and began their own preparations for the up-
coming events. They hid some of their work tools, which they 
 were going to use as necessary to defend themselves if the 
evacuation was ordered late enough that they would have a 
chance of surviving until the Rus sians came. They also pre-
pared for the possibility that power to the camp and, what was 
most important, the fence would be cut. Unfortunately, the 
evacuation was ordered suddenly on the morning of February 
9. The prisoners did not know how far away the advancing 
army was, so they did not go through with their plan of de-
fense.9 Several hundred of the most ill  were left in the hospi-
tal. Freudmann says that headquarters had the order to blow 
the camp up, along with the sick people. But the camp leader 
(Lagerführer) was reported to have said: “Let’s give the Rus-
sians the 300 cripples as a present.” Soviet soldiers took them 
away on February 10 or 11.

The almost 1,000 prisoners who  were deemed healthy be-
gan their march southward under terrible conditions. Some 
of the prisoners had not given up the plan to avoid evacuation 
and tried to escape. We know that Jakub Rettman was suc-
cessful.

We do not know the exact evacuation route. All we know is 
that the column passed through Görlitz, where several dozen 
sick prisoners  were left. The next point they reached was the 
 Gross- Rosen subcamp at Zittau. A certain percentage of pris-
oners  were left there, too. We do not know how many there 

 were in that group. Based on Natan Klajman’s account, we 
can suppose that it was not just the totally exhausted prisoners 
and those unable to continue marching who stayed at Zittau; 
Klajman and other prisoners in that group (along with the 
300 other Jewish prisoners already there)  were sent to work at 
the local aircraft factory. That group was liberated on May 9, 
1945.

The last group of Kittlitztreben prisoners reached the Bu-
chenwald concentration camp only on April 4, 1945.10

SOURCES Certain information on the Kittlitztreben sub-
camp can be found in Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane 
 Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Wałbrzych, 1987).

Accounts and memoirs of former prisoners can be found in 
the following archives: AMGR in Wałbrzych, AZ

.
IH in War-

saw, and YV in Jerusalem. Documents concerning the evacu-
ation as well as companies employing Kittlitztreben prisoners 
are kept in the ITS archives in Arolsen.

Danuta Sawicka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AZ

.
IH, Account No. 1692, Abraham Borger, and Ac-

count No. 919, Abraham Hendler; YVA, 02/643, account of 
Armin Freudmann.

 2. AZ
.
IH, Account No. 710, Jakub Rettman.

 3. AZ
.
IH, Account No. 2765, Natan Klajman.

 4. AMGR, 7630/DP- A, Józef Mann’s questionnaire.
 5. AZ

.
IH, Account No. 935, Symcha Kościak.

 6. AZ
.
IH, Account No. 919.

 7. AZ
.
IH, Account No. 710.

 8. ITS, Kittlitztreben Camp Rec ords.
 9. AZ

.
IH, Account No. 710.

 10. AZ
.
IH, Account No. 2765; ITS, Buchenwald Concen-

tration Camp Rec ords.

KRATZAU I
The Kratzau I and II camps  were created in the city of Kratzau 
(Chrastava) by Organisation Schmelt in 1943 to supply work-
ers for the Tannwald Textile Works and the Deutsche Indus-
triewerke AG ammunition factory.1 Only in October 1944 did 
 Gross- Rosen take them over as subcamps.

Alfred Konieczny established that the Kratzau I subcamp 
was located in a  four- story building with no windows or 
sanitary facilities. One account states, though, that the Krat-
zau I camp was located in four wooden barracks surrounded 
by a double fence supported by approximately 20 posts, next 
to the factory.2 The camp was set up on the model of the 
 Gross- Rosen concentration camp. It had an assembly area, 
also fenced with electrifi ed barbed wire, which SS men 
guarded.

There are no precise data concerning the prisoners who 
 were already at Kratzau I when  Gross- Rosen took over man-
agement of the camp. The female prisoners brought to Krat-
zau I from Auschwitz in October 1944 had undergone a 
prior selection. The fi rst transport consisted of 100 persons, 
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who  were numbered from 75901 to 76000. The second 
transport that reached the subcamp brought 200 women, 
identified by numbers from the series 83000–83200. As 
part of the evacuation of  Gross- Rosen’s subcamps for 
women, some women prisoners  were sent to Kratzau from 
Bernsdorf and Gebhardsdorf and perhaps from others. As 
a result, the women’s population grew to approximately 
1,000, even though the Gebhardsdorf group had been 
taken away.

The camp included Polish, Czech, French, Belgian, Dutch, 
and Danish women. These women worked in several plants. 
Divided into three groups, one group was assigned to work 
manufacturing ammunition at Deutsche Industriewerke AG; 
a second group worked at the Tannwald company; and a third 
group worked making gas masks at the Tolex company, a divi-
sion of the Spreewerke GmbH concern of Berlin.3 Some 500 
women  were working there in November 1944, but an in-
crease to 1,000 people was planned.4

The women’s work in the gas mask factory was tolerable 
(they also ate dinner at the factory), while the hard 12 hours 
of work at the ammunition factory was made more intolerable 
by the German foremen working there. They beat the girls, 
taking as an example the “educational” methods used by the 
camp’s female commander, Dinner. A foreman often chose 
only the weakest women to lift heavy crates.

In a description of her experience at Kratzau I, a former 
prisoner stated: “The food was barely suffi cient, so I reported 
for shoemaking work. You got a double serving of soup for 
that job.”5

The situation at the subcamp began to deteriorate as a re-
sult of admitting women from other  Gross- Rosen camps. 

Hunger was prevalent, and the camp was very dirty. There 
was not enough clothing for the newly arrived women from 
Auschwitz.

Dr. Mengele, a doctor from Auschwitz concentration 
camp, arrived at the women’s camp in October 1944 to con-
duct a selection. He made subsequent visits on January 20, 
1945, and March 20, 1945. After such a selection, the group of 
women chosen would be sent to the Zittau subcamp.

The doctor at Kratzau I was a Polish woman, Dr. Janina 
Węgrzynowska of Warsaw (approximately 45 to 46 years old). 
She was taken away from the camp upon the commander’s 
intervention.

The director of the Tannwald factory was Hugo Wilm, who 
was charged after the war with giving two Soviet prisoners of 
war (POWs) over to the Germans. He was acquitted due to a 
lack of evidence.

The following details about the camp are given in one 
source:

Toward the end of the war, entire families of various 
nationalities  were also brought there (to the camp), 
as well as Polish children who  were separated from 
their parents, and they  were lodged separately. They 
had to work; they  were brutally treated.

As in all the camps put under  Gross- Rosen’s 
command in 1944, prisoners worked in their own 
civilian clothes. The conditions there  were unsani-
tary. There was no running water; water was carted 
in from the nearby Nysa [Neisse] river, so it was ra-
tioned sparingly. Not only drinking water was in 
short supply, so was water for laundry and washing. 
Lice infestation and scabies  were rampant.6

All we know about the children in the camp is that they 
 were assigned to cleanup jobs and to weeding the pathways, 
sweeping the sidewalks, and removing trash. Witness Zenon 
Lis, who was a child when he was in the camp, related the fol-
lowing: “We  were treated harshly for children, always bru-
tally driven, sometimes shoved about by the people supervising 
us,  German- speaking men and women. The rooms in the 
barracks  were very primitive; there  were no sanitary facilities 
or washbasins. . . .  Prisoners built the outdoor latrines. The 
food was poor and varied at different times: black coffee, dry 
bread, rutabaga soup, a potato on rare occasions, and a piece 
of liverwurst on exceptional ones. The children may not have 
minded the shortages as much, because their parents, and 
sometimes strangers as well tried to help to a very modest 
extent.”7 Approximately 40 children aged up to 14  were in the 
camp.8

One day when they got back from work, the women saw 
the guard women putting piles of wood around the building. 
As it later turned out, they  were unsuccessful in destroying 
the camp; liberation had begun.

The commander and Aufseher (overseer) fl ed the camp in 
early May 1945. Only the woman in charge of the kitchen, 
two SS men, and 10 women guards remained.

A five-sided blue badge issued to prisoner Helen Waterford at Kratzau 
(Chrastava) subcamp of Gross-Rosen, October 1944 to May 1945.
USHMM WS # N00098, COURTESY OF  HELEN WATERFORD

KRATZAU I   755
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The civilian who told the prisoners they  were free recom-
mended that they stay in the camp until the Soviet Army en-
tered. They listened to him. The soldiers handed out cans of 
food to them, also warning them not to eat fatty foods be-
cause of their poor health. Despite the warnings, there  were 
cases of dysentery and other diseases. Consequently, a quar-
antine was imposed, and an order forbidding anyone to leave 
camp was issued.

According to B. Zimmerman’s account, Camp Com-
mander Dinner was a person who would torment the prison-
ers by  doing things like not letting them wash, and if she 
found an undressed woman washing herself, she immediately 
punished her with a whipping. The camp commander “was 
about 45 years old, she was a  good- looking woman, she al-
ways had a whip with her . . .  , she said that the only educa-
tional method was a good whipping. She whipped people in 
inhuman  fashion.”9

There was a woman camp leader (Lagerführerin) in au-
tumn 1944; later there was a man. Some of the staff  were ar-
rested in May 1945. The Lagerführer was probably shot.10 No 
information is available on the staff trials.

The camp staff was composed of 4 SS men and 10 SS 
women (they  were German women from the Czech Sudeten 
area). Several staff names and a few details about them have 
been established:

•   Maria Kraus née Hradec (born April 25, 1923). She 
was wanted after the war.11

•   Someone named Paul Oswald Thiemann (born 
December 18, 1897) was an  SS- Rottenführer at 
Kratzau starting July 1944. He was tried in Poland 
after the war. The verdict is not available.12

•  Elza  Hemmrich—Lagerführerin, SS member.
• Adela  Pelz—Blockführerin, SS member.
•   Berta  Sommer—Administration Department, SS 

member.

Eighteen Aufseher have been identifi ed: Uscha Bening, 
Schutz. Fonfara, Strm. Gungl, Strm. Heller, Schutz. Jasche, 
Schutz. Klitsch, E. Kraus, Maria Kraus, Schutz. Kuller, Strm. 
Lagua, Schutz Lang, Schutz Langfeld, Schutz. Muhlbauer, 
Uscha. Ruter, Schutz. Theis, Schutz. Thuer, Schutz. Wieland, 
and Schutz. Wiesner.13

The trial materials of the aforementioned staff members 
could not be found. The staff information might also apply to 
the Kratzau II camp.

SOURCES Some information of the Kratzau I subcamp can 
be found in the following publications: Alfred Konieczny, 
“Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen w latach 
1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982); Konieczny, Frauen im Konzen-
trationslager  Gross- Rosen in den Jahren 1944–1945 (Wałbrzych, 
1994); and Aneta Małek, Praca w systemie KL  Gross- Rosen 
(Wałbrzych, 2003). See also Katarzyna  Pawlak- Weiss, 
“Z

.
eńskie fi lie KL  Gross- Rosen połoz.one na terenie obec-

nych Czech w latach 1944–45” (Master’s thesis, Wrocław 
University, 2002).

Archival materials on this subcamp are scant. The accounts, 
recollections, and surveys of former prisoners are available in 
the AMGR and rec ords of the OKBZHW; interviews are 
found in the collections of the AZ

.
IH in Warsaw; and the list of 

Auschwitz concentration camp staff members tried in Poland 
after the war contains some information about Kratzau I.

Katarzyna  Pawlak- Weiss
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR, DP 8751, correspondence of R. Olszyna; 

AZ
.
IH, Account No. 271.
 2. AMGR, DP 8751, correspondence of R. Olszyna.
 3. A. Małek, “Praca w fi liach KL  Gross- Rosen” (unpub. 

MSS).
 4. AMGR, DP 2829.
 5. AMGR, MF 124/2139, account of Nela Liphart.
 6. AMGR, XLIII/2.
 7. AMGR, Kowalczyk
 8. Ibid.
 9. AMGR, MF/549602, account of B. Zimmerman.
 10. AMGR,  DP- A 3474, questionnaire of Zenon Lis.
 11. AMGR, XLIII/1, Rec ords of investigation located at 

the OKBZHW.
 12. APMO, 27, List of Auschwitz concentration camp staff 

members tried in Poland after the war; (Trial Materials, 
 Materials Cata log No./589);  AK- IPN, 1,14,25 (Ur.:  SS-
 Rottenführer, KL Auschwitz: 1940–1945; List of Auschwitz 
concentration camp staff members; Polish Army Mission rec-
ords;  PMW- BZW/171, k.228);  AK- IPN (Paul Oswald Thie-
mann’s other personal data is from the indictment dated 
December 20, 1947, in the trial of Walter Palinsky and associ-
ates, and  SOWd- 140, pp. 40–43, 77–86).

 13. AMGR, DP 8751, Olszyna materials.

KRATZAU II
The Kratzau II camp was taken over by  Gross- Rosen in the 
autumn of 1944. The camp accommodated approximately 150 
Jewish women of French, Hungarian, and Greek origin.

The subcamp was located outside the village of Klein 
Schönau (Malý S̆enov). The fi rst mention of its existence is 
dated October 28, 1944. A 150- person transport from Ausch-
witz  II- Birkenau concentration camp arrived there around 
that date. The female prisoners in the transport  were num-
bered in the series from 86201 to 86350. The women  were put 
in the mill because it was the only building with  large- enough 
rooms.

The Kratzau II camp probably accommodated only sick 
prisoners. A list made by the International Tracing Ser vice 
(ITS) contains no information about the women working.1 
However, the name Tannwald Textilien Werke and the type 
of manufacturing it  did—antigas protective equipment (Gas-
schutzgeräte)—appear next to Kratzau II in a document dated 
November 18, 1944. The number of women who appear to 
have worked there was 150, and an increase to 500 was 
planned.2
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A former prisoner’s account corroborates the supposition 
that the camp was only for sick women, as she says that the 
death rate was very high there, because someone died there 
every day and the prisoners themselves would bury the dead 
by the cemetery wall. Regarding the disposal of the bodies of 
dead women, another account informs us that the bodies  were 
carted off to be cremated at a camp in Weiss Kirchen an der 
Neisse (later Bily Kostel nad Nisou).

The supposition regarding the nature of the camp might 
also be corroborated by information that selections  were fre-
quently conducted at the Kratzau I subcamp, and the sick 
 were taken away from the camp. That could be the reason for 
setting up a separate camp nearby (Kratzau II) for those un-
able to work. By analogy, that is what happened in places such 
as the Riese Dörnhau camp.

All we know about conditions in the camp is that lice in-
festation was rampant and that prisoners worked washing 
dirty laundry in the Waschraum. As indicated in one account: 
“The camp was closed and  lice- infested; the Dutch women 
 were afraid of [bugs?], their bodies  were bitten up by insects. 
The camp was in a mill. The beds  were  triple- deckers.”3

Two reports provide us with information that dental pro-
cedures  were performed in this camp; they record that from 
February 2 to February 27, 1945, prisoners  were seen by Ro-
mana Silberschlag (camp no. 53948), the prisoner serving as 
the dentist at that time.

Several days before liberation, the Danish Red Cross sent 
food assistance. However, it may have been sent to Kratzau I 
or Kratzau II or to both camps.

The Aufseherinnen (SS women guard auxiliaries) and 
camp leader (Lagerführer) fl ed just before the Soviet Army 
entered the camp. Only a guard remained. The detachment 
leader (Kommandoführer) told the women that they would be 
liberated in a few days. Before she left, she gave a fi nal com-
mand to clean the dirty toilet. A Soviet soldier announced 
they  were free, after which the barbed wires  were cut, and the 
camp celebrated.4 Also, the camp ware house loaded with huge 
amounts of food was knocked down. That information came 
from accounts by former prisoners. The same accounts say 
that for a time the women hid in the Aufseherinnen’s room 
from the Rus sians, who raped women.

After a few days spent in the camp after liberation, the 
Czechs told the women to go to the train station. The train 
trip was not long; they had to get off for unknown reasons and 
continue their journey on foot through the forest. After much 
tribulation, they fi nally reached Łódź.5

The information on the staff provided in the entry on 
 Gross- Rosen/Kratzau I might also apply to the Kratzau II 
camp. There is no accurate information, so we cannot deter-
mine which people  were assigned to either camp.

SOURCES Information on the Kratzau II subcamp can be 
found in the following publications: Alfred Konieczny, “Ko-
biety w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen w latach 1944–
1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982); Konieczny, Frauen im Konzentrationslager 
 Gross- Rosen in den Jahren 1944–1945 (Wałbrzych, 1994); Ane ta 

Małek, Praca w systemie KL  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych, 2003); 
and Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen 
(stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 1987). See also G. Choptiany, “Re-
wiry w KL  Gross- Rosen” (unpub. MSS); and Katarzyna 
 Pawlak- Weiss, “Z

.
eńskie fi lie KL  Gross- Rosen połoz.one na 

terenie obecnych Czech w latach 1944–45 (Master’s thesis, 
Wrocław University, 2002).

Archival material on this camp is scant. Recollections and 
surveys of former prisoners can be found at the AMGR.

Katarzyna  Pawlak- Weiss
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. A. Małek, “Praca w fi liach KL  Gross- Rosen” (unpub. 

MSS).
 2. AMGR, DP 2829.
 3. AMGR, 154/N, Frydla Kryger.
 4. Ibid.
 5. Ibid.

KURZBACH
The Kurzbach subcamp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp operated in 1944–1945 in the town of Kurzbach (pres-
ent- day Bukołowo) and was located in some of the buildings 
on the estate of Prince von Hatzfeld (the sheepfold and pig-
sty, where, incidentally, the hospital for sick prisoners was 
set up).

It is probable that the subcamp came into being in late 
October 1944, although there are no documents to confi rm 
that date defi nitely.

As was the case with the other camps formed in the region, 
the purpose of this one was to do work associated with the 
Barthold Operation (Unternehmen Barthold), that is, the con-
struction of fortifi cations in Lower Silesia for defense against 
the approaching Soviet Army. To carry out these plans, 1,000 
female prisoners  were brought in from the Auschwitz concen-
tration camp; they  were marked with numbers beginning with 
79501. The women  were Jewish.

In the opinion of forced laborers working or living in the 
vicinity of the camp, the Kurzbach prisoners appeared hag-
gard and beset by hunger, as they often begged for food. 
However, obtaining extra food that way was severely pun-
ished. Witnesses say that it was exactly this hunger that dev-
astated the body and resulted in numerous deaths. The 
number of mortalities has not been established. Dead prison-
ers  were most frequently buried at night in the nearby woods. 
Witnesses also recall instances of killing. They think that six 
or seven people  were murdered. An investigation into the 
matter by the Zielona Góra District Commission for the In-
vestigation of Nazi Crimes came up with neither the names of 
the perpetrators nor the victims.

The Kurzbach labor camp prisoners did murderously hard 
jobs (cutting down trees, digging ditches) called for by the 
Unternehmen Barthold and its Einsatzstab Kraschnitz.

KURZBACH   757
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The SS oversaw the camp, and the Organisation Todt 
(OT) supervised the prisoners’ work. The management staff 
was made up of men and women.

The subcamp’s evacuation began in late January 1945, 
when 200 to 500 women  were escorted out. The sick and weak 
 were escorted out later. Those who  were unfi t to march  were 
killed.

The camp’s prisoners  were evacuated to the  Bergen- Belsen 
concentration camp. The number of women who completed 
the journey and reached its destination has not been deter-
mined.

SOURCES This work is based primarily on Bogdan Cybulski, 
Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica: 
Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1987); Isabell Sprenger, 
Gross- Rosen: Ein Konzentrationslager in Schlesien (Cologne: 
Böhlau, 1994); and Alfred Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie 
 koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen w latach 1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 
(1982): 55–112.

Other sources used  were minutes of witness interrogations 
as well as reports from the investigation conducted on the 
camps and on crimes committed in 1944–1945 in the town of 
Sieczko and Bukolewo. This material, which was acquired 
from the OKBZHW, is located in the archives of the AMGR, 
Cata log No. DP/6500.

Graz. yna Choptiany
trans. Gerard Majka

LANDESHUT
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp at Landeshut was put into opera-
tion in July 1944 in a suburb of Landeshut (later Kamienna 
Góra) to provide the labor force for the roller and ball bearing 
manufacturing works moved there from Schweinfurt, which 
was threatened by Allied air raids. The decision to move the 
plant was made by the Reich Air Ministry (RLM) in May 
1943 and concerned the Kugelfi scher and Vereinigte 
 Kugellager- Fabriken plants, which  were given use of the pro-
duction halls of the local Kramst, Methner and Frahne und 
Leinag AG textile plants in Landeshut. The adaptation work 
that had to be completed was done by such people as prisoners 
from the Organisation Schmeldt forced labor camp for Jews 
(ZALfJ) that was established at that time; the prisoners  were 
then incorporated into the manufacturing pro cess. The 
ZALfJ was closed in April 1944 due to a typhus epidemic, af-
ter which the plants sought  Gross- Rosen concentration camp 
prisoners for labor.

The initial group of prisoners, numbering over 300, was 
sent to Landeshut on July 16, 1944; they  were selected from 
recently arrived transports of prisoners from Warsaw (Pawiak 
prison), Białystok, and Łomz.a. A second group arrived in 
early August, and a third group of prisoners arrived in  mid-
 September (including many from the Warsaw Ghetto Upris-
ing). Afterward, only small groups would arrive to make up 
for losses due to death or disability, such as a 50- person group 
of Polish children from the Auschwitz concentration camp. A 
group of Jewish prisoners from the evacuated Auschwitz Glei-

witz subcamp arrived in late January 1945. A total of approxi-
mately 1,500 prisoners  were sent to Landeshut, of whom Poles 
defi nitely predominated (over 80 percent), followed by Soviet 
citizens (approximately 15 percent) and small groups of Croa-
tians, Czechs, Frenchmen, and Germans. The prisoners  were 
 housed in four brick barracks with two levels; a fi fth barrack 
was also occupied toward the end of the camp’s existence. The 
camp was surrounded by a  barbed- wire fence and guarded by 
a detachment of SS men from the  Gross- Rosen Guard Bat-
talion 11th Company.

SS- Hauptscharführer Alfons Gross became the camp 
leader (Lagerführer) at Landeshut, and his assistant was 
SS- Unterscharführer Johann Metzner.  SS- Oberscharführer 
Herbert Hank became the new camp leader at the turn of the 
year from 1944 to 1945. The “prisoner government” was 
headed by camp elder (Lagerältester) Richard Peter, previ-
ously a block elder (Blockältester) at  Gross- Rosen; the block 
elders  were Stanisław Kowalski, Gottlieb Adam, Tomasz 
Pilujski, Marian Kośmida, Zygmunt Pietrzak, Paweł Proksa, 
and Hieronim Furmanek. Stanisław Lebiedyński became the 
doctor in the infi rmary.

Besides some small camp support (kitchen, laundry, infi r-
mary) and construction commandos, the prisoners worked in 
two shifts in the plants, making ball bearings. The SS men 
escorted them to the workplace and took them back to the 
camp as well. They worked in three separate plants, named 
Werk I, Werk II, and Werk III, under the supervision of Ka-
pos and German foremen. Otto Dicke headed the group of 
Kapos and was aided in persecuting and abusing the prisoners 
by German criminal prisoners Zappe and Karl Regel, as well 
as Poles Henryk Iwanowski and Teodor Szulc. Werk I did the 
preliminary pro cessing of the bearing rings, cutting, grind-
ing, and pretempering them. Werk II assembled the bearings 
and did the quality control and shipping. The work was the 
hardest at Werk III, put into operation in the autumn of 1944: 
at large electrical furnaces the rings  were punched out for 
further pro cessing. The labor in the factory quickly exhausted 
the prisoners’ strength, also aided by the starvation food ra-
tions. They soon became emaciated and fell ill with various 
diseases. The infi rmary did not have the medicine it needed, 
and many of the prisoners died. The bodies of the deceased 
 were sent to the crematorium at the main camp up until the 
evacuation of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp in Febru-
ary 1945, after which they  were buried in Landeshut in the 
Jewish cemetery.

Some determined prisoners made several attempts to es-
cape. The fi rst successful one, as early as August 24, 1944, was 
by two Rus sians; there was another attempt by three Rus sians 
on September 23. Apprehended fugitive Piotr Garczyński was 
hung on the assembly grounds to intimidate the prisoners; 
the others  were sent back to  Gross- Rosen and put into a penal 
company.

When the next Red Army set off on another offensive in 
Lower Silesia on February 8, 1944, the Landeshut region was 
suddenly in the zone threatened by the frontline operations. 
The camp command ordered the evacuation of all prisoners 
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able to march; the sick and exhausted  were allowed to stay at 
the camp. On February 14, the evacuation column set off to-
ward Hirschberg (Jelenia Góra), but it stopped after having 
traveled over 19 kilometers (12 miles) and was ordered back to 
the Landeshut camp. There, the people who had stayed be-
hind  were accused of aiding the Communists and destroying 
camp facilities; they  were formed into a penal company that 
the SS men and  prisoner- functionaries subjected to a “bloody 
Friday” on February 16; tens of people  were killed or shot 
during the massacre and during punitive labor at Werk III the 
next day.

The prisoners  were not sent to work until late February, as 
the plants had been evacuated. The camp provisioning had 
degenerated considerably, and the number of emaciated peo-
ple quickly  rose, as did the prisoner death rate. In March and 
April 1945, the authorities started forcing the prisoners to 
build antitank ditches near Liebau (Lubawka), which for the 
starving people was often more than their strength could 
bear; the work lasted until early May. The  prisoner-
 functionaries and SS men left the camp the night of May 8; 
the camp was liberated by detachments of the Soviet 21st 
Army the next morning.

Bodies  were exhumed from three mass graves at the Jewish 
cemetery in Landeshut on April 11, 1946; the remains of 107 
prisoners  were dug up, some with evident skull injuries and 
gunshot holes. The Polish courts tried some of the Landeshut 
 prisoner- functionaries: on September 16, 1946, the Katowice 
Special Criminal Court sentenced block elder Marian 
Kośmida to death; on August 31, 1948, the Jelenia Góra Dis-
trict Court sentenced Kapo Henryk Iwanowski to death; on 
August 9, 1949, the Białystok District Court sentenced assis-
tant Kapo Władysław Rogowski to six years in prison; and on 
August 23, 1948, the Kraków District Court sentenced 
Władysław Mleczko, Barrack I scribe (Blockschreiber) and 
briefl y block elder, to three years in prison.

SOURCES There are no publications that deal directly with 
this camp; some information is available in the broader publi-
cations on  Gross- Rosen. Primary sources are available in the 
AMGR.

Alfred Konieczny

LANGENBIELAU I [AKA REICHENBACH, 
REICHENBACH SPORTSCHULE]
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp Langenbielau I was located in the 
Prus sian province of Lower Silesia (Niederschlesien), in what 
is  present- day Bielawa, about 60 kilometers (37 miles) to the 
south of Breslau (Wrocław). That the camp had two names is 
due to the fact that the accommodation barracks  were located 
between the villages of Langenbielau and Reichenbach. The 
buildings  were part of the former  SA- Sports  School—thus 
the origin of the camp’s name Reichenbach Sportschule.

Forced labor camps  were located in the area around Breslau 
in Upper and Lower Silesia and some in the Sudetenland as 
early as 1940, to hold the local Jewish population. Under the 

command of Albrecht Schmelt, the Sonderbeauftragter (spe-
cial commissioner) of the RFSS und Chef der deutschen Po-
lizei für den fremdvölkischen Arbeitseinsatz im Osten (Chief 
of German Police for the Employment of Foreign  Labor in the 
East), the inmates of these camps that  were part of the Or-
ganisation Schmelt worked primarily in textile industries that 
supplied the Wehrmacht. In 1942, an Organisation Schmelt 
camp was established in Langenbielau. In the autumn of 1944, 
it came under the control of the  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp as a subcamp. The prisoners’ living conditions sharply 
deteriorated with this change in command: according to Mon-
ika Schmidt, who has described the camp in the Dachauer 
Hefte, the women in the forced labor camp  were selected, and 
the men  were mistreated.

According to Schmidt, the camp Langenbielau I consisted 
of sections: the men’s camp, or Männerlager I, and the wom-
en’s camp, or Frauenlager I. Between the end of August and 
the beginning of September 1944, the SS had taken over the 
former Reichenbach Sports School and, with the labor of Jews 
from the forced labor camp in Faulbrück, converted it into a 
concentration camp. The Langenbielau I camp for men con-
sisted of eight  two- level barracks, and the camp for women, 
which was only a few meters away, consisted of six barracks. 
The buildings  were surrounded by a 3- meter- high (almost 
10- feet- high) electrifi ed fence, and there  were 5- meter- high 
(16.4- feet- high) guard towers.

There  were around 2,000 prisoners in the camp for men; 
the fi rst inmates  were from the dissolved forced labor camp 
(ZAL) in Faulbrück, and they arrived in Langenbielau on 
October 17 and 25, 1944. At the end of October, another 
transport arrived with 200 prisoners from the Krakau-
 Plaszow camp. Details on the age and national origin of the 
male prisoners have not been referred to in the secondary lit-
erature. The death rate in the men’s camp has been described 
as high, with the prisoners suffering mostly from lung dis-
eases. The death rate is said to have been 3 or 4 prisoners per 
day.

The camp commander for the Langenbielau I men’s camp, 
which was also the site of the camp offi ces for the other camps 
in Langenbielau and Peterswaldau, was  SS- Obersturmführer 
Karl Ulbricht, who had previously been commander of the 
guards at the  Lublin- Majdanek concentration camp. The 
Rapportführer was Martin Klütsch. The camp was guarded 
by roughly 150 SS guards, of whom only a few are known by 
name: Richard Dietrich, Max Grimm, and Koppelmann (or 
Koppmann). Blockführer Helmut Schulze was known to the 
prisoners as Joine (der Bösartige, or “The Vicious One”).

The women’s camp Langenbielau I held around 400 pris-
oners when it was taken over by the  Gross- Rosen concentra-
tion camp. They  were given prisoner numbers 49501 to 49898. 
Around 200 of these women had arrived in Langenbielau a 
few weeks earlier, following the dissolution of forced labor 
camps at Gellenau. A quarter of the women  were between 
ages 13 and 18; a third  were between 19 and 23. Additional 
arrivals increased the numbers of prisoners to around 800. It 
is likely that the numbers  were even higher. Most of the 
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women  were Hungarian and Polish Jews. Hans de Vries states 
that there was also a group of Dutch prisoners in Langenbie-
lau (probably Langenbielau I): 450 of these prisoners, mostly 
women,  were deported in June 1944 from Herzogenbusch to 
Auschwitz and then  were sent on to Langenbielau/Reichen-
bach. Only 160 (male and female) inmates of this  so- called 
Philips Group survived.

The women slept in unheated barracks on straw; details on 
the death rate in the female camp have not survived, but ac-
cording to Schmidt, relying on eyewitness statements, the 
prisoners  were mistreated by the guards, roll calls lasted for 
hours, and at least one female prisoner was shot in a forest 
near the camp. As in the men’s camp, prisoners from the 
women’s camp who  were no longer capable of working  were 
sent to Auschwitz or to the Dörnhau subcamp, a  so- called 
death camp (Sterbelager). From September 1944, the women’s 
camp was used to train wardresses for the  Gross- Rosen camp; 
the women  were armed with cudgels and whips, and the use of 
dogs was planned. Schmidt states that around 40 to 50 ward-
resses  were in charge of the prisoners in the women’s camp. 
Lieselotte Reiche is named as the commander of this camp. 
The name of another wardress, Charlotte Hilscher, is known, 
as are the names of 3 women who worked in the prison 
 administration: Erika König, Maria Kühnel, and Helena 
Wiltzdorf.

The male prisoners as well as the female prisoners worked 
at a number of local fi rms, probably as a continuation of the 
work done for the Organisation Schmelt. Often, the male 
prisoners worked in armaments production or on construc-
tion sites after the transfer of control of the camp to  Gross-
 Rosen.

Little is known about the cultural life in the camp. Bella 
Gutterman has revealed that at the beginning of 1945 the 
Jewish prisoners celebrated Passover in Langenbielau. The 
male prisoners burned some of their beds to bake matzoh. 
The celebration occurred in the Langenbielau I women’s 
camp.

On February 18, 1945, some of the female prisoners  were 
evacuated to Porta Westfalica, a Neuengamme subcamp, and 
others to Parschnitz. In March 1945, 432 male prisoners  were 
probably taken to Dachau. Of those, it is thought that only 
240 reached their destination. However, there was not a  full-
 scale evacuation of the camp. It was liberated by Soviet troops 
on May 8, 1945.

Klutsch and Schulze  were sentenced to death in Poland in 
1948 and hanged.

SOURCES Monika Schmidt reconstructs everyday life in the 
camp Langenbielau I in her essay “Zwangsarbeit und Lager-
haft als lebenslanges Trauma. Erfahrungen in Langenbielau 
und Peterswaldau,” DaHe 15 (1999): 174–195. The essay is 
based on witness statements, and the description is necessar-
ily fragmentary. Alfred Konieczny, Frauen im Konzentrations-
lager  Gross- Rosen in den Jahren 1944–1945 (Wałbrzych: 
Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1994), describes the 
“Frauenarbeitslager” Langenbielau on pp. 21–25 and on p. 23 
deals with the use of the names “Langenbielau” and “Reichen-

bach.” Bella Gutterman in her essay “Der Alltag der jüdischen 
Häftlinge in Nebenlagern des KL  Gross- Rosen im Lichte 
ihrer kulturellen und künstlerischen Tätigkeit,” in Die Völker 
Europas im KL  Gross- Rosen, ed. Alfred Konieczny (Wałbrzych: 
Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1995), pp. 37–58, on p. 57 
relates the preparation and celebration of Passover by the 
Jewish prisoners in the Reichenbach camp [aka Frauenlager 
Langenbielau I].  Hans- Werner Wollenberg, one of the doc-
tors in the men’s camp, wrote a memoir: . . . und der Alptraum 
wur de zum Alltag. Autobiographischer Bericht eines Jüdischen 
Arztes über Zwangsarbeitslager in Schlesien (1942–1945), ed. 
Manfred Brusten, Pfafferweiler: Centaurus, 1992. On pp. 
156–87 he deals with his time in Langenbielau. Hans de Vries 
describes the fate of the Jewish prisoners in the Langenbielau 
I subcamp in his “Holländische Staatsbürger im KL  Gross-
 Rosen,” in Konieczny, Die Völker Europas im KL  Gross- Rosen, 
pp. 85–90.

The GKBZHwP’s Obozy hitlerowskie na ziemiach polskich 
1939–1945. Informator encyklopedyczny, ed. Czeslaw Pilichowski 
et al. (Warsaw: Państwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1979), 
refers to the camp on p. 429 as an in de pen dent subcamp under 
the name Reichenbach but without any reference to Langen-
bielau I.

The ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer-
 SS (1933–1945) (Arolsen, 1979), 1:139, states that the Langen-
bielau I subcamp was also known as the Reichenbach 
Sportschule. The “Verzeichnis der Konzentrationslager und 
ihrer Aussenkommandos gemäss § 42 Abs 2 BEG,” BGBl. 
(1977), Teil 1, p. 1835, lists the Reichenbach camp under the 
name Langenbielau.

The  BA- L under Signatures ZdL 405 AR 2797/67 IV and 
ZdL 405  AR- Z 11/62 II holds fi les on the proceedings against 
the camp commander of Langenbielau I, II, and Peterswal-
dau,  SS- Obersturmführer Karl Ulbrich.  BA- L, ZdL 205 AR 
1018/63, contains witness statements regarding the Langen-
bielau subcamp; collection ZdL 405 AR 1663/66 comprises 
fi les from the proceedings against Helmut Schulze. Witness 
statements on Langenbielau I are also held in the archives of 
AMGR, the ZfA in Berlin, the AZ

.
IH in Warsaw, the YVA in 

Israel, and the USHMM in Washington, DC. Files from the 
trial of SS and wardresses are held in the GKBZHwP in War-
saw, collections SOSW 125 (proceedings against Martin 
Klütsch) and SOSW 6 (proceedings against Gertrud G.). 
Further information can be found in the collections of the 
 BA- B, NS 3/1570 (Angaben zu Aufseherinnen), NS 4 Bu 99 
(Gross- Rosen aus Ausbildungsort für Aufseherinnen), and 
NS 4 GR vorl. (Gross- Rosen).

Evelyn Zegenhagen
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

LANGENBIELAU II
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp Langenbielau II was located in 
Langenbielau (present- day Bielawa). The subcamp was for fe-
male prisoners. As with the women’s camp in Peterswaldau, it 
was administered from the male camp at Langenbielau I.

Unlike the camp at Langenbielau I (which was also known 
as Reichenbach or Reichenbach Sportschule), there are few 
details known about the camp at Langenbielau II. Also, 
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 Langenbielau II did not originate from the Organisation 
Schmelt. It probably originated, as with other  Gross- Rosen 
subcamps, as a result of the arrival of prisoner transports 
from Hungary, Slovakia,  Krakau- Plaszow, and Litzmannstadt 
(Łódź). Many of these transports went through a selection in 
Auschwitz before the prisoners  were distributed to the new 
subcamps. According to statements by former prisoners, it 
would seem that the women  were taken to the Langenbielau 
II subcamp up to April 1945.1 Women who could not work 
 were regularly returned to Auschwitz.

The International Tracing Ser vice (ITS), relying on a 
prisoner statement, reports that the Langenbielau II camp 
was mentioned for the fi rst time in February 1945. The 
women, according to the ITS, worked for the companies 
Lehmann and G.F. Flechtner (the Lehmann company had 
taken over part of the Flechtner factory). Details on their 
work are not known. The women slept in barracks next to 
their work. The female SS guards in the camp  were under the 
command of Elisabeth Knauer, who joined the  SS- Gefolge 
(Auxiliary) at the age of 23 in March 1944. At least one SS 
wardress was to be trained to lead a dog squad. In response to 
statements about the completely unhygienic sanitary condi-
tions and the frequent epidemics among the prisoners, in-
cluding typhus, Knauer is alleged to have said: “They should 
croak!”2 The death rate is said to have been high, but there 
are no details.

The Bielawa city administration has information that sug-
gests a number of around 1,000 Silesian Jewish women in 
Langenbielau II who, from  mid- 1944, worked for the Frolich 
Spinning company.3 It is likely that this information confuses 
the women’s camp with Langenbielau I.

The prisoners  were liberated by the Red Army on May 8, 
1945.

SOURCES The ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem 
Reichsführer- SS (1933–1945) (Arolsen, 1979), refers to Lan-
genbielau on 1:139; see also “Verzeichnis der Konzentrations-
lager und ihrer Aussenkommandos gemäss § 42 Ab, 2 BEG,” 
BGBl. (1977), Teil 1, p. 1819; Obozy hitlerowskie na ziemiach 
polskich 1939–1945. Informator encyklopedyczny, ed. Czesław 
Pilichowski et al. (Warsaw: Państwowe Wydawnictwo Na-
ukowe, 1979), p. 428.

Alfred Konieczny refers to the Langenbielau II camp in 
Frauen im Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen in den Jahren 1944–
1945 (Wałbrzych: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1994), 
pp. 43–44. Monika Schmidt in her essay “Zwangsarbeit und 
Lagerhaft als lebenslanges Trauma. Erfahrungen in Langen-
bielau und Peterswaldau,” DaHe 15 (1999): 174–195, provides 
numerous details on the camps in Langenbielau (also Peters-
waldau) as well as the prisoners’ living conditions.

Information held by the Bielawa City Administration on 
the camps Langenbielau I and II can be found at the following 
Web address:  http:// wiadomosci .um .bielawa .pl/ wb .php .

The  BA- L, Signatur ZSt 405 AR 2797/67 IV, holds fi les on 
the proceedings against the camp commanders of Langenbie-
lau I, II, and Peterswaldau,  SS- Obersturmführer Karl  Ulbrich 
and  Else Knauer (in par tic u lar, the interrogation of Karl Ul-
brich, dated August 16, 1965); investigations on Langenbielau 

II are held in Signatur ZSt 205 AR 1018/63. The planned 
training of an SS wardress as a dog squad leader is confi rmed 
in  BA- L, ZSt Verschiedenes 301 Dm, pp. 235–236; informa-
tion on the transport of selected women out of the camp is 
located in ZSt 405  AR- Z 11/62 I, p. 140 (statement by Sima 
K., February 8, 1965).

In AZ
.
IH, Signatur ZIH 301/901, there is a report by sur-

vivor Hanna W., dated September 28, 1945, on her time as a 
prisoner in Langenbielau II.

Evelyn Zegenhagen
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

NOTES
 1. Aussage Rachel B. vom 16. August 1966, ZdL, Signatur 

ZSt 205 AR 1018/63, (held at  BA- L).
 2. Bericht Hanna W., 28.9.1945, Z

.
ydowski Instytut Hi-

storyczny, Signatur Z
.
IH 301/901, p. 1, zitiert nach: Monika 

Schmidt, “Zwangsarbeit und Lagerhaft als lebenslanges 
Trauma. Erfahrungen in Langenbielau und Peterswaldau,” 
DaHe 15 (1999): 185.

 3. See  http:// wiadomosci .um .bielawa .pl/ wb .php .

LIEBAU
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp at Liebau (later Lubawka) was lo-
cated approximately 10 kilometers (6.2 miles) south of Landes-
hut (Kamienna Góra).

From the surviving original camp rec ords, there is no 
doubt that there was a women’s camp in Liebau under the 
command of  Gross- Rosen. The International Tracing Ser-
vice (ITS) cata log, citing the recollections of former prison-
ers collected at the Arolsen archives, dates the formation of 
the Liebau subcamp to July 1944. In accordance with original 
German rec ords (transport rosters), as well as postwar rec-
ords of the trials of Liebau female staff members, the camp 
was created in September 1944. The fi rst transport was sent 
on September 19, 1944. It numbered 200  women—Hungarian 
Jews who  were sent to Liebau from the Auschwitz concentra-
tion camp. The prisoners had been given numbers 59801 
through 60000. The entire transport was divided into three 
groups and assigned to work at three local companies. Prison-
ers numbered 59801 through 59850 worked at the Kurt Laske 
furniture factory, where ammunition crates  were manufac-
tured; those numbered 59851 through 59900 worked at the 
Heinz Wendt machine factory, making aircraft parts; and 
those numbered 59901 through 60000 worked at Nordland 
GmbH, making tank treads.

In  mid- October 1944, a transport of nearly 300 women 
arrived from Auschwitz. Besides Polish and Hungarian Jew-
ish women, there  were also Jewish women from France, Bel-
gium, and the Netherlands. They  were given numbers 74101 
through 74393 and  were also assigned to work in the afore-
mentioned three companies (the approximate shares  were: 
Nordland, 150 women; Laske, 100; Wendt, 50).

One more group of 50 Jewish women was sent to Liebau in 
the same month; they received numbers 76131 through 76180. 
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Therefore, the total population of Liebau labor camp was ap-
proximately 550 female prisoners.

Work went on in the plants 24 hours a day without a stop. 
Some prisoners worked in the daytime, some at night. The 
shifts rotated every week. Besides working in the factories, 
the women also did  farm- fi eld work as well as work at the air-
fi eld construction site.

The living conditions in the camp  were adequate. The liv-
ing quarters  were in two types of barracks: wooden and brick. 
They could be heated in the winter. The brick ones had tile 
stoves, while the wooden ones had iron stoves. The women 
slept on bunks arranged in double tiers, one over the other. 
Each woman had two blankets; one served as a cover, while 
the other served as a sheet.

Initially, the clothing available was inadequate. Not only 
was underwear in short supply, so too  were blouses and shirts. 
The shortages  were made up in time from supplies in the ware-
house. There  were also instances of some female guards shar-
ing their clothes with prisoners, although it was forbidden.

The food was poor. Too little was issued, although it was 
issued regularly, three times a day. The food for the entire 
day consisted of breakfast,  one- fourth of a small loaf of bread, 
a bit of butter, and some coffee; lunch, 0.75 to 1 liter (3 to 4 
cups) of watery soup; and supper, the same soup as at lunch. 
Women working the night shift received an extra portion of 
soup. From time to time, there would be a ration of jam, sugar 
(about four tablespoons), and milk.

Female German guards in the ser vice of the SS oversaw 
the camp. The commander’s name was Kowa; she came from 
Bavaria. The barrack commander was Gertrud Kolberg from 
the Breslau (Wrocław) area. The female overseers (Aufsehe-
rinnen)  were simple girls who had been recruited by the lo-
cal Labor Offi ce (Arbeitsamt) shortly before the camp’s 
establishment. They  were taken to  Gross- Rosen, where they 
 were assigned to guard duty in the ranks of the SS. After one 
day at  Gross- Rosen, they  were sent to the camp at Parschnitz 
(later Pořičí). There, they underwent 10 days of training con-
sisting of watching the local female guards work. The Aufsehe-
rinnen’s duties included escorting the prisoners to their 
workplaces, watching over them during work, making sure 
they did not talk or shirk work, and escorting them back to 
the camp 12 hours later. Then the guards  were off duty until 
the next day. Every three or four weeks, there would be Sun-
day guard duty. On Sundays there  were roll calls, which  were 
conducted by the camp commander and barrack commander. 
The Aufseherinnen fi led reports with the camp commander 
on improper behavior by prisoners, and the camp commander 
would mete out bodily punishments: she beat their faces and 
hands, cut their hair, or ordered them to stand outside for a 
long time. The guards at Liebau  were dressed in SS uniforms, 
but, as their trial rec ords show, they did not carry weapons.

There is no detailed information on the medical aid at 
Liebau. We know that among the Jewish prisoners there was 
a Polish doctor, Helena Ryłło, who had probably been brought 
to the camp specially. However, there are no references at all 
to a hospital (Revier) operating in the camp. Over the camp’s 

eight months of existence, 10 women died due to illnesses. 
Most of them  were reportedly Hungarian women. Their 
bodies  were buried in coffi ns near the Catholic cemetery in 
Liebau.

The camp was liberated on May 8, 1945.

SOURCES The following sources contain information on the 
Liebau camp: B. Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross-
 Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 1987); A. Konieczny, “Kobiety 
w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen w latach 1944–1945,” 
Sśsn 40 (1982); Obozy hitlerowskie na ziemiach polskich 1939–
1945: Informator encyklopedyczny (Warsaw, 1979); ITS, Ver-
zeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS (1933–1945): 
Konzentrationslager und deren Aussenkommandos sowie andere 
Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS in Deutschland und 
deutsch besetzten Gebieten (Arolsen, 1979); and AMGR, collec-
tion of written and microfi lmed rec ords.

Magdalena Zając
trans. Gerard Majka

LUDWIGSDORF
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp for women at Ludwigsdorf (later 
Ludwikowice Kłodzkie) came into being in the summer of 
1944. However, the history of the camp located  here goes 
back considerably longer. Since at least June 1942, there was a 
camp at Ludwigsdorf. The camp was situated in a valley on 
the edge of Ludwigsdorf and was surrounded by forest and 
mountains. It was composed of two sections: male and female. 
There was a common bath house for women and men on the 
border of the two sections. There  were approximately 400 
prisoners, Polish Jews, in the women’s camp; the men’s sec-
tion held 600 Jews, who  were Polish, Dutch, Belgian, and 
French nationals.1 Both the women and the men  were put to 
work at the Dynamit AG and Mölke- Werke ammunition fac-
tory. Although the death rate at the camp was very high, the 
population remained the same. That was because new trans-
ports of Jews  were sent to Ludwigsdorf from other camps. 
The following is known about the Ludwigsdorf camp:

On June 23, 1942, an unknown number of women arrived 
from the camp at Ottmuth (later Otmęt); among them was 
Cesia Finkiel; both sections of the camp  were already in exis-
tence then.

In early 1943, a group of men arrived at Ludwigsdorf from 
the camp at Brande (later Prądki in Opole Province); Kazi-
mierz Olszewski arrived in that transport.

In April 1943, approximately 100 girls arrived from the 
Gogolin forced labor camp for Jews; Fela Kurztag was in 
that transport.2

In late November and early December 1943, an unknown 
number of men arrived from the camp at Annaberg (later 
Góra Świętej Anny); Dawid Gliksman was in that transport.

In early spring 1944, approximately 50 Dutch women  were 
transported to Ludwigsdorf.3

On March 28, 1944, a transport of 198 men arrived from 
the defunct camp at Markstädt. They  were sick and weak 
prisoners who had undergone a selection and  were unfi t for 
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work at the Krupp works in Fünfteichen. Berek Goldman ar-
rived in that transport.4

In April or May 1944, approximately 10 women from the 
camp at Annaberg  were admitted.5

Prior to July 1944, an unknown number of Jewish women 
from Hungary  were transported to Ludwigsdorf.

In July 1944, women  were brought from the defunct fe-
male camp at Klettendorf in Breslau (later Klecina, a section 
of Wrocław).

Between late August and September 24, 1944, a transport 
of Polish Jewish women arrived; it is probable that the women 
 were brought from Auschwitz concentration camp.

In  mid- 1944, a decision was made to convert what had 
been a mixed men’s and women’s camp into a strictly female 
subcamp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp. On July 
22–23 of that year, the men’s section of the camp was closed. 
Approximately 230 healthy prisoners  were sent on to the camp 
in Faulbrück. However, 455 Jews unfi t for work  were sent on 
to Auschwitz concentration camp; 370 of them  were gassed.6

The new transports of women  were lodged in the barracks 
that the men had vacated at Ludwigsdorf; approximately 600 
women lived at Ludwigsdorf. The camp was guarded by the 
SS. The names of three guards are known: Margarite Schüler, 
Elizabeth Bischof (born June 7, 1916), and Winger. The name 
of the camp leader (Lagerführerin) is unknown.

All the women worked in the Dynamit AG and Mölke-
 Werke factory. The work went on continuously and was di-
vided into three shifts of eight hours each. The women made 
ammunition, grenades, and other explosives. This work was 
extremely dangerous and a health hazard; the women  were 
continuously exposed to a variety of dangerous chemicals. 
Weighing gunpowder was an especially hazardous job. The 
clouds of dust and gas caused heart, lung, and eye diseases. 
Depending on the type of gunpowder, the dye turned their 
skin yellow, green, or red. Giza Klein described the conse-
quences of that work: “Many people got lung conditions be-
cause of the gunpowder. We  were very dirty. You  couldn’t get 
yourself clean. Everything was greenish yellow from the gun-
powder. Your hands  were pungent from gunpowder. Bread 
also had a bitter taste. There  were no lice or  bedbugs—they 
ran away from the gunpowder. The gunpowder killed every-
thing.”7 The only supposed body protection they had was 
kerchiefs tied around their faces and an extra ration of a half 
liter (two cups) of milk a day. The death rate was high, due to 
the hazardous work, combined with the absence of medical 
care, hunger, and the terror prevalent in the camps (both the 
earlier camp and the  Gross- Rosen subcamp). According to 
Josef Teichmann, a German who worked at the same ammu-
nition factory, approximately 300 prisoners  were buried in the 
cemetery behind the factory.8

Production was halted at the factory in January 1945 due to 
the shortage of raw materials. The women  were sent to dig 
ditches and to build defensive fortifi cations.9 In  mid- April 
1945, some of the prisoners  were evacuated, at fi rst on foot, 
then later by train, to the camp at Biesnitzer Grund. Cesia 
Finkiel, who was taken away in that transport, remembers that 

there  were 300 girls in Görlitz. We do not know if they had all 
been transported there from Ludwigsdorf. Sick and weak 
women who  were unfi t for transport  were left at the Ludwigs-
dorf camp. Soviet soldiers liberated them on the night of May 
8–9, 1945.

After the war, there  were two trials of former SS guards 
from the Ludwigsdorf camp. Elizabeth Bischof was tried in 
1946 by the Municipal Criminal Court in Jicin, in what is 
now the Czech Republic. On February 27, 1946, she was sen-
tenced to 12 years’ imprisonment. After she was released on 
probation on October 23, 1953, she went to Germany.10 Mar-
garite Schüler, tried by the Wrocław District Court on Octo-
ber 31, 1947, was sentenced to 3 years in prison. She was 
released on January 3, 1949, having served her sentence.11

SOURCES There are no monographic essays on Ludwigsdorf. 
There is certain information about this camp in Bogdan Cy-
bulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) 
(Rogoźnica, 1987).

The archival material on Ludwigsdorf consists mainly of 
former prisoner accounts on fi le at the AZ

.
IH in Warsaw and 

AMGR in Wałbrzych. The  AK- IPN in Warsaw contain re-
ports of witness interviews regarding this camp.

Danuta Sawicka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AZ

.
IH, Account No. 924, Cesia Finkiel.

 2. AZ
.
IH, Account No. 960, Fela Kurztag.

 3. AMGR, 6500/9- g/DP, Report of examination of wit-
ness Andrzej Okuta, dated March 26, 1977.

 4. AZ
.
IH, Account No. 946, Berek Goldman.

 5. AZ
.
IH, Account No. 2620, Bronisława Radzik; AMGR, 

13/40/MF, Report of examination of former prisoner Masza 
Dembińska at Nowa Ruda Municipal Court, dated May 6, 
1949.

 6. APMO, D-Au  II- 3/1—Quarantäne- Liste, k. 6; AZ
.
IH, 

Account No. 946.
 7. AMGR, 4801/DP, testimony of Giza Klein, dated 

March 9, 1948.
 8. AMGR, Rec ords of the Wrocław District Commission 

for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes, Report of examination 
of Josef Teichmann, dated January 7, 1969.

 9. AMGR, 4801/DP.
 10. AMGR,  7103/DP—Information on female guards at 

concentration camps in the Czech Republic.
 11. Elz.bieta  Kobierska- Motas, “Członkowie załóg i 

więźniowie funkcyjni niemieckich obozów, więzień i gett ska-
zani przez sądy polskie” (Warsaw, 1992), Item 1397.

MÄHRISCH WEISSWASSER
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp in Mährisch Weisswasser (Bila 
Voda) came into being in September 1944. Information 
about how many women  were sent there or how they  were 
numbered could not be found, but it is known that they 
 were put to work at the Telefunken company (the former 
Friswerke).
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Information collected after the war by the local Czech 
government shows that the subcamp was established in early 
1944. The camp accommodated Jewish women from Hun-
gary, Romania, Poland, and France. The camp was probably 
established especially for the Telefunken company of Berlin. 
There is also information on a transport from Auschwitz of 
women who  were found fi t to work.

Most likely 10 women  were assigned to work in the forest 
to get the wood needed to build the camp, which was com-
posed of six wooden barracks mea sur ing 9  × 18 up to 9  × 27 
meters (9.8  × 19.7 up to 9.8  × 29.5 yards). The camp was sur-
rounded by barbed wire, which was electrifi ed at night. The 
camp was designed for 500 people. According to postwar in-
formation, 650 people passed through it; 500 people  were 
numbered. Of the total of 650, 4 people died and 2 of them 
died in the hospital at C̆ervená Voda shortly after liberation.1

According to the account of Růžena Simonovičové, who 
was treated at the C̆ervená Voda hospital, the camp was 
founded in late September 1944.2

The prisoners  were chiefl y put to work by Telefunken in 
the Frieswerke buildings.

The subcamp’s operation, like other subcamps located in the 
Sudeten district, was coordinated by a special  SS- Kommando 
Trautenau located in what was then called Parschnitz.

Only one member of the camp staff has been identifi ed: 
Herbert Gustaw Arndt (born August 4, 1889), a guard at 
Mährisch Weisswasser from February 1945 to May 1945. 
He had previously served at the concentration camps in 
 Krakau- Plaszow (September 25, 1944–September 30, 1944) 
and Riese/Wüstegiersdorf (September 30, 1944–February 
1945). He was found not guilty in a postwar investigation 
because he had been drafted into the SS guard staff on Sep-
tember 25, 1944, that is, at the end of the war when Hitler 
brought the oldest draftees into the army. Moreover, ac-
cording to witness testimony, he did not agree with Nazi 
Party ideology.3

The Mährisch Weisswasser camp was liberated on May 8, 
1945. Earlier, on April 8, 1945, the female German guards (SS 
women) left the camp in fear of the approaching Red Army.

There  were 650 prisoners in the camp, and upon libera-
tion, they left it and hid in nearby villages. There was no one 
left in the camp on the day the Red Army entered it.4

The prisoners went back to their homes. Due to their seri-
ous condition, three women had to stay in the hospital at 
C̆ervená Voda. One of them recovered, and the other two 
died in the hospital. Their bodies  were buried at the cemetery 
in C̆ervená Voda.

After liberation, the camp was used by the Soviet Army.5

SOURCES Some information on the Mährisch Weisswasser 
subcamp can be found in the following publications: Alfred 
Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross-
 Rosen w latach 1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982); Konieczny, Frauen 
im Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen in den Jahren 1944–1945 
(Wałbrzych, 1994); and Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane 
KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 1987). See also Kata-
rzyna  Pawlak- Weiss, “Z

.
eńskie fi lie KL  Gross- Rosen połoz.one 

na terenie obecnych Czech w latach 1944–45” (Master’s thesis, 
Wrocław University, 2002).

Archival material for this subcamp is minimal. The AMGR 
has only postwar information compiled by the Czech local 
government.

Katarzyna  Pawlak- Weiss
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR, DP 6772.
 2. Ibid.
 3. AMGR, MF 44/674- 678, Investigation of Herbert Gus-

taw Arndt.
 4. AMGR, DP 6772.
 5. Ibid.

MERZDORF
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp at Merzdorf in Riesengebirge 
(later Marciszów) was located approximately eight kilometers 
(fi ve miles) north of Landeshut (Kamienna Góra).

From 1942, there was a forced labor camp for Jewish 
women (Zwangsarbeitslager für Juden, ZALfJ), administered 
by Organisation Schmelt, in Merzdorf. The camp was situ-
ated near the linen mill belonging to  Kramsta- Methner und 
Frahne AG. Women from the camp  were put to work in the 
mill. The prisoners lived in brick barracks.

In the summer of 1944, forced labor camp (ZAL) Merz-
dorf was converted into a women’s subcamp of  Gross- Rosen. 
According to the information from the International Trac-
ing Ser vice (ITS), the fi rst reference to the Merzdorf camp 
under  Gross- Rosen’s command is from August 1944. Based 
on the materials available, a small group (11 names) of Merz-
dorf subcamp prisoners has been identifi ed. The numbers 
given these 11 women ranged from 50578 to 67272, which 
indicates that the fi rst numbers could have been issued in 
September 1944.

The camp held several hundred Jewish women (the exact 
number has not been established). The prisoners’ work did 
not change after the ZAL camp was converted into a  Gross-
 Rosen subcamp. The prisoners still worked in the  Kramsta-
 Methner und Frahne AG linen spinning mill.

As determined by the Main Commission for the Investiga-
tion of Hitlerite Crimes in Wrocław (OKBZHW), the job of 
camp leader (Lagerführerin) was held by SS offi cer E. Rinke.

The Merzdorf subcamp operated until the end of the war. 
It was liberated on May 8, 1945.

SOURCES The following sources contain information on 
the Merzdorf camp: B. Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL 
 Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 1987); A. Konieczny, 
“Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen w latach 
1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982); Obozy hitlerowskie na ziemiach 
polskich 1939–1945: Informator encyklopedyczny (Warsaw, 
1979); ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsfüh-
rer- SS (1933–1945): Konzentrationslager und deren Aussen-
kommandos sowie andere Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS 
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in Deutschland und deutsch besetzten Gebieten (Arolsen, 1979); 
and rulings of the OKBZHW, dated January 3, 1977, to dis-
continue the proceedings against the  Gross- Rosen camp 
commanders; AMGR, collection of written and microfi lmed 
rec ords.

Magdalena Zając
trans. Gerard Majka

MITTELSTEINE
The Mittelsteine (Polish: Ścinawka Średnia) subcamp was es-
tablished on August 23, 1944, with the arrival of a transport 
of 200 women from the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp.1 
These prisoners  were registered in the main camp with num-
bers from 53591 to 54000 and 55001 to 55150.2 In this trans-
port there  were Polish Jews, many of them from the dissolved 
Łódź ghetto. One of them, former prisoner Pesel S., stated as 
follows: “I arrived in the Mittelsteine camp. Before that I had 
been in Auschwitz for a week, to where I had been brought 
from Łódź. . . .  In Mittelsteine I had the prisoner number 
55024. The Mittelsteine camp was a  Gross- Rosen subcamp. 
The camp had about four hundred prisoners. We  were ini-
tially guarded by men for a few days. Later the camp was 
taken over by wardresses. We  were also guarded by ward-
resses in the factory.”3

A second transport arrived on October 5, 1944, with 200 
Hungarian and a few Czech Jewish women. They  were given 
the prisoner numbers 64001 to 64200.4

Halina G., a Polish prisoner, stated the following about 
the camp and its internal workings: “The camp in Mittel-
steine was located on the edge of a small town. The camp 
consisted of two single level wooden barracks. They held the 
female prisoners. There was a smaller barrack in which  were 
the infi rmary bay, doctor’s room, camp elder’s room, kitchen, 
and store room. In the barracks there  were bunks for us to 
sleep on. They had straw sacks. The women in the camp  were 
almost exclusively Jews. Poles  were the majority, but there 
 were a large number from Hungary, Czech o slo vak i a, and [a] 
few of other nationalities.”5

The women worked at the Firma Albert Patin, Werkstät-
ten für Fernsteuerungstechnik Berlin. It had relocated in 1943 
at the request of the Reich Air Ministry (RLM) to Mittel-
steine after it had been damaged during bombing raids.6 Hana 
G. had the following to say about her work:

Each day we left the camp for work in the nearby 
factory. It was probably a factory for aircraft parts. I 
worked at a lathe. The work was done in two shifts 
each of twelve hours (from 6:00 in the morning to 
6:00 in the eve ning and from 6:00 in the eve ning to 
6:00 in the morning). Not only women from our 
camp worked in this factory but also men and women 
of other nationalities. I did not know if there  were 
prisoners from other camps because you  were not 
allowed to speak with anyone. The factory foremen 
 were  men—mostly Germans. Some of the women 

from our camp worked outside the factory site, con-
structing a building that resembled a concrete bun-
ker. That work was very diffi cult. Sometimes the 
female workers  were working in water up to their 
knees. My mother and sister worked there. After we 
came back from the factory and had our meal we 
 were forced to work in the camp, carry ing, for ex-
ample, bricks from outside the camp into the camp. 
In the spring of 1945, we began to construct some-
thing with these bricks. . . .  Because of the addi-
tional work there was tension between the company 
and the camp commander, because the company was 
concerned that it had good labor.7

The camp commander was  SS- Oberaufseherin Philomena 
Locker, who for the crimes she committed in the camp and 
during its evacuation was sentenced in 1948 before a court in 
Świdnica to death. The sentence was commuted to seven 
years’ imprisonment with hard labor.8 She was released from 
prison in 1953.

Hana G. made the following statements about mistreat-
ment by the camp commander:

Once, in 1945, during a roll call in the camp yard, 
the camp commander ordered us to give the names 
of those who are said to have told the foreman that 
the female prisoners had to do extra work in the 
camp after their work in the factory, carry ing bricks. 
My mother stepped out of the line and admitted that 
she had done it. Whether that was true, I don’t know. 
The camp commander took my mother to where the 
wardresses slept and beat her. I can no longer say 
with what she was beaten and how she was beaten. 
As a result of the beating, my mother’s spine was 
damaged. This was only determined when she was 
in hospital in Munich after the liberation. After she 
was beaten, my mother had to go back to work.9

Pesel S. also made a statement about the camp com-
mander:

I only have the impression that the camp com-
mander was very mean. She was dangerous. She had 
one or more dogs. Once, when I went past the store-
room and tried to get some carrots through the win-
dow, she saw me from afar and her large dog came 
running toward me. He bit me in my back.

Another time, at roll call we  were told that we 
would only get our soup when the girls report that 
we had stolen carrots. I and seven others immedi-
ately reported that we had stolen. We  were put up 
against the barracks wall with our faces to the wall. 
Then the other girls had to go past us and each of 
them had to give us one blow with a large wooden 
cudgel. Any one who would not hit us did not get 
any soup.10
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The evacuation of the Mittelsteine camp began in March–
April 1945. It took place in a number of stages. The prisoners 
 were taken to a number of  Gross- Rosen subcamps, for exam-
ple, Grafenort, Altheide, and Mährisch Weisswasser. Former 
Polish prisoner Dwora B. stated the following:

In April 1945 (I  can’t remember the exact date), the 
Mittelsteine camp was evacuated and we  were taken 
by foot to the Grafenort camp. On May 4, 1945, all 
of us, i.e., all the female prisoners in the Grafenort 
camp,  were led into the forest by the SS wardresses 
from our camp (the SS wardresses who  were in the 
Mittelsteine camp). In the forest, we met Wehr-
macht soldiers who  were coming from the front. 
The Wehrmacht soldiers asked the SS wardresses, 
“Where are you taking these people?” The SS 
wardresses replied: “That is our business. It has 
nothing to do with you!” The soldiers replied: “We 
know that you shoot defenseless people but you 
won’t succeed. The Rus sians are not far from  here!” 
With weapons drawn the soldiers forced the SS 
wardresses to take us back to the Grafenort camp. 
When we arrived at the camp the wardresses fl ed. 
One of the Wehrmacht soldiers stayed at the en-
trance to the camp and made sure that nothing 
happened to us. On the following day the Rus sians 
marched into Grafenort.11

Two women found near Mittelsteine are the probable 
number of prisoners who died during the evacuation march. 
They  were shot in the nape of the neck. Autopsies  were car-
ried out by the Klodzko (Glatz) state prosecutor. Their bodies 
 were brought from Mittelsteine to Grafenort.12

Gizi B. wrote the following about the evacuation of the 
other group of women prisoners to Mährisch Weisswasser:

In the middle of April 1945 I was one of two hun-
dred women, who  were transferred from Mittel-
steine to the Weisswasser camp to work in a factory 
there. However, we never worked there. Instead we 
 were held inside the barracks until we  were liber-
ated.

Our conditions in the camp  were indescribable. 
We  were called to roll call twice daily, morning and 
eve ning, and received once a day a small piece of 
bread and a few spoons of a  so- called soup. We  were 
covered in lice while we  were in this camp. Had we 
been forced to endure this torture much longer, I 
doubt that many of us would have survived.13

SOURCES There are no publications specifi cally on this camp. 
Archival rec ords may be at the  BA- L (IV 405 AR–Z 105/67); 
 AK- IPN (collection region commission Kraków, Folder 119); 
and  NWHStA-(D) (Dortmund Rep. 118).

Hans Brenner
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

NOTES
 1. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer-

 SS (1939–1945) (Arolsen, 1979), p. 140.
 2.  AK- IPN, collection regional commission Kraków, 

Folder 119; cited by Alfred Konieczny, Frauen in Konzentra-
t ionslager  Gross- Rosen in den Jahren 1944–1945 (Wałbrzych, 
1994), p. 44.

 3.  BA- L, IV 405  AR- Z 105/67, p. 230, statement by Pol-
ish witness Pesel B.

 4.  AK- IPN.
 5.  BA- L, IV 405  AR- Z 105/67, p. 290, statement by Pol-

ish witness Hana G.
 6.  BA- B, Bank der Deutschen Luftfahrt, Nr. 319, fi le 

note, September 13, 1943.
 7.  BA- L, IV 405 AR–Z 105/67, pp. 290–291, statement by 

Hana G.
 8.  BA- L, IV 405  AR- Z 105/67.
 9. Ibid., p. 292, statement by Hana G.
 10. Ibid., pp. 230–231, statement by Pesel S.
 11. Ibid. p. 276, statement by Dwora B.
 12.  BA- L, IV 405  AR- Z 105/67.
 13. Gizi B., letter to the author, June 6, 1999.

MORCHENSTERN
As the  Gross- Rosen subcamp in the small Silesian industrial 
city of  Zillerthal- Erdmannsdorf (later Mysłakowice), which 
had existed in a textile factory since July 1944, was evacuated 
in front of the rapidly advancing Soviet troops in  mid-
 February 1945, the commando of about 300 women was trans-
ferred in one group to the other side of the Riesengebirge 
Mountains. After the arduous march over the wintry moun-
tains, which began on February 17, the column of female 
prisoners arrived in Morchenstern (Smrz̆ovka), near Gablonz 
(Jablonec nad Nissau), on February 19.1

Here, the  women—Polish, Czech, and Hungarian  Jews—
were put to forced labor in a newly established subcamp lo-
cated in the aircraft engine works of the Mitteldeutsche 
Motorenwerke Taucha (MIMO), a subsidiary of the aircraft 
manufacturer concern Auto  Union AG Chemnitz.2 This 
MIMO factory, which was given the code name “Iser- Werke,” 
belonged to the group of factories that had been transferred 
out of the Leipzig area because of heavy air attacks there. 
Since 1941, its technical director, Dr. Ing. William Werner, 
played a leading role in the directing organs of the German 
aviation arms sphere, such as the “Reichsmarshall’s Industry 
Council for the Production of Air Force Equipment,” the 
“Armaments Council,” the Fighter Staff, and the Armaments 
Staff. Correspondingly, he exerted infl uence over the alloca-
tion of concentration camp prisoner labor. As a result of heavy 
bomb damage sustained at the main works in Taucha, near 
Leipzig, on July 7, 1944, the factory management attempted 
to increase production in its satellite factories such as in 
Morchenstern. For that purpose, MIMO was allocated and 
received the female concentration camp prisoners from 
 Zillerthal- Erdmannsdorf. Whether Andreas Baumgartner’s 
conjecture that parts for the Messerschmitt (Me) 262 jet 
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fi ghter  were produced in the  Iser- Werke is justifi ed has not 
been established.

Accommodations for the women  were in two barracks. In 
the camp, life was regulated according to the usual camp rou-
tine of the female SS overseers, some of whom  were put on 
trial after the war for mishandling the prisoners.

The actual employment of the women in Morchenstern 
was limited in duration, due to the circumstances of the war. 
After barely a month, the detachment was again transferred. 
In connection with the  last- ditch effort to mount an effective 
air defense, the prisoners from Morchenstern  were taken to 
the Nordhausen subcamp, where 294 women arrived on 
March 15, 1945.3 By then it was too late to put them to work. 
On April 4, the women departed on a  days- long foot march 
and railroad journey to Mauthausen, where 221 of them ar-
rived on April 15. Even then the suffering of these women was 
not at an end; 44 of the women  were put into work details at 
Mauthausen and presumably stayed there until their libera-
tion on May 5. Probably the only Belgian in the Morchen-
stern subcamp, Marie M. was able, together with other 
Belgian “protective custody” prisoners, to reach Switzerland 
on April 22 on a transport or ga nized by the International Red 
Cross.

On May 1, 1945, shortly before Mauthausen was liberated, 
a larger part of the women from Morchenstern  were forced on 
a death march from the Mauthausen main camp to the Guns-
kirchen subcamp, where an unknown number of them died of 
typhus. One of the survivors, Hungarian Jew Sarolta M., 
stated in June 1945:

When we departed, we received supplies for one day. 
We marched out. While under way we received 
hardly anything to eat. The hunger was terrible. 
The men plucked grass and herbs, which we cooked. 
Sometimes we succeeded in digging up a couple of 
potatoes, but anyone who was caught doing that was 
shot down. . . .  Naturally there  were many who 
could not endure this march, so many people sat 
down exhausted by the side of the road. The SS of-
fi cer drove a bicycle along the edge of the road and 
shot anyone whom he saw sitting. Once we sat down, 
completely exhausted. The SS man noticed this and 
drew his pistol to shoot us. We quickly sprang up, 
and so he let us live. . . .  Our foot march ended in 
Gunskirchen. We arrived in pouring rain. The camp 
for us had been erected in a forest. There was hardly 
any straw there, and we  were given hardly anything 
to eat. A quarter liter [8.5 ounces] of soup and 120 
grams [4.2 ounces] of bread was our daily ration. 
Typhus broke out there. Many men got it. We 
women received Swiss care packages, and so we held 
out somewhat better, but later the infection raged 
among us as well, naturally.4

How many women survived the strains of the many evacu-
ations in the end is not known. Up until the evacuation of 

Morchenstern, there  were only 3 deaths. The decrease in the 
number of women to 221 before the arrival in Mauthausen 
very probably refl ects the fact that 35 women escaped during 
the foot march from  Nordhausen- Grosswerther to Herzberg, 
where the group boarded a train, and that a further 30 prob-
ably escaped during the train trip. That latter group included 
Czech prisoner Vera Gombosová- Oravcová, who succeeded 
in fl eeing and in hiding herself until the arrival of American 
troops.5

SOURCES There is no secondary work that addresses this 
camp exclusively, but information may be found in Joachim 
Neander, Das Konzentrationslager “Mittelbau” in der Endphase 
der nationalsozialistischen Diktatur (Clausthal- Zellerfeld: 
 Papierfl ieger, 1997); Andreas Baumgartner, Die vergessenen 
Frauen von Mauthausen. Die weiblichen Häftlinge des Konzentra-
tionslagers Mauthausen und ihre Geschichte (Vienna: Verl. 
 Österreich, 1997).

Archival rec ords are available in the SÚA (KT/OVS, K. 
171), HAFHDCB, and  AG- MD.

Hans Brenner
trans. Geoffrey Megargee

NOTES
 1. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer-

 SS (1939–1945) (Arolsen, 1979), p. 140.
 2.  BA- B, Bank der deutschen Luftfahrt, Nr. 498, Mittel-

deutsche Motorenwerke Taucha GmbH, p. 2.
 3.  AG- MD, no archival reference, list of 294 new arrivals 

from Morchenstern, March 15, 1945.
 4. HAFHDCB, no archival reference, report by former 

Hungarian female prisoner Sarolta M.
 5. NARA, M 1079, Roll 2, Frame 383, statement by Vera 

Gombosová- Oravcová, April 18, 1945, cited in Joachim 
 Neander, Das Konzentrationslager “Mittelbau” in der Endphase 
der nationalsozialistischen Diktatur (Clausthal- Zellerfeld: Pa-
pierfl ieger, 1997), p. 441.

NEUSALZ
The  Gross- Rosen subcamp in Neusalz (present- day Nowa 
Sól) was the result of the conversion of an Organisation 
Schmelt forced labor camp (ZAL). The fi rst laborers who 
 were to work for the Gruschwitz Textilwerke AG had already 
been sent to Neusalz in 1940. The men and, above all, the 
women came from the area of Lissa (Leszno) and Rawicz. 
Transports of young Jewish women from Upper Silesia began 
arriving in the fi rst half of 1942. In November 1943, 118 Jew-
ish women arrived from the closed Grünberg camp, and 120 
Hungarian Jewish girls arrived from Auschwitz in April 
1944.

There  were 897 women in the ZAL camp when it was con-
verted into the  Gross- Rosen Neusalz subcamp located at the 
Gruschwitz factory. Some 14 wooden barracks  were erected 
in 1942. They  were surrounded by a fence and barbed wire. 
There was a kitchen and camp infi rmary (Revier) on the camp 
premises. The Jewish women incarcerated in the camp  were 
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isolated and could not leave the camp grounds as the other 
forced laborers could. Instead, they  were escorted to work by 
the female overseers and had considerably harder work than 
other laborers. They worked in the weaving mill and the 
linen combing mill, where the dust was very heavy; some 
women loaded ammunition onto trucks in the factory base-
ments. They worked in two shifts of nine hours a day each 
and had Sundays off. From their appearance, as forced labor-
ers have all agreed in their testimonies, they must have had 
very hard conditions and very unsatisfactory food. That is 
why many of the forced laborers tried to help the Jewish 
girls. They would leave food at spots they had agreed upon, 
and they would get correspondence through to family and 
friends.

Forced laborer Lidia Stanek became friends with a Jewish 
girl at work. Throughout her time at Neusalz, she maintained 
correspondence with her and sent letters to her family in oc-
cupied Poland. One of the German women overseers aided 
her in this. The letters, written from 1942 to 1945, and the 
recollections of Aliza Besser, a forced laborer and then a pris-
oner at the  Gross- Rosen subcamp, tell about the atmosphere 
prevailing in Neusalz. The women  were overworked and un-
derfed, and they all stopped menstruating after a short while 
at the camp. They  were maltreated, not only by the SS guards 
but also by their fellow countrywomen serving in various 
jobs, such as Judenälteste (Elder of the Jews), cooks, and the 
dentist. They dreaded sickness, as they could then be allo-
cated for selection and taken away to Auschwitz. They con-
stantly quarreled and informed against one another, but there 
 were also times, mostly during Jewish holy days, when they 
would pray and sing together. They  were depressed by news 
passed on in smuggled messages about their families being 
taken away and their closest relatives and friends dying. A 
transport with clothing arrived in May 1944. Some Hun-
garian Jewish women recognized their mothers’ and sisters’ 
belongings. The scenes  were very depressing when they ca-
ressed the clothing they had known.

There was an infi rmary in the camp; a German doctor 
came in from outside the camp, and the dentist was a Jewish 
prisoner. She abused her fellow prisoners greatly. Besser 
writes about her as follows: “My heart aches at how one Jew-
ish woman treats another.” There  were over 100 prisoners 
serving in various jobs. “Bloody Rywka” stood out in par tic u-
lar. Several prisoners died throughout the camp’s existence; 
there  were also several accidents at work. One of the prisoners 
was pulled into a loom by her hair; another one had her hand 
cut off. They came down in the masses with furuncules 
(boils).

In late May and early June 1944, they became aware that 
some changes  were on the way. Pachowa, who was then com-
mander, announced that there would be administrative 
changes on June 19. Because of the closing of the Organisa-
tion Schmelt camps, the existing forced labor camp was to 
become a  Gross- Rosen subcamp and would be under SS su-
pervision. At a roll call, 897 women  were offi cially handed 
over. As Besser relates, they  were alone unsupervised for sev-

eral days: none of them escaped, thinking that they would be 
treated better. There was a “holiday of love and fl irting,” as 
French laborers had come to the camp.

It was only several days later that about 50 female guards 
(Aufseherinnen) in SS uniforms appeared. They had been 
picked from German women working at factories in Neu-
salz and sent to Ravensbrück for several weeks of training. 
Elizabeth Gersen became the new camp commander, and 
her assistant was Effenberge. As Besser continues, a roll call 
was ordered on July 6, 1944. A delegation of four SS men 
arrived. Every woman had to undress and go into a room 
where the SS men  were sitting behind a table, with Aufse-
herinnen standing at the sides. A circle had been drawn in 
chalk in the middle of the room, and the naked women  were 
to enter it one at a time. They  were inspected and mea-
sured, and their teeth  were checked. They  were separated 
into categories and then assigned numbered tags, which 
they had to wear hanging around their necks. Numbers 
ranging from 47945 to 48645  were issued at that time. Un-
fortunately, nothing about the movement of transports is 
known. Several prisoners  were moved to the Auschwitz 
concentration camp. There  were 800 prisoners at the time 
of evacuation. Conditions had changed completely; disci-
pline had been tightened, and all communications with 
local workers came to an end. The prisoners received 
printed numbers, which they had to sew onto the left front 
of their clothing, and  blue- gray striped material to sew onto 
their backs where squares 25 by 15 centimeters (10 by 6 
inches) had been cut out.

News arrived in January 1945 of the impending evacua-
tion. Preparations began. Some clothing from Birkenau, 
which was to be recycled into raw materials, was distributed 
to the prisoners. Pants  were made out of blankets; there  were 
no shoes. The winter was exceptionally cold. The subcamp 
was evacuated on January 31, 1945. Prisoners  were given two 
loaves of bread, a jar of jam, and some margarine. They  were 
arranged in four columns of 200 women; the escort was made 
up of fi ve Aufseherinnen and two SS men. They walked 29 
kilometers (18 miles) a day. They slept in barns and schools 
and received a hot meal once a day. One of the prisoners, 
Franciszka Wajchman, escaped from the transport and re-
turned to Nowa Sól; forced laborer Antoni Ostojewski hid 
her in the camp offi ce until the Soviet forces entered. Upon 
reaching Christianstadt, the Aufseherinnen returned to Neu-
salz. All they found at Christianstadt, which was also a  Gross-
 Rosen subcamp,  were the bodies of dead female prisoners.

A  two- day stopover was ordered; then they continued on 
foot toward Dresden. The escort was changed, and the treat-
ment of the prisoners improved. Seeing what terrible condi-
tion the women  were in, local residents made them some 
food. In early March 1945, the column of prisoners reached 
the Zwodau labor camp, where they stayed for a few days. 
Then they  were moved to the Flossenbürg concentration 
camp. They arrived there on March 9 and  were given a decent 
meal. They could wash up, and they also received a change of 
clothing: dresses and men’s clothes. In 7 to 10 days, they  were 
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sent to the  Bergen- Belsen concentration camp by rail trans-
port. They did not get food, and the trip lasted 10 days. The 
mortalities  were massive, and the prisoners themselves threw 
the dead out of the railroad cars. When they got to the camp, 
they encountered piles of rotting corpses. A typhus epidemic 
was raging. They  were put to work getting rid of the bodies. 
The Neusalz women lived under those conditions until liber-
ation. They died in masses. Those who survived in a state of 
extreme exhaustion  were transported by En glish soldiers to 
barracks, then to Sweden for treatment. The malnourished, 
emaciated women had walked approximately 500 kilometers 
(311 miles) in the cold. Many of them  were shot or died dur-
ing the march; those who survived until victory died of ema-
ciation in masses. Not all the dates and fi gures provided are 
certain. There is little accurate information on the death 
marches. Due to the ghastly conditions under which the pris-
oners lived, memoirs often provide erroneous dates and trans-
port sizes, but the atmosphere of those atrocious days has 
been relayed very well.

Aufseherin Gertruda Hoffmann was identifi ed and tried 
after the war. On September 12, 1946, a Special Criminal 
Court sentenced her to four years of incarceration, forfeiture 
of public rights, and confi scation of all her property.

SOURCES Published sources related to this camp include 
Dorota Sula, Filie KL  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych: Muzeum 
 Gross- Rosen, 2001); and B. Robinson, “Zbrodnie popełnione 
w obozach ‘Organizacji Schmelt’ w świetle wspomnień 
więźniarek,” in Wykorzystanie niewolniczej pracy więźniów KL 
 Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę (Wałbrzych: Muzeum  Gross-
 Rosen, 1999).

Documentary sources comprise the memoir of Aliza 
Besser (the original is located at YVA in Jerusalem) and the 
investigative rec ords on Neusalz from the GKBZHwP.

Leokadia Lewandowska
trans. Gerard Majka

NIEDERODERWITZ
The history of the  Gross- Rosen subcamp Niederoderwitz 
can be traced back to 1942 and the effort by Osram KG to 
double the production capacity of its cable works for wolfram 
and molybdenum cables and bolts, both of which  were of vi-
tal importance to the manufacturing of pipes. At the same 
time, a part of the production pro cess was to be transferred 
to peripheral areas of Germany deemed to be safer from air 
raids.1 Osram leased a chocolate factory in the vicinity of a 
railway station near Niederoderwitz situated about fi ve kilo-
meters (three miles) from  Zittau—the Kosa Schokoladenfab-
rik Rolle KG Niederoderwitz/O.L., also known as Kosa. Its 
own er founded a holding company, Apparatebau Nieder-
oderwitz GmbH, Niederoderwitz (O.L.), which then took 
over the production while the technical supervision remained 
with Osram, which supplied skilled tradesmen and engineers. 
The Apparatebau took up production in the summer of 
1944.2

The increasing threat of air raids resulted in a decision in 
July 1944 to relocate under the code name Richard II all the 
production of the cable factory deemed essential to the war 
effort to the chalk mines in Leitmeritz, located not very far 
from the concentration camp at Theresienstadt. Of the 900 
laborers needed for the production pro cess, there should have 
been 300 Osram employees plus about 600 prisoners, a third 
of them women. In the case of Niederoderwitz, this meant 
that these prisoners should receive some training up to four 
weeks in groups of 120 to 140 prisoners for the work in Ri-
chard II. The company tried to plan in advance all the details 
for the intended relocation and thereby based its plans on us-
ing the prisoners designated for forced labor and already 
trained in Niederoderwitz when assembling the machines 
and qualifi ed workers.3

Preparations began at the same time for the use of prison-
ers in Niederoderwitz. In negotiations between the Osram 
administration and  SS- Obersturmbannführer Koegel, the 
Flossenbürg concentration camp commander, the decision 
was made to follow “general construction security mea sures.” 
For accommodation, the “old massive barrack” should be used 
and be separated by barbed wire from the  so- called barracks 
 city—accommodation for the foreign workers on the land of 
the Deutsche Reichsbahn (German Railways) located beside 
the  factory—where other foreign laborers and 12 SS guards 
 were  housed. In the barrack, the already installed washbasins 
 were replaced by simpler iron drains.4

However, right from the start of deployment of the prison-
ers, there  were continual delays since the SS could not pro-
vide enough prisoners for selection. Already, very early on, 
the company administration learned that the prisoners would 
be Hungarian Jews. In any event, both the re sis tance of Gau-
leiter of Saxony Mutschmann against the use of Jews in Nie-
deroderwitz and the diffi culty in obtaining blankets could be 
overcome.5

On December 30, 1944, the Osram engineer Behrndt fi -
nally selected in Flossenbürg 180 “Hungarian Jews . . .  almost 
all of whom  were aged between twenty and forty” from a 
newly arrived transport. As a matter of fact, among them 
 were at least one Jew from Czech o slo vak i a and another one 
from Romania.6 Behrndt stressed in a detailed report that he 
was successful “in pushing through our demands for skilled 
labor so that we got, for example, all the metal workers that 
 were on the transport.” Behrndt also mentioned that he chose 
“only those prisoners who looked physically fi t” and that he 
“rejected the sick and fragile.” Out of those selected, 140  were 
to be sent to Niederoderwitz, and another 40  were to go di-
rectly to Leitmeritz to help there with the assembly of the 
production installations. The prisoners arrived in Nieder-
oderwitz on the eve ning of January 7, 1945, and  were forced 
to work the next day.7

Because there is a dearth of survivors’ reports, we unfor-
tunately do not know anything from the prisoners’ perspec-
tive about conditions in the subcamp or about the working 
conditions in Niederoderwitz. However, the company man-
agement expressed satisfaction as to training successes and 
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productivity while requesting additional security “so that the 
prisoners could be deployed at all posts that  were envisaged 
for them.” It is therefore likely that the prisoners  were 
guarded during their 12- hour shift (of which there  were two) 
not only by the approximately 27 civil trainees but also inside 
the company by SS guard companies. There is no informa-
tion available on how the prisoners  were treated. However, 
there do not appear to have been any deaths, and according 
to reports, the prisoner numbers did not vary throughout the 
entire time period. Because the investment in the training of 
the prison workers was particularly valuable to the manage-
ment of the company, it made sure that once the prisoners 
 were marked by wearing an  oval- shaped badge, they  were 
transferred at the end of February and the beginning of 
March to Leitmeritz. This way it was  hoped—in conjunction 
with repeated statements to the SS that they  were “young, 
good  workers”—to prevent them from meeting the same fate 
as simple “construction prisoners,” a fate aptly described by 
Miroslav Kárny as “extermination through work.”8 This dis-
tinction takes on a special meaning insofar as 80 very de-
tailed fi le notes document that the Osram employees knew 
about the gruesome conditions at the construction sites. As 
these fi les reveal, the Osram employees had contributed 
themselves to the worsening of these conditions by demand-
ing repeatedly that the pace of work be increased.

The use of prisoners in Niederoderwitz ended with the 
transfer of 140 prisoners to Leitmeritz at the end of February 
or the beginning of March 1945.9 With the end of the war ap-
proaching, the Richard II project ceased as well to have any 
meaning.

Since the subcamp was not listed in the Cata logue of 
Camps and Prisons (CCP), the West German Central Offi ce 
of State Justice Administrations (ZdL) did not carry out any 
investigation of its own.10 Even though there appeared in 
the 1970s two statements by former prisoners of the Niedero-
derwitz subcamp in the investigation into the main Flossen-
bürg camp, and despite appropriate recommendations by the 
investigating state prosecutors, it did not result in the open-
ing of any investigation. Further judicial investigations have 
not been recorded.

SOURCES The most important source for researching the 
relocation of the Osram Cable Factory, which includes the 
Niederoderwitz camp, can be found in the  LA- B. The confi s-
cation of the extensive Osram fi les by the Soviet occupation 
authorities turned out to be a stroke of luck, as these fi les  were 
later given back to the German Demo cratic Republic. As a 
result, researchers today have access to the detailed planning 
of responsible persons at Osram and to details about their 
negotiations with the SS and Reich authorities. (LA- B, A 
Rep.231, particularly Files 0.481 to 0.502). The Osram 
 company—at the turn of the century a 100 percent–owned 
subsidiary of  Siemens—claimed in response to a question by 
the author in August 1999, on the other hand, not to have an 
archive. A few important documents from this collection have 
been published by Laurenz Demps, “Die Ausbeutung von 
 KZ- Häftlingen durch den  Osram- Konzern 1944/45 (Doku-

mentation),” ZfG 26 (1978): 416–437; and Hans Brenner, “Zur 
Frage der Ausbeutung von  KZ- Häftlingen durch den  Osram-
 Konzern 1944/45 (Dokumentation),” ZfG 27 (1979): 952–965.

East German historians, based on the Osram fi les that 
 were returned to the German Demo cratic Republic, began 
relatively early their research into the use of prisoners by Os-
ram; see, for example, Laurenz Demps, “Zum weiteren Aus-
bau des staatsmonopolistischen Apparates der faschistischen 
Kriegswirtschaft in den Jahren 1943 bis 1945 und zur Rolle 
der SS und der Konzentrationslager im Rahmen der Rüs-
tungsproduktion, dargestellt am Beispiel der unterirdischen 
Verlagerung von Teilen der Rüstungsindustrie” (Ph.D. diss., 
East Berlin, 1970). However, their research was of limited 
value as they tried merely to document the supposed infl u-
ence of large corporations on state institutions and the war 
economy.

Miroslav Kárny addresses the effects of the relocation of 
the Osram Cable Factory on the prisoners of concern in Leit-
meritz in his “ ‘Vernichtung durch Arbeit’ in Leitmeritz. Die 
 SS- Führungsstäbe in der deutschen Kriegswirtschaft,” 1999 
4 (1993): 37–61. However, he incorrectly assumed that the 
prisoners in Niederoderwitz never made it to Leitmeritz. 
Rainer Fröbe dealt in a basic essay with the signifi cance of 
forced labor by skilled workers; see his “KZ- Häftlinge als 
Reserve qualifi zierter Arbeitskraft. Eine späte Entdeckung 
der deutschen Industrie und ihre Folgen,” in Die nationalsozi-
alistischen Konzentrationslager; Entwicklung und Struktur, ed. 
Ulrich Herbert, Karin Orth, and Christian Dieckmann (Göt-
tingen: Wallstein, 1998), pp. 637–681. One of the cases he 
examined is the Niederoderwitz subcamp. In doing so, Fröbe 
examined the connection between survival chances of the 
prisoners and their qualifi cations. The prisoners  were chosen 
by the Osram employees in Flossenbürg and not selected as 
originally  envisaged—and described by  Fröbe—in  Gross-
 Rosen.

This entry is based on an article in which the author 
deals with forced labor as exemplifi ed by skilled workers at 
the  Auschwitz- Bobrek (Siemens- Schuckert Works [SSW]) 
and at the Niederoderwitz subcamps: Rolf Schmolling, 
“ ‘Pfl eglichstes  Aufforsten’—Zur Bedeutung der Häftlings-
zwangsarbeit für die Produktion bei Siemens und Osram,” 
in Konzentrationslager–Geschichte und Erinnerung. Neue Stu-
dien zum  KZ- System und zur Gedenkkultur, ed. Petra Haus-
tein, Rolf Schmolling, and Jörg Skribeleit (Ulm: Klemm & 
Oelschläger, 2001), pp. 115–132. In this article, the main 
focus of the analysis is on companies planning their produc-
tion combined with the use of prisoners in the context of a 
war economy.

Rolf Schmolling
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

NOTES
 1. Osram Drahtwerk to Baumeister Siewert, “Erweiter-

ungsbau auf O VI für  Metallverwertung-Bauerlaubnis,” 
 November 3, 1942,  LA- B, A Rep.231/0.481, p. 297; Osram 
KG to Vereinigte Wasserstoffwerke, Hauptverwaltung 
 Berlin, October 11, 1943, ibid., p. 198.

 2. Agreement between Osram GmbH KG and Kosa Scho-
koladenfabrik Rolle KG Niederoderwitz/ O.L., April 18, 
1943,  LA- B, A Rep.231/0.482, p. 245; Osram Drahtwerk File 
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Note, “Besprechung über Raumfragen bei der Zuckerwaren-
fabrik Kosa in Niederoderwitz/Sa.,” April 27, 1943, ibid., p. 
231.

 3. Vgl. Osram Drahtwerk, draft “4. Verlagerungsbetrieb 
Richard II,” July 20, 1944,  LA- B, A Rep.231/0.500, p. 285; 
Osram Drahtwerk Niederschrift, “Anruf bei OStuF Biemann 
am 29.11.1944,” ibid., p. 217.

 4. Osram Drahtwerk, “Bericht über Besuch bei der Ap-
paratebau GmbH Niederoderwitz am 20. und 21.9.1944 ge-
meinsam mit Herrn Fehse,” September 22, 1944,  LA- B, A 
Rep.231/0.482, p. 3; Osram Hauptgeschäft, “Lagebericht über 
die Betriebe in  Nieder- und Oberoderwitz, Stand Januar 
1945,”  LA- B, A Rep.231/0.481, p. 24; on the guards, see Iden-
tifi caton of Prisoner [SS- Mann] Oluf W., *03.1900 in Es., 
Denmark, Ser vice in CC Hartmannsdorf and  Gross- Rosen 
Januar 1945–April 1945 Niederoderwitz,  Berlin- Oranienburg 
[Sachsenhausen] and Köpenick,  BA- L, ZdL IV 405  AR- Z 
222/69, p. 21.

 5. Osram Drahtwerk, “Aktennotiz Richard II Nr. 47,” 
October 19, 1944,  LA- B, A Rep.231/0.5012, p. 12; Osram 
Drahtwerk, “Anruf bei Obersturmführer Biemann,” Janu-
ary 24, 1945,  LA- B, A Rep.231/0.500, p. 179; Osram Draht-
werk, “Niederschrift über einen Besuch im  SS- WVHA,” 
November 13, 1944, ibid., p. 210; Osram Drahtwerk, “Nie-
derschrift. betr.: Anruf bei OStuF Biemann,” November 29, 
1944, ibid.; Osram Drahtwerk, “Niederschrift über ein 
Ferngespräch mit Hr. OStuF Biemann,” November 13, 1945, 
ibid., p. 185.

 6. Record of interview with Efraim Da. [*11.1920 in 
Sighet, Rum.], June 2, 1971, in Tel Aviv,  BA- L, ZStL IV 410 
 AR- Z23/68, p. 927; Zwi Ka. [*12.1919 in Bodzasujlak/CSR], 
June 11, 1971, in Tel Aviv, ibid., p. 929.

 7. Osram Drahtwerk [Behrndt] to Osram Hauptge-
schäft/Drahtwerk, “Niederschrift, betr: Besuch im KL Flos-
senbürg zwecks Ausmusterung von Häftlingen,” January 3, 
1945, LA- B, A Rep.231/0.500, p. 330; Osram Drahtwerk [Dr. 
Born], “Kurzbericht über die Betriebe in  Nieder- und 
Oberoderwitz. Berichtszeitraum 1.12.44 bis 10.1.45,” January 
12, 1945,  LA- B, A Rep.231/0.482, p. 178.

 8. Osram Drahtwerk, “Niederschrift über ein 
Ferngespräch mit OStuF. Biemann am 13.1.45,” ibid.; Osram 
Drahtwerk, “Niederschrift, betr: Anruf bei OStuF. Biemann 
am 24.1.45,”  LA- B, A Rep.231/0.500, p. 179.

 9. Osram Drahtwerk [Dr. Köhler], “Aktennotiz Richard 
II Nr. 83, Betr: Besuch in Richard vom 8. u. 9.3.45,” March 14, 
1945,  LA- B, A Rep.231/0.491, p. 37.

10. Das nationalsozialistische Lagersystem (CCP), ed. Martin 
Weinmann, with Anne Kaiser and Ursula  Krause- Schmitt, 
prepared originally by ITS (1949–1951; repr., with new intro. 
matter, Frankfurt am Main: Zweitausendeins, 1990).

NIESKY [AKA WIESENGRUND]
In June 1944 the Wiesengrund subcamp was established in 
Niesky. It existed from June 9, 1944, to April 18, 1945. The 
camp held between 1,000 and 1,200 Rus sians, Uzbeks, Poles, 
Jews, Yugo slavs, French, and Czechs. Additionally, until Jan-
uary 23, 1945, there was an agricultural labor detachment in 
Klein Radisch near Klitten. There was an overfl ow camp be-

tween March 1, 1945, and April 21, 1945, in Spohla/Brand-
hofen near Hoyerswerda.  Karl- Heinz Gräfe in “Die 
Nebenlager des KZ  Gross- Rosen in Sachsen,” which was 
published in the book Die Völker Europas im KZ  Gross- Rosen, 
states that fortifi cation works must have taken place there.

The prisoners from the Niesky subcamp  were given the 
 Gross- Rosen  roll- call numbers in the series from 1000 to 
5000, some numbers between 8000 and 19000, and then num-
bers in the series 35000.1

Peter Sebald describes the Wiesengrund subcamp as fol-
lows: “The camp was not even three kilometers [less than two 
miles] from the Christoph & Unmack factory. It stood on an 
open area, surrounded by fi elds and as the area was a little 
 swampy—it had boggy ground, it was given the name ‘Wie-
sengrund,’ even though it was not in a depression. The camp 
was visible from the main road, Muskau Strasse.” 2

The prisoners in Wiesengrund mostly worked as forced 
laborers at the Christoph & Unmack metal foundry. The 
 company- operated camp consisted of fi ve barracks and an in-
fi rmary. An article published on August 3, 1998, in the news-
paper Neues Deutschland (ND) shows the cooperation between 
industry and the SS leadership:  SS- Obergruppenführer Os-
wald Pohl, head of the  SS- Business Administration Main Of-
fi ce (WVHA), was responsbile for the  whole concentration 
camp system with its thousands of prisoners and sat with 
Alfred Kurzmeyer, the right hand of Hermann Abs of the 
Deutsche Bank, on the supervisory board of Christoph & 
Unmack.

The prisoners worked on railway goods wagons, convert-
ing their platforms to carry  anti- aircraft guns. Prisoner Ed-
ward Tomala has described the prisoners’ work as follows: 
“The prisoners worked in a railway goods wagon operation. 
The work varied. They largely did heavy work, such as sepa-
rating the frozen gravel, loading sacks of cement, and unload-
ing steel. It was a work connected with loading and transport. 
Only a group of fi fty prisoners was busy constructing a ce-
ment bunker. I was part of that group. Actually, water pipes 
with a diameter of 2 meters [6.6 feet] and a length of 1.80 
meters [5.9 feet]  were built onto the platforms. We worked for 
twelve hours from 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM regardless of the 
weather. The food was very poor and we  were paid three 
marks a week.”3

Historian Peter Sebald has written about events he experi-
enced in Niesky as a boy 10 and 11 years old:

The chores of the Niesky camp command, such as 
the daily trip to the post offi ce,  were done on a fl at 
car pulled by the concentration camp prisoners un-
der armed escort. The prisoners, whose wooden 
shoes barely deserved the name, conspicuously and 
noisily went down the Niesky cobbled streets. The 
striped trousers under normal but ripped coats 
showed that the prisoners  were not the usual kind of 
prisoners. I cannot remember whether the SS wore 
their black uniforms every day, but it occurred to us 
that guards  were not like the typical trusted German 
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soldier (Landser) who carried their rifl es slung across 
their shoulders. They carried a machine pistol so 
that it was always in a position to be fi red and the 
guards indicated that they  were prepared to do ex-
actly that. Since the prisoners  were held in Wiesen-
grund, there  were search lights on the guard towers 
which constantly moved across the camp so that 
from Niesky the camp appeared to us civilians to be 
huge, particularly when we arrived in the eve ning at 
the railway station. In 1944, an air raid bunker was 
constructed on the camp grounds, probably for the 
guards.4

Tomala has named those responsbile in the Niesky sub-
camp. The commander until September 1944 was  SS-
 Unterscharführer Franz Sänger; from then until the camp’s 
dissolution, the commander was  SS- Oberscharführer Wil-
helm Seibold. Rapportführer was Wilhelm Kirsch. Johann 
Biworski was in command of the guards. Kurt Weisbricht 
was se nior Kapo. The camp elder was German criminal Kurt 
Vogel.

A German Federal Archives, External Branch, Ludwigs-
burg (BA- L) folder contains a report by Dr. Zychski, a pris-
oner, who has the following to say on the conditions in the 
Niesky subcamp:

There  were hunger rations. As far as I can recall, we 
received about 300 grams [10.6 ounces] of black 
loamy bread with a little  horse meat on Sundays, on 
weekdays sometimes beet jam with a little marga-
rine. The usual meal for lunch, as in  Gross- Rosen, 
was a soup made of beets and cabbage leaves, in 
which every now and then there was small piece of 
potato, a sinew or a bone. Medical supplies did not 
match the demand. To make up for the lack of medi-
cines, we made our own, e.g., in order to stop diar-
rhea we used coals made from burning and crushing 
bones. The lack of organic calcium was replaced by 
chalk from wall plaster. I cut boils with tailor’s scis-
sors as there  were no surgical tools. The death rate 
was very high and in the winter of 1944/45 ten pris-
oners died on average each day.5

As a consequence of the heavy labor, the cold during the 
winter of 1944–1945, and the poor food, debilitation, hunger 
edemas, diarrhea, infections, and kidney and lung infl amma-
tions  were prevalent.

The military situation in Lower Silesia resulted in the 
evacuation of the Wiesengrund subcamp on February 22, 
1945. The evacuation affected 800 of the 1,000 prisoners. Jan 
Lysek recalls: “In February 1945, the camp was evacuated. 
The prisoners pulled the wagons for a week. They  were given 
little food. The sick and the weak  were shot along the way. 
During the day we had to dig ditches and during the night we 
slept in closed barns. We  were not even allowed outside to go 
to the toilet.”6

About two to three weeks after the evacuation of the sub-
camp in Niesky, 22 prisoners suffering from typhus  were 
brought from Brandhofen to Niesky. Until then, the dead had 
been cremated in the Görlitz crematorium. When the morgue 
was fi lled in Niesky, 39 dead prisoners, according to Tomala, 
 were buried in a nearby forest.

About 60 to 80 sick prisoners  were left behind in the Wie-
sengrund subcamp in Niesky. They  were liberated by units of 
the 2nd Polish Army on April 18, 1945.

The prisoners from the subcamp at Spohla/Brandhofen 
commenced their death march in the direction of Dresden on 
April 19, 1945. Some 30 sick prisoners  were left at the Brand-
hofen camp, which was liberated by the Rus sian Army on 
April 21, 1945.

On April 22, 1945, tanks of the 1st Corps of the 2nd Polish 
Army broke through the German defenses. A few prisoners 
succeeded in getting behind the front line and reached free-
dom. Many ended up being captured by the Germans. They 
 were taken to a camp in Stolpen and later to the Elbe River, 
where they  were put on barges. On May 5 or 6, 1945, a tug 
pulled the barges up the Elbe. On May 9, 1945, the prisoners 
 were liberated in the vicinity of Theresienstadt.

While the prisoners in Spohla/Brandhofen had to do for-
tifi cation works, those in  Klein- Radisch bei Klitten worked as 
an agricultural labor detachment of the Nieskey subcamp un-
til January 23, 1945. It is possible that agricultural produce 
from this detachment was used to feed the prisoners in Niesky. 
The death register of the Klitten vicarage contains the record 
of the burial of fi ve prisoners who  were shot in February 
1945.

SOURCES There are numeous but scattered references to the 
Niesky subcamp published in different books, for example, 
Danuta Sawicka, AL Niesky–Filia  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych: 
Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1993); Alfred Konieczny, Die Völker 
Europas im KZ  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych: Muzeum  Gross-
 Rosen, 1995);  Karl- Heinz Gräfe and  Hans- Jürgen Töpfer, 
Ausgesondert und fast  vergessen—KZ- Aussenlager auf dem Terri-
torium des heutigen Sachsen (Dresden: Verein für regionale Ge-
schichte und Politik, 1996); and Hans Brenner, Wykorzystanie 
niewolniczej pracy więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę 
(Wałbrzych: Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 2004).

The  BA- L holds interesting archival material on the 
Niesky subcamp.

Georg Häusler
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

NOTES
 1. Dr. Hans Brenner archive, Zschopau.
 2. Dr. Peter Sebald, letter to Dr. Hans Brenner, December 

6, 1994, Niesky City Museum.
 3 Quoted in Danuta Sawicka, AL  Niesky—Filia  Gross-

 Rosen (Walbrzych: Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1993), p. 12.
 4. Sebald letter to Brenner, December 6, 1994.
 5. BA- L, ZdL, IV 405  AR- Z 45/77 Bd.2, 3, Aussage 

Dr. Zychski.
 6. Statement by Jan Lysek, quoted in Sawicka, AL Niesky.
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NIESKY/BRANDHOFEN
Despite its short existence, the  Gross- Rosen subcamp in 
Brandhofen (before 1940 and after 1945: Spohla, near the city 
of Hoyerswerda) had one of the highest death rates. It was 
established on March 1, 1945, from some of the prisoners of 
the Niesky subcamp and remained subordinated to the Niesky 
camp administration until its dissolution.

A local inhabitant gave an eyewitness testimony about the 
arrival of a column of prisoners in Brandhofen:

On March 1, 1945, a column of about fi ve hundred 
male prisoners approached Spohla. Emaciated men 
dressed in thin prison clothing and rags pulled eight 
 horse carts by their long shafts. The shafts  were 
equipped with crossbeams. In each case, two pairs of 
prisoners in a row pressed with their bodies against 
the crossbeam, in order to move the cart. Several 
pairs behind each other had to take on this heavy 
burden. On the stanchion and on the running board 
other prisoners pushed themselves, who clearly no 
longer had any strength left. These miserable fi g-
ures, visibly racked with pain, who had not received 
anything warm to eat and drink for fourteen days, 
 were driven forward by heavily armed SS men with 
Alsatian dogs.

In Spohla there was a mood of silent outrage 
when the prisoner column arrived. Two barns  were 
requisitioned immediately to accommodate the pris-
oners. The protests of their own ers  were answered 
with a threat by the SS camp leader, as to whether 
they also wanted to become inmates of this camp.1

The registration numbers of former inmates (mostly Pol-
ish men, some of whom also died there) of the Brandhofen 
subcamp that have been uncovered so far indicate that they 
 were sent to the main camp and registered there at different 
times. They had prisoner numbers ranging from 1519 to 
91800.2

In the largest SS requisitioned barns in the village, 400 
men  were crammed together so much that most of them could 
only sleep in a sitting position. Since the barns  were locked 
and barred early in the eve ning, soon the men had to lay, or 
rather sit, in their excrements. The local inhabitants  were 
strictly forbidden to go anywhere near these barns.

The prisoners soon found themselves in terrible physical 
condition. Despite this inhuman treatment, the men had to 
go out every day to dig trenches sometimes at work sites sev-
eral kilometers away. The most minor infractions caused the 
SS guards to beat them without mercy.3

The camp leader of the Niesky subcamp,  SS-Oberscharf-
ührer Wilhelm Seibold, served also as the camp leader in Brand-
hofen.4

Some of the men who had arrived from Niesky in an ap-
palling condition after the grueling march did not recover. A 
small wooden hut was converted into a primitive infi rmary, in 

which, however, there was no medical treatment, so that the 
men simply withered away until their deaths. The dead  were 
driven into the forest on a cart and then buried there in graves 
that had been excavated. The prisoners detailed to pull the 
cart had to load it up with fi rewood for the kitchen on the 
return journey.5

Many of the survivors testify that in addition to the pris-
oners of war (POWs) working in the village, Germans living 
in Brandhofen and living near the work sites secretly gave 
food to the prisoners, always running the risk of being caught 
by the guards and reported to the police. Nevertheless, this 
aid was scarcely suffi cient to improve the fate of the prisoners 
to any substantial degree.

When the 13 graves  were opened after the war, the exhu-
mation commission found the bodily remains of 99 prisoners. 
Since some of the sick prisoners  were exchanged for others 
who still appeared to be fi t for work from the Niesky subcamp 
and therefore died in Niesky, the number of victims of the 
Brandhofen subcamp was well over 100. Former prisoner Ed-
ward T., who was a witness of the exchange in Niesky, reports: 
“When the column stopped in Brandhofen, about two or 
three weeks after the evacuation, they took  twenty- two pris-
oners that  were very sick from Brandhofen to Niesky and 
more healthy ones from Niesky to Brandhofen. Unfortunately 
all the sick that had just arrived suddenly died after one week. 
The room for the dead was full up.”6

In spite of this large number of deaths, the death book of 
the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp rec ords only one single 
death for the Brandhofen subcamp, for Bronis P., a Lithua-
nian prisoner.7

From the beginning of April 1945, the SS began preparing 
for the camp’s evacuation. The SS camp leader confi scated 
the cartwright’s workshop in the village and had the prisoners 
repair the carts that had come with them from Niesky.  Here, 
locals gave some assistance to the prisoners, who in turn re-
paired these villagers’ sewing machines and bicycles.8

In the middle of April, shortly before the evacuation from 
Brandhofen, the SS took a group of 40 prisoners to the Baut-
zen subcamp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp. For-
mer prisoner Jan L. recalls: “In  mid- April we [40 prisoners] 
 were loaded onto a vehicle and  were driven to the camp at 
Bautzen. There, behind the gate of the camp, an SS man or-
dered four prisoners to get undressed. When he saw the skel-
etons, bitten by mice, we had to go immediately to the baths 
and our things  were sent to be disinfected. In the baths four 
prisoners died immediately and the remaining prisoners  were 
put in a special barracks, which  were surrounded by addi-
tional barbed wire. Once a day we received food and thick-
ened water in a pot that was passed through the fence on a 
stick, since we  were all sick with typhus. We lay like this for 
several days, the dead and the living together.”9 The camp 
administration got rid of its typhus cases in this manner.

On the eve ning of April 19, 1945, the SS drove the 200 or 
so prisoners who still seemed capable of marching in a west-
erly direction.10 Former Polish prisoner Bonifacy R. reports 
on this:
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The prisoners from Brandhofen set out again on 
April 19, 1945, on their evacuation march.  Here they 
also left behind in the camp those who  were severely 
ill and no longer capable of walking. It was a group 
of thirty people. On April 21, the Rus sian Army 
liberated them.

The evacuation column, which came from 
Brandhofen, was chased toward Dresden. On April 
22, at the  Radeberg- Dresden crossroads, tanks of 
the First Corps, Second Polish Army, broke up the 
German columns. Some of the prisoners succeeded 
in making it across the front line and reached free-
dom. The Germans recaptured many of them [due 
to a German counterattack]. They  were placed in a 
camp near Stolpen and later taken to the Elbe River, 
where together with other prisoners they  were 
loaded onto barges that sailed up the Elbe. They 
 were liberated on May 9, close to Terezin.11

After the departure of the prisoner column from Brand-
hofen, on the morning of the following day, local residents 
discovered a barn occupied by 33 severely ill prisoners, which 
had been nailed shut on the orders of SS camp leader Seibold. 
These prisoners had been without any care for several days. 
Despite the immediate assistance given to these prisoners, 
not all of them could be saved. Of the 10 men who  were sent 
to the hospital in Wittichenau, 8 of them died there, and 2 
had recovered suffi ciently that they  were released to return to 
Poland in June 1945.12

SOURCES Danuta Sawicka’s AL Niesky–Filia KL  Gross- Rosen 
(w świetle relacji byłych więz.niów) (Wałbrzych: Państwowe 
Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1993) also contains information on 
the Brandhofen subcamp, as it was directly subordinated to 
the Niesky camp.

Relevant archival sources can be found at the  BA- L (IV 
405 AR 2261/66) and the AMGR.

Hans Brenner
trans. Martin Dean

NOTES
 1. Marlies Röhle, Aufzeichnung von Augenzeugenberichten 

(Hoyerswerda, 1970), p. 12.
 2. See Danuta Sawicka, AL  Niesky—Filia KL  Gross- Rosen 

(w świetle relacji bylych wiez.niów) (Wałbrzych: Państwowe 
Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1993), pp. 51–90.

 3. Röhle, Aufzeichnung, p. 2.
 4. See Bogdan cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL Gross-

Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross-
 Rosen, 1987), p. 12.

 5. Röhle, Aufzeichnung, pp. 2–3.
 6. Sawicka, AL Niesky, p. 35, report of the Polish prisoner 

Edward T. (number 12049).
 7. SÚA, KT/OVS 24, Death Book II/1945 of the concen-

tration camp  Gross- Rosen, death certifi cate number 8.
 8. Röhle, Aufzeichnung, p. 3.
 9. Sawicka, AL Niesky, p. 35, report of the Polish prisoner 

Jan L. (number 1700).

 10. Roman Olszyna, “Polscy czolgiści przynoszą wolność 
wieźniom w Niesky,” ZWiL 21: 258 (November 1, 1965).

 11. Sawicka, AL Niesky, p. 37, report of the Polish prisoner 
Bonifacy R. (number 5439).

 12. Röhle, Aufzeichnung, pp. 3–4.

NIMPTSCH
A  Gross- Rosen subcamp operated in the town of Nimptsch 
(present- day Niemcza). The earliest known source informa-
tion about the camp is from an equipment receipt book 
(Gerätebuch) dated December 1, 1944.

The data available on the initial transports comes from as 
late as January 1945. Lists of prisoners prepared for transport 
from  Gross- Rosen to the Nimptsch subcamp have survived. 
A list dated January 8, 1945, contained 140 names, some of 
which  were crossed out. However, it turns out that at least 1 of 
the people crossed out was a prisoner at Nimptsch. The other 
known list, dated January 10, 1945, contained only 10 names.

Information provided by former prisoners shows that ev-
eryone had been moved to the camp in one 150- person trans-
port. That was on January 8 or 10, 1945. Prisoners’ accounts 
are not defi nite as to the date the transport arrived. However, 
if the information on one transport is true, then it is more 
likely that the group arrived on January 10, 1945.

The camp was located outside of town. There  were Polish, 
Czech, and Rus sian men interned there. There  were also two 
Croats. There  were neither youths nor el der ly prisoners re-
corded in the group. The prisoners in Nimptsch ranged from 
19 to 55 years old.

The main criterion for the composition of the aforemen-
tioned transport was occupation. Therefore, there  were 
tradesmen with various specialties at the camp: cabinetmak-
ers, carpenters, metalworkers, and so on. There  were even 
special prisoners for cooking and medical matters (a doctor 
and orderly had been designated).

German criminal prisoner Walter Kloss, number 46746, 
became camp elder (Lagerältester), and Polish prisoner 
Wacław Ludwig, number 3069, was camp scribe.

The camp staff was made up of SS men, whose personal in-
formation prisoners have not remembered due to their short 
stay at Nimptsch. Some accounts mention the last name of 
Jaschke (or Jeschke), who was supposedly the subcamp com-
mandant. He was a young man of around 30 who limped.

Prisoners remember the death of one prisoner from their 
stay at the Nimptsch camp. There are no known documented 
cases of abuse of camp prisoners by staff members or  prisoner-
 functionaries.

The prisoners  were put to work on strenuous jobs such as 
fi nishing the barracks in which they lived. They also disas-
sembled machines being prepared to move away at the “Famo” 
factory. Prisoners worked seasonally at removing snow in 
camp and on nearby roads. In late January (probably January 
25) 1945, the subcamp prisoners  were evacuated on foot to a 
large Jewish camp operating nearby, known as Langenbielau I 
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[aka Reichenbach Sportschule], which was also in the  Gross-
 Rosen camp system. At Langenbielau they formed a separate 
group of prisoners from the rest of the camp and lived in a 
fenced barracks with “their own” staff of SS men. They made 
sure that no communications  were possible between the pris-
oners from Nimptsch and the previously incarcerated Jews.

At the new camp, the Nimptsch prisoners mainly worked 
at building trenches, removing snow, and other tasks. The 
prisoners regained their freedom on May 8, 1945, when the 
Langenbielau camp was liberated. Earlier, some of the prison-
ers, probably sick ones, had been evacuated to other camps 
located in the Sowie Góry (Owl Mountains) such as the Riese/
Dörnhau subcamp.

SOURCES This work is based primarily on Bogdan Cybulski, 
Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stań badań) (Rogoźnica: 
AMGR, 1987).

Primary sources include copies of camp documents 
(“Transportliste Überstellen, nach dem Arbeitslager Nimptsch 
am 8.01.1945”) and the  above- mentioned “Transportliste . . .  
am 10.01.1945”) and questionnaires of former prisoners. All 
sources are from the AMGR.

Graz. yna Choptiany
trans. Gerard Majka

OBER- ALTSTADT
Two forced labor camps (ZAL) for Jewish women  were estab-
lished under the auspices of the Organisation Schmelt in the 
1940s in  Ober- Altstadt (Horní Staré Město). On March 18, 
1944, they  were amalgamated into a single  Gross- Rosen sub-
camp. The Jewish women had to work in the spinning mills of 
the fi rms Ignatz Etrich and J.A. Kluge. The camp was also 
under the control of the  SS- Kommando Trautenau.

On October 2, 1944, 791 women from the Parschnitz 
camp arrived in  Ober- Altstadt. As of November 16, 1944, 
650 women and girls  were working at the Kluge fi rm. On 
November 12, 1944, another 30 women  were sent from Ausch-
witz to the Etrich fi rm and 100 to the  Siemens- Motorwerke 
in Jungbuch (Mladé Buky). References are made to 936 pris-
oners in the  Ober- Altstadt subcamp (of whom there  were 
681 from Poland, 234 from Hungary, 6 Slovaks, 4 Germans, 
and 1 each from Belgium, the  present- day Czech Republic, 
and Rus sia). The overwhelming majority of prisoners  were 
Jewish females ages 15 to 30. The women  were accommo-
dated in wooden barracks. Cultural eve nings that gave them 
courage and strengthened their Jewish identity  were re-
nowned. The SS staff consisted of a female camp commander 
and a further 33 wardresses, an SS noncommissioned offi cer, 
and 4 guards. Before the war ended, the women  were used in 
fortifi cation works. The Red Army liberated the camp on 
May 9, 1945.

SOURCES The basis for this essay is the book published by 
Miroslav Kryl and Ludmila Chládková, Pobočky koncentračního 
tábora  Gross- Rosen ve lnářských závodech Trutnovska za nacistické 
okupace (Trutnov: Generální ředitelství VHJ Lnářský průmysl 

v Trutnově, 1981), pp. 22–25, 49–50. The author has also re-
lied on Kryl’s article “Pracovní nasazení židovských vězenkyň 
v továrnách fi rmy Jan Etrich v Hostinném a Bernarticích v 
době nacistické okupace,” Lp- pKd 5 (1984). See also Hans 
Brenner, who completed earlier research on the  Gross- Rosen 
subcamps in the  present- day Czech Republic, especially his 
study “Frauen in den Aussenlagern von Flossenbűrg und 
 Gross- Rosen in Böhmen und Mähren,” in Thereseienstädter 
Studien und Dokumente 1999, ed. Miroslav Kárný und Rai-
mund Kemper (Prague: Academia, 1999), pp. 282–283.

Well- known professor of German studies in Olomouc 
Ludvík Václavek has devoted his attention to a singular event, 
a play that originated in the Schatzlar camp among Jewish 
women from Hungary: “Lágr je sen? (Literární dokument z 
koncentračního tábora při žacléřské přádelně z roku 1945),” in 
Stati o německé literatuře vzniklé v českých zemích (Olomouc: 
Univerzita Palackého, 1991).

Basic sources and transport lists of the prisoners from the 
 Gross- Rosen subcamps in northeast Bohemia are located in 
the SÚA in Prague, with copies in the  AG- T (Terezín). The 
most important are the fi les of the Special People’s Court in 
Jičín 1945–1946 (Criminal Trials against the Former Ward-
resses). Finally, there are the fi rm archives containing the 
most important sources on the camps in the Trautenau (Trut-
nov) area, referred to in the fi les of the German textile fi rms 
for the years 1940 to 1945. Nevertheless, the sources are inad-
equate.

Miroslav Kryl
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

OBER- HOHENELBE
The  Ober- Hohenelbe subcamp was located in the town now 
known as Hořejši Vrchlabi. It was probably established on 
September 12, 1944. Bogdan Cybulski questions whether 
this was an in de pen dent camp or a labor commando of 
Parschnitz (Trautenau), but Alfred Konieczny defi nitely uses 
the name of  Ober- Hohenelbe (the proper name of the town 
where the camp was located).1 The transport list of 250 Hun-
garian women sent to  Ober- Hohenelbe from Auschwitz on 
September 12, 1944, shows that it was a labor camp for 
women. The prisoners  were numbered 60231 to 60300 and 
61701 to 61880. The camp population on October 27, 1944, 
was 248 women, who  were assigned to work at the Lorenz 
factory. Two prisoner transports from Auschwitz concentra-
tion camp  were recorded in the chronology of prisoner trans-
ports and numeration in the  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp under the date of September 12, 1944. The fi rst in-
cluded 70 prisoners, and the second, 165, for a total of 235 
people. The range of numbers of these prisoners corresponds 
to the numbers of the 250 people who  were on the transport 
list from Auschwitz concentration camp to  Ober- Hohenelbe, 
dated September 12, 1944.2

On November 14, 1944, the camp population  rose to 400 
women when a transport of 152 Jewish women from Hungary 
and Slovakia was admitted from Auschwitz  II- Birkenau (num-
bers 86772 to 86923). A document dated November 18, 1944, 
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shows that 400 female prisoners worked at the plant, and the 
number of people working there was scheduled to increase to 
500.3 Parts for the V-2 (vengeance weapon)  were manufac-
tured at the Lorenz factory.

Information collected after the war by the Czech govern-
ment shows that 450 women  were incarcerated in the camp 
and that it was located in a ware house hall without living 
quarters.

The women incarcerated at  Ober- Hohenelbe  were put to 
work making radio parts and manufacturing ammunition. 
One witness recalls: “There  were many places to work. My 
job was gas welding glass bulbs. The bulbs  were for aircraft 
spare parts. My friend worked in another room on that fl oor, 
where miniature wires  were  nickel- plated. A skilled Czech 
worker always stood there.”4

In the prisoners’ living space there was one dark cell in 
which the women would be locked, if so ordered, for two to 
three days without food. Such punishments  were for “crimes” 
such as resting during work or talking to the foreman, who 
was not a prisoner but a hired supervisory employee.

Selections  were conducted in the camp. The fi rst selection 
occurred in the winter by order of the camp commander, but 
at that time the doctor did not fi nd any women qualifi ed to be 
taken to  Gross- Rosen. Chief doctor Josef Mengele (better 
known for his activities at Auschwitz) participated in the sec-
ond and last selection, also at the commander’s request; 10 
prisoners  were taken away to an unknown place as a result of 
that selection. They included 1 Hungarian woman; the rest 
 were Polish women between 17 and 25 years of age. “The 
reason for the selection,” as Elza said, “was to demonstrate 
that there was a decrease in prisoners at the camp.”5

We have no information on medical care at  Ober-
 Hohenelbe in the source material. However, information on 
the care provided to the prisoners has survived. As with other 
camps, there is a surviving report, dated March 21, 1945, re-
cording that prisoners with dental conditions  were seen on 
March 8–11. Female prisoner Simon Perl (camp number 
60887), who was a doctor by profession, served as the dentist 
at that time.

A report fi led by  Ober- Altstadt labor camp informs us that 
there was no need for any dental assistance in April 1945.

Konieczny reports that May 9, 1945, was the day that the 
 Ober- Hohenelbe camp was liberated. The prisoners  were not 
evacuated from the camp. Information collected after the war 
by the Czech government states that the prisoners left  Ober-
 Hohenelbe in April 1945. Out of the total population of 150, 
138 people left the camp, and 12  were taken to the hospital 
(there is no explanation for the discrepancy in total numbers). 
No information on deaths in the camp has been found.

The following information concerns staff members at the 
camp:

Marie Larischová (born January 5, 1914) joined the SS on 
August 20, 1944, and was trained to serve as a female SS 
guard (Aufseherin) at the Lorenz company camp in Hořejsi 
Vrchlabi. She was a guard there until April 1945. She testifi ed 
that there  were 400 women in the camp and that initially 14 

women guards, later 10,  were assigned to watch over them. 
She received a sentence of one year in prison after the war.6

The camp commander was (probably) Elza Havlikova, who 
was approximately 35 years old. She gave her subordinates 
orders to mistreat the prisoners. Havlikova beat the prisoners 
and ordered her subordinates to abuse them.

Pfeifer, a Sudeten German, was the director of the  Ober-
 Hohenelbe subcamp.

SOURCES Information on the  Ober- Hohenelbe subcamp can 
be found in the following publications: Bogdan Cybulski, 
Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 
1987); Alfred Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym 
 Gross- Rosen w latach 1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982); and Ko-
nieczny, Frauen im Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen in den 
Jahren 1944–1945 (Wałbrzych, 1994). See also A. Małek, 
“Praca w fi liach KL  Gross- Rosen” (typescript); G. Choptiany, 
“Rewiry w KL  Gross- Rosen” (typescript); and Katarzyna 
 Pawlak- Weiss, “Z

.
eńskie fi lie KL  Gross- Rosen połoz.one na 

terenie obecnych Czech w latach 1944–45” (master’s thesis, 
Wrocław University, 2002).

Archival material mainly consists of witness testimony, rec-
ords of court cases against the camp staff, a surviving trans-
port list, and postwar information compiled by the ONV 
Vrchlabi Sbor Národni Bezpĕcnosti Velitelstvi, stanice 
Hořejši Vrchlabi, okres Vrchlabi, dated March 17, 1947, in the 
collections of the AMGR.

Katarzyna  Pawlak- Weiss
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. Alfred Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym 

 Gross- Rosen w latach 1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982): 90.
 2. Chronology of prisoner transports and numeration in 

the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp, p. 20, AMGR, DP 
6855, transport list of 250 Jewish women, dated September 12, 
1944.

 3. AMGR, DP 2829.
 4. A. Małek, “Praca w fi liach KL  Gross- Rosen” (type-

script).
 5. AMGR, DP 7115/3, Erika Lednar.
 6. AMGR, DP 7103, accounts by former female guards.

PARSCHNITZ
One of the fi rst forced labor camps (ZAL) for Jewish women 
under the auspices of the Organisation Schmelt was estab-
lished in Parschnitz (Poříčí) in the summer of 1940. In 1941, 
the second camp, also for Jewish women and girls, was opened. 
(Both  were located in the spinning mills of two German tex-
tile companies.)

Between March 12 and March 18, 1944, both of these camps 
 were taken over by the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp. Later, 
they  were transformed into one of the largest  Gross- Rosen sub-
camps for women. In March 1944, the  Gross- Rosen com-
mander, Hassebroek, commanded  SS- Obersturmführer Fritz 
Ritterbusch to establish the  SS- Special Detail (Sonderkom-
mando) Trautenau in Parschnitz. His residence was located in-
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side the camp in Parschnitz. He was in command of seven 
subcamps including (Ober-) Hohenelbe and Liebau, which  were 
outside the then Sudentenland Gau.

The women in Parschnitz had to work in the spinning 
mills of the German fi rms Aloys Haase; Gebrüder Walzel, 
C.G.; Johann Etrich, K.G. in Trautenau; and later for the 
Berlin General Electric Company (AEG). Large transports 
primarily of young Jewish women from Hungary (after they 
had been selected in Auschwitz II- Birkenau) went to 
Parschnitz. At the end of September, the camp reached its 
largest number of prisoners: 2,164 female inmates. It also 
functioned as a quarantine camp for prisoners who  were to be 
sent to other camps in the area. Small transports from other 
 Gross- Rosen subcamps (e.g., Sackisch, Christianstadt, and 
Wiesau) arrived  here between the autumn and February 
1945.

The majority of the wardresses treated the Jewish women 
brutally, as did the civilian personnel in the factories. There 
 were often scenes of terrible beatings and torture. But there 
 were also other cases of assistance and further expressions of 
solidarity and humanity, above all by the Czechs who  were 
“totally deployed” there as well. In the spring of 1945, the 
prisoners  were put to work on preparing fortifi cations. The 
statistics show that at the end of 1944, among the 1,356 
women, 704  were from Hungary, 646 from Poland, 3 from 
Bohemia, and 1 from Slovakia, and 40  were French and Dutch. 
The overwhelming majority  were Jewish women aged be-
tween 15 and 40 (there  were among them girls younger than 
15). The number of those who died was 17, the largest number 
in the Trautenau camp complex (although the rec ords are in-
complete).

There is a song by the Polish Jewish women that has sur-
vived. It is called “The Ballad of the Punishment Camp” (Die 
Ballade über das Strafl ager). The composer was F. Gryn-
szpand. The Red Army liberated Parschnitz on May 9, 1945. 
There  were 48 wardresses in the camp. The camp com-
mander,  Else Hawlik, was notorious for her brutality. Of the 
more than 50 former SS wardresses that  were convicted by a 
Czechoslovak court in Jičín between 1945 and 1946, there was 
only 1 who had been in Parschnitz. Ritterbusch, the former 
SS commander in Trautenau, was arrested in the Soviet Oc-
cupation Zone in Germany. He died in 1947 in a People’s 
Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVD) Special Camp in 
Mühlberg.

SOURCES The basis for this article is the book published by 
Miroslav Kryl and Ludmila Chládková, Pobočky koncentračního 
tábora  Gross- Rosen ve lnářských závodech Trutnovska za nacis-
tické okupace (Trutnov: Generální ředitelství VHJ Lnářský 
průmysl v Trutnově, 1981). The author also relied on Miro-
slav Kryl’s article “Pracovní nasazení židovských vězenkyň 
v továrnách fi rmy Jan Etrich v Hostinném a Bernarticích v 
době nacistické okupace,”  Lp- pKd 5 (1984). However, it is 
Hans Brenner who has brought together earlier research on 
the  Gross- Rosen subcamps in the  present- day Czech Re-
public, above all in his study “Frauen in den Aussenlagern 
von Flossenbűrg und  Gross- Rosen in Böhmen und Mähren,” 

in Thereseienstädter Studien und Dokumente 1999, ed. Miro-
slav Kárný and Raimund Kemper (Prague: Academia, 
1999).

Well- known professor of German studies in Olomouc 
Ludvík Václavek has devoted his attention to a specifi c topic, 
a play created by Jewish women from Hungary in the Schatz-
lar camp: “Lágr je sen? (Literární dokument z koncentračního 
tábora při žacléřské přádelně z roku 1945),” in Stati o německé  
literatuře vzniklé v českých zemích (Olomouc: Univerzita Palack-
ého, 1991).

Basic sources and transport lists of the prisoners from the 
 Gross- Rosen subcamps in northeast Bohemia are located in 
the SÚA in Prague, with copies in the  AG- T (Terezín Memo-
rials). The most important ones are the fi les of the Special 
People’s Court in Jičín 1945–1946 (Criminal Trials against 
the Former Wardresses). Finally, mention must be made of 
the fi rm archives at Texlen Trutnov; its chief at the time, 
Vladimír Wolf, provided access in the 1970s for me and Lud-
mila Chádková to the most important sources on the camps 
in the Trautenau area referred to in the fi les of the German 
textile fi rms for the years 1940 to 1945. Nevertheless, the 
sources are inadequate.

Miroslav Kryl
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

PETERSWALDAU
Peterswaldau (present- day Pieszyce) is a city in the Polish 
Eulengebirge (Góry Sowie) about 60 kilometers (37 miles) to 
the south of Breslau. During World War II, Peterswaldau was 
part of the Prus sian province of Lower Saxony; there was a 
 Gross- Rosen subcamp for female prisoners in the city, which 
was administered by the commander of the Langenbielau I 
subcamp.

Peterswaldau is fi rst mentioned in May 1942 as an Organi-
sation Schmelt camp (a  so- called Zwangarbeitslager für Juden 
[ZALfJ]). At this time the women worked in the Ferdinand 
Haase spinning and weaving mill. Around April 1, 1944, 
shortly after 10 women  were brought from the ZALfJ in Sa-
gan, which had been dissolved, to the Peterswaldau camp, the 
camp was transferred from the Organisation Schmelt to the 
 Gross- Rosen concentration camp.1 Transports arrived with 
female prisoners from  Auschwitz—a transport of 500 women 
in May is documented and another between August and Sep-
tember of 1944, although Monika Schmidt states the trans-
ports to the Peterswaldau camp consisted of between 10 and 
300 women.2 The transports consisted almost solely of Hun-
garian Jewish women. As Isabell Sprenger states, these women 
 were often very young, around 20, and arrived at the camp in 
small family units consisting of female relatives (sisters, moth-
ers, cousins, and aunts).3

In the beginning, there  were around 370 women in the 
camp, but the numbers quickly increased to 1,500. It is highly 
likely that for many women the camp was a transit camp on 
the way to the Langenbielau subcamp. The roughly 100 
women who worked for the Ferdinand Haase spinning and 
weaving textile factory (Textilfabrik [Spinnerei und Weberei] 
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von Ferdinand Haase)  were accommodated in a room in the 
factory. The large majority of the women, who produced det-
onators for the munitions fi rm Diehl GmbH & Co.,  were 
initially accommodated in the local castle and then in addi-
tional rooms of the former Zwanziger Weaving Mill. Margit 
Schulz, one of the prisoners, who was transferred from Ausch-
witz to the Peterswaldau camp, reported that between 110 
and 120 women slept in one room in the weaving mill and 
that many of the high windows  were without glass. Many of 
the women slept two each in 60- centimeter wide (24- inch-
 wide)  three- tiered bunk beds so as to share their thin blan-
kets.4 Schmidt, in her essay “Zwangsarbeit und Lagerhaft als 
lebenslanges Trauma,” writes that on the fi rst and second 
fl oors of the weaving mill there  were large areas with  three-
 tiered bunk beds for between 200 and 250 people. The few 
toilets in the factory yard could only be used by the women 
during the day, and at night they had to use buckets. There 
are only three reported deaths in the camp, notwithstanding 
the unhygienic conditions, two from typhus.5

The women  were guarded exclusively by female SS per-
sonnel. In May 1944,  Else Hein, the  longest- serving female 
supervisor, was appointed commander of Peterswaldau. There 
are also rec ords of another supervisor named Slenke. An SS 
female supervisor was also to be appointed dog squad leader. 
The SS maintained a relentlessly strict  regime—prisoner 
beatings  were the order of the day. One prisoner described 
the female supervisors’ daily brutality as follows:

The SS women beat us often, they walked around, 
and the guards  were standing and sitting by the 
door. And if someone had to go urgently, we  were 
only human, young women, we just had to go out. 
We begged them: “We have to go to the toilet.” 
Then they beat us around the head and said, “Piss 
off, you Jewish pig!” and then they came out to make 
sure that we  were quick and got back to work. Those 
are memories. The card, that we had, was called a 
“Scheisskarte,” pardon, and just as in a bus or elec-
tric tram, we made a hole, when we  were outside, 
once in the morning and once in the afternoon.6

There are many prisoner reports on the working condi-
tions in Peterswaldau, particularly the company Diehl GmbH 
& Co. Schultz has reported on the assembly of detonators:

[T]hey  were like nails, about two centimeters (three-
 quarters of an inch) long, the head was in the middle, 
just as a nail has its head at the end. I had to mill off 
a piece from the nail; we  were given some sort of 
device to mea sure each little piece, whether it was 
right or not, and if it  wasn’t we had to call the fore-
woman to correct the machine. It squirted, and 
squirted, oil, tri [trichloroethyl—a  solvent]—on the 
clothes and the iron fi lings. The iron was a very 
strong metal that was milled and there  were lots of 
fi lings. We had to clean up every Saturday, clean the 

 whole machine, and remove from it the week’s fi l-
ings. We had to wash our dresses and hang them up 
to dry above our beds during the cold of the night. 
Often they  were not dry in the morning. Then we 
had to get up and put on our wet  dresses—there was 
no other way. We had to be very clean, because the 
oil was squirting and burned our skin.7

Former prisoner Helga Wolfowicz stated that “each time 
when I put aside my work magnifying glass, the foreman 
came with a hammer and hit me on the fi ngers.”8 Many other 
prisoners, including Henia Golombiarska, Frieda Poremba, 
Mady D., Helene Maringer,  Rose Besser, Helen Preiss, and 
 Rose Futter, have described similar unbearable working 
 conditions—for example, in the zinc plating area where the 
prisoners  were permanently exposed to poisonous gases, the 
women lived in constant fear of the frequent selections when 
women who could no longer work would be taken to Ausch-
witz and murdered. There was an infi rmary in the camp with 
a female doctor and nursing sister.

Bella Gutterman, who has researched the everyday life of 
the Jewish prisoners in the  Gross- Rosen subcamps, states that 
the Peterswaldau subcamp had intensive artistic and cultural 
activities. There  were cultural eve nings so that the operetta 
Die Fledermaus was performed with permission of the camp 
commander. Poetry written by the inmates has survived. 
Truda Gutman, a prisoner, writes in her poems on the dehu-
manization pro cess that the prisoners underwent: “Der Hass 
gegen sich selbst unter uns/Fusstritte und Stösse, Schreie 
und Schläge/Von der Menschlichkeit ist in uns nichts mehr 
geblieben” (The  self- hatred/kicks, shoving, screams and beat-
ings/Nothing remained in us of our humanity).9

The camp was maintained until May 6, 1945. In the last 
weeks of the war, the women  were repeatedly taken to nearby 
Reichenbach where they had to clean up after bombing raids. 
On May 7, the women  were given the order, probably at all 
three work sites, to take the machines apart and prepare them 
for relocation. But it was too late. On May 8–9, 1945, the So-
viet Army reached the Peterswaldau subcamp and liberated 
the women.

The history of the Peterswaldau subcamp was reworked in 
the years following 1977. In 1977, Karl Diehl, the own er of 
the munitions factory Diehl GmbH & Co., where the women 
had to do the forced labor, was given honorary citizenship of 
the city of Nürnberg for his outstanding work for the benefi t 
of the city of Nürnberg and “for his ‘life’s work.”10 Massive 
protests by journalists and female former forced laborers re-
sulted in debate on Diehl’s work for which in 1943 he was 
recommended for the War Ser vice Cross First Class (Kriegs-
verdienstkreuz Erster Klasse). This debate did not prevent 
the awarding of honorary citizenship. It was probably due to 
this public protest that the family fi rm declared that it was 
prepared to make contact with the 180 surviving Jewish 
women from the camp. In 1999, before the government regu-
lated the payment of compensation for forced labor in Ger-
many, the company paid to each of the women between 10,000 
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A birthday card, in the shape of a Star of David, presented to Rose Hersz by fellow prisoners at the Peterswaldau subcamp 
of Gross-Rosen, July 22, 1944. The card reads: “From early morning we have carried the sweet obligation. To congratulate 
you on your birthday. What should we wish you? If you were to have a little chocolate cake today instead of the nuts and bolts 
[of the workshop], that would improve your spirits. Oh, now we know [what to wish you]! We wish that one week from today 
you will be with your loved ones and in your own place; that you will be able to be happy and free and to live a renewed life.”
USHMM WS #15932, COURTESY OF ROSE GRINBAUM FUTTER
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and 15,000 Deutsche Marks (DM) each as compensation. The 
women in return declared that they would not pursue any le-
gal claims against the company.

SOURCES The ITS’s Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem 
Reichsführer- SS (1933–1945) (Arolsen: Der Suchdienst, 1979) 
refers to the Peterswaldau camp on 1:141. The BGBl. (1977), 
Teil 1 “Verzeichnis der Konzentrationslager und ihrer Aus-
senkommandos gemäss § 42 Abs. 2 BEG,” refers to the camp 
on p. 1832. The encyclopedia of the Central Commission for 
Investigation of Nazi Crimes in Poland (Główna Komisja 
Badania Zbrodni Hitlerowskich w Polsce), Obozy hitlerowskie 
na ziemiach polskich 1939–1945. Informator encyklopedyczny, ed. 
Czeslaw Pilichowski et al. (Warsaw: Państwowe Wydawni-
ctwo Naukowe, 1979), lists the camp at p. 432.

The statements by former prisoner Margit Schultz are lo-
cated in Monika Schmidt, “ ‘Das sind Sachen, von denen man 
sich nicht befreien kann.’ Margit Schultz. Erinnerungen an 
Peterswaldau,” published in Barbara Distel, ed., Frauen im Hol-
ocaust (Gerlingen:  Bleicher- Verlag, 2001), pp. 70–104. Schmidt 
has numerous witness statements that are contained in her es-
say “Zwangsarbeit und Lagerhaft als lebenslanges Trauma. 
Erfahrungen in Langenbielau und Peterswaldau,” DaHe 15 
(November 1999): 174–195.

The collections in USHMM in Washington, DC, include 
the following documents on the history of the Peterswaldau 
subcamp: photograph #1 16602 (a .50 RM piece of scrip from 
the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp that was given to Hanka 
Granek during her imprisonment at the Peterswaldau subcamp 
of  Gross- Rosen);  RG- 10.174 (Helen Preiss Collection: Tage-
buchnotizen einer jungen Jüdin zu ihrer Zeit in Peterswaldau); 
 RG- 50.483*0001 (Oral History Interview with Helen Preiss 
regarding her time in Peterswaldau); and Acc.1995.A.619 
(Bronisława Radzik, “A Memoir Relating to the Experiences in 
Sosnowiec and Peterswaldau”).

The YV Memorial contains the following statements on 
the Peterswaldau Camp: Rosa F. 20.9.1964, Signatur 03/1684; 
Richarda W. 25.2.1960, Signatur 03/1660; and Hilda L. 
13.7.1945, Signatur 015/2298.

The ZfA in Berlin holds an extensive collection of state-
ments by former prisoners: Chana Z. 15.4.1998; Helene M. 
26.5.1998; Frieda P. 12. April 1998; Sendi M. 14.4.1998; Ita S. 
9.4.1998; Fruma G. 6./13.4.1998; Margit S. 12.4.1998; Ne-
chuma L. 16.12.1998; Tamara Z. 8.4.1998; Pesia F. 13.4.1998; 
and Tonia K. 6./9.4.1998.

Some reports of surviving prisoners have been published 
including Einzelne Berichte Mady D., “The Spirit of Good-
ness,” in Love Carried Me Home: Women Surviving Auschwitz, 
ed. Joy Erlichmann Miller (Deerfi eld Beach:  Simcha- Press, 
2000);  Rose Futter, “My Liberation Day,”  www .1939club .
com/ LiberationStories .htm; and Paul Lungen, “Canadians to 
Share in Slave Labor Compensation,” CJN, June 25, 1998.

The collections of the ZdL (held at  BA- L) in Signatur ZSt 
405 AR 2797/67 IV contain fi les on the proceedings against the 
camp commandants of Langenbielau I, II, and Peterswaldau, 
 SS- Obersturmführer Karl Ulbrich. Details regarding the 
planned training of an SS female warden from Peterswaldau as 
a dog squad leader are in ZSt Verschiedenes 301 Dm, Bl. 235 f.

Alfred Konieczny describes the camp in his essay in Frauen 
im Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen in den Jahren 1944–1945 
(Wałbrzych: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1994), p. 29.

Bella Gutterman investigates the camp in “Der Alltag 
der jüdischen Häftlinge in Nebenlagern des KL  Gross-
 Rosen im Lichte ihrer kulturellen und künstlerischen Tätig-
keit,” in Die Völker Europas im KL  Gross- Rosen, ed. Alfred 
Konieczny (Wałbrzych: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 
1995), pp. 37–58.

Other references to the Peterswaldau subcamp are to be 
found in Alfred Konieczny, ed., Die Völker Europas im KL 
 Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 
1995), especially the essays by Aleksandra Kobielec, “Die jü-
dischen Häftlinge im KL  Gross- Rosen und in seinen Neben-
lagern,” pp. 31–36; and Isabell Sprenger, “Die ungarischen 
Frauen in  Gross- Rosen,” pp. 149–156.

For the confl ict surrounding Karl Diehls and the com-
pensation claims from the fi rm, see Peter Schmitt, “Sch were 
Vorwürfe gegen neuen Nürnberger Ehrenbürger Karl 
Diehl,” SZ, November 11, 1997; “Adelsdorfer Verhältnisse 
sind Nürnberger Verhältnisse und umgekehrt,”  www .conne- 
island .de/ nf/ 41/ 15 .html (based on sources from Trib , ZVJ, 
Heft 144, and Abo, No. 26, 19. December 1997); Peter 
Zinke, “Die Leistungen überwiegen,”  www .nadir .org/ nadir/ 
periodika/ jungle _world/ _98/ 04/ 08b .htm; and Nürnberger 
Medienwerkstatt ( Jim Tobias and Bernd Siegler), “Wir waren 
die Sklaven von Diehl.” Ein Ehrenbürger und seine Vergangen-
heit (Videoproduktion, 12 minutes), November 1997. A posi-
tive picture by Karl Diehl and his compensation offer is in 
 Hans- Werner Loose, “Vorbildlicher Diehl,” Welt, March 
24, 1999.

Evelyn Zegenhagen
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

NOTES

 1. AZ
.
IH, Report Nr. 2180 by Sylwia Bachner. For details 

of humiliating selection of the female prisoners when the ad-
ministration of the camp was taken over by  Gross- Rosen, see 
the report by Chana Z. in Monika Schmidt, “Zwangsarbeit 
und Lagerhaft als lebenslanges Trauma. Erfahrungen in Lan-
genbielau und Peterswaldau,” DaHe 15 (November 1999): 
178.

 2. Schmidt, “Zwangsarbeit und Lagerhaft als lebenslanges 
Trauma,” p. 179.

 3. See Isabell Sprenger, “Die ungarischen Frauen in 
 Gross- Rosen,” in Die Völker Europas im KL  Gross- Rosen, ed. 
Alfred Konieczny (Wałbrzych: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross-
 Rosen, 1995), pp. 149–156.

 4. See Monika Schmidt, “ ‘Das sind Sachen, von denen 
man sich nicht befreien kann.’ Margit Schultz. Erinnerungen 
an Peterswaldau,” in Barbara Distel, ed., Frauen im Holocaust 
(Gerlingen:  Bleicher- Verlag, 2001), p. 92.

 5. Schmidt, “Zwangsarbeit und Lagerhaft als lebenslanges 
Trauma,” p. 181.

 6. Schmidt, “ ‘Das sind Sachen, von denen man sich nicht 
befreien kann.’ Margit Schultz,” p. 88.

 7. Ibid., p. 87.
 8. Cited by Peter Zinke, “Die Leistungen überwiegen,” 

 www .nadir .org/ nadir/ periodika/ jungle _world/ _98/ 04/ 08b .
htm .

 9. Bella Gutterman, “Der Alltag der jüdischen Häftlinge 
in Nebenlagern des KL  Gross- Rosen im Lichte ihrer kul-
turellen und künstlerischen Tätigkeit,” in Die Völker Europas 
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im Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen, ed. Alfred Konieczny 
(Wałbrzych: Państwowe Muzeum  Gross- Rosen, 1995), pp. 
41, 45, 54.

 10. Cited in “Adelsdorfer Verhältnisse sind Nürnberger 
Verhältnisse und umgekehrt,”  www .conne -island .de/ nf/ 41/ 15 .
html .

REICHENAU
The Reichenau subcamp came into being in March 1944 upon 
the order of the Gesellschaft für Technische und Wirtschaftli-
che Entwicklung mbH (Association for Technical and Eco-
nomic Development), which manufactured radio and radar 
equipment. The initial transport of 199 prisoners (1 died en 
route) arrived at Reichenau (now Rychnov) from  Gross- Rosen 
on March 14, 1944. The prisoners  were put into two barracks 
located near the factory; the SS staff occupied a third bar-
rack.

SS- Hauptscharführer Ernst Braun served as commander 
at the subcamp. As described by Jan Kosiński:

[Braun] was a slim, tall man with a long face, 
 thirty- six to forty years old. He was always dressed 
up in a pressed  SS- man’s uniform and high boots 
polished shiny as a mirror.  Clean- shaven and per-
fumed, he himself was in charge of reports and the 
barrack chiefs. He was all over the place: at roll 
calls, in the barracks, in the labor commandos and 
at mail inspection. . . .  Braun drank . . .  and then 
you had to stay out of his sight. . . .  Quick-
 tempered, obstinate, rigorous and impervious to 
any sentiments, he was inhuman and evil. It was he 
who thought up the most diverse punishments for 
prisoners, such as standing long hours in the cold, 
 leap- frogging, wallowing on the ground regardless 
of the weather, extra work, continually spying on 
them, beating, which led to many deaths because 
there was no medical care, constant suspicion and 
searches.1

The camp staff numbered 25 people in November 1944. 
The camp held 300 prisoners at that time, and an increase to 
400 was planned.

A new transport arrived at Reichenau every month. Pris-
oners  were brought in groups of several to several dozen.

For the fi rst few months, some of the prisoners worked on 
expanding the camp. But the specialists, the electricians, and 
lathe operators  were assigned to work at the factory, which the 
prisoners called “civilian” because it was outside the camp. In 
July some prisoners  were moved to the factory’s newly erected 
division on camp premises. The prisoners put to work at the 
factory received vouchers worth around 4 Reichsmark (RM) 
for their labor and could use them to buy food in the camp 
canteen. But they could not buy anything except for cigarettes 
and vegetable salad, the ingredients of which the prisoners 
could not identify.

Some prisoners sabotaged production, doing such things 
as badly soldering the ends of connections or turning parts 
that  were too big on the lathe. Those who  were caught  were 
transferred to a penal company or a construction commando. 
When the camp expansion was fi nished, the construction 
commando bored a tunnel to connect the factory division in 
the camp with the mother plant.

A group of approximately 100 prisoners worked extending 
and replacing railroad tracks. In the spring, prisoners of vari-
ous nationalities from labor camps in the area joined the track 
extension work. SS men watched both groups of prisoners to 
make sure they did not communicate with each other.

Other prisoners worked on various transport details; in 
the garage, tailor, and cobbler shops; and in the factory’s de-
sign offi ce. Braun also used construction brigade prisoners to 
build his  house in Pelkowitz (Pelkowice), a town located al-
most 3 kilometers (1.9 miles) from the camp.

In February or March 1945, when the front was getting 
nearer, the prisoners  were sent to build fortifi cations, barri-
cades, and trenches. According to a former prisoner: “Walk-
ing about in the mountains and digging ditches, even though 
it was getting warmer outside, was becoming an increasingly 
diffi cult job. We  were already very exhausted. Our column 
looked pitiful coming back to the camp from work. Even 
though the guards would urge us on, we would spread out into 
small groups. Those who  were a bit stronger helped those 
who could not go on, so we saved one another, as we sensed 
that freedom was at hand.”2

Because of breaks in materials deliveries, the pace of work 
in the factory was slowed down. The prisoners  were assigned 
to cleanup work more and more frequently.

There was no kitchen at Reichenau; food was brought in 
from the factory canteen located almost a kilometer (0.6 mile) 
from the camp.

Maintaining cleanliness was a problem for the prisoners. A 
washroom with running water, a shower, and several bathtubs 
was built in the third quarter of 1944. Prisoners had to wash 
in the morning and eve ning, but they did not get any soap. 
Underwear was changed no more than once a month. Clothes 
 were not washed. The prisoners  were escorted to the delous-
ing station in Gablonz, a town located several kilometers from 
camp. Prisoners waited outside of the building for their 
things, after which they put on wet clothes, with lice in most 
cases, and returned to camp on foot. Their clothes would dry 
out during the long march. The trek took all day and for 
many prisoners ended in sickness at best.

There was no infi rmary at Reichenau for the fi rst few 
months; sick people  were taken to the main camp. The com-
mander would make the selection. A sickroom was set up in 
late 1944 due to the high death rate.

The prisoners did not make any escape attempts, except 
for one that was unsuccessful. A 19- year- old Rus sian prisoner 
tried to escape during work on the night shift at the factory, 
but a guard spotted him and turned him over to the com-
mander, who ordered him shot. Many prisoners recall that a 
re sis tance movement existed, primarily initiated by prisoners 
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from the Warsaw Uprising and Auschwitz concentration 
camp. One of the group’s important achievements was getting 
hold of a radio and passing on the news they heard to their 
friends. Poles  were the largest ethnic group at Reichenau. 
There  were also Czechs, Frenchmen, Belgians, Rus sians, 
Germans, two Ukrainians, two Jews, a Norwegian, and an 
Italian. There  were no major confl icts among the prisoners 
over ethnic differences, although there  were instances of 
 mutual complaints, accusations, and resentments.

Beginning in January 1945, preparations  were under way at 
the main camp of  Gross- Rosen for moving headquarters to 
Reichenau. On February 10, camp commander Hassebroek 
and most of headquarters staff moved to Reichenau, where they 
stayed for a week. The camp rec ords and prisoner fi les  were 
also moved and  were destroyed in late April or early May. 
Evacuation transports moved through the subcamp begin-
ning in 1945. An evacuation column of approximately 1,600 
Auschwitz prisoners reached the camp in early February. Un-
fortunately, we do not know what happened to the prisoners 
later.  Gross- Rosen’s Hirschberg subcamp was evacuated in 
late February; the prisoners reached Reichenau on foot. The 
group included prisoners evacuated from Auschwitz. They 
rested the night, then  were loaded into railway coal cars and 
sent to Buchenwald concentration camp, where they arrived 
on March 7. The transport was joined by approximately 90 
prisoners from Reichenau. They rode in uncovered railway 
cars, with no food; many probably died along the way, as the 
list of newly admitted prisoners to Buchenwald contains the 
names of only 9 Reichenau prisoners.

The Reichenau camp was ordered evacuated the night of 
May 7–8. In all probability, 18 sick people who could not walk 
 were left behind. The column set out toward Jablonec. The 
prisoners had covered several kilometers when they  were 
stopped by a German army detachment and ordered to go 
back. They reached the camp in late afternoon of that same 
day. Some of the staff disappeared along the way. The prison-
ers  were locked in the barracks. Czech underground fi ghters 
arrived at the camp on May 9. It turned out that the rest of the 
staff had fl ed during the night. The sick people  were given 
medical help and food.

SOURCES The basis of this entry is Dorota Sula’s study on 
selected  Gross- Rosen subcamps, Filie KL  Gross- Rosen (wybór 
artykułów) (Wałbrzych, 2001). The Reichenau camp is dis-
cussed on pp. 124–146.

Archival materials  housed at the AMGR include orders of 
camp authorities as well as former prisoner accounts, surveys, 
recollections, and correspondence.

Dorota Sula
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR, 5747/DP, Jan Kosiński, Reichenau bei Ga-

blonz: The  Gross- Rosen Concentration Camp Subsidiary, 
pp. 10, 12–13, 20–21.

 2. AMGR, 5758/731/DP, Henryk Uchman, “Gdy byłem w 
Reichenau.”

RIESE COMPLEX
The code name Riese applied to the Riese construction proj-
ect built from 1943 to 1945 at Niederschlesien (present- day 
Dolny Śląsk in Lower Silesia, Poland); and the subcamp com-
plex of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp formed to pro-
vide manpower for the Riese project. In offi cial terminology, 
that labor camp complex was named Arbeitslager Riese.

As a result of the German army’s deteriorating situation on 
the Eastern Front in 1943, the Third Reich’s high command 
began to realize that Hitler’s headquarters (Wolfschanze) near 
Rastenburg in East Prus sia (present- day Kętrzyn, in north-
eastern Poland) might be threatened by military operations. 
They considered the possibility of evacuating the headquar-
ters. In order to keep the military and po liti cal command 
centers working safely and undisturbed, another headquarters 
had to be readied, at a considerable distance from the front 
lines.

Considering the operational capacities of aviation at the 
time, the new quarters would have to safeguard staff opera-
tions, primarily against air attacks. Security would be pro-
vided by putting staff in suitable underground shelters. These 
would  house Hitler’s Headquarters (FHQ), the Army High 
Command (OKH), the Air Force High Command (OKL), 
the Navy High Command (OKM), Himmler’s headquarters 
(RFSS), and the headquarters of the Reich Foreign Ministry 
(RAM).1

The Germans chose a location in a range of small, almost 
entirely wooded mountains, rising up to 811 meters (2,661 
feet) above sea level, in the northwestern part of the Eulenge-
birge (Góry Sowie, the Owl Mountains, in the Sudetens in 
southwestern Poland).

A total of six complexes was to come into being in the Eu-
lengebirge region; they  were to be built above and below 
ground and have the necessary technological infrastructure. 
 Reinforced- concrete residential, offi ce, and ser vice buildings 
of various sizes  were built on the surface on the mountain-
sides. Tunnels leading to the main chamber excavations  were 
bored in the mountainsides. They  were to be lined with rein-
forced concrete and also  house offi ce spaces and probably liv-
ing spaces as well. The entire project was to be fi tted with the 
necessary communications facilities and have a suitable road-
way system, water, and electrical power supply.

The headquarters was also to include Förstenstein Castle 
near the county seat of Waldenburg (present- day Ksiąz. Castle 
within the Wałbrzych city limits), suitably adapted and fur-
nished with an underground shelter. The castle is approxi-
mately 20 kilometers (12.4 miles) northwest of the main 
Eulengebirge structures.

The Industrie Gemeinschaft Schlesien AG (Silesian In-
dustrial Corporation, Inc.) was contracted to do the construc-
tion and excavation work. The work commenced in the late 
autumn of 1943.2 The manpower was initially provided by 
forced laborers from the Soviet  Union and Poland, as well as 
by Italian prisoners of war (POWs). In late November and 
early December 1943, four camps that could accommodate 
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5,200 people  were set up for them.3 More camps  were being 
prepared; the intent was to put 15,000 laborers to work on the 
Riese project.4 The outbreak of a typhus epidemic slowed 
the work down so much that changes had to be made, both in 
the project’s management and the labor force. Initially, no 
concentration camp prisoners  were put to work. However, 
that option was already being considered.5 It was fi nally im-
plemented in April 1944, when the Organisation Todt (OT) 
took over the project and began using prisoners from  Gross-
 Rosen, even while keeping the forced laborers and POWs on 
the job.6 A special Se nior Construction Directorate (Ober-
bauleitung) within the OT,  code- named “Riese,” supervised 
the prisoners’ work.

SS- Hauptsturmführer Albert Lütkemeyer, born June 
17, 1911, was the commander of the Riese labor camp com-
plex. He joined the Nazi Party on March 1, 1933, and the 
Allgemeine–SS on September 1, 1939. He was decorated 
with the Iron Cross 2nd Class. He served at Esterwegen 
concentration camp in 1934 and at Mauthausen and Neuen-
gamme in 1941.

The prisoners from  Gross- Rosen soon constituted the 
most numerous group of laborers in the Riese project, and all 
of them  were Jewish. The fi rst transports arrived in late April 
or very early May 1944.7 The prisoners  were quartered in a 
weaving mill in Tannhausen (present- day Jedlinka, a section 
of the city of Głuszyca). It belonged to the Websky, Hart-
mann & Wiesen company of Wüstewaltersdorf (now Walim). 
The camp at the weaving mill was the fi rst one to belong to 
the Riese complex. It also  housed Riese’s central headquar-
ters, as well as the quarters of Commandant Lütkemeyer and 
other people in management positions at the camp. The cen-
tral food and clothing ware house was also located there.

At fi rst, the prisoners  were primarily used to build more 
camps.8 Because of the magnitude of the construction project 
and the extensive area of mountains it involved, not one but 
over a dozen camps  were constructed. They  were usually 
named after nearby towns or other  place- names.

The following camps  were part of the Riese complex: Dörn-
hau, Erlenbusch, Falkenberg (Eule), Fürstenstein, Kaltwasser, 
Lärche, Märzbachtal, Säuferwasser (Säuferwassergraben), 
Schotterwerk (Bahnhof Ober Wüstegiersdorf), Tannhausen 
(V Lager), Wolfsberg, Wüstegiersdorf, Wüstewaltersdorf 
(Stenzelberg), and Zentralrevier Tannhausen.9

Besides the camps listed above, some sources also mention 
more camps in the Eulengebirge region that  were reported to 
be part of the Riese complex. There  were three camps named 
Waldlager 1, 2 and 3,10 as well as a camp in the town of Bad 
Charlottenbrunn.11 However, no information on these camps 
has been uncovered.

Based on incomplete data, it has been established that ap-
proximately 13,000 prisoners lived at the camps belonging to 
Riese. Over 4,900 of them died.

SOURCES The following published sources contain infor-
mation on the Riese camps: Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy 
podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 

1987); Cybulski, “Szpitale dla byłych więźniów obozu kon-
centracyjnego  Gross- Rosen w Głuszycy (1945–1946),” in Stu-
dia nad Faszyzmem i Zbrodniami Hitlerowskimi (Wrocław: 
Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Wrocławskiego, 1980), 6:308–
341; Cybulski, “Z badań nad śmiertelnością wśród więźniów 
KL  Gross- Rosen w Górach Sowich w latach 1944- 1945,” in 
Studia nad Faszyzmem i Zbrodniami Hitlerowskimi (Wrocław: 
Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Wrocławskiego, 1982), 8:275–
308; Abram Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, comp. Adam Ostoja 
(Łódź: Wydawnictwo Lodzkie, 1962); Alfred Konieczny, 
“Przeniesienia więźniów z podobozu Riese do KL  Auschwitz-
 Birkenau w 1944 r.,” in Studia nad Faszyzmem i Zbrodniami 
Hitlerowskimi (Wrocław: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu 
Wrocławskiego, 1986), 10:293–316; Piotr Kruszyński, Podzie-
mia w Górach Sowich i Zamku Ksiąz. (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 
1989); Kruszyński, “Wykorzystanie pracy więźniów kom-
pleksu  Gross- Rosen w Górach Sowich przez organizację 
TODT oraz fi rmy z nią współpracujące,” in Wykorzystanie 
niewolniczej pracy więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę 
[materiały z międzynarodowej sesji naukowej] (Wałbrzych: 
AMGR, 1999); Dorota Sula, Arbeitslager Riese: Filia KL  Gross-
 Rosen (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 2003).

Rec ords relevant to this camp complex may be found in 
AMGR,  WAP- W,  BA- K, and  BA- L.

Piotr Kruszyński
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1.  BA- K, N 1514.
 2. WAP- W, Rec ords Collection, Wrocław Regency 

 Division I, sygn. 8303, vols. 2–3, letter from offi cial doctor 
Dr. Sommerfeld of the National Health Agency in Wałbrzych 
(Waldenburg) to the director of the company’s building in-
spectorate (Genossenschaftsbauinspektion), dated January 
13, 1944.

 3.  WAP- W, Rec ords Collection, Wrocław Regency Di-
vision I, vols. 2–3.

 4. WAP- W, Rec ords Collection, Wrocław Regency 
 Division I, vols. 24–28, letter from Dr. Kaiser of the 
 National Health Agency in Dzierz.oniow (Reichenbach/ 
Eulengebirge) to the Wrocław Regency President, dated 
February 9, 1944.

 5.  BA- L, ZdL 413  AR- Z 567/67, p. 230, Report of exami-
nation of Johannes Hassebroek before the National [or  Local/
Regional] Court in Braunschweig in March 1967.

 6.  WAP- W, Rec ords Collection, Wrocław Regency Di-
vision I, vol. 92, letter from the Wrocław Regency President, 
dated May 23, 1944.

 7.  WAP- W, Rec ords Collection, Wrocław Regency Di-
vision I, vol. 77, letter from Dr. Kaiser of the National Health 
Agency in Dzierz.oniow (Reichenbach/Eulengebirge) to the 
Wrocław Regency President, dated May 5, 1944.

 8.  BA- L, ZdL 413  AR- Z 567/67, p. 232, Report of exami-
nation of Johannes Hassebroek before the National [or  Local/
Regional] Court in Braunschweig in March 1967.

 9. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsfűhrer-
 SS (1933–1945) (Arolsen, 1979), p. 150.

 10. Ibid., pp. 150, 152.
 11.  BA- L, ZdL 405  AR- Z 45/69, p. 84, Report of examina-

tion of Heinrich Schicha in June 1969.
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RIESE/DÖRNHAU
A  Gross- Rosen/Riese subcamp was established in June 1944 
in the buildings of a former carpet factory in Dörnhau (now 
Kolce). The prisoners  were Jews, nationals of various coun-
tries.

On June 9, 1944, a transport of 250 prisoners from the 
Tannhausen camp arrived at the subcamp. On July 15, 40 
prisoners  were moved from Tannhausen to Dörnhau. The 
average daily population of the camp ran into several hundred 
in  mid- 1944, rising to approximately 1,400 in 1945.

SS- Unterscharführer Wolf held the post of camp com-
mander until the end of 1944. His successor’s name is un-
known.

The prisoners initially worked felling trees and building a 
road and a  narrow- gauge railway. Butzer und Holzmann AG 
was in charge of the work; it was evacuated to Linz in 1945. 
The prisoners dug tunnels on the southern slopes of Säufer 
Höhen (Osówka) Mountain. The work was done in three gal-
leries at various elevations. The total length of the excavations 
accounted for in the complex was 1,700 meters (1,859 yards). 
The prisoners also built projects above ground directly over 
the tunnels or nearby (approximately 1 kilometer or 0.6 miles). 
The work at the “Siłownia” and “Kasyno” projects was the 
most advanced.

Some of the prisoners  were assigned to workshops, where 
they straightened and assembled sections of the  narrow- gauge 
railway tracks, which  were then loaded onto freight cars and 
taken away. They also unloaded freight cars and did other 
routine jobs, straightening things up.

Besides the aforementioned company, both Artur Becker 
Tiefbau AG of Berlin and Krause, Schallhorn und Eule used 
prisoner labor. The work sites and numbers of prisoners as-
signed to projects varied as needed by the companies.

The completed parts of the installation began to be dis-
mantled in January 1945. In an entry made at Dörnhau, dated 
April 1945, a prisoner wrote in his diary:

Today I worked in another  group—under a Magyar 
[Hungarian] in a tunnel, in gallery no. 4.  We’re dis-
mantling the tunnel  fi ttings—ripping out huge, 
long, heavy pipes. We carry them out and put them 
outside the tunnel. A truck comes by every hour and 
we load the scrap onto them. The tunnel is big, 
damp and cold. . . .  We have one hour’s rest over 
twelve hours of work. Many of us have accidents of 
different kinds every day. We get crushed by iron 
beams, pipes fall on our legs, or we faint under their 
weight, but if  we’re able, we keep on moving and 
carry the scrap, so as not to faint and be brought 
round by a gun butt or crowbar.1

Beginning in October 1944, the camp started serving as a 
collective hospital (Revier) for sick prisoners brought in from 
other Riese complex camps. Almost all the sick prisoners 

working in the Owl Mountains passed through this camp. 
There was no medical care at all, and the SS men called it a 
camp for the dying (Krepierungslager). The ground and sec-
ond fl oor  were for the sick; the third fl oor only was occupied 
by prisoners who still went to work. From March 19 to April 
10, 1945, 416 prisoners died in the camp.

Abram Kajzer, a former prisoner of the Erlenbusch camp, 
stated that the prisoners of that subcamp  were evacuated to 
Dörnhau in March because of a typhus epidemic. We do know 
that the last prisoner transport sent from one camp to the 
other was on April 21, 1945. A transport of 187 prisoners from 
another  Gross- Rosen subcamp, Bad Warmbrunn, arrived at 
Dörnhau on April 14. The next day another transport from 
Bad Warmbrunn was admitted; the names of only 13 prison-
ers in that transport have been successfully identifi ed. Also, a 
prisoner recollects that three days later most of the prisoners 
who had come from Bad Warmbrunn  were sent to another 
camp.

Besides one account, we know nothing of any escapes from 
this camp. In an entry dated April 7, 1945, Kajzer wrote:

By chance, I learned that there  were two prisoners 
in our camp, a Pole and a Rus sian, who had escaped 
from forced labor a year ago, but  were caught four 
weeks later and put in our camp as punishment. . . .  I 
decided to see the two prisoners and persuade them 
to escape with me. I had thought the plan out in de-
tail and imagined that it would be best to escape 
with them, as they knew the local terrain and would 
know where to go. . . .  First I woke up Kola the Rus-
sian, then Piotr the Pole. . . .  I had no hope that 
they’d agree to my crazy idea, so instead of suggest-
ing that we escape together, I asked them to lend me 
an axe. . . .  I approached the barbed wire carefully, 
raised the axe and cut the wire along the fence. My 
hands trembling, I bent back the wire, stooped down 
and quickly went towards freedom, which had been 
so diffi cult to regain.2

The two prisoners referred to by Kajzer joined in, but we do 
not know what happened to them afterward. Kajzer managed 
to save himself.

The camp was liberated the night of May 8–9. Some of the 
prisoners who still had some strength left the camp immedi-
ately after being liberated. The most gravely ill remained 
there. A hospital for prisoners was set up in the former camp.

SOURCES See the Riese Complex overview.
Dorota Sula

trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. Abram Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, comp. Adam Ostoja 

(Łódź, 1962), p. 175.
 2. Ibid., pp. 177–179.
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RIESE/ERLENBUSCH
The Erlenbusch subcamp was part of the Riese labor camp 
complex created in the Eulengebirge range (later Góry Sowie 
[Owl Mountains] in the Central Sudets) in conjunction with 
the construction of an underground headquarters in that re-
gion for Hitler and the Third Reich’s high command. The 
camp was established as a result of an agreement between 
 Gross- Rosen and the Riese project’s main contractor, the Or-
ganisation Todt (OT), concerning the provision of necessary 
labor. All of the camps in the Riese complex  were under the 
command of the  Gross- Rosen headquarters.

The camp was established on the outskirts of the village of 
Erlenbusch (later Olszyniec), in a meadow of about 1 hectare 
(2.5 acres) below the Bad Charlottenbrunn (later Jedlina 
Zdrój)–Schweidnitz (later Świdnica) railway line across from 
the junction of tracks running from Tannhausen (later 
Jedlinka) to Hausdorf (later Jugowice) and from the city of 
Waldenburg (later Wałbrzych) to Erlenbusch.1

It is not known who built the camp or when it was built. Due 
to the absence of sources, it is impossible to precisely establish 
the date of the construction of the camp. In all likelihood, it 
was operating by May 27, 1944.2 The population of the Erlen-
busch subcamp is also unknown. It was probably one of the 
smaller camps of the Riese complex and numbered around 500 
prisoners. It  housed only Jews, chiefl y from Hungary and Po-
land. Based on the 42 camp numbers of Erlenbusch prisoners 
that have been established, it is understood that the camp in-
cluded prisoners who  were recorded in the  Gross- Rosen con-
centration camp fi les on May 24 and June 8, 1944 (from 
transports of Hungarian Jews), approximately August 25 and 
September 20 (Polish Jews from the Łódź ghetto), and October 
16 (Polish Jews from the  Krakau- Plaszow concentration camp).3 
The size of the transports is unknown. Although all the groups 
had come from Auschwitz originally, only the May transport 
went directly from there to Erlenbusch; the others  were trans-
fers from other  Gross- Rosen subcamps in Eulengebirge.

The earliest description of the Erlenbusch subcamp refers 
to the second half of 1944. It comes from the account of Hen-
ryk Włodarczak, a Polish forced laborer at Erlenbusch who had 
been put to work as an assistant  narrow- gauge railway engi-
neer.4 According to his account, the “Jewish camp” was made 
up of several large wooden barracks as well as round plywood 
cabins called “Finnish huts.” There  were two barracks in the 
lower part of camp. One of them  housed the kitchen and food 
ware house; the other  housed the camp headquarters. The camp 
leader (Lagerführer), an offi cer with a light limp, also lived in 
that barrack, as well as at least one other person from the camp 
management. The guards who watched the prisoners lived 
somewhat higher up in two or three more barracks. There  were 
bunk beds in the guards’ barracks. The prisoners  were quar-
tered in the huts, of which there  were, according to Włodarczak, 
“quite a lot, more than just a few, and they stood in rows.” All 
the campgrounds  were fenced. The section inhabited by the 
prisoners was surrounded by a double  barbed- wire fence and 

was very heavily guarded by watchmen with dogs. The guards 
 were armed with  small- caliber Italian rifl es with bayonets. Al-
though the Germans made communication between the forced 
laborers and the prisoners working on the tracks diffi cult, it 
was possible. Włodarczak spoke German, so he was able to 
understand prisoners who spoke Yiddish. He remembers that 
they asked for fuel. Although there  were stoves in all the hut 
barracks, the prisoners had nothing to burn in them. The 
forced laborers working on the  narrow- gauge locomotives 
would give them briquettes. Unfortunately, that help did not 
change the situation much. The hut walls had no thermal insu-
lation, and even when the prisoners could get a bit of fuel and 
burn it in the stoves, it was only a bit warmer in the cabins and 
only for a very short time. In general, in Włodarczak’s opinion, 
the prisoners lived under horrendous conditions and froze ter-
ribly in the wintertime.

There was a fi re in the camp in February or March 1945. It 
broke out in the large headquarter barracks. From there it 
spread to huts, which burned down. Włodarczak thought that 
there  were not any prisoners in camp anymore, although he 
does not know exactly when they  were transported out. (The 
witness came down with typhus in December 1944 and was 
sent to the hospital for infectious diseases in Wüstewalters-
dorf [later Walim]. He returned to Erlenbusch several weeks 
later, shortly before the fi re.)

Two accounts by former camp prisoners concern the early 
spring of 1945. Abram Kajzer wrote that he had been brought 
to Erlenbusch from the Dörnhau labor camp in late Febru-
ary–early March 1945.5 In his opinion, there  were approxi-
mately 500 prisoners living in the camp at the time. New 
arrivals  were deloused and got clean clothes and blankets. 
They  were quartered in barracks; the rooms  were clean and 
had board beds. There was a bath house with hot water in the 
camp. Kajzer was at Erlenbusch for only a month, after which 
he returned to Dörnhau because of a typhus epidemic.

Former prisoner Arnold Mostowicz wrote in his published 
recollections that he had come to Erlenbusch from Dörnhau 
labor camp in early April 1945.6 The camp was situated in 
open country and was made up of fi ve new barracks that had 
been painted green. The new boards of the barracks still 
smelled of the pine forest. There was a group of several dozen 
prisoners on site who  were erecting the barracks. According 
to Mostowicz, he was in the fi rst major group that arrived at 
the camp. They slept on straw mattresses stuffed with wood 
shavings, just like the ones at Dörnhau, although there  were 
no fl eas or lice in them. He described this new and clean 
camp, which had been set up at the very end of the war, as an 
“astounding phenomenon.” The sanitary conditions at Erlen-
busch  were also better than at other camps in the spring of 
1945. The prisoners could wash up every eve ning there in the 
bath houses with hot water.7 Mostowicz also returned to the 
Dörnhau labor camp after a short time.

There is no information on the infi rmary at Erlenbusch. 
For a brief time in April 1945, Mostowicz served as an or-
derly.8 No information exists on the total number of illnesses 
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and deaths. It is known that prisoners in serious condition 
 were taken away to the infi rmary in Dörnhau. The surviving 
fragmentary rec ords show that there  were eight transports 
between the hospital and the camp between December 6, 
1944, and May 7, 1945, in which there  were 27 prisoners: for 
fi ve transports totaling 17 prisoners, it was clearly recorded 
that they had been sent from the camp to the infi rmary, while 
the only information provided for the remaining transports 
was the name of the camp, without the specifi c destination. 
The dates listed for the transports are also interesting: the 
fi rst one was on December 6, 1944, and involved 1 prisoner. 
That was the only transfer that year. The next 4 occurred 
between January 25 and 29, 1945, and involved 19 prisoners. 
The last three, involving 7 prisoners,  were on April 21, May 3, 
and May 7.9 The surviving information shows that 7 prisoners 
died at the Dörnhau hospital between March 19 and May 8, 
1945, and 3 more died on May 3, 1945, during the transport 
from Erlenbusch to Dörnhau.10 It is striking that the number 
of sick prisoners sent back to the Dörnhau hospital was so 
small and that the number of deaths recorded was relatively 
low, all the more so because we know that there had been a 
typhus epidemic at Erlenbusch among the forced laborers 
who lived under incomparably better conditions. In light of 
these facts, it seems probable that the typhus epidemic also 
affected the prisoners at Erlenbusch subcamp. Besides the 
situation at the front at that time, it also could have been the 
reason for their transport out of the camp around  mid-
 February 1945. On the other hand, the sick people sent to the 
Dörnhau infi rmary in the aforementioned last three groups 
 were from the new “settlement” of the camp.

We know little about the SS staff at Erlenbusch subcamp. 
An SS company from the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp 
served guard duty. We know the names of two SS men: 
SS- Hauptscharführer Bernhard Rückner, born March 21, 
1896. He was a staff member of the  Gross- Rosen concentra-
tion camp from August 26, 1941, to December 28, 1944; be-
sides Erlenbusch, he was also at the Falkenberg labor camp 
for a time.11 Herman Schöps, born August 2, 1901, was a Ger-
man. His dates of his stay at the Erlenbusch subcamp are un-
known, but it is known that he was also at other  Gross- Rosen 
concentration camp subcamps, in Breslau, Dyhernfurth, Bad 
Warmbrunn, and Hirschberg.12

The prisoners worked at the railway siding near the camp, 
unloading and reloading building materials. They also main-
tained the  narrow- gauge railway between the siding at Erlen-
busch and construction sites in the town of Jauernig (later 
Jugowice Górne) as well as on the slope of the Wolfsberg 
(later Włodarz) Mountain.13

They also did excavating work for the construction of the 
water supply system on the slope of the Saal Berg (later 
Jedlińska Kopa).14

In the spring of 1945, the prisoners worked at the con-
struction site in Jauernig and also near the camp, loading 
construction and engineering equipment onto railroad cars 
for evacuation. All of that occurred under conditions of se-
vere disor ga ni za tion.15

Unfortunately, there is no  clear- cut information about the 
end of the Erlenbusch subcamp’s operation. According to ac-
counts referred to above, it seems that the camp was fi rst 
evacuated in February 1945. Then new groups of prisoners 
 were brought in, probably as early as March or April. At least 
some of them  were transferred to the Dörnhau camp in early 
May.16 It is not known whether the Erlenbusch subcamp then 
ceased to exist or whether some prisoners remained there 
until war’s end and  were liberated.

Schöps, an SS guard at Erlenbusch, was tried after the war 
and was sentenced to two years’ imprisonment on September 
29, 1947. He was freed after serving his sentence.17

SOURCES Information on the Erlenbusch subcamp can be 
found in the following essays: Bogdan Cybulski, “Analiza 
stanu więźniów w podobozach KL  Gross- Rosen kompleksu 
Riese w latach 1944–1945,” SFiZH 7 (1981); Alfred Konie-
czny, “Obozy Spółki Akcyjnej Śląska Wspólnota Przemysłowa 
w Górach Sowich w latach 1943–1944,” SFiZH 6 (1980); Piotr 
Kruszyński, “Wykorzystanie pracy więźniów kompleksu 
 Gross- Rosen w Górach Sowich przez Organizację Todta oraz 
fi rmy z nią współpracujące,” in Wykorzystanie niewolniczej 
pracy więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę (Wałbrzych, 
1999); and Dorota Sula, Arbeitslager Riese: Filia KL  Gross- Rosen 
(Wałbrzych, 2003). Information also can be found in the pub-
lished recollections of former prisoners of this camp: in par tic-
u lar, Abram Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci (Łódź, 1962); and 
Arnold Mostowicz, Z

.
ółta gwiazda i czerwony krzyz. (Warsaw, 

1988).
Archival material on the Erlenbusch subcamp can be found 

at the following locations:  AK- IPN in Warsaw and AMGR in 
Wałbrzych.

Piotr Kruszyński
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR, 6500/15/DP, Report of examination of 

 witness Adam Ludwik Religa at the Wrocław District 
 Commission for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes on May 
24, 1968.

 2.  WAP- W, Rec ords Collection, Wrocław Regency Di-
vision I, 8303, vols. 99–100, letter from Dr. Kaiser, camp ad-
ministration offi cer in charge of sanitary supervision over 
camps in the Eulengebirge region, to the Wrocław Regency 
President, dated May 27, 1944.

 3. Files of former  Gross- Rosen concentration camp pris-
oners re created at the  Gross- Rosen Museum.

 4. Account of Henryk Włodarczak, P. Kruszyński’s pri-
vate collections.

 5. Abram Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci (Łódź, 1962), p. 159.
 6. Arnold Mostowicz, Z

.
ółta gwiazda i czerwony krzyz. 

(Warsaw, 1988), pp. 222–227.
 7. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, p. 159.
 8. Mostowicz, Z

.
ółta gwiazda, p. 227; AMGR, 6500/22/

DP, Report of examination of witness Arnold Mostowicz.
 9. AMGR, 124/35/MF, Daily population log of Dörnhau 

hospital.
 10. AMGR, 124/35/MF, Daily population log of Dörnhau 

hospital; AMGR, 108/2/MF, Leichenbuch Dörnhau.
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 11. AMGR, 132/78/MF, Collection of War Criminal Pho-
tographs.

 12. “Członkowie załóg i wiȩźniowie funkcyjni niemie-
ckich obozów, wiȩzień i gett skazani przez sądy polskie,” 
comp. Elz.bieta  Kobierska- Motas (duplicated typescript, War-
saw, 1992), Item 1372.

 13. Henryk Włodarczak, account in P. Kruszyński’s pri-
vate collections; Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, pp. 161–163, 172.

 14. Piotr Kruszyński, “Wykorzystanie pracy wiȩźniów 
kompleksu  Gross- Rosen w Górach Sowich przez Organizacjȩ 
Todta oraz fi rmy z nią współpracujące,” in Wykorzystanie 
 niewolniczej pracy wiȩźniów KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszȩ 
(Wałbrzych, 1999), pp. 49–50.

 15. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, pp. 161–163.
 16. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsfüh-

rer- SS (1933–1945): Konzentrationslager und deren Aussen-
kommandos sowie andere Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS 
in Deutschland und deutsch besetzten Gebieten (Arolsen, 1979), 
p. 148; Mostowicz, Z

.
ółta gwiazda, p. 236.

 17.  Kobierska- Motas, “Członkowie załóg i wiȩźniowie 
funkcyjni niemieckich obozów,” Item 1372.

RIESE/FALKENBERG [AKA EULE]
The Falkenberg subcamp was part of the Riese complex cre-
ated in the Eulengebirge range (later Góry Sowie [Owl 
Mountains] in the Central Sudets) in conjunction with the 
construction of an underground headquarters in that region 
for Hitler and the Third Reich’s high command. Like all the 
other camps in the Riese complex, Falkenberg emerged from 
an agreement between  Gross- Rosen and the Riese project’s 
main contractor, the Organisation Todt (OT).1 Falkenberg 
and the other Riese camps  were subcamps of  Gross- Rosen.

Falkenberg was set up in the hamlet of Eule (later Sowina), 
which was an administrative section of the village of Lud-
wigsdorf (later Ludwikowice Kłodzkie). Since the large vil-
lage of Falkenberg (later Sokolec) was near Eule, the camp 
was named after that place. Various sources also call the camp 
Eule.

The Falkenberg camp probably came into being in late 
April or early May 1944. The fi rst prisoners  were Jews from 
Greece and Yugo slavia, brought from Auschwitz. They  were 
recorded in the  Gross- Rosen fi les on April 26. The next group 
to arrive  were Polish Jews from the  Krakau- Plaszow concen-
tration camp, who had been admitted to  Gross- Rosen on May 
1.2 There  were also some Hungarian Jews in the camp, who 
had been sent to  Gross- Rosen in transports from Auschwitz 
on May 24, June 8, and in September 1944, as well as some 
Polish Jews from the Łódź ghetto.3 However, it is not known 
when the Łódź Jews  were sent to Falkenberg or in which 
transport they arrived. A former prisoner from the transport 
from  Krakau- Plaszow testifi ed only that the Jews from the 
Łódź ghetto arrived after the transport of Hungarian Jews. 
The size of the group is also unknown.4

The fi rst group of Greek and Yugo slavian Jews, probably 
numbering about 300 prisoners, was quartered in 10 small 
round barracks made of plywood called “Finnish huts.” The 

next group of 250 Jews from  Krakau- Plaszow was put in 1 of 
the 3 already existing large barracks.5 According to the ac-
count of Michał Fallak, the “tent section” in which the 
Greek and Yugo slavian Jews lived was fenced off and consti-
tuted a separate camp. He would only encounter those pris-
oners during work.6 A total of up to 1,500 prisoners lived at 
Falkenberg.7

The camp had no kitchen during the fi rst few weeks of its 
operation. Bread and soup would be delivered daily, and cof-
fee would be brewed on site outdoors. In time, a kitchen and 
latrine  were built.8 More barracks  were also put up.9

A hospital was also set up in the camp; initially it had one 
room, later two. Dr. Bronisław Rubin was the camp doctor; he 
had arrived in the transport from  Krakau- Plaszow. Besides 
him, seven more prisoners worked in the hospital: three doc-
tors, two dentists, an orderly, and a prisoner who performed 
administrative work. The prisoners themselves strove to im-
prove the hospital’s supply of medicine and equipment. Pris-
oners who worked at the railway station would get bandaging 
materials and vaseline; pharmacists would make salves out of 
sap and made salicin by boiling willow bark; prisoners work-
ing in the metal shops would make lancets, splints, and 
crutches; and wounds  were sutured using needles and thread 
taken out of the sewing and shoemaking shops.

The camp death rate was high; the number of prisoners 
unable to work reached 200 in the autumn and winter of 1944, 
and the number of deaths was approaching 2 per day.10 The 
most seriously ill prisoners  were taken away to the hospital at 
the Dörnhau camp. The surviving fragmentary rec ords show 
that between October 6, 1944, and January 30, 1945, at least 
68 prisoners wound up at the Dörnhau hospital, while 34 
Falkenberg camp prisoners died there between March 19 and 
April 10, 1945.11

Prisoner selections  were conducted at Falkenberg, as at the 
other Riese camps: the sick and weak who  were unfi t for work, 
yet still walking,  were sent to neighboring camps.12

Hygienic conditions  were simply terrible; the camp had no 
bath houses. Fallak, who was at the Falkenberg labor camp 
from May 1944 through its evacuation, testifi ed that they 
 were only taken once to a bath house, located at another 
camp.13

Just as at the other camps, tremendous hunger prevailed at 
Falkenberg. However, in this instance it happened that pris-
oners working near buildings in the hamlet of Eule would 
sometimes receive a little bread and boiled potatoes from the 
German inhabitants.14

The terrible living conditions and very hard labor not only 
caused physical devastation but mental breakdown as well; 
prisoners who could not stand it any longer committed sui-
cide. Dr. Rubin remembered that several prisoners hanged 
themselves, and one threw himself under a truck.15

The prisoners’ main occupation was excavating a tunnel in 
the northern and eastern slope of Schindelberg (later Gon-
towa) Mountain. It was particularly hard and dangerous labor, 
during which there  were frequent accidents, many of which 
ended in deaths.16 Besides that, the prisoners built a road from 
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Eule to the tunnel exits and the building complex in the forest 
on Schindelberg Mountain. On the mountain, they prepared 
the excavations for foundations, then laid the foundations for 
the surface buildings, dug ditches for sewers and telephone 
cables, and built the subgrade for the  narrow- gauge railway 
and  freight- handling facilities; they also worked at the railway 
siding in Ludwigsdorf, unloading building materials. The 
work was or ga nized in two shifts of 12 hours each.17

The prisoner’s labor was used primarily by the OT, the main 
contractor of the project under way in the mountains, as well as 
the companies with which it did business. The following com-
panies  were associated with this project: Hoffmannswerke/
Bielitz; Wayss & Freytag;  Hoch- und Tiefbau; Deutsche  Hoch- 
und Tiefbaugesellschaft; Seidenspinner (Bauunternehmen); 
Urban (Bauunternehmen); Dybno (Bauunternehmen); and Fix 
(Barackenbau).18

Not much information has survived about the SS staff at 
Falkenberg. An SS company from  Gross- Rosen served guard 
duty.

Falkenberg was disbanded sometime during the fi rst 10 
days of February 1945. After the sick people  were transported 
back to the Dörnhau hospital in the fi nal days of January, 
only those who could walk remained in the camp. That group 
left the camp in two columns. The fi rst headed southward, 
proceeding through the town of Glatz (later Kłodzko) and 
reaching Czech o slo vak i a after several days of marching. The 
prisoners  were then loaded into open railway cars and  were 
taken toward Trautenau (later Trutnov). The second column 
was led northward to the Wolfsberg camp. Several days later, 
around February 16, they continued onward with the prison-
ers of that camp.19 The several thousand prisoners  were led 
toward the town of Friedland (later Mieroszów). The next 
day the prisoners reached the town of Schömberg (later 
Chełmsko Śląskie). There, the column was divided into two 
unequal sections. The smaller group was sent, probably im-
mediately, to the station in Trautenau and fi nally taken by 
rail to the  Bergen- Belsen concentration camp.20 The larger 
section, which remained at Schömberg and stayed in wooden 
sheds for several days, was also led to Trautenau. The prison-
ers  were loaded into open railway cars and joined the trans-
port that already included the group that had left Falkenberg 
via Glatz. That transport reached the Mauthausen subcamp 
in Ebensee.21

Two SS men from the Falkenberg camp  were tried after 
the war. By a decree of the Wadowice District Court dated 8 
April 1948, Otto Steinke was sentenced to four years in prison 
and seven years’ deprivation of the right to hold public or 
honorary offi ce, as well as the confi scation of his property.22 
The Świdnica District Court sentenced Franz Rösel to death 
on May 22, 1947. The sentence was carried out on June 9, 
1948.23

SOURCES Information on the Falkenberg subcamp can be 
found in the following essays: Bogdan Cybulski, “Z

.
ydzi w 

fi liach obozu koncentracyjnego  Gross- Rosen,” SFiZH 2 
(1975); Cybulski, “Analiza stanu więźniów w podobozach KL 

 Gross- Rosen kompleksu Riese w latach 1944–1945,” SFiZH 7 
(1981); Piotr Kruszyński, “Wykorzystanie pracy więźniów 
kompleksu  Gross- Rosen w Górach Sowich przez Organizację 
Todta oraz fi rmy z nią współpracujące,” in Wykorzystanie nie-
wolniczej pracy więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę 
(Wałbrzych, 1999); Dorota Sula, Arbeitslager Riese: Filia KL 
 Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych, 2003); as well as in the published 
recollections of a former prisoner of this camp, Bronisław 
Rubin, “Wspomnienia lekarza z Falkenbergu i Ebensee,” PL 1 
(1968).

Archival material on the Falkenberg subcamp can be found 
at the AMGR in Wałbrzych and the AZ

.
IH in Warsaw.

Piotr Kruszyński
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. Report of examination of Johannes Hassebroek before 

the National [or Local/Regional] Court in Braunschweig on 
March 16, 1967, p. 231,  BA- L, ZSt 413  AR- Z 567/67.

 2. AMGR, 3573/DP, Account of Bronisław Rubin; and 
8751/68/DP, Account of Michał Fallak.

 3. Files of  Gross- Rosen concentration camp prisoners 
 re created at the  Gross- Rosen Museum.

 4. AZ
.
IH, Account No.  4113—Michał Fallak.

 5. AMGR, 3573/DP, Recollections of Dr. Bronisław 
 Rubin.

 6. AZ
.
IH, Account No.  4113—Michał Fallak.

 7. Bronisław Rubin, “Wspomnienia lekarza z Falken-
bergu i Ebensee,” PL 1 (1968): 184.

 8. Ibid.; AMGR, 3573/DP, Recollections of Dr. B. Rubin.
 9. AZ

.
IH, Account No.  4113—Michał Fallak.

 10. Rubin, “Wspomnienia lekarza,” p. 184.
 11. AMGR, 2330/DP, Patient list as of May 9 1945; AMGR, 

124/35/MF, Daily population log of Dörnhau hospital.
 12. Rubin, “Wspomnienia lekarza,” p. 184.
 13. AZ

.
IH, Account No. 4113–Michał Fallak.

 14. Ibid; account of Hedwig Neumann, then a resident of 
the hamlet of Eule, in Hubert Hübner, Heimat Schlesien–
Glätzisch Falkenberg und Eule (Zentralstelle Grafschaft Glatz/
Schlesien e.V.), 1997 pp. 303–304.

 15. Rubin, “Wspomnienia lekarza,” p. 184.
 16. AMGR, 124/1077/MF, 8751/19/DP, Accounts of Mojz.esz 

Teller.
 17. AMGR, 8751/DP, Account of Aleksander Heller.
 18. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer-

 SS (1933–1945): Konzentrationslager und deren Aussenkomman-
dos sowie andere Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS in 
Deutschland und deutsch besetzten Gebieten (Arolsen, 1979), 
p. 149.

 19. AMGR, 8751/DP, Account of Aleksander Heller; Ro-
man Olszyna, “KL Falkenberg,” F-S, September 23, 1978, p. 
10.

 20. AMGR, 124/3861/MF, Account of Józef Finkelstein.
 21. AMGR, 6920/DP, Häftlingsliste, Kommando Wolfs-

berg vom 22.11.1944; and 1/MF, Alphabetical list of  Gross-
 Rosen concentration camp prisoners compiled at the Chief 
Commission for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes in War-
saw.

 22. AMGR, A. Lasik, fi les of  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp staff members.
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 23. “Członkowie załóg i wiȩźniowie funkcyjni niemie-
ckich obozów, wiȩzień i gett skazani przez sądy polskie,” 
comp. Elz.bieta  Kobierska- Motas (duplicated typescript, War-
saw, 1992), Item 1301.

RIESE/FÜRSTENSTEIN
The Fürstenstein subcamp was one of the camps in the Riese 
complex created in the Eulengebirge range (later Góry Sowie 
[Owl Mountains] in the Central Sudets) in conjunction with 
the construction of the underground headquarters for Hitler 
and the Third Reich’s high command in that region. Like all 
the other camps in the Riese system, the Fürstenstein camp 
derived from an agreement between the headquarters of 
 Gross- Rosen concentration camp and the Riese project’s 
main contractor, the Organisation Todt (OT). Fürstenstein 
and other Reise camps  were subcamps of  Gross- Rosen.

The camp was situated on a hill about 1 kilometer (0.6 
miles) southeast of Fürstenstein Castle (later Ksiąz. Castle 
within the Wałbrzych city limits) near the road between 
Fürstenstein Castle and the Waldenburg (later Wałbrzych)–
Freiburg in Schlesier (later Świebodzice) road.

The camp was formed in May 1944. Jewish men  were in-
terned there, mostly from Hungary; there  were also smaller 
groups of Greek and Slovakian Jews. Unfortunately, the rec-
ords providing the exact number of prisoners have not sur-
vived. According to the account of a former prisoner, there 
 were approximately 1,000 men at the Fürstenstein labor 
camp.1 In the initial transport from  Gross- Rosen in May 
1944, 400 people  were brought there. For certain, there  were 
Hungarian and Slovakian Jews in that transport.2 The next 
transports arrived over subsequent months. The prisoners 
whose names and camp numbers have been established  were 
recorded in the  Gross- Rosen fi les between May and August 
1944.3

The initial construction team is unknown. When the fi rst 
transport arrived, small plywood barracks called “Finnish 
huts” had already been put up (at least partially), in which the 
prisoners  were quartered. After the prisoners arrived, the 
campgrounds  were fenced with barbed wire. The prisoners 
themselves continued the camp’s expansion.4

Prisoners attempted to escape from this camp. We know 
of one attempt, in the latter half of January 1945, in which two 
Hungarian prisoners sought to escape: Aleksander Friedmann 
(Gross- Rosen camp no. 31579) and Mor Nauman (Gross-
 Rosen camp no. 39983). Unfortunately, the escape was unsuc-
cessful, and the fugitives  were caught. A few days later, on 
January 24, 1945, both prisoners  were hanged in public at 
Fürstenstein.5

Sanitary conditions in the camp  were very bad. Even 
though the camp had a water supply and sewage system, very 
frequently there was no water. There was also a shortage of 
medical care and medicine.6 Sick prisoners  were taken away to 
the infi rmary for the entire Riese complex at the Dörnhau 
camp.7 Based on surviving rec ords, we know that between 

October 28, 1944, and February 16, 1945, at least 98 sick 
Fürstenstein prisoners  were sent back to the Dörnhau infi r-
mary, while in another 100 cases, we are not able to determine 
whether the transport was from the camp to the hospital or 
from the hospital to the camp.8

Since the rec ords are incomplete, the exact number of 
deaths is unknown. However, from the surviving fragmen-
tary rec ords, it is known that in just the three weeks from 
March 19 to April 10, 1945 (after the camp reopened), as 
many as 56 patients who had been brought from Fürstenstein 
died and that the deaths of 15 persons  were recorded in the 
fi nal weeks of the camp’s operation between January 23 and 
February 8, 1945.9 These fragmentary fi gures indicate a high 
death rate at the camp, at least in the fi nal period of its exis-
tence. The bodies of prisoners who died at the Fürstenstein 
subcamp  were trucked away to the crematorium at  Gross-
 Rosen. Only in the fi nal weeks  were the dead buried  on- site in 
the forest, because of the main camp’s evacuation.10

Very little information about the SS staff has survived. It is 
known that the Lagerführer was an SS man with the rank of 
Unterscharführer. Guard duty was served by a platoon from 
the guard company stationed at Tannhausen labor camp, a 
company commanded by SS man Heinrich Schicha.11

The Fürstenstein Castle was supposed to be one of the 
buildings in the Riese project. Adapting the castle for new 
needs involved rebuilding the historic medieval structure. 
The work done at that time destroyed many valuable historic 
components of the castle forever.

The prisoners’ main workplace was the castle itself and its 
immediate environs. They dug tunnels under the castle. The 
length of the underground excavations that are known is 
about 950 meters (1,039 yards). A considerable portion of 
these tunnels  were lined with concrete. Two shafts connect-
ing the surface and the subterranean areas  were built. Various 
construction work was being done in the castle itself; some 
rooms  were rebuilt and repainted, wooden fl oors  were re-
placed, new electrical and plumbing systems  were installed, 
and a round staircase was built from the castle terraces to the 
fi rst basement level.

Smaller groups of prisoners  were put to work on the railway 
siding in Liebichau (later Lubiechów), handling construction 
materials and delivering them to the castle by  narrow- gauge 
railway. They also worked building roads and water supply and 
sewer systems.

Prisoners with a higher education worked at the castle on 
road, tunnel, and building construction designs.12

We know the following names of companies that the OT 
hired for the work being done at the castle and that joined 
with it in using the labor of Fürstenstein prisoners: Sänger 
und Laninger; Singer und Müller; Hegerfeld, Kemna und 
Co.; and Pischel.13

The camp was evacuated in  mid- February 1945. Sick pris-
oners  were sent to the hospital at the Dörnhau camp. The last 
known transport from Fürstenstein reached Dörnhau on Feb-
ruary 16.14 The prisoners who could walk  were led out of the 
camp; they reached the town of Trautenau (later Trutnov) on 
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foot. There, they  were loaded into railway cars without being 
given any rations. Many people suffocated and died in the hor-
rible conditions on the train, without food or access to an ade-
quate amount of air. Approximately 40 percent of the prisoners 
died; the bodies of the dead  were thrown from the railway cars 
at stops. The transport eventually led to Flossenbürg.15

Everything indicates that new prisoners  were brought to 
the camp, and work resumed in late February or early March 
1945. The work continued until May 6. The next day, the OT 
abandoned the castle premises. That same day, the prisoners 
 were taken away, probably to the Wüstewaltersdorf (later 
Walim) area, and  were left there.16

Out of the SS staff members at Fürstenstein labor camp, 
only Stefan Horvat was tried after the war; he was captured by 
the Americans in May 1945, after which he was extradited to 
Poland on December 18, 1946. For belonging to the SS and 
being a guard at concentration camps, the Kraków District 
Court sentenced him on April 28, 1948, to three years in 
prison and fi ve years’ deprivation of the right to hold public or 
honorary offi ce, as well as the confi scation of his property. He 
served his sentence from April 28, 1948, to December 24, 
1949, at the Montelupich Prison in Kraków. After serving his 
sentence, he was released and was extradited to Germany on 
April 18, 1950.17

SOURCES Published material on Fürstenstein is limited to 
Piotr Kruszyński, “Wykorzystanie pracy więźniów kompleksu 
 Gross- Rosen w Górach Sowich przez Organizację Todta oraz 
fi rmy z nią współpracujące,” in Wykorzystanie niewolniczej pracy 
więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę (Wałbrzych, 1999); 
and Dorota Sula, Arbeitslager Riese: Filia KL  Gross- Rosen 
(Wałbrzych, 2003).

Archival material on the Fürstenstein subcamp can be 
found at the  AK- IPN in Warsaw and the AMGR in 
Wałbrzych.

Piotr Kruszyński
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR, 1238/DP- A, questionnaire of J. Weis.
 2. Ibid.
 3. Files of former  Gross- Rosen concentration camp pris-

oners re created at the  Gross- Rosen Museum.
 4. AMGR, 1238/DP- A, questionnaire of J. Weis.
 5. AMGR, 2769/DP, Report of receipt of verbal notice of 

a crime; AMGR, 105/1382/MF, Section III, Totenliste des 
Konzentrationslagers  Gross- Rosen, Arbeitslager Riese (Un-
garn).

 6. AMGR, 1238/DP, questionnaire of J. Weis.
 7. AMGR, 2330/DP, Concentration camp patient list as 

of May 9, 1945, compiled by Dr. Tadeusz Cytron.
 8. Ibid.; AMGR, 108/2/MF, Leichenbuch Dörnhau 

(22.03.–22.05.1945); AMGR, 124/35/MF, Daily population 
log of Dörnhau hospital (March 18 to April 10, 1945).

 9. AMGR, 124/35/MF, Daily population log of Dörnhau 
hospital (March 18 to April 10, 1945); and 105/1382/MF, Sec-
tion III, Totenliste des Konzentrationslagers  Gross- Rosen, 
Arbeitslager Riese (Ungarn).

 10. AMGR, 2769/DP, Report of receipt of verbal notice of 
a crime.

 11. Testimony of Heinrich Schicha,  BA- L, 405  AR- Z 
45/69.

 12. AMGR, 1238/DP- A, questionnaire of J. Weis.
 13. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsfüh-

rer- SS (1933–1945): Konzentrationslager und deren Aussen-
kommandos sowie andere Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS 
in Deutschland und deutsch besetzten Gebieten (Arolsen, 1979), 
p. 149.

 14. AMGR, 108/2/MF, Leichenbuch Dörnhau.
 15. AMGR, 1238/DP- A, questionnaire of J. Weis.
 16. AMGR, Riese. AL Fürstenstein, Offi cial notes of in-

terview with Ms. Dorota Stempowska in Ksiąz. on April 2, 
1987.

 17.  AK- IPN,  SOKr- 375, pp. 6, 96;  SOKr- 376, pp. 77–79.

RIESE/KALTWASSER
The Kaltwasser subcamp was part of the Riese complex cre-
ated in the Eulengebirge range (later Góry Sowie [Owl 
Mountains] in the Central Sudets) in conjunction with the 
construction of an underground headquarters in that  region 
for Hitler and the Third Reich’s high command. Like all 
the other camps in the Riese complex, Kaltwasser emerged 
from an agreement between  Gross- Rosen and the Riese 
project’s main contractor, the Organisation Todt (OT).1 
Kaltwasser and the other Riese camps  were subcamps of 
 Gross- Rosen.

Kaltwasser was set up on a gentle slope located south of 
the road between Wüstegiersdorf (later Głuszyca) and the 
village of Kaltwasser (later Zimna Woda in Głuszyca).2 It is 
not known who built the camp or when it was constructed. It 
consisted of no less than fi ve living barracks, a hospital, 
kitchen,  vegetable- peeling  house, and ware houses. The initial 
prisoner transport arrived there from Auschwitz in late Au-
gust 1944. The next one, also from Auschwitz, arrived around 
September 20. The prisoners  were Polish Jews, mainly from 
Łódź.3 Henryk Susmanek, who was brought there in the fi rst 
transport, remembered that upon their arrival and the issuing 
of camp numbers all the prisoners  were inoculated against 
contagious diseases. The exact number of prisoners sent to 
the camp is not known. It can only be surmised (based on the 
number of  living- quarter barracks) that it did not exceed 
2,000.

The camp had a hospital. At fi rst, one prisoner doctor 
worked there. Another one was sent later. When the number 
of patients began growing, the hospital started admitting only 
those patients who had a fever of at least 40 degrees Centi-
grade (104 degrees Fahrenheit).4 They most often wound up 
there due to colds, various types of infl ammations, or open 
wounds on their legs.5

Prisoners in serious condition  were transferred to the hos-
pital at the Riese camp at Dörnhau; 33 Kaltwasser prisoners 
 were sent to Dörnhau in the period from September to De-
cember 1944.6
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No exact data on the prisoner death rate are available. For-
mer prisoner recollections include accounts saying that every 
day crates with the bodies of the dead  were removed from 
camp by truck. There is also information saying that the 
death rate grew week by week, from an initial 30 deaths per 
week to between 50 and 60, two weeks later.7

There  were prisoner selections in the camp in September 
or October 1944. How many prisoners  were selected is not 
known. However, it is known that in consequence over 90 
percent of the hospital population was carted away in several 
trucks. Those prisoners  were taken to Auschwitz along with 
prisoners selected at other Riese camps. Shortly after that 
event, there was another selection of “poor- looking” prison-
ers, who  were sent to Riese/Wolfsberg. The prisoners made 
the journey between the two camps on foot.8

There is almost no information on the SS staff at Kaltwas-
ser. What is known is that the camp leader (Lagerführer) was 
replaced at least once.9 One of the Lagerführers was 
SS- Scharführer Hartmann, a German from Meissen in Sax-
ony. He was at  Gross- Rosen from 1944 to February 1945. In 
addition to Kaltwasser, he also served at the Lärche and 
Wüstewaltersdorf subcamps. He was transferred to the main 
camp before February 1945.10

An SS company from the  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp served guard duty at Kaltwasser. The name of one SS 
man is known: Georg Mittelstädt, born May 22, 1902, in 
Waldheide. He joined the Wehrmacht in 1942 and served in a 
transport column until October 1944, after which he served 
in the guard company at the Riese camp; prior to Kaltwasser, 
he had also been at the Wüstegiersdorf, Langenbielau, and 
Lärche camps.11

The prisoners’ main workplace was the projects under 
construction on Ramenberg (later Soboń) Mountain: they 
leveled and surfaced the ground for a  narrow- gauge railway 
track; they carried the rails; set down new tracks; felled trees 
to build new roads; dug ditches and put in sewers; cleared 
forests; unloaded railroad cars loaded with concrete, sand, 
and bricks; dumped stones out of trucks and shoveled them 
into ravines; and installed poles for electric wires. Some of the 
prisoners worked making cobblestones for road paving: rocks 
 were dynamited, and the larger pieces  were broken up into 
smaller ones and worked down to the required size. The pris-
oners worked in two shifts regardless of the weather. All the 
labor was very hard and dangerous, and there  were frequent 
accidents. There  were also instances of suicide.12

Smaller groups of prisoners, mostly those who  were no 
longer fi t for hard labor,  were sent to commandos on camp 
premises, such as the shoemaking commando, the vegetable 
and  potato- peeling commando, or the  grounds- keeping com-
mando.13

The following companies used the labor of Kaltwasser 
prisoners: Fix, Sager und Wörner; Butzer und Holzmann; 
 Argo- Waldenburg; Weiden und Petersil; and Lentz und 
 Seiden.14

Kaltwasser was disbanded in December 1944, an event as-
sociated with a shift in the front. The healthy prisoners and 

the SS staff  were transferred to the Lärche labor camp, while 
the sick prisoners  were sent to the hospital at the Dörnhau 
camp and to the Tannhausen Zentralrevier (Central Infi r-
mary).15

Only a small group of hospital patients and the  peeling-
 facility personnel remained in the camp. Several SS men 
guarded them.16 They  were fi nally sent to the Wolfsberg 
camp. The date when that group of prisoners left Kaltwasser 
is not known. What is known is that one of them died at the 
Wolfsberg camp on December 28, 1944, a few days after ar-
riving there.17

SOURCES Information on the Kaltwasser subcamp can be 
found in the following essays: Bogdan Cybulski, “Analiza 
stanu więźniów w podobozach KL  Gross- Rosen kompleksu 
Riese w latach 1944–1945,” SFiZH 7 (1981); Piotr Kruszyński, 
“Wykorzystanie pracy więźniów kompleksu  Gross- Rosen w 
Górach Sowich przez Organizację Todta oraz fi rmy z nią 
współpracujące,” in Wykorzystanie niewolniczej pracy więźniów 
KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę (Wałbrzych, 1999); and 
 Dorota Sula, Arbeitslager Riese: Filia KL  Gross- Rosen 
(Wałbrzych, 2003); as well as in the published recollections of 
a former prisoner of this camp, Abram Kajzer, Za drutami 
śmierci (Łódź, 1962).

Archival material on the Kaltwasser subcamp can be found 
at the  AK- IPN in Warsaw and in Wrocław and at the AMGR 
in Wałbrzych.

Piotr Kruszyński
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. Report of examination of Johannes Hassebroek before 

the National [or Local/Regional] Court in Braunschweig on 
March 16, 1967, p. 231,  BA- L, ZSt 413  AR- Z 567/67.

 2. Abram Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci (Łódź, 1962), pp. 
69–72.

 3. Ibid.; AMGR, 92/N-A, Account of Henryk Susmanek; 
AMGR, 124/1479/MF, Account of Mońko Kaufman.

 4. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, pp. 92, 94.
 5. AMGR, 124/1479/MF, Account of Mońko Kaufman.
 6. AMGR, 2330/DP, Patient list as of May 9, 1945.
 7. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, pp. 108–109.
 8. AMGR, 92/N-A, Account of Henryk Susmanek.
 9. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, pp. 77–78.
 10. AMGR, 5903/DP, Reports of examination of wit-

nesses/Gross- Rosen concentration camp prisoners, pp. 54, 55; 
6/181/MF, Report of examination of Jan Wojakowski; 
5903/54/DP, extracts of examination of Josef Stancik.

 11. AMGR, 47/51/MF, Report of examination of Georg 
Mittelstädt at Kraków Municipal Court.

 12. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci; AMGR, 92/N-A, Account 
of Henryk Susmanek; AMGR, 124/1479/MF, Account of 
Mońko Kaufmann.

 13. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, pp. 87–88, 90; AMGR, 92/
N-A, Account of Henryk Susmanek; AMGR, 296/DP- A, 
Henryk Susmanek; AMGR, 124/1479/MF, Account of Mońko 
Kaufman, p. 24.

 14. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer-
 SS (1933–1945): Konzentrationslager und deren Aussenkommandos 
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sowie andere Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS in Deutsch-
land und deutsch besetzten Gebieten (Arolsen, 1979), p. 150; Kajzer, 
Za drutami śmierci, p. 89.

 15. AMGR,124/1479/MF, Account of Mońko Kaufman, p. 
30.

 16. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, p. 111.
 17. AMGR, 92/N-A, Account of Henryk Susmanek.

RIESE/LÄRCHE
The Lärche subcamp was part of the Riese complex created in 
the Eulengebirge range (later Góry Sowie [Owl Mountains] 
in the Central Sudets) in conjunction with the construction of 
an underground headquarters for Hitler and the Third Reich’s 
high command in that region. Like all the other camps in the 
Riese complex, Lärche developed out of an agreement be-
tween  Gross- Rosen and the Riese project’s main contractor, 
the Organisation Todt (OT).1 Lärche and the other Riese 
camps  were subcamps of  Gross- Rosen.

The camp was situated in the forest on the southern slope 
of the Ramenberg (later Góra Soboń), about 450 meters (492 
yards) north of the village of Kaltwasser (later Zimna Voda). 
At 675 to 695 meters (738.2 to 760.1 yards) above sea level, it 
was the highest camp in the Riese complex. Lärche was most 
probably established in  mid- December 1944, when most of 
the prisoners and staff of the disbanded Kaltwasser subcamp 
 were moved there.2 The camp was located  here so that prison-
ers working in the region did not have to travel so far to work. 
It is not known who built the camp initially. When the pris-
oners arrived from Kaltwasser, it was ready, and they  were its 
fi rst inmates. The camp’s population cannot be exactly deter-
mined. In his account, former prisoner M. Kaufman stated 
that the group brought from Kaltwasser numbered 1,000 
prisoners. Yet that same witness testifi ed that there  were 12 
small barracks in the camp, including the sick room, work-
shop, ware house, and space for the camp elder (Lagerältester). 
Each barrack could hold about 60 prisoners. Therefore, a 
maximum of 600 to 700 prisoners could have lived in the 
camp. Besides the Kaltwasser prisoners, a group of prisoners 
from the Wüstegiersdorf camp was also sent to Lärche.3

The prisoners  were exclusively Jewish people from various 
Eu ro pe an countries, mainly Poland, Hungary, and Greece.

The living conditions in this camp  were very bad. The 
prisoners lived in low plywood barracks; light got into them 
through small windows in the peak. Streams of water poured 
into the barracks whenever the snow melted in the winter and 
spring.4 Up to four people a day died in a certain period due to 
the overall living and working conditions in the camp. Ac-
cording to a former prisoner’s account, because of that a com-
mittee came to the camp to “investigate” the living conditions. 
To decrease the prisoner death rate, “they ordered the lower 
bunks to be raised from the fl oor by 10 centimeters [3.9 
inches].”5

Lice  were also a veritable plague, causing the prisoners ad-
ditional suffering, which a former prisoner depicted graphi-
cally in his recollections: “People’s entire bodies, which 

looked like skeletons,  were wounded by scratching. They 
would get suppurating ulcers, in which the lice  were very well 
sheltered.”6 Seriously ill prisoners  were moved to the hospital 
at the Dörnhau subcamp. The fi rst 4 prisoners arrived there 
on December 28, 1944. Another 30  were transported there in 
January 1945; the last known transport was admitted at Dörn-
hau on January 26; 15 Lärche prisoners died at the Dörnhau 
hospital between March 19 and April 10.7 Approximately 40 
sick prisoners  were also moved to the Wolfsberg labor camp 
in  mid- January. Several of the weakest prisoners died during 
the journey from one camp to the other, which they traveled 
on foot.8

SS- Scharführer Hartmann was the commander at Lärche; 
he had previously been commander at Kaltwasser and had 
been transferred with the prisoners. He was from Meissen in 
Saxony. He was at  Gross- Rosen from 1944 to February 1945. 
Besides Kaltwasser and Lärche, he also served at Riese/
Wüstewaltersdorf.9

An SS company from  Gross- Rosen served guard duty at 
Lärche. The only known SS man was Georg Mittelstädt, born 
May 22, 1902, in Waldheide. Besides Lärche, he also served 
guard duty at several other  Gross- Rosen subcamps.10

The main place where Lärche prisoners worked was on the 
construction of buildings in the region of Ramenberg Moun-
tain: they built roads,  narrow- gauge railway lines, and water 
supply systems; they excavated for foundations and also exca-
vated tunnels inside the Ramenberg. Prisoners  were also put 
to work handling freight, as well as on jobs at the camp itself, 
such as at the shoemaking shop.11

The following companies put Lärche prisoners to work: 
Butzer und Holzmann,  Argo- Waldenburg, and Lingen.12

There is a surviving account by a former prisoner saying 
that there was an or ga nized mutual aid movement at Lärche, 
most probably in the Lódź ghetto prisoner community; the 
aid consisted of the prisoners working in the shoemaking 
shop providing their most needy fellows with extra portions 
of soup (the prisoners working in the shoemaking shop got 
extra portions of soup). They provided at least 6 to 10 por-
tions a day.13

The Lärche camp was disbanded on February 8, 1945. The 
prisoners went to Märzbachtal, where they stayed until  mid-
 March, after which they and the prisoners from that camp 
joined a large collective evacuation column of approximately 
4,000 Riese prisoners.14 The prisoners  were led southwest; 
the route of that death march led through such places as the 
town of Friedland (later Mieroszów) and Liebau (later 
Lubawka). In four days they reached the city of Parschnitz 
(later Poříčí); there they  were loaded onto freight cars, reach-
ing the Flossenbürg concentration camp after about a week’s 
journey.15 The prisoner transport that had been assembled at 
the Riese complex in  mid- February was recorded in the Flos-
senbürg concentration camp fi les on February 25, 1945.16

SOURCES Information on the Lärche subcamp can be found 
in the following essays: Bogdan Cybulski, “Analiza stanu 
więźniów w podobozach KL  Gross- Rosen kompleksu Riese w 
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latach 1944–1945,” SFiZH 7 (1981); Cybulski, “Z badań nad 
śmiertelnością wśród więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen w Górach 
Sowich w latach 1944–1945,” SFiZH 8 (1982); Piotr Kruszyń-
ski, “Wykorzystanie pracy więźniów kompleksu  Gross- Rosen 
w Górach Sowich przez Organizację Todta oraz fi rmy z nią 
współpracujące,” in Wykorzystanie niewolniczej pracy więźniów 
KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę (Wałbrzych, 1999); Dorota 
Sula, Arbeitslager Riese: Filia KL  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych, 
2003); as well as in the published recollections of a former 
prisoner of this camp, Abram Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci 
(Łódź, 1962).

Archival material on the Lärche subcamp can be found at 
the  AK- IPN in Warsaw and in Wrocław and at the AMGR in 
Wałbrzych.

Piotr Kruszyński
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. Report of examination of Johannes Hassebroek before 

the National [or Local/Regional] Court in Braunschweig in 
March 1967, p. 231,  BA- L, ZSt 413  AR- Z56/67.

 2. Abram Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci (Łódź, 1962); 
AMGR, 124/1479/MF, Account of former prisoner Mońko 
Kaufman.

 3. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci.
 4. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, p. 119.
 5. AMGR, 124/1479/MF, Account of former prisoner 

Mońko Kaufman, p. 31.
 6. Ibid.
 7. AMGR, 124/35/MF, Daily population log of Dörnhau 

hospital; Bogdan Cybulski, “Z badań nad śmiertelnością 
wśród wiȩźniów KL  Gross- Rosen w Górach Sowich w latach 
1944–1945,” SFiZH 8 (1982): 282.

 8. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, p. 129.
 9. AMGR, 5903/DP, Reports of examination of  witnesses/

Gross- Rosen concentration camp prisoners, pp. 54, 55; 6/181/
MF, Report of examination of Jan Wojakowski; 5903/54/DP, 
Extracts of report of examination of Josef Stancik;  AK- IPN 
WR, Ruling by the Wrocław District Commission for the 
Investigation of Nazi Crimes dated 3.01.1977 regarding dis-
continuing proceedings against the commanders of the 
 Gross- Rosen camp, p. 143.

 10. AMGR, 47/51/MF, Report of examination of Georg 
Mittelstädt at Kraków Municipal Court.

 11. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci; AMGR, 124/1479/MF, 
 Account of former prisoner Mońko Kaufman, pp. 30, 123.

 12. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsfüh-
rer- SS (1933–1945): Konzentrationslager und deren Aussenk-
ommandos sowie andere Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS 
in Deutschland und deutsch besetzten Gebieten (Arolsen, 1979), 
p. 150.

 13. AMGR, 124/1479/MF, Account of former prisoner 
Mońko Kaufman, pp. 30, 123.

 14. Ibid., p. 32.
 15. AMGR, 5903/50/DP, Account of Jindrich Fantl [or 

Fantel]; AMGR, 124/1479/MF, Account of former prisoner 
Mońko Kaufman, pp. 36–39.

 16. Alfred Konieczny, “Transporty wiȩźniów KL  Gross-
 Rosen do innych obozów koncentracyjnych w latach 1944–
1945,” SFiZH 10 (1987): 280.

RIESE/MÄRZBACHTAL
The Märzbachtal subcamp was one of the camps in the Riese 
complex created in the Eulengebirge range (later Góry Sowie 
[Owl Mountains] in the Central Sudets) in conjunction with 
the construction of an underground headquarters for Hitler 
and the Third Reich’s high command in that region. Like all 
the other camps in the Riese complex, Märzbachtal developed 
from an agreement between the headquarters of  Gross- Rosen 
and the Riese project’s main contractor, the Organisation 
Todt (OT).1 Märzbachtal and the other Riese camps  were 
subcamps of  Gross- Rosen.

Märzbachtal was located near the city of Wüstegiersdorf 
(later Głuszyca). It was located on a mountainside over the 
 Grosser- März- Bach valley (later Marcowy Potok Duz.y). The 
camp was most probably put into operation in late May–early 
June 1944.

The construction of the fi rst buildings at Märzbachtal be-
gan in May 1944. The work was done by a commando of 
prisoners from the nearby Riese/Wüstegiersdorf subcamp. 
At that time, approximately 40 to 50 small living barracks 
 were erected, mea sur ing about 3 × 4 meters (3.3  × 4.4 yards). 
Then Märzbachtal prisoners put up additional buildings, such 
as the kitchen, headquarters, a bath house, lavatories, ware-
houses, workshops, hospital barrack, and more  living- quarters 
barracks, large and small, as well as a fence around the entire 
camp.2 That work was conducted almost until the end of the 
camp’s existence.

The fi rst group of prisoners arrived at the camp on June 
9, 1944. They  were Romanian and Hungarian Jews from 
Transylvania, approximately 600 to 700 of them. These 
prisoners arrived at the Oberwüstegiersdorf (Głuszyca 
Gorna) railway station in a transport of approximately 4,000 
men from Auschwitz, all of them destined for various Riese 
camps. They made the  several- kilometer trip from the rail-
road station to Märzbachtal on foot.3 That was probably the 
core group of prisoners and probably the only one sent to 
Märzbachtal from another concentration camp. Subsequent 
small groups of prisoners, including Polish and Slovakian 
Jews, started arriving from other Riese camps only in the 
late summer and autumn of 1944. There  were many 
 juveniles—teenage  boys—among the prisoners (especially 
in the Transylvanian group). According to the account of 
former prisoner Erwin Rona, the camp’s highest population 
was approximately 800.

The living conditions in the camp  were very hard. When 
the initial transport arrived, the camp was just being built and 
outfi tted. The basic structures such as the kitchen, lavatories, 
and bath house had not been built yet. The living barracks 
lacked bunks and bedding; the prisoners had to sleep on the 
bare fl oor. They did not receive any blankets or mess kits. 
The sanitary conditions  were very primitive: prisoners washed 
up outside at a water pipe in which holes had been drilled, and 
their latrine was an out house made of a few poles. The kitchen 
was erected only in July; until then, food was trucked in from 
outside the camp in pails.
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An SS company from  Gross- Rosen concentration camp 
served guard duty at Märzbachtal.

Like all the other camps of the Riese complex, this camp 
was established in order to provide the manpower for the OT’s 
secret construction project at Eulengebirge. The Märzbachtal 
prisoners’ main workplaces  were the structures being built in 
the März Bach valley and on the nearby mountainsides. The 
prisoners worked clearing the forest and excavating. They 
built roads and bridges there; they dug ditches for water lines 
and excavations for the foundations of aboveground buildings; 
they  were put to work installing electric lines. They  were 
probably also put to work excavating a tunnel underneath 
 Ramenberg Mountain (later Soboń Mountain). Some prison-
ers worked in internal commandos expanding and or ga niz ing 
the Märzbachtal camp. According to the International Trac-
ing Ser vice (ITS), the prisoners worked for the following 
companies: Otto Trebitz,  Argo- Waldenburg, Mühlhausen, 
and Weiden und Petersil.

A hospital was set up in the camp: 3 prisoner doctors  were 
put to work there in succession: Dr. Fuchs, Dr. Mandel, and 
Dr. Elias. Later, an additional doctor was put to work there, 
Dr. Berger from Transylvania. According to Rona, there  were 
20 to 30 doctors among the Märzbachtal prisoners.4 Only the 
less seriously ill  were kept at the hospital there. More seri-
ously ill prisoners  were carted off to the hospital in Dörnhau. 
Rec ords show at least 12 transports between Märzbachtal and 
the hospital at the Dörnhau subcamp.5

Even though the more seriously ill  were taken away to 
Dörnhau, selections  were conducted at Märzbachtal, in which 
the prisoners who  were sick, weak, and unfi t for hard physical 
labor  were separated out and removed from camp.  SS-
 Obersturmführer Heinrich Rindfl eisch, the chief SS doctor 
at Riese, performed the selections personally. There  were a 
few of them, no less than three. In the two lesser ones (late 
July and  mid- August 1944), 45 to 65 prisoners  were selected. 
In the third and largest one (late October–early November 
1944), 600 juvenile prisoners  were selected; they had been 
brought there a few days earlier from all the other Riese 
camps. During that selection, Dr. Rindfl eisch was assisted by 
SS men who  were not on the Märzbachtal staff, as well as by 
Riese’s camp leader (Lagerführer),  SS- Hauptsturmführer Al-
bert Lüdkemeyer. The prisoners who  were selected  were 
taken away to Auschwitz and probably gassed.6

No precise information is available on the death rate at 
Märzbachtal. From the entries in the surviving “Daily popu-
lation log of Dörnhau hospital,” it is known that over a period 
of not quite a month (between March 19 and April 10, 1945) 
23 prisoners from Märzbachtal died at that hospital.7

We know of one escape attempt. Ludwig Fischer, a Hun-
garian Jew with prisoner number 33815, attempted to escape 
in the late summer of 1944. Unfortunately, his attempt to re-
gain his freedom failed; Fischer was caught and executed. The 
execution by hanging was conducted on the Märzbachtal as-
sembly grounds.8

The camp’s evacuation began in  mid- February 1945. A few 
days earlier, on February 8, the prisoners from the disbanded 

Lärche camp  were brought to Märzbachtal. The prisoners of 
both camps joined a huge collective evacuation column of Rie se 
prisoners, numbering approximately 4,000 men. The col-
umn was sent to the southwest. The prisoners walked approxi-
mately 15 kilometers (9.3 miles) the fi rst day. They stayed the 
night in the town of Friedland (later Mieroszów). Some of the 
prisoners  were put in the  Gross- Rosen subcamp there; the 
others  were put in an inactive factory. They probably spent the 
next night at the camp at Liebau (later Lubawka). After four 
days of murderous marching on  snow- covered roads, they 
reached Parschnitz (later Poříčí).  Here the prisoners  were 
loaded onto freight cars. After almost a week of this ghastly 
journey, the transport reached the Flossenbürg concentration 
camp.9 On February 25, 1945, those who had the strength and 
luck to survive  were recorded in that camp’s fi les.10 However, 
the Flossenbürg concentration camp was not the destination 
for all the Riese prisoners. According to Kaufman’s account, 
about two weeks later, some of the prisoners from that trans-
port  were transported to the Buchenwald concentration 
camp.

The two SS men from the Märzbachtal camp guard 
company whose names are known  were tried after the war. 
Franz Rösel was sentenced to death by the Świdnica Dis-
trict Court on May 22, 1947. He was executed on June 9, 
1948.11 By decree of the Wadowice District Court, dated 
April 16, 1948, Richard Michael Rank was sentenced to 
four years in prison and fi ve years deprivation of the right 
to hold public or honorary offi ce, as well as the confi scation 
of his property.12

SOURCES Information on the Märzbachtal subcamp can be 
found in the following publications: Alfred Konieczny, “Egze-
kucje w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen,” SFiZH 4 
(1979); Konieczny, “Obozy Spółki Akcyjnej Śląska Wspólnota 
Przemysłowa w Górach Sowich w latach 1943–1944,” SFiZH 6 
(1980); Konieczny, “Transporty więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen do 
innych obozów koncentracyjnych w latach 1941–1945,” SFiZH 
10 (1986); Piotr Kruszyński, “Wykorzystanie pracy więźniów 
kompleksu  Gross- Rosen w Górach Sowich przez Organizację 
Todta oraz fi rmy z nią współpracujące,” in Wykorzystanie nie-
wolniczej pracy więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę 
(Wałbrzych, 1999); and Dorota Sula, Arbeitslager Riese: Filia KL 
 Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych, 2003).

Archival material on the Märzbachtal subcamp can be 
found at the  BA- L; the  AK- IPN in Warsaw; and the AMGR 
in Wałbrzych.

Piotr Kruszyński
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. Report of examination of Johannes Hassebroek before 

the National [or Local/Regional] Court in Braunschweig in 
March 1967, p. 231,  BA- L, ZSt 423  AR- Z 567/67.

 2.  BA- L, 405  AR- Z/69, Erwin Rona, Report of witness 
examination, dated April 22, 1965.

 3. Ibid.
 4. Ibid.
 5. AMGR, 2330/DP, Cytron’s patient list.
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 6.  BA- L, 405  AR- Z/69, Erwin Rona, Report of witness 
examination, dated April 22, 1965.

 7. AMGR, 124/35/MF, Daily population log of Dörnhau 
hospital.

 8.  BA- L, 405  AR- Z/69, Erwin Rona, Report of witness 
examination, dated April 22, 1965; Alfred Konieczny, “Egze-
kucje w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen,” SFiZH 4 
(1979): 235.

 9.  BA- L, 405  AR- Z/69, Erwin Rona, Report of witness 
examination, dated April 22, 1965; AMGR, 124/1479/MF, 
Account of Mońko Kaufman; AMGR, 5903/50/DP, Account 
of Jintrich Fantl [or Fantel].

 10. Alfred Konieczny, “Transporty więźniów KL  Gross-
 Rosen do innych obozów koncentracyjnych w latach 1941–
1945,” SFiZH 10 (1986): 269–289.

 11. “Członkowie załóg i więźniowie funkcyjni niemie-
ckich obozów, więzień i gett skazani przez sądy polskie,” 
comp. Elz.bieta  Kobierska- Motas (duplicated typescript, War-
saw, 1992), Item 1301.

 12. AMGR, A. Lasik, Files of  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp staff members.

RIESE/SÄUFERWASSER
The Riese / Säuferwasser camp was set up on a hill near the 
Säuferwasser (Kłobia) creek. It had been in existence since at 
least August 23, 1944, because that was the day that a transport 
of prisoners arrived at Dörnhau from Säuferwasser. However, 
it is probable that it was formed as early as May or June 1944. 
That is indicated by camp numbers that  were assigned on such 
dates as May 24, 1944, or June 8, 1944, to prisoners who had 
arrived from Auschwitz and  were sent to Säuferwasser. The 
prisoners  were Jews from Poland, Hungary, and Greece. The 
names of only 417 prisoners of this camp have been identifi ed. 
There  were 59 adolescent prisoners in the group. Unfortu-
nately, no information is available about the camp’s staff.

The prisoners worked under the instructions of the Holz-
mann company. They did the excavation for building founda-
tions. They built what was called the “Kasyno” [Casino] (a 
 single- level  reinforced- concrete building, over 50 meters long 
and 14 meters wide [164 by 46 feet]) and the “Siłownia” 
[Power house] (a concrete barracks 29.8 by 30.3 meters [97.8 
by 99.4 feet], housing internal facilities accessible via hatch-
ways with steel clamps), a water reservoir, and residential 
buildings near the summit of Säufer Höhen (Osówka) Moun-
tain. They built drainage ditches, a water supply system from 
Grosse Eule Berg (Wielka Sowa, Great Owl) to Säufer Höhen, 
roads, and a  narrow- gauge railway system. They dug tunnels 
in Säufer Höhen Mountain and did concrete work.

The death rate at this subcamp must have been great, as 31 
sick Säuferwasser prisoners died at the infi rmary at Dörnhau 
just in the period from March 19 to April 10, 1945. The camp 
was liberated in May 1945.

SOURCES For sources for this camp, see “Riese Complex.”
Dorota Sula

trans. Gerard Majka

RIESE/SCHOTTERWERK 
[AKA OBERWÜSTEGIERSDORF]
The Riese/Schotterwerk camp was set up in the neighbor-
hood of the Oberwüstegiersdorf (now Głuszyca Górna) train 
station. Its name comes from the local crushed stone works. It 
was composed of at least 11 barracks. The staff barracks and 
guard facilities  were outside the camp fence. The fi rst prison-
ers probably arrived at Schotterwerk labor camp in late April 
or in May 1944. The prisoners  were Jews from Poland, Hun-
gary, Greece, and Slovakia. The names of 1,245 prisoners of 
this camp have been identifi ed. There  were 140 juvenile pris-
oners among them. No information about the staff of this 
camp is available.

The prisoners worked for the following companies: 
Lenz, Steinhage, Schallhorn, and Holzmann. They worked 
at the quarry in Oberwüstegiersdorf, directly extracting 
the stone; in the crushed stone works; and on a railway sid-
ing at the train station, unloading construction materials. 
They  were used for sewer (or drainage) system building and 
carpentry.

The death rate at the camp was very high, especially near 
the end of the war, when a typhus epidemic raged. A. Kajzer 
described the situation in the camp in early January 1945:

We don’t go to work. We stay in camp all day and lay 
in our bunks. Our only occupation is fl icking the 
lice off our shirts, [striped prisoner’s] uniforms and 
blankets. The lice have multiplied terribly and be-
come a veritable plague. Many prisoners are suffer-
ing from serious gastric disorders. . . .  The doctors 
are powerless, as there is no medicine. . . .  You con-
stantly hear anguished voices calling out for help. A 
great number of people die everyday in the barrack 
in awful torment. The bodies are carried on tarpau-
lins to barrack no. 11 or 10, where they’re stripped 
naked. Some of the prisoners take their clothes so as 
to protect themselves from the cold.1

Some of the prisoners from the Wolfsberg subcamp  were 
moved to Schotterwerk in January 1945. It may be that as 
early as late January or in February 1945 some of the prison-
ers  were sent to the Flossenbürg concentration camp. The 
numbers assigned to the prisoners there indicate that the 
transport was entered into the camp rec ords on February 25. 
The remaining prisoners  were liberated on May 8, 1945. After 
the liberation, a hospital for sick prisoners (Banhof Hospital) 
was set up on camp premises.

SOURCES For sources for this camp, see “Riese Complex.”
Dorota Sula

trans. Gerard Majka

NOTE
 1. Abram Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, comp. Adam Ostoja 

(Łódź: Wydawnictwo Lodzkie, 1962), pp. 151–152.
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RIESE/TANNHAUSEN
The Riese/Tannhausen (Jedlinka) camp was formed in late 
April or early May 1944 in the buildings of a linen mill owned 
by Websky, Hartmann and Wiesen AG. The prisoners  were 
Hungarian, Greek, Polish, and Western Eu ro pe an Jews. The 
names of 273 prisoners have been identifi ed. No information 
is available about the camp’s staff. The prisoners  were put to 
work by the Organisation Todt (OT). They  were liberated in 
May 1945.

SOURCES For sources for this camp, see “Riese Complex.”
Dorota Sula

trans. Gerard Majka

RIESE/WOLFSBERG
The Wolfsberg labor camp was one of the camps in the Riese 
labor camp complex created in the Eulengebirge range (present-
 day Góry Sowie [Owl Mountains] in the Central Sudets), in 
conjunction with the construction of the underground head-
quarters for Hitler and the Third Reich’s chief command in that 
region. Like all the other camps in the Riese labor camp, the 
Wolfsberg labor camp was formed in consequence of an agree-
ment between the headquarters of the  Gross- Rosen concentra-
tion camp and the Riese project’s main contractor, the 
Organisation Todt (OT).1 The labor camp and the other camps 
comprising the Riese labor camp  were subcamps of the  Gross-
 Rosen concentration camp.

The Wolfsberg labor camp was established on the north-
eastern slope of Wolfsberg (Włodarz) Mountain, above the 
road connecting Wüstewaltersdorf (present- day Walim) to 
Jauernig (present- day Jugowice Górne). The Wolfsberg 
camp came into being in May 1944. Like all of the other 
Riese complex camps, it was established in order to provide 
the manpower for the secret headquarters construction 
project.

Wolfsberg was the largest of the Riese camps. Based on 
the number of names that have been successfully established, 
at least 3,110 prisoners passed through the camp. Among 
them  were over 500 juvenile prisoners who  were under 18 
years of age in 1944.2 There are 3,012 names on a surviving 
list of prisoners dated November 22, 1944.3 All the prisoners 
 were Jewish; they  were mainly from Poland and Hungary but 
also from Greece, the Netherlands, and Germany.4

The timeline of the transports sent to this camp is not 
known. Based on knowledge of the prisoners’ camp numbers, 
all that can be deduced is that Wolfsberg held mostly prison-
ers brought to the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp from the 
Auschwitz concentration camp between late April and Sep-
tember of 1944.5 There  were also transports to Wolfsberg 
from other  Gross- Rosen subcamps. After November 22, 1944, 
several hundred Jewish prisoners arrived from the Fünftei-
chen labor camp,6 and in late December, a group of sick in-
mates from the Kaltwasser labor camp  were transported 
 here.7

There  were three types of living facilities in the camp:

• typical camp barracks
•  Finnish “huts” (literally  tarp- covered primitive 

round plywood barracks, small and low) accommo-
dating about 20 people

•  ordinary dugouts accommodating up to 20 people

The prisoners slept side by side on the ground in the huts and 
dugouts, with wood shavings for bedding.8 The camp had an 
infi rmary, to which less seriously ill prisoners  were sent. A high 
death rate prevailed in camp due to the extremely primitive liv-
ing conditions, as well as the poor hygienic conditions, the 
spreading of contagious diseases, and lack of medical assistance, 
coupled with tremendous hunger, hard labor beyond the strength 
of the emaciated prisoners, and the ubiquitous terror. From the 
surviving fragmentary German rec ords, it is known that in the 
fi nal three months of the camp’s operation alone, between No-
vember 22, 1944, and February 20, 1945, at least 114 prisoners 
died.9 That fi gure is incomplete  because—just as at the other 
Riese complex  camps—the more seriously ill prisoners  were sent 
to the central hospital at Tannhausen or the hospital at Dörn-
hau, where they died in masses. R. Olszyna determined that 613 
Wolfsberg prisoners died in that period, and the death of an-
other 65 patients was recorded at the Dörnhau hospital after the 
camp’s evacuation, between March 19 and April 10, 1945.10

The bodies of the dead  were carted away to the cremato-
rium at the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp until approxi-
mately  mid- December 1944. In the fi nal two months of the 
camp’s operation, however, the dead  were most probably bur-
ied in the woods near the camp.11 The prisoners’ situation was 
tragic, so there  were many suicidal acts at Wolfsberg. Despite 
such a desperate situation, not all the prisoners lost heart and 
looked for liberation in death. Many found consolation and 
the strength to survive in prayer, studying the Torah, and pi-
ously observing Jewish holy days.12

It is unclear who the Lagerführer (camp leader) of Wolfs-
berg was. The references cite the names of three SS men who 
supposedly performed that job; they are Rudolf Kugelmeier,13 
Fabian Ritt,14 and  SS- Oberscharführer Kluss.15 It is also pos-
sible that all three performed that job at various periods. An 
SS company from the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp 
served guard duty.

The Wolfsberg prisoners  were put to work on construc-
tion projects in the region of Wolfsberg and Mittelberg (pres-
ent- day Dział Jawornicki) Mountain. They excavated tunnels 
inside the mountain; built the foundations of aboveground 
structures; did  water- line and sewer work; reinforced the 
banks of mountain streams; and built bridges, reservoirs, 
 narrow- gauge railway subgrades, and a road from Jauernig 
going to Säufer- Höhen (present- day Osówka) Mountain.16 
The chief project contractor, OT, hired many different com-
panies to do all that work. According to Abram Kajzer, a for-
mer prisoner at a number of Riese camps, there  were as many 
as 38 of those companies.17 The following ones are known: 
Vereinigte Deutsche Metallwerke (VDM), Tebe und Bucer, 
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Ackermann, Dübner, Geppardt, Hotze, Hutto, Jank, Kemna, 
Otto Weil,18 and Lam (or Lamm).19

The work in the tunnel consisted of drilling blasting holes 
using pneumatic drills. After the blasts, prisoners loaded the 
crushed rock material onto  narrow- gauge railway cars. It was 
very heavy labor, which was dangerous and resulted in many 
accidents. The prisoners did it manually to a large extent and 
 were issued no protective clothing. On many occasions the 
pace of work was so fast that they did not even wait for the 
resulting gases and hovering dust to clear from the excava-
tions after the explosive blasts.20

Evacuation preparations  were begun in the fi rst 10 days of 
February 1945. The prisoners  were ordered to build sleds, 
which  were going to be the means of transport, but then they 
 were ordered to convert them into carts because of an unex-
pected thaw;21 others sewed large sacks, which  were later 
packed with provisions for the SS men. A selection was con-
ducted among the prisoners, and anyone who was fi t for the 
journey was picked. The Falkenberg labor camp prisoners fi t 
for evacuation  were also led to Wolfsberg at that time. The 
sick people  were left in the camp. On February 20, after the 
evacuation column had left, 136 of them  were taken back to 
the hospital at Dörnhau, and a small group was taken to the 
Schotterwerk camp.22

Evacuation commenced on February 16, 1945. A column 
of several thousand prisoners left Wolfsberg. Smaller groups 
of prisoners from the Wüstegiersdorf and Schotterwerk labor 
camps joined them along the way.23 The column thus formed 
was escorted toward the town of Friedland (present- day Mi-
eroszów); that same day, 71 prisoners unfi t to travel onward 
 were left at the Friedland subcamp. The others  were herded 
into two large barns standing out in the open to stay the 
night. Due to being pressed upon by such a great number of 
people, the huge door of one of the barns collapsed, crushing 
56 prisoners; the casualties of the accident  were buried in a 
mass grave.24 The next day the column reached the town of 
Schömberg (present- day Chełmsko Śląskie). There, the col-
umn was probably divided into two sections. On day three of 
the march, the smaller group of prisoners was sent to the rail-
way station in Trautenau (present- day Trutnov). They  were 
loaded onto railway cars and fi nally transported to the  Bergen-
 Belsen concentration camp.25 The other group, considerably 
larger, was sent to the Mauthausen concentration camp sub-
camp at Ebensee where 2,048 prisoners  were entered in the 
Ebensee rec ords on March 3, 1945, and assigned numbers 
from 135401 through 137448.26

Among the Wolfsberg staff’s SS contingent whose names are 
known, only Johann Klaar was tried. He was extradited from 
Germany’s American occupation zone to Poland on December 
18, 1946, and was sentenced to death by the Kraków District 
Court on December 22, 1948. On July 4, 1949, the Kraków 
Province Court commuted the sentence to life in prison. He 
was released on March 7, 1959, as part of an amnesty.27

SOURCES Information on the Wolfsberg labor camp may be 
found in the following essays: Bogdan Cybulski, “Analiza 

stanu więźniów w podobozach KL  Gross- Rosen kompleksu 
Riese w latach 1944–1945,” SFiZH 7 (1981); Cybulski, “Z 
badań nad śmiertelnością wśród więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen w 
Górach Sowich w latach 1944–1945,” SFiZH 8 (1982); Cybul-
ski, Ewakuacja więźniów AL Riese do  Trautenau—próba rekon-
strukcji wydarzeń (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 1989); Bella Gutterman 
and Naomi Morgenstern, The Wolfsberg Labor Camp Machzor, 
5705 (1944) (Jerusalem: Yad Vashem, 2002); Jürgen Hecken-
thaler, “Das Arbeitslager und das Sonderbauprojekt Riese. 
 OT–Aussenkommandos des Konzentrationslager  Gross-
 Rosen” (master’s thesis); Alfred Konieczny, “Obozy Spółki 
Akcyjnej Śląska Wspólnota Przemysłowa w Górach Sowich w 
latach 1943–1944,” SFiZH 6 (1980); Konieczny, “Transporty 
więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen do innych obozów koncentra-
cyjnych w latach 1941–1945,” SFiZH 10 (1986); Piotr Kru-
szyński, “Wykorzystanie pracy więźniów kompleksu 
 Gross- Rosen w Górach Sowich przez Organizację Todta oraz 
fi rmy z nią współpracujące,” in Wykorzystanie niewolniczej 
pracy więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę (Wałbrzych: 
AMGR, 1999); Roman Olszyna, “KL Wolfsberg,” F-S 23 
(1978): 10; Dorota Sula, Arbeitslager Riese. Filia KL  Gross-
 Rosen, (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 2003); as well as in the published 
recollections of former prisoners: Abram Kajzer, Za drutami 
śmierci (Łódź: Wydawnictwo Lodzkie, 1962). Archival mate-
rial on the Wolfsberg camp may be found at the following 
locations:  AK- IPN; APMO; APMM; AZ

.
IH; and AMGR.

Piotr Kruszyński
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. Report of examination of Johannes Hassebroek before 

the National [or Local/Regional] Court in Braunschweig in 
March 1967, p. 231,  BA- L, ZSt 413  AR- Z 567/67.

 2. AMGR, Files of former  Gross- Rosen concentration 
camp prisoners, Wolfsberg labor camp prisoners.

 3. AMGR, sygn. [Cata log No.] 6920/DP, Häftlingsliste, 
Kommando Wolfsberg vom 22.11.1944.

 4. Bogdan Cybulski, “Analiza stanu więźniów w podobo-
zach KL  Gross- Rosen kompleksu Riese w latach 1944–1945,” 
SFiZH 7 (1981); also his “Z badań nad śmiertelnością wśród 
wiȩźniów KL  Gross- Rosen w Górach Sowich w latach 1944–
1945,” SFiZH 8 (1982).

 5. Based on the fi les of former  Gross- Rosen concentra-
tion camp prisoners re created at the AMGR.

 6. Account of Edmund Szenkowski in Przez.yliśmy  Gross-
 Rosen, vol. 2, bk. 2, p. 38; AMGR, Cata log No. 13/40/MF, File 
17–18, Report of examination of witness Aron Abramczyk at 
the Nowa Ruda Municipal Court.

 7. AMGR, Cata log No. 92/N-A, Account of Henryk 
Susmanek.

 8. AMGR, Cata log No. 19/N-A, Account of Edmund 
Szenkowski; AMGR, Cata log No. 6500/22- b/DP, Chaim 
Henryk Susmanek, Report of witness examination.

 9. AMGR, Cata log No. 6920/DP, Häftlingsliste, Kom-
mando Wolfsberg vom 22.11.1944.

 10. Roman Olszyna, “KL Wolfsberg,” F-S 23 (1978): 10; 
Cybulski, “Z badań nad śmiertelnością,” p. 282.

 11. Abram Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci (Łódź: Wydawni-
ctwo Łódzkie, 1962), p. 144.
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 12. Bella Gutterman and Naomi Morgenstern, The Wolfs-
berg Labor Camp Machzor, 5705 (1944) ( Jerusalem: Yad 
Vashem, 2002), p. 63.

 13. Olszyna, “KL Wolfsberg,” p. 10.
 14. AMGR, Cata log No. 132/78/MF, Collection of war 

criminal photographs.
 15. Jürgen Heckenthaler, “Das Arbeitslager und das Son-

derbauprojekt Riese.  OT- Aussekommandos des Konzentra-
tionslager  Gross- Rosen” (master’s thesis).

 16. Piotr Kruszyński, “Wykorzystanie pracy więźniów 
kompleksu  Gross- Rosen w Górach Sowich przez Organizację 
Todta oraz fi rmy z nią współpracujące,” in Wykorzystanie nie-
wolniczej pracy więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę 
(Wałbrzych: AMGR, 1999), pp. 50–51.

 17. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, p. 130.
 18. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer-

 SS (1933–1945) (Arolsen, 1979), p. 152.
 19. AMGR, Cata log No. 6500/25/DP, Report of examina-

tion of witness Władysław Milejski.
 20. Kruszyński, “Wykorzystanie pracy więźniów,” pp. 

50–51.
 21. AMGR, Cata log No. 124/3861/MF, Account of Józef 

Finkelstein (original at the Jewish Historical Institute in 
Warsaw, Account No. 3861).

 22. Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci.
 23. Bogdan Cybulski, Ewakuacja więźniów AL Riese do 

 Trautenau—próba rekonstrukcji wydarzeń (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 
1989).

 24. AMGR, Cata log No. 124/3861/MF, Account of Józef 
Finkelstein.

 25. Ibid.
 26. Alfred Konieczny, “Transporty więźniów KL  Gross-

 Rosen do innych obozów koncentracyjnych w latach 1941–
1945,” SFiZH 10 (1986): 269–289.

 27. APMO, Trial materials, sygn. [Cata log No.] Mat./296, 
Item 302; UNWCC list; Cata log No. 22001/Dpr- ZOd/36, 
p. 78;  AK- IPN, Criminal case rec ords, Cata log [or Docket] 
No.  SOKr- 381, pp. 44–47; Sentence of Decree, Cata log 
No.  SOKr- 381, pp. 185–186a.

RIESE/WÜSTEGIERSDORF 
[AKA LAGER V]
The Wüstegiersdorf subcamp, also called Lager V, was set up 
in the buildings of the Stöhr company’s textile mill, located in 
the middle of Wüstegiersdorf (now Głuszyca). The camp was 
formed in May 1944. There  were between 700 and 1,000 pris-
oners in the camp; they  were primarily Polish and Hungarian 
Jews.

SS- Scharführer Schwarz held the post of Lagerführer 
(camp leader). The staff was probably made up of a dozen or 
so people but changed from time to time.

The prisoners  were used for work connected with construc-
tion projects in the Ramenberg (Soboń) and Säufer Höhen 
(Osówka) Mountain region. As one prisoner put it, “The work 
at the quarry was more than people could bear. After a few days 
of that murderous work, most people collapsed.”1 Prisoners 
 were also assigned to various jobs in the town of Wüstegiers-

dorf. There  were two commandos of 100 prisoners each whose 
job was to build drainage systems. And 30 prisoners  were sent 
to work at the train station, where they unloaded freight cars of 
provisions, sand, stone, and wood. Prisoners cleared forests, 
worked in the metal, carpentry, sewing, and shoemaking shops, 
and delivered provisions to the camps.

The following companies used their labor: Messinger, 
 Tiefbau, Sager & Wörner, Wayss & Freytag, Hoch und Tief-
bau, Fix (built barracks), Dübner (tunnel construction), 
Websky (machinery dismantling), Holzmann, Schallhorn, 
Lenz, Krup, and National Socialist Motor Corps (National-
sozialistisches Kraftfahrkorps, NSKK).

The death rate at the camp was substantial, although it 
seems to be lower than at the other Riese complex camps.

A few transfers from other subcamps are known: 11 pris-
oners from the infi rmary at Tannhausen probably arrived in 
September 1944, among them Abram Kajzer. In his diary, 
under the date of Tuesday [n.d.] 1944, he wrote:

We who came  here from the hospital don’t go to work 
outside the camp, but work in camp premises under 
the supervision of a kapo. We sweep the assembly 
ground, tidy up the trash dump, and chop wood. 
Some of us are lucky enough to have been assigned to 
cleaning the barrack. They have it good, as they avoid 
the rain, snow and cold which chills you to the bone, 
as well as the keen vision of the Lagerführer, who 
cannot bear to see anyone standing idly, even though 
there often is not any work in the courtyard. . . .  
When the Lagerführer appears, we are seized by 
crazy fear. . . .  Our compulsory idleness drives the 
Lagerführer into such a rage that he roars, beating 
and kicking, until his victim loses consciousness. . . .  

Thursday, [n.d.] 1944.
Today was the fi rst day that I and four others 

who had also returned from the hospital worked in a 
commando. We removed feces from the latrine un-
der the supervision of an  SS- man. Taking the op-
portunity, we “appropriated” some potatoes from a 
nearby shed, exchanging them this eve ning for some 
soup and bread, and baking some of them. We have 
been ordered to go to work tomorrow, too.2

One of the prisoners attempted to escape, but unfortu-
nately he was caught and hanged in the presence of the pris-
oners, including his father. The name of the victim has not 
been identifi ed. The camp was probably evacuated to the Flos-
senbürg concentration camp on February 24, 1945. In the fi rst 
stage of the evacuation, the prisoners walked through the 
mountains to Trautenau, where they  were loaded onto freight 
cars. There  were many mortalities along the way. Those who 
 were unable to march  were shot.

SOURCES For sources for this camp, see “Riese Complex.”
Dorota Sula

trans. Gerard Majka
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NOTES
 1. AMGR, sygn. No. 124/1389 MF, account of Zew 

Weinhreb.
 2. Abram Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, comp. Adam Ostoja 

(Łódź: Wydawnictwo Lodzkie, 1962), pp. 115, 117.

RIESE/WÜSTEWALTERSDORF
[AKA STENZELBERG]
Wüstewaltersdorf was one of the camps in the Riese complex, 
which formed part of the vast system of  Gross- Rosen sub-
camps. Since almost no offi cial German documents concern-
ing this site exist, the only major sources are a few survivor 
testimonials and information provided by Polish in for mants 
as well as former German inhabitants of the village of 
Wüstewaltersdorf (now Walim). Like the other Riese camps, 
Wüstewaltersdorf was situated in the Eulengebirge (Góry 
Sowie), a mountain range near the  present- day  Czech- Polish 
border, not far from the city of Wałbrzych (Waldenburg). Ac-
cording to former German residents of Wüstewaltersdorf, this 
camp was located on the southern upper slope of a mountain 
called  Stenzel- Berg (Chłopska Góra).1 It was separated from 
Wolfsberg, one of the larger Riese camps, by a narrow valley 
through which the road from Friedrichsberg (now Kolonia 
Górna, a section of Walim) to Hausdorf (Jugowice) runs.

Available sources contain some clues about the beginnings 
of the Wüstewaltersdorf camp. In a memorandum to the 
Regierungspräsident (regional government chairman) in Bres-
lau (Wrocław) dated May 27, 1944, Amtsarzt Dr. Kaiser, who 
was well acquainted with most of the camps existing in the 
area at this time, mentions three for which he cannot supply 
prisoner statistics: Wolfsberg, Stenzelberg, and Erlenbusch. 
Apparently he was unable to inspect them because he had 
been dismissed on May 19, 1944, as a result of his criticism of 
sanitary conditions in other camps. The implication  here is 
that these three sites had been set up very recently.

There is additional evidence that Stenzelberg was the ini-
tial name of this site. It is the only one used by Dr. Errikos 
Levis (1913–2005), a Greek physician who arrived from Ausch-
witz with approximately 100 other Greek Jews on April 19 or 
21, 1944. Many on this transport  were from Dr. Levis’s home-
town, Ioannina. Due to his knowledge of German, the Lager-
führer (camp leader), an  SS- Oberscharführer, appointed him 
as camp elder (Lagerältester) and physician of the camp. On 
one occasion, he was beaten by the Lagerführer in front of all 
the inmates for giving three sick prisoners a temporary leave 
from work. According to Dr. Levis, there was also one Dutch 
and one Hungarian Jew, a medical student, at this site. He 
reports that the inmates had to set up the “tents” described 
below at the Wolfsberg camp, which was only 20 minutes 
away on foot. The same primitive type of housing was waiting 
for them upon their arrival at the camp on the  Stenzel- Berg. 
Toward the end of May 1944, this group of prisoners was 
moved to Wolfsberg where Dr. Levis worked as a physician in 
the infi rmary.2

In all other survivor testimonials, the camp on the slopes 
of the  Stenzel- Berg is called Wüstewaltersdorf. Two Czech 
Jews, Thomas Figueras (formerly Nadelstecher, born 1927) 
and his brother Paul (born 1923),  were in the next transport 
to reach the camp. According to Thomas Figueras, they 
reached the village of Wüstewaltersdorf by train on May 27, 
1944, three days after they had passed through  Gross- Rosen 
from Auschwitz.3 Joseph Gelber (born 1925) and Andrei 
Gergely (born 1912), both Hungarian Jews who had also been 
in Ausch witz, appear to have been in the same transport. 
Thomas Figueras reports that a Polish Lagerältester, Polish 
Kapos, and a German  Schreiber (clerk)  were the only prisoners 
at the site upon his arrival.4 Survivor testimonials refer to two 
other transports to this camp. Around the middle of July 
1944, a truckload of former Auschwitz prisoners arrived.5 In 
late fall of 1944, prisoners from the Łódź ghetto  were trans-
ferred to Wüstewaltersdorf. Previously most of the inmates 
had been from Hungary, Yugo slavia, and Greece, with only a 
few from  Poland.6

Housing consisted of  structures—made of wood and 
other  materials—that looked like round tents. Each of them 
accommodated 10 inmates. According to a Polish in for mant, 
his fi rm, Bender (Munich), set up approximately 50 of these 
“tents” as well as two or three barracks for the guards and 
the kitchen in the spring of 1944. No statistics exist con-
cerning transports to Wüstewaltersdorf, the fl uctuating 
number of prisoners, or the total number of deaths. Also, it 
is not known whether  non- Jewish inmates  were at this camp. 
It was fenced in with barbed wire, and there  were guard tow-
ers as well.

Forced labor at this camp included earthmoving, as well 
as the construction of railroads, buildings, tunnels, and 
roads. The latter involved splitting rocks with sledgeham-
mers, a particularly dangerous assignment. Prisoners  were 
almost certainly involved in the construction of the road 
leading from Wüstewaltersdorf past the  Stenzel- Berg and 
the camp to the road linking Friedrichsberg and Hausdorf. 
Günter Proll (born 1923), a former inhabitant of Wüstewal-
tersdorf, reports that prisoners  were escorted from the 
camp on the  Stenzel- Berg through the center of the village 
to the mountain near the Kriesten sawmill in his neighbor-
hood, Dorfbach (Rzeczka). At this location, three approxi-
mately parallel tunnels, each with a separate entrance,  were 
under construction. A memorial site established by Polish 
authorities serves as a reminder of the  life- threatening  labor 
that prisoners  were forced to perform there. Horst Wittig 
(born 1933), who spent his childhood in a part of the village 
called Zeidlitzheide (Siedlików), frequently witnessed a 
group of approximately 50 exhausted prisoners passing by 
who  were harassed and beaten by Kapos. From the summer 
of 1944 to approximately February 1945, they took part in 
constructing a large nearby water storage facility, which 
was still in use at the turn of the century, as well as in dig-
ging trenches for pipes and utility cables leading into and 
away from this site. In the summer of 1944, prisoners  were 
frequently seen digging utility trenches alongside the road 
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to Hausdorf, just outside of Wüstewaltersdorf. The various 
work details  were supervised by members of the Organisa-
tion Todt (OT), as well as employees of fi rms active in and 
around the village, among them Gebrüder Butzer & Holz-
mann and Hutto Hydrierwerke AG.7 Villagers also repeat-
edly witnessed emaciated and poorly dressed prisoners 
removing snow from roads in Wüstewaltersdorf during the 
winter of 1944–1945. What was particularly shocking to the 
onlookers was that they wore wooden clogs, with their feet 
wrapped in rags.

As winter approached, many prisoners, especially those 
from Greece, died from hunger, exposure, and disease.8 At 
some risk to themselves, a number of villagers gave small 
amounts of food to inmates. The fi rst Lagerführer, reportedly 
an  SS- Oberscharführer, who appeared to be very knowledge-
able about repairing shoes, announced that only dead or work-
ing inmates shall be in the camp; accordingly, he was in the 
habit of beating sick inmates.9 This Lagerführer was followed 
by two others, about whom no information is available. U.S. 
Army rec ords reveal the names of three guards at the Wüstewal-
tersdorf camp, all of whom  were transferred to the  Waffen- SS 
in 1944 prior to their concentration camp assignments. Gustav 
Friedrich Feller (b. 1879) served there in January and February 
1945, Walther Rehberg (b. 1908) from September 1944 to Feb-
ruary 1945, and Wilhelm Sonnenberg (b. 1903) from August 
25, 1944, to March 1945.10 On one occasion, in the summer or 
fall of 1944, while playing on a slope above the Zedlitzheide 
soccer fi eld, Horst Wittig noticed a considerable number of 
guards surrounding hundreds of prisoners below him. Shots 
rang out in the distance, and afterward he heard  grown- ups 
talk about a failed escape attempt by several Jews.

Information regarding transports out of Wüstewaltersdorf 
is fragmentary. Sometime in the summer or fall of 1944, an-
other group of inmates must have been transferred to the 
Wolfsberg camp because the names of some of the prisoners 
who arrived in Wüstewaltersdorf in late May 1944 appear on 
the Wolfsberg list of November 22, 1944.11 According to a 
Polish worker who had lived in Wüstewaltersdorf since 1943, 
the camp was evacuated around the middle of February 1945.12 
Joseph Gelber (b. 1925) and Mayer Lowy (b. 1925), both from 
Hungary, report that subsequently they  were in  Bergen-
 Belsen, Stutthof/Pölitz, and Ravensbrück/Barth. They are 
likely to have been in a transport of approximately 500 pris-
oners from Wüstegiersdorf that arrived in  Bergen- Belsen to-
ward the end of February 1945. Together with 1,500 to 2,000 
other prisoners, they  were taken from there to Pölitz near 
Stettin around the middle of March. These three and possibly 
other former Wüstewaltersdorf inmates are likely to have 
been among the 400 male prisoners who left Pölitz for Barth 
on April 18, 1945.13

SOURCES A number of videotaped interviews preserved by 
the VHF (nos. 690, 27641, 29338, 40995, 49887) and the 
 testimony by a survivor before a German court (BA- L, B 
162/5606, p. 335) are important sources for this entry, as are 
interviews with, and statements by, former German inhabit-

ants of the town of Wüstewaltersdorf. Piotr Kruszyński, one 
of the foremost experts on the Riese complex of camps, sup-
plied pertinent information from his fi les. For an overview 
of Riese and some information on camps in and just outside 
of Wüstewaltersdorf, see Dariusz Garba, Riese: Das Rätsel 
um Hitler’s Hauptquartier (Zella- Mehlis:  Heinrich- Jung-
 Verlagsgesellschaft, 2000). The search for Nazi documents 
regarding Wüstewaltersdorf did not yield new results. Addi-
tional information has been provided by the USHMM, the 
AMGR, and the  AG- BB and  AG- S.

Hermann F. Weiss

NOTES
 1. This location has been confi rmed by Piotr Kruszyński 

(Nürnberg), a native of Poland, as a result of his  wide- ranging 
explorations of the terrain (interview by the author, Novem-
ber 4, 2005). Among the former Wüstewaltersdorf residents 
who indicate that the camp was located on the  Stenzel- Berg 
are the following: Gertrud Winkler née Richter, born 1913 
(interview August 7, 2005); Günter Proll, born 1923, and Kurt 
Scholz (Wüw He, no. 115 [1994]). The camp under discussion 
 here is not to be confused with the  so- called Lager I, which 
was located in Wüstewaltersdorf itself.

 2. VHF, No. 49887 and  Pre- Interview Questionnaire; 
USHMMA, Oral History Interview  RG- 50.030*0313.

 3. VHF, No. 29338.
 4. Ibid. Dr. Andrei Gergely likewise reports that the 

camp was empty when his transport arrived (BA- L, B 
162/5606, p. 335).

 5. VHF, No. 29338.
 6.  BA- L, B 162/5606, p. 335 (statement by Dr. A. 

Gergely).
 7. Ibid.
 8. Ibid.
 9. VHF, No. 29338 (testimonial by Th. Figueras).
 10.  BA- L, B 162/5606, p. 288; B 162/5607, pp. 589, 521.
 11. Thomas and Paul Nadelstecher (Dorota Sula, AMGR, 

email September 1, 2005); Andrei Gergely (Shaul Ferrero, 
YV, email October 31, 2005).

 12.  BA- L, B 162/5606, p. 379 (statement by W. Skrzy-
pczak, May 13, 1967).

 13. Bernhard Strebel, email November 4, 2005;  AG- S, 
email November 3, 2005;  AG- BB, email November 10, 2005.

RIESE/ZENTRALREVIER OR ZENTRAL-
KRANKENREVIER IN TANNHAUSEN 
[AKA BLUMENAU]
The alternate name of the hospital comes from the name of 
the hamlet of Blumenau (present- day Jedlinka Górna) where 
it was located. The Central Camp Hospital (Zentralkranken-
revier) was established in the latter half of 1944 for sick Riese 
complex prisoners. It was composed of four  one- level brick 
buildings surrounded by barbed wire.

There  were up to 1,000 sick prisoners at a time there near 
the end of the war. Prisoner A. Kajzer wrote the following 
about his stay at the “hospital”:
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Yesterday we  were in the bath. We received fresh 
underwear and fresh [striped prisoners’] uniforms. 
We  were deloused. It is extremely clean  here and lice 
are not biting us anymore. If not for the fact that 
there are guards in the corridor and outside the 
barbed wires, I would not feel as if I  were a prisoner 
at all. In the morning at  roll- call, everyone stays at 
their bunks, just raising their heads. The Unter-
scharführer takes the  roll- call. We are allowed to lay 
in our bunks the  whole day and rest as much as we 
want. What a plea sure!

Tannhausen, Thursday, [n.d.] 1944.
This morning a doctor visited  us—a Dutch Jew, 

an extremely pleasant and good man. . . .  He asked 
each of us detailed questions about our illnesses, and 
recommended laying in bed as treatment.

“That’s all I can treat you with,” he said. “At least 
for the time being, until medicine arrives.” . . .  

Saturday, [n.d.] 1944. . . .  The doctor said that 
anyone who recovers has to return to the camp he 
came from. That would be awful. I’d rather die  here. 
True, the food  here is worse than in camp, but on 
the other hand, it’s blissful to lay all day in warmth, 
under a blanket, and think of the past and future.1

Upon liberation, the sick prisoners stayed in the infi rmary 
barracks that  were now called the Blumenau hospital. Its pur-
pose was to care for those former prisoners whose general 
weakness precluded them from returning home safely. The 
hospital was closed in late June 1945.

SOURCES For sources for this camp, see “Riese Complex.”
Dorota Sula

trans. Gerard Majka

NOTE
 1. Abram Kajzer, Za drutami śmierci, comp. Adam Ostoja 

(Łódź: Wydawnictwo Lodzkie, 1962), pp. 111–113.

SACKISCH
The subcamp in Sackisch (present- day Zakrze), was formed 
because several plants and companies manufacturing for war-
time production, primarily Vereinigte Deutsche Metallwerke 
(VDM), as well as the Sehmann, Goldschmidt, and Telefun-
ken companies, had been moved to the Bad Kudowa (now 
Kudowa Zdrój) region in late 1943 and early 1944.

Thousands of laborers had to be brought in to provide the 
manpower needed to continue operations. A large camp with 
about 20 barracks was built for them. The camp was situated 
on swampy land along the road between Sackisch and Bad 
Kudowa. The buildings extended for about 2 kilometers (1.2 
miles). Because of the marshy substrate, the barracks  were 
built on posts driven into the ground. Polish forced laborers 
and Rus sian and Italian prisoners of war (POWs)  were put 

into the barracks. The POW barracks  were fenced with 
barbed wire, and Wehrmacht soldiers stood guard.

In the summer of 1944, fi ve accommodations barracks 
 were appropriated from the big camp, a separate kitchen and 
ware house  were set up, and a guard house was added; it was all 
surrounded by a  barbed- wire fence, like the POW section. 
That is how the separate camp under  Gross- Rosen concentra-
tion camp was formed.1

Sackisch most probably began operating in late August or 
early September 1944. Jewish women from Poland, Hungary, 
Czech o slo vak i a, and Yugo slavia  were sent to Sackisch. The 
camp’s population at any given time is hard to determine. At 
least four known transports  were sent to the camp. They all 
came from the Auschwitz concentration camp. The trans-
ports brought a total of at least 950 women.

The fi rst transport probably reached Sackisch in late Au-
gust 1944. It numbered at least 300 women; they  were Polish 
Jews from the Łódź ghetto. Tauba Szmaragd, who received 
number 53904, arrived in that transport.2

Another 250 women from Hungary and Poland  were 
brought to the camp in the second known transport. On 
 October 12, the prisoners  were issued camp numbers ranging 
from 66501 through 66750.

Another transport of 250 Czech and Hungarian Jews 
reached Sackisch also around  mid- October 1944. The women 
who arrived at that time received numbers 67051 through 
67300.3

The last transport was admitted on November 28, 1944. 
The 150 Czech Jewish women  were issued numbers 86001 
through 86150.

There is little information available about the transports 
leaving Sackisch. What is known is that on December 10, 
1944, 20 prisoners  were sent on to two other  Gross- Rosen 
subcamps (10 to each camp): Bernsdorf (present- day Bernar-
tice) and Parschnitz (present- day Poříčí).4

Another source provides the additional information that 
“some of the prisoners  were moved to the Langenbielau camp” 
in 1944.5

According to the affi davit of former prisoners Fejgi  Orenstein 
and Chai Mayer, 16 women died at Sackisch; they  were buried 
near the local church.6 The names of 4 of the deceased are 
known: Helena Grunberg, Bianka Sara Kasum, Ida Sara Schich, 
and Gisa Wassenberg. The aforementioned information would 
indicate that prisoner losses  were not great. However, there is a 
document reporting that on December 2, 1944, there  were only 
172 prisoners in the camp.7 Thus, it is safe to assume that knowl-
edge of the subject is far from complete.

The guards at the camp  were SS women. A German 
woman, Lucia (Luiza) Kloversa, initially held the post of 
 Lagerführerin (camp leader) (September–October 1944). 
Elizabeth Spar was her successor. The guards  were German 
women: Helena Hilzer, Hilda Steinhofer, Magdalena Hazller, 
and Toni Knifel.8

Almost all the prisoners  were put to work at VDM, which 
manufactured aircraft parts at the former C. Dierig textile 
plant. The work was split up into two 12- hour shifts, six days 
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a week. Once a week, on Saturday, the VDM management 
gave the prisoners an extra food ration of 0.5 kilograms (18 
ounces) of bread and 0.2 kilograms (7 ounces) of sausage. 
However, the SS guards would often take the extra ration 
away from them under any pretense.

A small group of women worked on the camp premises.
There was no infi rmary at Sackisch. A dentist, Rosa 

 Kacenelson (camp number 51221), and a prisoner doctor 
whose name is unknown provided medical assistance to their 
fellow prisoners.9

The Sackisch subcamp was not evacuated. Work was halted 
at VDM in April 1945. For the fi nal weeks of the war, 100 
women  were put to work building a road in what was then the 
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia; the others did odd jobs 
(such as cleaning or peeling potatoes) in the homes of local 
Germans.

T. Szmaragd described the moment of liberation in her 
 account: “During breakfast the morning of May 8, we no-
ticed changes in the Germans’ attitude toward us. Our  SS-
 Kommandoführerin came to us and told us that we  were free 
and could leave the camp. The  SS- men themselves escorted 
us to the Czech border in Nachod. They gave the Czechs a 
list of our laborers, leaving us, and we did not know where 
they had gone. The Czechs escorted us to lodgings in  Nachod, 
fed us, and replaced our striped uniforms with dresses. After 
three days in Nachod, we went our separate ways.”10

There  were two trials of camp staff members after the war 
in Poland. The fi rst Lagerführerin, Kloversa, born Novem-
ber 17, 1921, was tried by the Wrocław Special Criminal 
Court and was sentenced to three years’ imprisonment on 
January 23, 1946. She left prison on January 15, 1949. Guard 
Hilszer, born November 4, 1919, was tried by the Kłodzko 
District Court. Sentence was passed on December 31, 1946. 
She was sentenced to eight years’ imprisonment. She left 
prison on October 8, 1953.

SOURCES There are no references devoted entirely to 
Sackisch. Certain information about it may be found in Al-
fred Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross-
 Rosen” (Studia Śląskie, seria nowa, vol. XL (1982)), and in 
Bogdan Cybulski, “Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross-
 Rosen” (Rogoźnica, 1987).

The archival material on Sackisch chiefl y consists of ac-
counts of former prisoners of the camp, on fi le mainly at the 
AMGR in Wałbrzych and the AZ

.
IH in Warsaw, as well as 

the trial rec ords for the female SS offi cers from the camp 
staff, at the  AK- IPN WR. There are also copies of these rec-
ords at the AMGR.

Barbara Sawicka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1.  AK- IPN WR, OKBZHW, sygn. [Cata log No.] Ds. 

35/67.
 2. AZ

.
IH, Account No.  208—Tauba Szmaragd.

 3. AMGR, Cata log No.  7/119/VII/MF—Orders to make 
numbers.

 4. AMGR, Cata log No.  4346/DP—Transportliste.
 5. AMGR, Cata log No.  8751/63/DP—Collection: R. 

 Olszyna Rec ords.
 6.  AK- IPN WR, OKBZHW, Cata log No. Ds.  43/67/

XXIV—Affi davit of F. Orenstein and C. Mayer fi led on May 
1, 1968, before a notary in New York (copy).

 7. ITS,  Gross- Rosen materials.
 8. AMGR, Cata log No.  4/429/MF—Letter from Kłodzko 

Municipal Court dated October 24, 1946, to the GKBZHwP.
 9. AMGR, Cata log No.  6750/DP—Leistungs und Per-

sonal Meldungs der Zeit vom 19.1. bis 19.2.1945; AZ
.
IH, Ac-

count No.  208—Tauba Szmaragd.
 10. AMGR, Cata log No.  4/429/MF—Letter from Kłodzko 

Municipal Court dated October 24, 1946, to the GKBZHwP.

SCHATZLAR
The forced labor camp (ZAL) was probably established, un-
der the auspices of the Organisation Schmelt, in Schatzlar 
(Žáceléř) in June 1942 and lasted as such until 1944, when it 
became a  Gross- Rosen subcamp. The small subcamp was es-
tablished before June 9, 1944. It remains unknown how many 
of the initial young Jewish women and girls in the forced la-
bor camp  were taken over by the subcamp. The offi cial docu-
ments appear to confi rm that the camp was not only under the 
authority of the “SS- Kommando Trautenau, Parschnitz” but 
was combined with the nearby and much larger Bernsdorf 
camp. The difference between the two labor camps was prob-
ably what hindered their complete merger.

At Schatzlar the prisoners had to work in the spinning 
mills of the Fa (Firm) Gustav Adolf  Buhl- Sohn. In any case, 
the female camp commander and three other wardresses  were 
responsible to the Bernsdorf camp command. In addition to 
the 111 women in the camp, 15 Jewish women from Wiesau 
arrived there in December 1944. The total number grew from 
120 to 130 female inmates. The camp structure and conditions 
 were similar to those in Bernsdorf. The end of the camp coin-
cides with its liberation by the Red Army on May 8, 1945. The 
prisoners, together with the military prisoners, helped to re-
move tank traps. A unique and interesting document, a manu-
script of a drama with the title “Der Traum der Künstlerin” 
(The Dream of a Female Artist), was created in the camp and 
written in German. According to the author, Celine Richter, 
from Budapest, it is a “playful tragedy.” The manuscript has 
been preserved as part of the trial documents used against 
Emma Mach, the camp commander in Schatzlar. The play was 
indeed dedicated to her and is dated May 5, 1945. It was per-
formed in the camp by a group of young female Hungarians. 
Mach claimed before the court in Jičín that she and her hus-
band helped the Jewish women. Despite her claims, she and 
M. Mühl from Bernsdorf  were found guilty for being mem-
bers of the SS and given a prison term.1

SOURCES The basis for this article is the book published by 
Miroslav Kryl and Ludmila Chládková, Pobočky koncentračního 
tábora  Gross- Rosen ve lnářských závodech Trutnovska za nacistické  
okupace (Trutnov: Generální ředitelství VHJ Lnářský průmysl 
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v Trutnově, 1981). The author has also relied on his article 
“Pracovní nasazení židovských vězenkyň v továrnách fi rmy 
Jan Etrich v Hostinném a Bernarticích v době nacistické oku-
pace,”  Lp- pKd, 5 (1984). However, it is Hans Brenner who has 
brought together earlier research on the  Gross- Rosen sub-
camps in the  present- day Czech Republic, above all in his 
study “Frauen in den Aussenlagern von Flossenbürg und 
 Gross- Rosen in Böhmen und Mähren,” (Thereseienstädter Stu-
dien und Dokumente 1999, ed. Miroslav Kárný and Raimund 
Kemper Prague: Academia, 1999).

In Olomouc  well- known professor of German studies Lud-
vík Václavek has devoted his attention to a specifi c topic, a play 
that originated in the Schatzlar camp by Jewish women from 
Hungary: “ ‘Lágr je sen?’ (Literární dokument z koncentračního 
tábora při žacléřské přádelně z roku 1945),” in Stati o německé 
literatuře vzniklé v českých zemích (Olomouc: Univerzita Palack-
ého, 1991).

Basic sources and transport lists of the prisoners from the 
 Gross- Rosen subcamps in northeast Bohemia are located in 
the SÚA in Prague, with copies in the  AG- T (Terezín). The 
most important fi les are those of the Special People’s Court in 
Jičín 1945–1946 (Criminal Trials against the Former Ward-
resses). Finally, the fi rm archives at Texlen Trutnov contain 
important sources on the camps in the Trautenau area as re-
ferred to in the fi les of the German textile fi rms for the years 
1940 to 1945. Nevertheless, the sources are inadequate.

Miroslav Kryl
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

NOTE
 1. Ludvík Václavek, “ ‘Lágr je sen?’ (Literární dokument z 

koncentračního tábora při žacléřské přádelně z roku 1945),” in 
Stati o německé literatuře vzniklé v českých zemích (Olomouc: 
Univerzita Palackého, 1991), pp. 155–160.

SCHERTENDORF
A  Gross- Rosen subcamp came into being as the result of the 
evacuation of Jewish commandos from occupied areas and 
was set up in unplanned fashion in Schertendorf (now Przy-
lep), a village almost fi ve kilometers (three miles) from Grün-
berg (Zielona Góra). The purpose was to make use of the 
manpower in Zielona Góra armaments factories. The camp 
was located in barracks designed for ware houses. There  were 
three of them, but only one was used. The area was fenced in, 
and there  were two guard huts and a gate. According to ac-
counts by local people and forced laborers, there  were over 
100 young Jewish women and men in Schertendorf. Blahe, a 
noncommissioned SS offi cer with the rank of Oberscharfüh-
rer, served as the subcamp commander.

The prisoners worked at Christ ü Co and Beuchelt (now 
Zastal), which  were armaments companies. The prisoners 
 were escorted to work every day in two columns, women and 
men separately. They  were convoyed by guards in  navy- blue 
uniforms. The guards  were specially trained. The prisoners 
 were dressed in gray clothing and wore wooden clogs. The 
women  were very badly treated; they  were beaten for any 

 reason; they  were hungry and ate apple peels. Some Germans 
gave them extra food, hiding it in the machines. The camp 
was closed in early February 1945. The prisoners  were proba-
bly sent toward Szczecin.

There is no proof of hom i cides having been committed in 
the camp.

SOURCES This entry relied heavily on AMGR, sygn. 6500/
DP, OKBZH at Wrocław: Report of Proceedings on the Slave 
Labor Camp at Przylep, Zielona Góra County, witness testi-
mony; and on AMGR, Cata log No. 8751/34/DP, collection of 
Roman Olszyna’s materials on the Schertendorf subcamp of 
the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp.

Leokadia Lewandowska
trans. Gerard Majka

SCHLESIERSEE I
The camp at Schlesiersee (present- day Sława) came into being 
as the result of the evacuation of Jewish commandos from oc-
cupied areas. In early October 1944, a transport of 1,000 Jew-
ish women arrived from Auschwitz, and the women  were used 
to form the Schlesiersee I commando. Another transport of 
1,000 women arrived at the end of the month, and then a sec-
ond camp (see  Gross- Rosen/Schlesiersee II) was formed. 
 According to other researchers, 2,000 Jewish women from 
Poland and Hungary  were sent from Birkenau to Schlesiersee 
on October 22, 1944; 1,000 of them, assigned numbers 70001 
through 71000,  were put on Count Haugewitz’s eastern farm, 
Neue Vorwerk: Schlesiersee I. The prisoners  were lodged in a 
barn and slept on hay. In the center was a stove, which was 
only used when some fuel had been collected. Sanitary condi-
tions  were ghastly. The water pump was in the barnyard and 
froze in the winter. There was no soap or towels. The food 
was insuffi cient. Many of the girls had frostbitten feet, as they 
had no footwear. Although diseases  were frequent, people re-
member no incidences of shooting prisoners. There was a 
doctor, but medical aid was inadequate.

Karl Herman Jeschke held the post of Lagerführer (camp 
leader), and Joseph Kowatsch was Rapportführer (report 
leader). Krause, Hoffman, and Graetz are among the staff 
members mentioned in documentation regarding the camp. 
The women worked at the Kraus company and digging 
trenches. Three kilometers (almost two miles) south of the 
camp buildings, they dug trapezoidal antitank trenches 3.5 
meters (11.5 feet) by 4 to 6 meters (13 to 20 feet) at the top. 
The excavated earth had to be spread. Conditions became 
very hard when the earth froze in December.

Evacuation occurred suddenly on January 21, 1945, at 
10:00 P.M. The prisoners had to abandon camp immediately. 
Sick women  were transported on carts and wheelbarrows 
pushed by their fellow prisoners. The column reached the vil-
lage of Stary Jaromir on January 25. The sickest women  were 
loaded onto three carts; supposedly they  were going to be 
taken to the hospital. They  were carted off to the woods 1 
kilometer (0.6 miles) from the village, and there they  were 
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shot upon an order from Jeschke. The remains of 41 victims 
 were unearthed in an exhumation conducted after the war. As 
Bernard Robinson relates, one prisoner survived the massa-
cre, Waleria Straussova. Severely wounded, she wandered 
through the fi elds for two days. She found shelter with Maria 
Wojciech, a resident of the village of Wijewo. The evacuation 
column advanced toward Wojnów [or Wojnowo]. The column 
reached the Grünberg commando on January 28. The women 
 were emaciated, ragged, barefoot, and dirty. The sight of the 
column shocked the Grünberg prisoners.

They set out to continue their journey the next day after 
some of the Grünberg women joined them. The evacuation 
ended in the town of Volary in Bohemia only in May of 1945. 
Not many survived. For a more detailed description of the 
evacuation route, see  Gross- Rosen/Grünberg I.

SOURCES Documents on this camp are scarce; see AMGR, 
sygn. [Cata log No.] 6835/DP, Transports of female prisoners 
of the Zielona Góra  subcamps—lists compiled by B. Robin-
son; also AMGR, Cata log No. 7946/DP, testimony of Luba 
Beilowitz. Published sources include Bernard Robinson, 
“Zbrodnie popełnione w obozach Organizacji Schmelt w 
świetle wspomnień więźniarek,” in Wykorzystanie niewolniczej 
pracy więźniów KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę (Wałbrzych: 
AMGR, 1999), pp. 105–138; Dorota Sula, “Filie KL  Gross-
 Rosen na Ziemi Lubuskiej w latach 1944–1945,” in Filie KL 
 Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 2001); and A. Kaczmar-
czyk, “Filie obozu koncentracyjnego  Gross- Rosen na Ziemi 
Lubuskiej w latach 1943–1945” (master’s thesis, Zielona Góra, 
1977).

Leokadia Lewandowska
trans. Gerard Majka

SCHLESIERSEE II [AKA PÜRSCHKAU]
The Schlesiersee II commando was formed from the second 
transport of 1,000 Jewish women from Poland and Hungary 
that arrived at Schlesiersee from Auschwitz in October 1944. 
According to other researchers, Schlesiersee II was formed 
from the second half of a transport of 2,000 women that ar-
rived from Auschwitz on October 22. They  were put on Count 
Haugewitz’s western farm called Bänisch. It was 1.5 kilo-
meters (almost 1 mile) south of the village of Pürschkau (now 
Przybyszow). The prisoners  were assigned numbers 71001 
through 72000.

As at Schlesiersee I, Karl Herman Jeschke held the post of 
Lagerführer (camp leader), and Joseph Kowatsch was Rap-
portführer (report leader).

The women  were lodged in buildings for animals. They 
worked for the Kraus company and digging trenches.

Evacuation was ordered on January 21, as at the Schlesier-
see I subcamps. Both columns reached the Grünberg I sub-
camp on January 28. The next stage of the death march 
started the very next day, along with some of the Grünberg I 
prisoners, ending at  Bergen- Belsen. The route is described in 
detail. See  Gross- Rosen / Grünberg I. Only a few lived until 
liberation.

SOURCES Documents on this camp are scarce; see AMGR, 
sygn. [Cata log No.] 6835/DP, Transports of female prisoners of 
the Zielona Góra  subcamps—lists compiled by B. Robinson; 
also AMGR, Cata log No. 7946/DP, Testimony of Luba Beilo-
witz. Published sources include B. Robinson, “Zbrodnie 
popełnione w obozach Organizacji Schmelt w świetle wspo-
mnień więźniarek,” in Wykorzystanie niewolniczej pracy więźniów 
KL  Gross- Rosen przez III Rzeszę (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 1999), pp. 
105–138; D. Sula, “Filie KL  Gross- Rosen na Ziemi Lubuskiej w 
latach 1944–1945,” in Filie KL  Gross- Rosen (Wałbrzych: AMGR, 
2001); and A. Kaczmarczyk, “Filie obozu koncentracyjnego 
 Gross- Rosen na Ziemi Lubuskiej w latach 1943–1945” (master’s 
thesis, Zielona Góra, 1977).

Leokadia Lewandowska
trans. Gerard Majka

ST. GEORGENTHAL
A forced labor camp for Jews was established in St. Georgen-
thal (Jiretin) in 1943. Due to the lack of rec ords on the later 
subcamp at St. Georgenthal, no specifi c information on its or-
ga ni za tion and operation is available. From  Gross- Rosen com-
mander Hassebroek’s letter of November 18, 1944, to Karl 
Hermann Frank, the  Higher- SS and Police Leader (HSSPF) in 
Prague, it is known that he provided a fi gure of 50 female pris-
oners who  were put to work in the communications equipment 
factory in 1944. The number of women was to increase to 700.1 
It is unclear whether this actually happened, due to the lack of 
information in the sources. The letter notifi ed Frank that ac-
cording to Heinrich Himmler’s order, the  Gross- Rosen camp 
headquarters was to fi le reports on the  Gross- Rosen subcamps 
not only to the HSSPF in Breslau (Wrocław) (Schmeiser) but 
also to the HSSPF for the area where any of those subcamps 
operated. The list appended to the aforementioned letter con-
fi rms the information that there was a  Gross- Rosen subcamp at 
St. Georgenthal. A document drawn up by the Czech county 
security agency just after the war contains the information that 
a maximum of 280 to 340 people lived in the camp. The total 
number of women who passed through the camp was 600, how-
ever. They  were Jewish women of various nationalities: 31 per-
cent Polish, 29 percent Czech, 28 percent Rus sian, 7 percent 
French, 2 percent Italian, and 3 percent of other nationality.2 
Only 3 people died in the camp, including 2 of Polish and 1 of 
Rus sian origin; 1 of them died in the hospital at Tranvale, and 
her body was buried in the town of Hor. Tanvale. This fact was 
recorded in the register of deaths there. Two people  were taken 
to the hospital in Liberci.

The prisoners probably lived in wooden barracks located 
on the premises of the factory in which they worked. They 
 were put to work at the  Sicht- und Zerl Werke dismantling 
aircraft that had been shot down.

According to Brandy Kiejzmann’s testimony,

St. Georgenthal was the worst camp (I had been at 
Ostrowiec and Auschwitz earlier). I was tortured at 
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St. Georgenthal, and so  were others. Although Seli-
ger did not have a bat, she would beat prisoners with 
her fi st. The older women particularly suffered at 
her hand. The kitchen staff also suffered whenever 
she was dissatisfi ed. It was her doing that the bread 
ration was decreased. Whereas initially fi ve people 
would get one loaf of bread per day, later one loaf 
was apportioned to fourteen people. If she caught 
someone stealing a potato, she would cut their hair 
off on the spot. Then they  wouldn’t be allowed to 
put a kerchief on their head for the next few days. 
She would also beat them.

Hanna Seliger was one of the Aufseherinnen (female guards).
Sara Kiejzmann describes Seliger’s behavior toward the 

prisoners as follows: “She was particularly brutal: shortly be-
fore the war ended, she beat two prisoners unconscious. . . .  
[B]efore liberation, she broke one woman’s arm with her bat 
[sic]. She killed yet another woman for making her bed unti-
dily. There  were also many other sadistic acts, which I cannot 
express in words.”3

A woman named Margot was the Lagerführerin (camp 
leader). She knew of the methods that Aufseherin Seliger 
used, yet she did nothing to stop her sadistic outbursts. For-
mer prisoners relate that she too was afraid of Seliger. The 
other Aufseherinnen  were also afraid of her, as they con-
tended with the possibility of being sent to a penal com-
mando. The other guards  were also severe, but they did not 
beat the women when they noticed they had stopped working. 
Seliger repeatedly instructed them to perform their duties 
“better.”

There is no information for this camp on the existence of 
an infi rmary or on the medical help provided there. Two re-
ports provide only information on the dental procedures per-
formed. Romana Silberschlag examined prisoners in January 
1945, but only from January 20 through 25. She also served in 
that position at other camps, such as the Kratzau II and Zittau 
subcamps. Another prisoner, Hanna Chwat (camp number 
53943), was serving as dentist by the next month.

The camp was liberated on May 9, 1945.
Defendant Seliger testifi ed that she and 14 young women 

had been recruited to work at the subcamp. According to a list 
of staff assigned to guard the respective subcamps, 9 female 
SS guards kept watch at camp.4

Ida Otto was an Aufseherin at the camp. She served at the 
Parschnitz, Graben, and St. Georgenthal camps from Octo-
ber 1944 to May 1945. After the war, she was accused of beat-
ing and kicking prisoners and chopping off their hair. There 
was insuffi cient evidence to support those charges as a basis 
for sentencing. She was found guilty because she had be-
longed to the SS. She received a sentence of six years in prison 
and the confi scation of her property.5

SOURCES The following works contain information on this 
subcamp: A. Małek, Praca w systemie KL  Gross- Rosen 
(Wałbrzych: AMGR, 2003); G. Choptiany, “Rewiry w KL 

 Gross- Rosen,” (unpub. typescript); B. Cybulski, Obozy 
podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Wałbrzych: 
AMGR, 1987); K.  Pawlak- Weiss, “Z

.
eńskie fi lie KL  Gross-

 Rosen połoz.one na terenie obecnych Czech w latach 1944–
45” (master’s thesis, Wrocław University, 2002).

The documentary source material for this subcamp is 
scant. The author used the AMGR information from the 
Czech County Security Agency regarding the  Gross- Rosen 
concentration camp and the St. Georgenthal subcamp, com-
piled around 1945; the rec ords of the Polish Army’s Nazi 
Crimes Investigation Mission in Germany’s British Occupa-
tion Zone in 1946; and the rec ords of cases against staff mem-
bers.

Katarzyna  Pawlak- Weiss
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR, sygn. [Cata log No.] 2829–DP, Secret Diary.
 2. AMGR, Cata log No. 6779- DP, Czech County Security 

Agency information on  Gross- Rosen concentration camp and 
the St. Georgenthal subcamp, from ca. 1945.

 3. AMGR, Cata log No. MF 70/4255, Polish Army Mis-
sion for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes in the British Oc-
cupation Zone of Germany, September 4, 1946.

 4. AMGR, Cata log No. 2829- DP, Secret Diary.
 5. AMGR, Cata log No. MF 122/113, Rec ords of case 

against Ida Otto.

TRESKAU
It is not known when the camp at Treskau (present- day 
Owińska, near Poznań) was established. The fi rst reference to 
it in surviving German rec ords is dated August 30, 1943.1 
However, two of the numerous accounts of former prisoners 
say that the camp was already in existence in early 1943.2

The camp was in the basement of one of the buildings in a 
barracks complex dating back to World War I. Between the 
wars, the buildings had  housed a facility for people with psy-
chiatric conditions. The invading Germans slaughtered the 
patients by November 1939, and the SS took over the facility 
for barracks. The following units  were stationed there: Toten-
kopfstandarte (Death’s Head Regiment), then Leibstandarte 
Adolf Hitler (Bodyguard Regiment Adolf Hitler), and fi nally 
the  SS- Junkerschule (Elite Offi cers’ School), which had been 
transferred there from Brunswick.

A subcamp was established because the SS school needed 
renovating and expansion. The prisoners  were men, mainly 
Rus sian and Polish, but there  were Czechs, Ukrainians, and 
Germans as well. All accounts agree that the camp population 
was approximately 100 to 110 prisoners.3 The population did 
not change because there  were regular small transports from 
the main camp, often of just a few people, to replace the dead 
or the seriously ill who  were removed to  Gross- Rosen. One 
prisoner reports that the population had been reduced to 50 
people in November 1944.4 Another prisoner estimated that 
several men died every week.5 Prisoners died of emaciation; 
executions  were not performed in Treskau.
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There was no infi rmary in the camp. There was only a 
prisoner who served as an orderly; he had a medicine kit and 
administered fi rst aid. Aside from that, the prisoner orderly 
went to work normally with everyone. The names of two or-
derlies are known: Franc Grabowski served in the job until 
December 1943, and after his death, it was medical student 
Stanisław Dziaduś, who had been brought from the  Gross-
 Rosen main camp. Dziaduś served as orderly until he escaped 
from the Treskau subcamp in May 1944.

The fi rst Lagerführer (camp leader) known by name was 
 SS- Scharführer Alfred Juchelek, a German born on Novem-
ber 4, 1911, in Kattowitz (later Katowice). He had been at 
Treskau since August 1943. He was promoted to the rank of 
 SS- Unterscharführer prior to December 13, 1943. In Febru-
ary 1944, after the death of camp elder (Lagerältester) Emil 
Schwarz, he was dismissed from Treskau. Then an SS man, 
whose name is unknown, assumed the job of Lagerführer. He 
was at Treskau for a very short time. The next Lagerführer 
was  SS- Rottenführer Diener, who came from Serbia.6 The 
date that Diener was dismissed is unknown. All that is known 
is that he was already at the  Gross- Rosen main camp on Janu-
ary 26, 1945. After him, another SS man whose name is not 
known was Lagerführer until the camp went out of exis-
tence.7

German criminal prisoner Emil Schwarz initially held the 
post of Lagerältester; he was singular in his aggressiveness 
and brutality toward his fellow prisoners. On February 18, 
1944, he was murdered by Wołodia Nosyr, a young Rus sian 
prisoner. When Nosyr was caught, he was taken to the main 
camp at  Gross- Rosen and hanged there. A Czech po liti cal 
prisoner named Karel became the new Lagerältester. The 
aforementioned German criminal Grabowski (concurrently 
the orderly) was the Kapo in charge of the largest work group, 
the construction group. He was shot accidentally in Decem-
ber 1943, and a German named Max was appointed to replace 
him. The new Kapo was brought to Treskau with Dziaduś, 
who assumed the post of orderly. Life was less severe at Tres-
kau after Max and Dziaduś arrived; they managed to stand up 
to Schwarz. There was more freedom within the confi nes of 
the basement walls, and the fear of speaking, even to another 
prisoner, disappeared. Hygienic conditions in the quarters 
also improved somewhat.

The prisoners primarily worked constructing auxiliary 
buildings for the school: stables, a covered riding area, ga-
rages, a movie theater, and a rabbit pen. They  were divided 
into three labor commandos: construction; water and sewer 
ditch digging (the Vorarbeiter [foreman]  here was a Pole, Ste-
fan Rajski); and the smallest, the gardening commando (Gar-
tenkommando—the Vorarbeiter was a Ukrainian named 
Boris), which worked planting lawns, fl ower beds, borders, 
hedges, and so on. According to the International Tracing 
Ser vice (ITS), prisoners also worked building an airport. 
That information is plausible. In actual fact, there was a small 
airfi eld in the town of Bednary several kilometers from Tres-
kau. Luftwaffe detachments had been stationed there since 
August 1941. Prisoners also  were sporadically sent to do odd 

construction jobs in Treskau itself. In the spring of 1944, ap-
proximately 10 prisoners working in the Gartenkommando 
 were trucked under escort to the Fabianowo section of 
Poznań. The SS barracks construction ware houses  were 
 located there. There was also a prefabricated frame  house on 
the premises. The prisoners’ job was to level the site around 
the  house and to plant a garden. The prisoners worked there 
for about a week. The  house’s own er, an SS doctor with the 
rank of Obersturmführer, who worked at a Poznań hospital, 
would bring large amounts of dry bread and give it to the 
prisoners working at his  house as extra food. The work in 
Poznań stopped after several days, and the prisoners  were put 
into the commandos building the garages and the rabbit pen 
in Treskau.

On May 11, 1944, three prisoners escaped from a work site 
in the woods near Treskau: Poles Dziaduś and Stanisław 
Purgał and Lithuanian Władysław Wysocki.8 Purgał was shot 
immediately upon escaping by the SS man guarding them. 
Dziaduś was caught near the town of Koło about two weeks 
later. In June, he was moved from the prison in Koło to the 
 Gross- Rosen main camp and put in a penal company. Wysocki 
was probably successful in escaping.

According to Apolinary Sztybel’s account, on Christmas 
1944, an SS man let the prisoners cut down a tree in the 
woods and decorate the Christmas tree in camp.9 He also 
got them an extra portion of food and gave each prisoner 
two packs of cigarettes. He also sang Christmas carols in 
Polish with the prisoners. For the prisoners, that was in-
tensely moving.

The evacuation of the Treskau subcamp began on January 
20, 1945. The prisoners  were prodded along on foot to Poznań. 
There they  were loaded onto railway cars and taken to the 
Sachsenhausen concentration camp. It is unclear how many 
prisoners left the Treskau camp; according to historian Alfred 
Konieczny, only 60 men from that transport  were admitted at 
Sachsenhausen.

SOURCES There are no monographic essays on the Treskau 
camp. There is encyclopedic information in B. Cybulski, 
Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 
1987). Also of great value are the recollections of former pris-
oner Stanisław Dziaduś, “Historia jednej ucieczki” (unpub. 
typescript from MSS, AMGR in Wałbrzych).

The available archival material on the Treskau labor camp 
has been collected at the AMGR in Wałbrzych. It is chiefl y 
composed of surveys, accounts, reports of interviews, and 
correspondence with former prisoners of the Treskau camp.

Barbara Sawicka
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer-

 SS (1939–1945) (Arolsen: Suchdienst, 1979), p. 145.
 2. AMGR, Cata log No.  5902/40/DP—Testimony of for-

mer  Gross- Rosen prisoner Władysław Strzopa; AMGR, Cata-
log No.  3107/DP- A—Questionnaire of former  Gross- Rosen 
prisoner Apolinary Sztybel.
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 3. AMGR, Cata log No.  7/106a/MF—Report of exami-
nation of witness Stanisław Jabłoński, dated June 11, 1945; 
AMGR, Cata log No.  5902/40/DP—Testimony of former 
 Gross- Rosen prisoner Władysław Strzopa; AMGR, Cata log 
No. 8751/64/DP, collection: R. Olszyna  Records—Letter of 
former prisoner Paweł Wójcik; AMGR, Cata log No.  6910/
DP- A—Questionnaire of former  Gross- Rosen prisoner 
Marian Szczepanik; AMGR, Cata log No.  3466/DP- A—
Questionnaire of former prisoner Bolesław Litwin; AMGR, 
Cata log No.  1983/DP- A—Józef Sochacki’s questionnaire; 
AMGR, Cata log No.  2223/DP—Account of former prisoner 
Jan Ferenc.

 4. AMGR, Cata log No.  8751/64/DP—List Pawła Wój-
cika.

 5. AMGR, Cata log No.  6910/DP- A—Ankieta Mariana 
Szczepanika.

 6. AMGR, Cata log No.  5902/41/DP—Protokół prze-
słuchania świadka Bolesława Litwina z 25.01.1974 r.

 7. AMGR, Cata log No.  8751/64/DP—List Pawła Wój-
cika.

 8. AMGR, Cata log No.  5903/49/DP—Protokół prze-
słuchania świadka St. Dziadusia z June 4, 1972 r.; AMGR, 
Cata log No.  2223/DP—Relacja byłego więźnia Jana Ferenca.

 9. AMGR, Cata log No.  3107/DP- A—Testimony of for-
mer  Gross- Rosen prisoner Apolinary Sztybel.

WALDENBURG
Waldenburg (present- day Wałbrzych) is located in the foot-
hills of the Sudetes Mountains approximately 70 kilometers 
(43.5 miles) south of Wrocław.

There was a labor camp  here for Jewish men, under the 
command of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp. The fact 
is documented by accounts of former prisoners and court 
 materials from postwar trials of staff members and  prisoner-
 functionaries, as well as by the surviving original German list 
of Waldenburg labor camp prisoners. The exact date the camp 
was formed has not been established. According to informa-
tion in the International Tracing Ser vice’s Verzeichnis der 
Haftstätten, the Waldenburg camp came into being in early 
1944, having been converted from a forced labor camp for 
Jews (Zwangsarbeitslager für Juden, ZALfJ). The fi ndings of 
the Main Commission for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes 
in Poland move the opening date forward to September 1, 
1944. On the other hand, prisoner accounts put it at early 
October 1944.

On September 30, 1944, two  high- ranking SS men came 
to the Organisation Schmelt forced labor camp (ZAL) at 
Freiburg (Świebodzice), one of them being a doctor. Their job 
was to conduct a selection from among the Freiburg prison-
ers. After excluding those who  were weak or looked poorly 
(labeled with the letter U: untauglich—unfi t), who  were sent 
away in an unknown direction, a group of 132 men qualifi ed 
for concentration camp incarceration (T: tauglich—fi t)  were 
trucked away to nearby Waldenburg. This was the fi rst trans-
port that arrived at the newly established, still uncompleted 
Waldenburg labor camp. Another group of 433 men  were 

transported in by train several days later, this time from ZAL 
Klettendorf. Thus the camp reached a population of 565 pris-
oners in the fi rst days of its operation. Some changes occurred 
that same month. On October 28, 1944, 57 prisoners  were 
sent back to  Gross- Rosen for unknown reasons, and a group 
of 58 Jews  were brought in to replace them, having been taken 
out of two transports that had arrived at  Gross- Rosen in  mid-
 September 1944 from the  Krakau- Płaszow concentration 
camp. In subsequent months, there  were only slight changes 
in the camp’s population: 7 prisoners  were sent to  Gross-
 Rosen on November 23, 1944, and 4  were sent on December 
9. Then in January 1945, 31 men  were brought to Walden-
burg; according to one prisoner’s account, they  were “prison-
ers from various camps who had gotten lost during the 
evacuation and wound up near Wałbrzych.”1 Two prisoners 
 were sent to the Wüstegiersdorf subcamp on February 18.

The prisoners from the Freiburg and Klettendorf trans-
ports  were assigned numbers 64201 through 64765. The 
 Krakau- Plaszow transport ranged in numbers from 69366 to 
69912 and 74431 to 74847. The prisoners incarcerated in Jan-
uary received numbers 97029 through 97059. This group in-
cluded two Hungarian Jews who initially had been assigned 
numbers 97014 and 97015, only to have them changed a few 
days later to 44786 and 45033; those prisoners  were then sent 
back to Wüstegiersdorf.

The Waldenburg camp was for Jews. Polish Jews from 
 Upper Silesia and Małopolska (Lesser Poland) predominated. 
There was also a small group from Western Eu rope.

The camp was located in the southern part of town in the 
Stadtpark section (present- day Gaj, the Królewiecka Street 
area). The area was wooded. Railroad tracks ran near the 
camp. The road running along the camp buildings led to a 
facility (plant[s], mill[s], or factory[ies]) at the coal mine, at 
which facility the prisoners worked.

The camps had not been fi nished when the fi rst prisoners 
 were admitted in October 1944. Two  identical- looking  two-
 story cinderblock buildings  were fi nished. There  were eight 
living quarters (sztuba) in each, four on the fi rst and four on 
the second fl oor. Each sztuba was intended for 30 prisoners. 
There  were toilets and washrooms in the corridor outside the 
chambers, and there was a shower in the basement. The bar-
racks  were also equipped with a central heating system. How-
ever, neither running water nor heat was connected for some 
time. The quarters’ furnishings  were standard:  three- decker 
bunks, a table, and stools, all new. There  were no straw mat-
tresses or wool or cloth blankets. The prisoners slept on straw 
and had paper bedspreads for covers. The camp buildings also 
included an administration building. It was a long  one- story 
brick barrack that held the kitchen, hospital/infi rmary (Rever), 
sewing room, canteen (Schreibstube), and a large room the 
prisoners called the “dayroom,” which was adapted into living 
quarters after the group of 58 prisoners from  Krakau- Plaszow 
arrived. In time, the entire camp premises  were surrounded 
by a double fence of barbed wire, and the inner one was elec-
trifi ed. Outside the fence there was a building for the SS 
staff.
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Living conditions at Waldenburg  were relatively good. 
New accommodation buildings with new undamaged fur-
nishings, a sewage system, hot and cold running water, and 
central heating  were not standard in camps of this type. How-
ever, the prisoners’ food was insuffi cient. Bread, coffee, and 
watery soup did not supply the hardworking men with an ad-
equate amount of calories. Every month the daily food rations 
grew smaller. Immediately after arrival at camp, prisoners 
received striped clothing, caps, and wooden clogs. In the win-
ter, sweaters and coats  were also distributed.

There was an infi rmary at the camp: an outpatient room 
and a ward with beds. Three doctor prisoners ser viced it: a 
dentist, a surgeon (a young Warsaw doctor named Czar-
marka), and a general physician (a Czech Jew). The food there 
was somewhat better. On occasion, sick patients would even 
get milk soup with saccharine.

There  were only four deaths recorded throughout Walden-
burg’s operation, and that was in the spring of 1945, by which 
time the prisoners  were very weak due to the emaciating labor 
and insuffi cient food.

The camp day began with a  wake- up call at 5:00 A.M. After 
breakfast and roll call, the prisoners  were divided into groups 
and left for work. A smaller group worked fi nishing and 
 expanding the camp. Most of the prisoners  were escorted by 
SS men to a construction site called the Baustelle, about 500 
meters (1,640 feet) away. According to information in the In-
ternational Tracing Ser vice’s Verzeichnis der Haftstätten, 
chiefl y construction and assembly work was done there for 
the following companies: Hoch und Tiefbau AG, Philip Holz-
mann, IG Farben AG, AEG (Allgemeine Elektrizitäts-
 Gesellschaft; General Electric Co.,) and Synthetische 
 Benzin—Fabrik Mathildenhöhe. Work at the construction 
site lasted 10 hours, with a meal break from 12:30 to 1:00 P.M. 
Upon returning to camp, the prisoners  were counted, and 
there was an eve ning roll call, at which people weak by work 
 were often additionally tortured by exercises. There  were roll 
calls with mandatory exercises on Sundays, too.

The camp was guarded by the SS staff.  SS- Unterscharführer 
Schrammel was the commander. A former prisoner depicted 
him as follows: “A known murderer of prisoners at other camps, 
he behaved completely differently at Wałbrzych. To us he was 
above all a merchant. He loved money and derived satisfaction 
from accumulating it. . . .  At such times (when he would sell 
prisoners cigarettes and tobacco), the man, usually inaccessible, 
would take off his jacket and collect the money from everyone 
by himself.”2 The same witness continues by relating Schram-
mel’s attitude toward the camp he was in charge of: “The La-
gerführer has paid a lot of attention to the infi rmary and it’s 
important for him to get as much medicine for patients as pos-
sible. You could describe him in one sentence: he wanted his 
camp to be the best; he allowed anything to be brought to 
camp, but  wouldn’t let anything be taken out.”3 He could pun-
ish people severely for the slightest violation of camp regula-
tions, such as stealing potatoes or disobeying orders. He beat 
people, set dogs on them, and abused them by ordering what 
was called “athletics,” which consisted of a prisoner having to 

wallow on the ground while he brutally walked all over the 
person laying there.

The Waldenburg camp was not evacuated. It operated un-
til the end of the war. As the front approached, the work at the 
Baustelle stopped, and the prisoners  were put to work build-
ing trenches in the environs of the city. The SS staff and com-
mander left the camp on the night of May 7–8, 1945. The 
Waldenburg camp then ceased to exist.

SOURCES Information on this camp may be found in the 
 following sources: B. Cybulski, “Podobóz obozu koncentra-
cyjnego  Gross- Rosen AL Waldenburg (Wałbrzych),” in Acta 
Universitatis Wratislaviensis, No. 1072: Studies on Fascism 
and Nazi Crimes, vol. 13, 1990; B. Cybulski, “Z

.
ydzi w fi liach 

obozu koncentracyjnego  Gross- Rosen,” in Acta Universitatis 
Wratislaviensis, No. 281: Studies on Fascism and Nazi Crimes, 
vol. 2, 1975; “Obozy hitlerowskie na ziemiach polskich 1939–
1945,” in Informator encyklopedyczny (Warsaw, 1979); ITS, 
Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer- SS (1933–
1945) (Arolsen: Der Suchdienst, 1979); AZ

.
IH, Collection of 

Accounts; AZ
.
IH, “Dokumenty niemieckie” collection, sygn. 

167 (“AL Waldenburg. Alphabetischen Häftlings-
 Verzeihnis”); AMGR, Collection of written and microfi lmed 
rec ords.

Magdalena Zając
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. AMGR, Collection of Surveys, sygn. [Cata log No.] 

6201/DP- A.
 2. AZ

.
IH, Account No. 2089.

 3. Ibid.

WEISSWASSER
During World War II, the Vereinigte Lausitzer Glaswerke 
(United Lausitz Glassworks) produced, in addition to jars for 
conserved food, medicine bottles and cooking utensils, and 
glass parts for armored vehicles, mines, and the V-1 fl ying 
bomb. In 1944, the plant Malky Müller & Co. (Bärenhütte) 
in Weisswasser (Biała Woda), that had been owned by the 
Dutch Philips company since 1920, became the relocation 
site of the  Philips- Valvo Factory in Aachen. A transport of 
300 mostly Hungarian Jewish women and children was or ga-
nized at the beginning of September 1944 to Weisswasser, 
which became a  Gross- Rosen subcamp. The women had 
been selected by a  Philips- Valvo Factory representative in 
Auschwitz. The prisoners  were accommodated in three bar-
racks in Weisswasser located on Kromlauer Weg and the 
corner of Neuteichweg.

Edit K., a survivor of  Gross- Rosen with prisoner number 
61191, related that a civilian radio manufacturer sought the 
prisoners out and promised that they would be treated well. 
They  were chosen not only on the basis of their age, but also 
after an examination of their eyes and hands. After a month 
they  were taken to Weisswasser for work. When they arrived, 
they found very clean barracks. Each room held 16 people and 
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each person had their own bed with two blankets. They had 
clean wash rooms and an En glish toilet. They could properly 
wash themselves. They had electric light and in winter the 
barracks  were even heated.

The prisoners worked in the Bärenhütte and Luisenhütte 
(smelting works). Franciska L., a survivor with prisoner num-
ber 61225 at the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp, wrote that 
there  were two large operations for making globes and fi la-
ments. The one was called ‘Bärenhütte,’ the other ‘Luisen-
hütte.’ The prisoners  were put in various groups, including 
assembly, dusting down, and laboratory. They lived in wooden 
barracks, one hundred women per barrack, which  were sur-
rounded with barbed wire. Five men from the Wehrmacht 
 were constantly guarding them. There  were 16 female SS war-
dens, a female commander named Berta Frank (née Metzig, 
from Hamburg), as well as a female head of the group. They 
 were watched from every possible angle and  were not permit-
ted to speak to anyone. They  were completely isolated.

Margot K., from the town of Weisswasser, reported that 
her father made pistons at the Philips factory in Bärenhütte, 
later Luisenhütte. In 1944, he came home very annoyed as he 
had not earned any money. There  were new people, he said, 
who dusted down, but who had no skill and caused a lot of 
damage. They  were young Jewish women with shaved heads. 
There was a female warden from the  SS- Wehrmacht (his 
term) sitting on a revolving chair on each corner of the room 
where her father worked at Luisenhütte. To eat, the prisoners 
had old tin cans with a  handle—they  were given food which 
was quickly eaten so that they could get seconds. The women 
 were only allowed to return to the barracks under guard. For 
their trip home the girls had made bags out of corrugated 
boards with a  string—many looked quite good. They rattled 
when they  walked—that was the wooden shoes. They always 
had cloths over the poor clothing they wore.

Elizabeth W., a survivor with prisoner number 61266 from 
 Gross- Rosen, said that the prisoners’ work day began with a 
march to the factory accompanied by an SS guard. When they 
arrived at the factory they  were given breakfast, soup, which 
they ate in a room separate from the German workers. For the 
rest of her life, she said, she would only remember those meals. 
The prisoners  were always hungry. She did the soldering, 
while her sister, Klara, wired radios or lamps for aeroplanes. In 
the eve ning, they marched back to their barracks.

Paula R., another Weisswasser survivor, born in Hungary 
and a Jewish prisoner of  Gross- Rosen with prisoner number 
61234, said that she was 13 and the youn gest in a group of 
women. They came from Auschwitz and  were chosen because 
of their good eyesight and dexterity. All their SS wardens 
 were women. Each of them had a nickname which matched 
their “qualities” and crimes against the prisoners. The head 
wardress was called the “Dev il,” her assistant the “Leach,” her 
best friend the “Death Kapo,” and so on. The prisoners 
worked 14–16 hours a day and  were fed daily 1,000  calories—
they suffered terribly from hunger and thirst. They  were 
 often beaten when they could not do the work and did not 
achieve the quotas. They could only go to the toilet once a 

day. Diarrhea was treated as sabotage. The fi rst group, to 
which her sister belonged, sometimes sat on an open wagon 
on the factory grounds, a wagon on which potatoes  were 
loaded. A few girls could not control themselves and ran to 
grab a few potatoes. When they came back they  were brutally 
beaten by the wardens. Then they  were put in isolation. The 
wardens injured the prisoners physically and psychologically. 
Their lives  were nothing. As a youth, she said, Paula was 
strongly infl uenced by the older generation. She saw Jewish 
inmates treated like animals, and guessed that people in 
Weisswasser saw this but did nothing.

An offi cial report on the Weisswasser subcamp by the lo-
cal police branch Weisswasser/OL dated February 5, 1946, 
pursuant to order no. 163 by the Soviet Military Administra-
tion in Germany (SMAD), stated that there  were 300 female 
Hungarians in the camp. The police could not provide a list 
of the Hungarian citizens as they  were not insured by the 
 local hospital insurance fund and all other documents  were 
destroyed as a result of the war.

In the original Weisswasser camp workers book held at 
Yad Vashem Archives (YVA), the names of all 300 women and 
their prison numbers are listed together with the work loca-
tion and the person in charge of each section. The women 
 were aged from 13 to 34 years. There was one recorded death 
in Weisswasser, prisoner number 61178, Györgyi Kundler 
(born: Kisvarda, Hungary, October 27, 1925); she died on 
September 21, 1944, at 10:30 A.M. The entry was made after a 
verbal report by the female camp commander Berta Frank. 
She stated that she voluntarily reported the death and that the 
woman had died from injuries and fever.

The camp was evacuated on February 26, 1945, after heavy 
bombardment by the Red Army. The women had to walk to 
Senftenberg and then  were taken in wagons to Horneburg, 
where there was another Philips factory. Three weeks later, 
on March 30, 1945, they  were transferred to the  Bergen-
 Belsen concentration camp. Those who survived  were liber-
ated by the British Army on April 15, 1945.

SOURCES On the war time production of the glass factory 
Lausitz, see Geschichte des VEB Lausitzer Glas Weisswasser 
(1989).

There are few archival sources on the Weisswasser sub-
camp. YV in Jerusalem holds the original camp workers book 
in which all the names and prison numbers (from the  Gross-
 Rosen concentration camp), the work sites, and those in 
charge of each section are listed.

Gudrun Albrecht
trans. Stephen Pallavicini

WIESAU
Wiesau (present- day Łąka) is located approximately 3 kilome-
ters (1.9 miles) north of Bunzlau (now Bolesławiec). Informa-
tion about the camp at Wiesau indicates that at various times 
there was also a Jewish men’s forced labor camp (Zwangsar-
beitslager für Juden, ZALfJ) there, as well as a woman’s sub-
camp of the  Gross- Rosen concentration camp.
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According to a former prisoner’s account, a forced labor 
camp (ZAL) for Jewish men was established at Wiesau in Oc-
tober 1942. The fi rst transport of 500 prisoners arrived at 
four newly erected wooden barracks. The buildings  were sur-
rounded by barbed wire. The  whole camp covered an area of 
approximately 20 square kilometers (7.7 square miles). The 
kitchen was outside the barbed wire in the SS staff’s barrack.

Besides the men, there was also a group of approximately 
20 Jewish women prisoners; they did things such as working in 
the kitchen and doing laundry. On May 10, 1944, the ZALfJ 
Wiesau women  were taken over by the female labor camp 
(FAL) Ludwigsdorf under the command of the  Gross- Rosen 
concentration camp.

The ZAL Wiesau men worked building a sewage system 
and a factory that was near the camp. The prisoners’ food for 
an entire day was composed of 350 grams (approximately 12 
ounces) of bread and some margarine and a dinner of soup 
made from greens, rutabaga, and potatoes. Besides the hun-
ger and strenuous labor, the prisoners suffered intensely from 
the tortures administered by the Lagerführer (camp leader) 
(according to a former prisoner’s account, the Lagerführer 
was named Drobrk). The favorite form of punishing prisoners 
for being disorderly or unclean was to douse a prisoner stand-
ing in a barrel full of water with a stream of cold water. This 
caused the exhausted people to faint, in consequence of which 
they drowned to death.

ZAL Wiesau was probably closed in May 1944. The pris-
oners  were examined by a panel of doctors and divided up into 
two groups. The healthy ones  were sent to the newly formed 
 Gross- Rosen subcamp at Bunzlau. The weak and sick group 
was taken away to the Auschwitz concentration camp.

According to the information in the International Tracing 
Ser vice’s Verzeichnis der Haftstätten, there was also a  Gross-
 Rosen subcamp at Wiesau. The fi rst reference to a camp of 
this type dates from September 1944. It held female Hungar-
ian Jewish prisoners. The women worked for the Küppers 
company, an ammunitions factory.

Copies of six transport rosters dated December 7, 1944, 
confi rm that information. The rosters contain the names of 
Hungarian Jewish women (a total of 68). On December 7, 
1944, they  were moved from Wiesau to the following  Gross-
 Rosen subcamps: FAL  Ober- Altstadt, FAL Bernsdorf, FAL 
Parschnitz, and FAL Schatzlar. The prisoners listed in the 
rosters had numbers in the 60506 to 60996 range, which indi-
cates, according to the chronology of  Gross- Rosen trans-
ports, that they had been admitted to the camp in September 
1944. Unfortunately, no information on camp living and 
working conditions is available.

According to Verzeichnis der Haftstätten, the last reference 
to the Wiesau subcamp is from January 1945.

SOURCES Information on this camp may be found in the fol-
lowing sources: B. Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross-
 Rosen (stan badań) (Rogoźnica, 1987); A. Konieczny, “Kobiety 
w obozie koncentracyjnym  Gross- Rosen w latach 1944–1945,” 
Sśsu 40 (1982); Rulings of the Wrocław District Commission 

for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes dated January 3, 1977, to 
discontinue the proceedings against the  Gross- Rosen camp 
commanders (typescript); “Obozy hitlerowskie na ziemiach 
polskich 1939–1945,” in Informator encyklopedyczny (Warsaw: 
1979).

For archival sources, see AZ
.
IH, Collection of Accounts; 

and AMGR, Collection of written and microfi lmed rec ords.
Magdalena Zając

trans. Gerard Majka

ZILLERTHAL- ERDMANNSDORF
A forced labor camp for Jews (Zwangsarbeitslager für Jude, 
ZALfJ) was formed at  Zillerthal- Erdmannsdorf (Mysłako-
wice) in the autumn of 1940. Jewish women  were sent there 
as manpower for a nearby factory belonging to the Erdmanns-
dorfer Leinenfabrik corporation.

The labor camp was converted into a subsidiary of the 
 Gross- Rosen concentration camp in late May and early June 
1944. The women, now concentration camp prisoners, re-
ceived numbers on round tags worn around the neck.

Girls and young women aged 13 to 25 lived in the camp. 
Initially, the population was approximately 100 people; subse-
quently it  rose to about 200. However, the number of women 
incarcerated at the camp was probably greater. Transports 
from such places as Sosnowiec and the Auschwitz concentra-
tion camp  were sent  here. Original rec ords are unavailable, so 
it is diffi cult to determine how many such transports there 
 were or their size. The prisoners lived in two barracks, un-
heated in the winter, containing  double- decker bunks. The 
barracks had washbasins in which the women washed and did 
their laundry; the toilets  were outside. The food was poor and 
insuffi cient for the work done by the prisoners. Reveille was at 
6:30 A.M. Roll calls  were conducted in the morning before the 
prisoners went to work, as well as upon their return. Medical 
care was provided by an orderly picked from among the pris-
oners. However, basic medicine was in short supply.1

After the camp was transferred to  Gross- Rosen’s adminis-
tration, the women continued to work in the Erdmannsdorfer 
factory in the weaving and spinning departments; they also 
spooled fl ax from fi elds in the vicinity. The factory manufac-
tured cloth for German army uniforms. Work lasted from 
8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. There was a short lunch break at about 
1:00 P.M. German civilian foremen oversaw the women at 
work and also ordered and inspected the work.

No one can say how many deaths there  were at the camp, 
although there  were such instances, due to malnutrition. Scurvy 
and lice infestations  were rife among the prisoners. There 
 were also selections; sick prisoners and those unfi t for work 
 were taken away.

SS members comprised the staff. There is no specifi c in-
formation on how many of them there  were; all that is known 
is that they occupied a separate barrack at the camp.

The subcamp operated until January 17, 1945, when it was 
ordered evacuated.2 The prisoners  were probably divided into 
two columns. The fi rst reached the Gablonz camp (a men’s 
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subcamp). They  were disinfected and their heads  were shaven; 
then they  were placed in a camp prepared especially for them. 
They  were put to work in an ammunition factory as well as 
doing various other work on factory and camp premises. The 
prisoners  were liberated on May 8, 1945.

The other group was sent to the town of Morchenstern 
(Smržovka), where the women stayed about three weeks, after 
which they  were transported to the Mauthausen concentra-
tion camp.

SOURCES A useful source for this topic is the work of Alfred 
Konieczny, “Kobiety w obozie koncentracyjnym Gross-
Rosen w latach 1944–1945,” Sśsn 40 (1982): 55–112; as well as 
the work of Aneta Małek, “Praca w systeme KL  Gross-
 Rosen,” published by the AMGR in 2003. Portions of both 
works are devoted to this topic. The works are available in 
Polish.

The archival sources on this topic are few. The accounts of 
a female former prisoner are available in the AMGR. Infor-
mation on this topic is also located in the materials of the 
GKBZHwP.

Aneta Mal/ek
trans. Gerard Majka

NOTES
 1. The information about the number of female prisoners 

and life in the camp comes from the account of the former 
prisoner (AMGR imprint 2658/DP).

 2. The date of the uprising and evacuation of the camp 
comes from the work of Alfred Konieczny: “Women in the 
 Gross- Rosen Concentration Camp from 1944–1945,” Sśsn, 
n.s., 40 (1982): 55–112.

ZITTAU [AKA  KLEIN- SCHÖNAU]
Within the context of the transfer of the aircraft industry to 
areas that  were less prone to air attack, the Zittau fi rm 
 Gebrüder Morus AG received word on September 20, 1944, 
from the Reich Air Ministry (RLM) of the transfer of the 
Junkers Aircraft Works from Dessau: “The fi rm Junkers Air-
craft and Motor Works AG (transferring enterprise) is tasked 
to transfer the production [facilities] of its factories in Dessau 
and Magdeburg into the space occupied by the fi rm Gebrüder 
Morus AG . . .  Zittau in Saxony (receiving enterprise), in ac-
cordance with the transfer notice sent with the communica-
tion of August 16, 1943.”1 In this connection, the transferred 
Junkers enterprise received the cover name “Zitt- Werke.”2

In addition to hundreds of civilian forced laborers and 
prisoners of war (POWs), the Junkers Works also still sought 
to receive concentration camp prisoners for work in Zittau. 
They  were successful in their negotiations with the  
SS- Business Administration Main Offi ce (WVHA), in part 
because of support from the RLM. A representative of  Zitt-
 Werke sought suitable prisoners in Auschwitz. Because this 
was the  period—late summer of  1944—when the large depor-
tation transports from Hungary  were arriving in Auschwitz 
 II- Birkenau, 500 mostly Hungarian Jewish women  were 

 selected. In the report of the former prisoner Monica 
 Elizabeth H., one fi nds the following: “Someone came from 
Zittau, where they needed fi ve hundred women (from Aus-
chwitz). Thus the transport was formed.”3

On October 28, 1944, with this fi rst transport of women 
from Auschwitz, the Zittau subcamp was established.4 The 
women and girls received registration numbers from the 
 series 83000 to 84000 from the  Gross- Rosen main camp, to 
which the Zittau subcamp was subordinated. A large part of 
these women hailed from Budapest, others from Szolnok, 
Tocsö in the  Carpatho- Ukraine, and Colanto.5

With a transport of 250 men from Buchenwald on January 
27, 1945, a men’s  Gross- Rosen subcamp was also established 
at Zittau.6 In this case, the prisoners  were Polish and Hungar-
ian Jews. When the  Gross- Rosen subcamp at Görlitz was 
temporarily evacuated to Rennersdorf on February 18, the SS 
brought a group of 100 prisoners to Zittau. Likewise, in Feb-
ruary 1945 the number of female prisoners in Zittau  rose be-
cause of a transport of about 300 women from one of the two 
subcamps in Kratzau (Chrastava).

There is still little clarity concerning the exact number of 
female or male prisoners in Zittau. Moldawa speaks of several 
hundred prisoners; Main Commission for the Investigation of 
Hitlerite Crimes (OKBZH) maintains that there  were 5,000. 
Former Polish prisoner Dr. Kulig even gives a count of 8,000 
Jewish men and women in Zittau, which probably refl ects the 
temporary accommodation of various evacuation transports 
from  Gross- Rosen subcamps to the east of Zittau, such as 
Hartmannsdorf, in the Zittau camp.7

The establishment of the accommodations for both the 
male and the female prisoners went forward in the barracks 
complex in Kleinschönau (later: Sieniawka) and on the grounds 
of the then estate Grossporisch (later: Porajów), as a result of 
which the camp was occasionally known as  Klein- Schönau.8

Through an agreement of June 3, 1944, the entire barracks 
facility was taken over by the Junkers Aircraft and Motor 
Works Dessau, Zittau Branch, which had, in fact, been using 
it since December 1943.9

The camp leader (Lagerführer) was  SS- Oberscharführer 
Horst Klehr, although there was also an  SS- Oberscharführer 
Foerster, who signed many SS documents.10 No information 
is available about the number of SS guards and female SS 
overseers. On February 4, 1945, a part of the  Gross- Rosen 
command staff was transferred to Zittau and remained there 
about one week, up until its further transfer to the Reichenau 
subcamp, near Gablonz.11 Also, a liquidation site (Abwick-
lungsstelle) of Auschwitz was located in Zittau for a time.12

Because of increasingly frequent instances of pregnancy 
among the Hungarian and Slovakian prisoners who had been 
deported in late spring or early summer via Auschwitz to the 
 Gross- Rosen subcamps, the SS faced the problem of how to deal 
with these pregnant women. In Zittau, the top fl oor of a camp 
building was converted into a delivery station. Women from 
other nearby  Gross- Rosen subcamps, including  Ober-
 Hohenelbe, Liebau, Sackisch, and presumably also Kratzau, 
 were brought there before their deliveries. After the delivery, 
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some of the women and their children  were sent away. Accord-
ing to Alfred Konieczny, 10 children received registration 
 numbers from  Gross- Rosen (from 96951 to 96960) and then 
 were transported from Zittau to Langenbielau. Because one of 
the children, with the registration number 96957, died on April 
17,  1945—two days after its  birth—it is possible that this was 
just such a transport.13 Gertraude S., born Sojka in Berlin in 
1909 and deported from the Slovakian Nitra in 1944, wrote, 
“I . . .  was deposed because of my Jewish heritage and found 
myself in the Kleinschönau camp in Kreis Zittau, where also my 
child was born. Now I am located in the Kreis women’s clinic in 
Watzdorfheim. After my release, which should follow in the 
coming days, I wish to travel to Prague and from there to Nitra, 
Slovakia, in order to trace my husband. I want to take the urn 
for my child with me, because as a Czechoslovak citizen I wish 
to have my child’s remains buried in my homeland.”14

All survivors describe the food situation in Zittau as cata-
strophic and for many as fatal. Former prisoner Zdzislaw M. 
testifi ed that “[i]n the Zittau camp we received starvation ra-
tions, which consisted of one hundred grams [three and  one-
 half ounces] of bread, as well as a bowl of hot water with 
potato peelings.”15 Hungarian Monica Elizabeth H. wrote: 
“We  were hungry, such that we dug into the ‘muck heap’ in 
order to fi nd some potato peelings to eat. The hunger was ter-
rible. I can only describe it as the greatest agony. . . .  We had 
only one wish, to just have a  whole loaf of bread.”16

From the available rec ords, it emerges that 9 women and 
90 men  were registered as having died in the Zittau camp be-
tween February 4 and May 7, 1945.17 Whether there  were al-
ready deaths before that period, since the camp existed with 
female prisoners, and how many died in Zittau after the lib-
eration on May 8, 1945, remain unknown.

Just as there is a connection between the very high number 
of prisoners in the camp and other subcamps’ evacuation 
marches that passed through Zittau, there may be such a con-
nection with the number of dead given by Dr. Kulig, who was 
himself evacuated from the  Gross- Rosen subcamp Hart-
mannsdorf to Zittau. During his witness interview, he said:

The rest of the still surviving prisoners [sick]  were 
evacuated to Zittau via motorized transport on 
March 19, 1945. The group of SS who had come to 
the camp to evacuate it shot those prisoners who 
could not leave the camp under their own power.

After my evacuation from the Hartmannsdorf 
camp I found myself, up until my liberation by the 
Soviet army, . . .  in the Zittau subcamp. . . .  On May 5, 
the SS men marched out toward the west with a group 
of fi ve thousand prisoners. At that time I stayed in the 
camp with a large group of sick prisoners. I am not 
capable of providing the names of all the ill prisoners 

who died in the camp. Many died during their con-
fi nement in the camp, and many after the liberation.18

Dr. Molenda, likewise evacuated from Hartmannsdorf to Zit-
tau, also said in a statement: “After the liberation, a group of 
us who  were healthier, under the leadership of Dr. Kulig, oc-
cupied ourselves with burying the dead prisoners, as well as 
with transporting the still living prisoners to the local hospi-
tal, with the agreement of the Soviet city commander.”19

SOURCES There are no secondary sources that address this 
camp exclusively. Information may be found in Alfred Konie-
czny, Frauen im Konzentrationslager  Gross- Rosen in den Jahren 
1944–1945 (Wałbrzych, 1994);  Karl- Heinz Gräfe and  Hans-
 Jürgen Töpfer, Ausgesondert und fast vergessen.  KZ- Aussenlager 
auf dem Territorium des heutigen Sachsen (Dresden, 1996); and 
Bogdan Cybulski, Obozy podporządkowane KL  Gross- Rosen 
(Rogoźnica, 1987).

Primary sources are to be found in AMGR,  BA- L, and the 
Stadtarchiv Zittau, as indicated in the notes.

Hans Brenner
trans. Geoffrey Megargee

NOTES
 1.  Ast- ZI, fi le Gebrüder Morus Zittau 1943–1947, p. 220.
 2.  BA- B, Bank der deutschen Luftfahrt, Nr. 138.
 3. Monica Elizabeth H., report to the author, October 

15, 1998.
 4. ITS, Verzeichnis der Haftstätten unter dem Reichsführer-

 SS (1933- 1945) (Arolsen, 1979), p. 153.
 5. Archiv Brenner, Zittau I/3,  Entlassungs- und Reiseb-

escheinigung für 23 ungarische Häftlinge v. 18. Mai 1945.
 6. ITS, Verzeichnis, p. 153.
 7. See  BA- L, IV 405  AR- Z 222/69, p. 189, statement Dr. 

Kulig.
 8.  Ast- ZI, Nr.  IIc- I-26- Nr. 10, pp. 63–64.
 9. Ibid.
 10. On Klehr:  AG- T, Nr. A 2452; Bericht des Lagers Zit-

tau an den Leiter der Zahnstationen im KZ  Gross- Rosen v. 
20. March 1945; on Foerster:  Ast- ZI,  IV- II- 3- Nr. 6, vol. 124-
 2430: Totenscheine verstorbener Häftlinge.

 11.  Ast- ZI, letter to the author, January 28, 1994, p. 2.
 12. NARA, T 976, Roll 21.
 13.  Ast- ZI,  IVb- II- 1 Nr. 6-2368, p. 184.
 14.  Ast- ZI, Bestattungsamt, Kriegstodesfallmeldung, I-II-

 L, Nr. 49, Bl. 40/41.
 15.  BA- L, IV 405  AR- Z 222/69, p. 260, statement Zdzi-

slaw M.
 16. Monica Elizabeth H., report to the author, November 

17, 1998, p. 1.
 17.  Ast- ZI, Bestattungsamt, Kriegstodesfallmeldung, I-II-

 1, Nr. 6- 2368.
 18.  BA- L, IV 405  AR- Z 222/69, p. 189, Aussage Dr. Kulig.
19. Ibid., p. 260, statement Dr. Molenda.
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